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ABSTRACT.

The object of this study is to
describe and analyse the sain trends in the political history
of the Keira Jultanate of Dar Fur until its incorporation into
the Turco-Egyptian Sudan in 137*+*

In the first two chapters»

after a brief description of the geography and ethnography of
the Dar Fur region» the early history of the area and the
various traditions of origin concerning the Keira Jultanate
are discussed*

Chapter three outlines the early relations

between the Keira royal family and the Fur tribe and the
expansion of the sultanate under -iultans oulayman and Ahmad
i

Bultr with the subsequent struggles for power within the
ruling group*

The growing strength of the sultan’s position

vls~a-vi3 his chiefs is the main theme of chapter four and
i3 Illustrated in the expansion of the sultanate eastwards
into Kordofan, the increasing reliance of the sultans on
slaves as soldiers and officials and in the outcome of the
succession crisis after the death of dultan Muhammad Tayrab*
With the consolidation of the
3 ultan’s power by the reforms of Sultan cAbd al-Rahnan, chapter

five describes the establishment of al-Fashir as the capital
and the sultanate's relations with the outside world*

The

last two chapters consider the development of court politics
in al-Fashir and the rise of a new class of officials and the
decline of the power of the old chiefly class and the Keira
family*

The sultanate’s increasing isolation following the

Turco-Egyptian conquest of Kordofan in 1821 and the hostile
relations with the Arab tribes of southern Dar Fur are dis
cussed*
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It was from the south that the final threat to the
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sultanate came In the form of the Invasion of al-Zubayr Eahma
in 187W.
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The purpose of this study 13 to
trace the growth and development of the Keira Sultanate of
Dar Pur until its destruction at the hands of al-Zubayr Eahma
•

in 137*+*

The main emphasis in the study is on the political

history of the state.

Until the 3ites associated with the

early sultans are excavated, little can be said on the origin
and early history of the sultanate, but an outline recon
struction of the political and military growth of the state
in the eighteenth century is possible.

For the nineteenth

century material is more abundant and major trends within the
development of the state, such as the centralisation of power
in the hands of the sultan and his court, the Islamisation of
the institutions of the state and the increasing use of slaves
in the administration, can, at least in part, be described.
The sources for this study may be
divided into two main categories, oral and written, although
the distinction is rather blurred.

Although Arabic manuscripts

from the period of the sultans are beginning to be discovered
in Dar Pur - so far Just over a hundred have been located and
photographed - they throw most light on the local history of
I**!Sfci-
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the sultanate, its system of land tenure and on the role of
the Muslim

religious classes within the state.

The most

substantial group of written sources utilised in this study
are the travellers of the nineteenth century, and of these
the most important are W.G. Browne, Muhammad b. °Umar
al~TunisI and Gustav Hachtigal.

The travellers' contribution

8

is twofoldf their personal observations and their records of
the historical traditions of the sultanate current at the time
of their visit.
After the establishment of
Condominium rule in Dar Fur in 1916* many British officials
began to collect information on the history and ethnography
of the province.

Much was published in dudan Hotes and

accords. but much remains in the Archives in Khartoum and
al-Fashir or in private hands*

One notable collection - the

papers of Dr* A*J. Arkell - have now been deposited in the
library of the School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London.

Since many of the officials took notes

from informants who had grown up in the days of the sultans,
much of their material is irreplaceable, but their official
preoccupations often limited the nature of their enquiries.
I was able to use these sources as
a basis for further enquiries during two visits to Dar Fur
(April to July 1969 and April to July 1970).

I must here

gratefully acknowledge grants towards the costs of these
visits from the Central Research Fund, University of London,
and from the Research Committee, University of Khartoum.

On

my first visit, I travelled mainly in the Fur tribal area in
Jabal Marra and western Dar Fur, but found with the disappear
ance of the sultanate over fifty years ago, the Fur remembered
little of

their past*

This impression was confirmed by a

social anthropologist from the University of Bergen, Dr. Gunnar
H&land, working in the same area*

I had much greater success

in the al-Fashir and eastern Dar Fur region on my second

9

visit, where I was able to photograph over seventy sultanic
documents and to record individual family and clan histories*
In al-Fashir X learnt ouch from 3ayyid flabU Adam Yacqub and
Sayyid cAbd al-Bahtfe Xdan Salih, ■uho w r e both actlrely
engaged in collecting historical material cm their respective
tribes, the Blrged and the Pur#
' fu

This thesis is concerned vith what

one might term the central historical traditions of the Keira
state, namely the doings of the sultans, their court and
officials and as such is only a preliminary and partial
assessment of the general progress of the history of the
Keira Sultanate*

It will not be possible to balance this per

haps misleading view of the sultanate's history until the
historical traditions of all the component tribes of the
sultanate are collected*

Until this is done the history of

the Keira state must remain largely the history of the Keira
ruling family*
In the writing of this thesis, I
have acquired many debts of gratitude*

I owe much to my

former colleagues in the Department of History? Uhiversity
of Khartoum, particularly to Dr* °Uthman Sid Ahmad, who gave
me leave of absence from my teaching to pursue my research
In Dar Fur, and to Dr. Yusuf Fadl Hasan, of the Dudan Research
m*w OZ
Unit, for his continual encouragement* I was able to discuss
many of the social anthropological and ethnographic problems
of the DSr Fur region vith the members of the Department of
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Anthropology at Khartoum, particularly vith Farnham Kehfisch,
Lewis Hill and Wendy James#

In this respect also I was able

to make use of the research in Dar Fur or Proressor Fredrik
Barth, who kindly invited me to Bergen to discuss Dar Fur,
and or my friend, Dr# Gunnar Haland, who was working on the
social anthropology or the Fur at the same time as I was
attempting to write their history and who ha3 kindly contri
buted an appendix to chapter one on one of the most obscure
problems of early Keira history, namely the role of the
named groups or "clans" among the Fur#

I must also thank

Professor and Madame Tubiana, who gave me much good advice,
based on their experience of the Zaghawa in Chad and Dar Fur.
Apart from the many former British
officials in Bar Fur who gave advice or answered particular
queries, I owe an especial debt to Dr# A.J. Arkoll, who not
only allowed me to read his papers on Dar Fur, but also
advised me on many points#
Professor A#G#B* Fisher and his son,
Dr# H*J# Fisher, very kindly allowed me to make use of their
as yet unpublished translation of Gustav Hadhtigal’s travel3.
My visits to Dar Fur were both
enjoyable and fruitful and were made so by the kindness and
help of the officials there, in particular the Governor of
Daf Fur Province, Sayyid °Uthman Muhammad Eusayn, who gave me
unrestricted access to the Archives of al-Fashir Province
Headquarters #

I owe much to the people of Dar Fur,
whether as students at the University of Khartoum vith whom I
had so many profitable discussions, or as very hospitable
hosts in a fascinating and beautiful, if remote, country, or
in the case of those chiefs and holy men who still remembered
the past, for their guidance into that past*

I must

particularly thank my servant Jumca Yacqub of Ajangerei, who
initiated me into the Fur language, the abbo daadlnga
Kihaymt all ah Muhammad Mahmud who used his very considerable
•
•
«
■ n
influence in the al-Fashir region in helping me locate
informants and documents, and my two student companions on
my second trip, Ibrahim Musa Abbo and Muhammad Ahmad Bldayn*
I must thank Professor fUA* Oliver
for introducing me to the fascination of African history and
for encouraging me to begin this study, and most particularly,
Professor P*M. Holt, for his patient guidance and supervision,
first in London and then from afar when I was in Khartoum,
throughout the writing of this thesis*

And finally to my

wife, who in the midst of domestic tragedy and difficulty,
found the strength to encourage me to finish what I had
begun*
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It is impossible to transliterate
in a scientific manner all the names and phrases that appear
in this thesis*

Over tventy languages and dialects are

spoken in Dar Fur, of vhich very few have been seriously
studied or recorded at all*

A further complication is that

many terms used in the Keira Sultanate, some of vhlch are
widely used in the central Sudanic region, are of unknown
linguistic origin*
For the Fur language, I have used
a modified form of the phonetic system devised by A*C* Beaton
in his grammar of the language*
fitataa

(I)

The changes arej

thtila
e
e

e

ng

whenever n is followed
by g the two letters
represent the one sound,
as in "sing”.

D

o

0

oo
As far as possible I have Ignored

the colloquial Arabic forms and have used the transliteration
adopted by the Encyclopedia of Islam* but with the omission J
of the subscript ligatures and the substitution of MjM for
£ £ _____________________________________________________________________

(I)

A.C. Beaton,

a

Qf the Fur Language, typescript

Khartoum 1937} mimeograph Khartoum 1969*

XL

and "q” for Hk %

«J> «

But in certain words I

have preferred to retain the Sudanese colloquial "o" for
instead of f,u w*
In the spelling of plaee names it
is again impossible to be consistent and I have sometimes
written the conventional anglicised form or the arabiclsed
form or the form9 often very inaccurate y to appear on the
1s250,000 *3udan Ordnance maps*

h'<i 'wtoOWJL -V-i,

M p.

fttjt

I'

4,{

}

:

I :t '

30^9 end <TtS«(U X«ebon9
-'•■On the toaS' geography of-the eeial

shftRtar,

ofe H ai aas .cflflcmx amu m m m*
The province of Bar F5r (Arabic dar.
"home", Fur, the name of a people), today the westernmost
province of the Democratic Republic of the Sudan, covers an
area of about 1*fO,OOQ square miles but has a population of
only some million and a half. (I)

(I)

There is, however, some

On the geography of Bar FiJr, see K„M.Barbour,The Republic

of the Sudan* London 19571 J*H*G* Lebon and V*C* Robertson,
“The Jebel Marra, Darfur and its region", The Geographical
Journal. CKWII/1, 1965, 30-^9 and J.H.G. Lebon, Land Use in
tin* sndnn. London 1965*

On the human geography of the neigh*

bouring region of central Kordofan, see M* B o m , Zentralkordofan. Marburg 1965*
On the population of Bar Fur, see First Population Census
of t.ha Aidan. 1955*6. 3 vols., Khartoum 1960.

The Census

gives valuable tribal and language lists, which must however
be used with caution e*g* "North Darfurian" and "South
Darfurian" have no significance as language groups* ‘‘The
present administrative divisions of Darfur are as follows|
name

centre

poPMlftttm*

Dar Masallt Rural Council

Geneina

323,616

Al-Fashir Town and R*C*

al-FKshir

123,176

Eastern Darfur R*C«

Umm Keddada

Northern Darfur R*C*

Kutum

230,706

Southern Darfur R*C*

Nyala

396,393

Western Darfur R.C*

Zalingei

20^-,Mf3

50,^31

16

evidence that suggests that this nay be a considerable under
estimate or that the population of Dar Fur was greater in the
past.

(2)

The density of population varies from some twenty

to thirty people to a square mile in the cultivated areas to
less than two to a square mile in the semi-deserts of the north
and east.

It is geographically an area of extreme contrasts)

from the deserts of the north, the volcanic mountain ranges
of the centre to the wooded land in the south, which shades
off gently into the Bahr al-Ghazal.

The geographical

characteristics of the area have overwhelmingly determined
the history of its peoples.

(2)

Although they are no more than guesses, the travellers

of the last century, with the exception of Browne, consistently
give a higher figure.

W.G. Browne, Travels in Africa. B,m>t

and Jvria. London 1799 1 28*f, gives 200,000 as the population
of the sultanate) Dr. Perron in an appendix to Muhammad b.
°TSnar al-TunisI, Voyage au Oarfour. Paris 13^5, 393, gives
million.

Nachtigal first gave the same figure in, "Dar

For, die neue aegyptischen provinz", Petermanns Mltthellungen.
1375, 19-23, but later cut it down to 3i Billion, Sahara und
Judan. 3 vols., I and II, Berlin 1379 &ud 1331, XII, Leipzig
13391 reprinted Graz 1968, H i , *+63.

A.M.Mason, "Dar For",

Peteraanns Mltthellungen. 1380, 377-81, gives 2 million,
while R.W. Felkin, "Notes on the For tribe of Central Africa",
Proceedings of the Royal Society, of. Jatnbmgk, XIII, 188^5,
205-65, gives 3-5 million.
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Dir Fur/Kordofan Geographical 3ub-regions.
(Adapted

from Barbour,

Rerub1 tc, 1^9)
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Barbour considers Dar Fur and the
neighbouring province to the east, Kordofan, to form a natural
geographical unit (total area 3h0,000 square miles; only a
little less than Nigeria, 373>000 square miles), which he
divides into four sub-regions, western Dar FSr, the SemiDesert, the Qoz and the Nuba mountains.

(3)

Western Dar Fur

consists of a plain and a range of mountains, Jabal Marra.
In the north of the sub-region there is little water and the
land is not very suitable for camels, but supports mainly
goats, sheep and some cattle.

The population, which is

mainly nomadic, consists of Zaghava, some Fur, Ban! Eusayn
and the northern Rizayqat.

In the rainy season (October to

January and February) the jizzu grazing lands of the far
north are very important and there are a variety of movements
centred on themf the Kabablsh move there from northern Kordo
fan, the Zaghawa, the northern Rizayqat and Meidob from other
parts of Dar Fur and the Bideyat and Guracan from Chad.

In

the northern zone of western Dar Fur the staple crop is dukhn
(bullrush millet, pennlsetum typholdeum) around Kutum
particuiarly, since it has a good and reliable water supply.
The southern part of western Dar
Fur has a much better supply of water than the north, with a
consequence that the population is mainly sedentary, particu
larly along the WSdl Azum, which is one of the main centres
. . . . . . .

-

" I

"

. . '* ' . . . .

■

-

( 3 Barbour, Republic. 151.

. . . I .

.

. 11—

-

.

.III.

■

I

■

■

■

.

of the Fur people.

(**)

The Fur of the Wadi Azum are good

cultivators and are well-versed in a wide range of crafts,
including spinning and weaving cotton, iron-working and pottery)
these are essential given the relative commercial isolation of
western Dar Fur.

The main crops grown by the Fur of the Wadi

Azum are duidm. dhurra (common millet, sor ~hup vulrare).
ground-nuts, maize, sesame and onions.

These are sown in June/

July and are harvested in November/ December.

Markets are

held all the year round, but the volume of trade varies with
the season.

To these markets come the nomads to buy grain in

exchange for milk and butter.

(k)

(?)

j

"The Fur live exclusively in compact villages, varying

from a bare fifty huts, which would indicate a population of
1 50-200 persons, to as many as 200 huts or more.

There is

evidence from the distribution of broken sherds and disused
grindstones on many of the hills near the Asum that at some
earlier date villages were sited in defensive positions,
comparable with those occupied until very recently by the
Nuba**, Barbour, Republic. 152.

See also, M. Barbour, “The

Wadi Azum", The, Geographical Journal. CXX, 195>+, 172-32.

(5 )

On the economy of the Pur, but based on

research

among the Fur of Jabal Marra, see F. Barth, "Economic spheres
in Darfur" in R. Firth (ed.), Themes in Economic Anthropology.
London 1967, 1^9-7^#

On the relations between nomad and

settled people in this region, see G. H&land, "Economic
determinants in ethnic processes", in F. Barth ed., Ethnic
Groups and Boundaries. London 1969, 58-73.
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The natural centre of Dar Pur is
the Jabal Marra mountain range, which rises in places a 3 high
as 3,000 metres*

Jabal Marra acts as a barrier to comounlcation

between eastern and western Dar Pur and is perhaps a cause of
the fact that western Dar Fur1s links have traditionally been
towards the west and north-west rather than east towards the
Kile valley.

The one major pass through the mountain massif,

the Kawra pass, near the western end of which lies the town of
Kabkabfya, was and is of great strategic importance.

(6)

The

slopes of Jabal Marra are covered, sometimes up to a height
of 2,500 metres, by a complex system of stone terraces, which
give the perhaps misleading impression that Jabal Marra
supported a larger population in the past than it does today*
(7)

From the crater lakes at the south end of the range, an

important trade in salt was carried on in the days of the
sultanate, which has only local value today*

(6)

(£,

"It is two days walk from KabkabTya to Kawra.

In the

mountains of Kawra there are ruins of towns that overlooked
the pass} Kabkablya and Shoba, the palace of sultan Muhammad
*
Tayrab, are situated strategically in relation to the pas3
because they also have good water and land”} personal
communication, G* H&land.
(7)

On the terraces see G.A. Hale, "Terrasegerbourg", Kultur-

;:eo.-:raph« XVI, 87, 17-23, and Bre, J.gfjrase.S,.Jftfcfl1
unpublished Ph. D*, University of California, Los Angeles, 1966*
(3)

See Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill,

and Felkin, 21H-.

Boustead and Beaton collected considerable information on
this trade, which is

in A

Sax. Maa&flm ■ftjtf’.ftg. £&&!&■>

M a l k i n filesI see A.C. Beaton, "The Fur", J.M.R.. XXIX/1,
19^8, 26-7.

21

The population of Jabal Marra Is almost exclusively Pur, vho
are known to the Fur of the plains as nxubTOkva or .iabbala
("mountain people1*, .labal* Arabic, funny. Pur, "mountain**)
and who speak a oonevhat different dialect of the common lan
guage#

(9)

The Fur appear to regard Jabal Marra as their

original homeland.
To the east of Jabal Marra on the
borders between western Dar FOr and the ^5^ stf>reglon lies
the only considerable town in dor Pur, al-Fashir (population
about 3 0 ,0 0 0 , but it is now being rapidly overtaken by Nyala),
which since the end of the eighteenth century ha3 been the
capital first of the Keira sultanate and now of the province. (10)
The sub-region of the ypz stretches
from al-Fashir to the White Nile and includes the other major
town of the region, al-Ubayyid, (El Qbeid) both chosen for the
convenience of their cites.

Like western Dar Pur, the ,
ypz

sub-region has nomads in the north and couth and cultivators
in the centre.

(9)

The latter are mainly in the triangle, bounded

On the dialects of Pur, see B. Jernudd, "Linguistic

integration and national development» a ca30 study of the
Jebel Marra area, Sudan," in J.A, Fishman ed., Lan m,:e
Problems o f Dcvelopln: nations. How York 1968.

Barth has

written an ethnographic description of the Jabal Marra Pur,
I'ha. Pug of Jabal Marra. mimeograph Khartoum 1966,
(10}

Barbour, Republic. 155,

22

by Umm Ruvaba, al-Ubayyid and al-Nuhud.

The sedentary peoples

of the central ife region include the Arabic-speaking groups
of the Jawamica, Dar. Hamid, Bldayrlya and Hamar. It is also
•
•
notable for the extensive use made of the tabaldl tree (the
baobab,

for the storage of water; the

trees form an important part of the tribal wealth.

(11)

The southern part of the flog is the
home of the Baqqara cattle nomads, who in fact occupy the belt
of land that stretches from Kordofan westwards to Wadai and
Baqirmi in the modern Republic of Chad.

In the north the flog

merges into the third sub-region, the Semi-Desert, *foich is
the home of a variety of nomad groups, the Kabablsh, Kawahla,
and in Dar Fur, the ZayadTya, the only major Arab camelkeeping tribe now in Dar Fur.

There is in the north of this

sub-region, in Dar Fur, the important mountain enclave of
Jabal Meidob, like Jabal Marra a volcanic range and occupied
by the semi-nomadic Meidob people.

In the south-eastern

corner of the sub-region (but in Kordofan province) there is
another mountain region, the Nuba mountains;
sub-region.

(11)

Barbour, Republic. 157-3.

Barbour’s fourth

The People.
The classification and history of
the many tribes and groups that make up the present day
population of DSr Fur is a complex problem.

Nachtigal,

MacMiehael and Theobald have all attempted an ethnographic
survey of Dar Fur in varying degrees of detail.

(12)

Because

of the lack of serious ethnological research in the Dar Fur
regionf the next few pages can offer only general comments
and a functional guide to the main groups in M r Fur.

This is,

however, necessary in that in its heyday the Keira sultanate
embraced among its subject peoples a great variety of different
tribal groups, Arab and non-Arab, Muslim and non-Muslim,
nomads and cultivators.

(12)

Hachtical, Sahara und Sudan, ili, M*8-67» A.B. Theobald,

cAli Dinar. London 1965, 5-1 ^ and MacMiehael, l l l j & m . , i, 52115 whose conclusion Is that, "Thus one might describe the
general ethnological aspect of Darfur as distinctively Tibbu
in the north and negro in the south#

In addition, however,

to the Tibbu and the negro element and to the numerous Arab
tribes which will be dealt vith in a later chapter, there are
scattered over the country various debased tribes, which
though blended vith the negro from the south or the Tibbu
from the north are at

the same time connected on the one side

vith the ancient peoples of the Nile valley or, on the other,
vith the old kingdoms lying vest of Lake Chad*.

A criticism

of this is that nogro is a physical category and Tibbu a
cultural

or linguistic one#

zk

From Barbour’s analysis it can be
seen that Dar Fur, going from north to south, can be divided
into three geographical zones, corresponding to the rainfall/
vegetation boundaries.

These zones also correspond to

different ways of life* in the dry semi-desert north are the
camel nomads (Arabic, .lammala) in the central, comparatively
well-watered and mountainous zone - Barbour's western Dar Fur are the sedentary hoe cultivators and in the wetter southern
part of the Qos, the cattle nomads (Arabic, baqqara).

This

division is in fact basic to the central and eastern Sudanic
regions and in the east is only modified but not fundamentally
changed by the Nile.
Two obvious facts emerge} the
states of this wider region, the 3innar sultanate, Dar Fur,
Wadai and Kanem/Bornu, encompassed all throe zones yet appear
to have originated in the central sedentary zone, often from
mountain regions e.gf Jabal Marra.

decondly, although pre

vious writers have tended to concentrate on deciding whether
a particular tribe was Arab in origin, the Arab/non-Arab
distinction cuts across these zones, although the Arabs tend
to dominate numerically in the northern and southern zones,
outside the state forming areas.

Thus in the northern zone in

Dar Fur there are Arab camel nomads, Zayadiya, the northern
Rizayqat and other smaller groups, and non-Arab camel nomads,
3uracan, Bideyut, 2&ghava and Berti.

Hie central zone is

dominated by sedentary non-Arab tribes such as Masalxt, Fur,
Daju and Birged, although it also includes some sedentary
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Arabs like the BanI Fadl.

What is interesting in the central

zone is that Jabal Marra appears to mark the western boundary
of the process of arabisation and arabieisation within the
zone; thus the Birged and the Berti, many of whom live in the
central zone, are now almost completely arabicised with only
a few isolated pockets of native speakers left, while Fur and
the other languages of western Dar Fur, spoken west of Jabal
Marra, seem in no way affected.

(13)

The southern zone is

dominated by the Baqqara although throughout the zone are to
be found Fulani (known in Dar Fur as Fellata) cattle nomads.
What is significant about these
tribal/occupational frontiers is the ease with which they can
be crossed and yet the frontiers preserved.

Haland, in a

recent article, has demonstrated that the Fur/Baqqara, mainly
BanI Halba, frontier along the Wadi Azum in western Bar Fur
is stable, although there is considerable movement of Fur
across the frontier for economic reasons.

There Fur, on

crossing the tribal/occupational frontier, leave their own
way of life and eventually language to adopt that of the
Baqqara as being appropriate to cattle nomadism*

(13)

(ih-)

Birged is down to its last twenty speakers; see H.S.

O'Fahey, "On Nubian problems; a brief note on the Birged
language", Bulletin of the International Committee on Ur e.it
Anthropoloi.lcal and Ethnological Research. XI, 1969. 63->+.
(1’
+)

Haland, "Economic determinants", 93-73*
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A similar process appears to take place on the Fur/Zaghava
frontier in northern Dar Fur i*e* on a sedentary/camel nomad
frontier*

On the northern

frontier the pressures on the Fur

to conform to the values of Zaghava life are even greater
than in the south f such migrants being knovn to the Zaghava
as k;ora beri (Zaghava, Fur-Zaghava) and to the Fur as fyra
merita (Fur, Fur-Zaghava)*

(1?)

These facts vould tend to suggest
that tribal labels have been accorded too much ethnic
significance in the past and are In fact dangerous things to
give a permanent value to, since among all the tribal groups,
as is evident from the lists of khnahm ;-n-buvut (Arabic,
khaahm al-bayti plural,

which can be loosely

translated as clan), in this area there is an extensive
interchange of people*

This movement can thus give rise to

kinship groups that are categorised by the same label as
their founder’s tribal group, but for vhom the labol has no
other significance*

(16)

Conversely, for example, cattle

nomadism appears to be the best vay of utilizing the land of
the southern zone, vhatever the precise tribal origin of the
cattle nomads in question*

(1?)

M l and, personal communication,

article in
(16)

(17)

and forthcoming

to E*E. Evans-Pritchard.

This confusion as to tribal .abels is illustrated in

Hasan Imam Hasan and R*3. O ’Fahey, ’’Notes on the Mileri of
Jabal Kun", 3.N.H.. LI, 1970, 152-61.
(17)

The label, Baqqara, includes a great many groups e*g*

Fulani and MasalTt, vhose ethnic origins are certainly not
Arab*

according to Greenberg. Languages of Africa.

Groups.

-iub-groupa.

iaaaaassi*

Afro-Asiatic

Semitic

Arabic

Chad

Hausa

West Atlantic

Fulani

Higer-Kordofanian

Congo)

Nilo~3aharan

Saharan

Zaghava
Berti

Mahan

Masalit

Fur

Fur

Eastern Sudanic

Tama

(Chari/Nile)

Mararit
Sungor
Daju group
Nubian group

Central Sudanic

Bongo-Baqirai
group*

Sedentary non-Arabic speakim; tribes.

(13)

Along the present Chad/Sudan border
-which itself follows very roughly the old border between the
sultanates of Wadai and Dar Fur, are to be found a series of
sedentary or semi-nomadic non-Arabic speaking groups, about
whom very little is known.

Dar Masallt today is the western
most part of Dar Pur, running along the border with Chad for
about a 1*+0 miles*

Its western border is bounded by the Wadi

Asunga and the Wadi Ka^a, its eastern, by the Wadi Bare! and
the Wadi Azum, which mark the border between the Ha sailt and
the lowland Fur*

The Masallt language is part of the Maba

group, which is found mainly in Wadai and which also includes
Mararit and Karanga and which suggests that the Ha salIt may
be an intrusive group from the west*

(19)

The Masallt are

today Muslim although many pre-Islamic beliefs survive among
them.

(18)

(20)

In the time of the Keira sultanate, the Masallt

In classifying the tribes of Dar Pur, I have followed

Theobald, cAlT PTnSr. 5-16.
(19)

dee A.H. Tucker and M.A. Bryan, The Mon-Bantu Languages

of North Eastern Africa. London 1956, 5^-5 and Mti£Ula&l£
Analyses. London 1966, 193-205.

On the wider classification

of Masallt, see J.H. Greenberg, The Lant-uares of Africa.
The Hague 1966, 130*
(20)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Aldan, ill, 3^91 B.C. Slatin,

Fire and Sword in the Sudan. London 1396, 111 and MacMlohael,
History. 1, 37.
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were divided up among the three Fur shartaishins of Madi, Fia
and Kerne, although they had their own subordinate chiefs* (21)
It was not until the chaos of the Mahdlya in Dar Fur, in the

1890s

,

that the Masallt began to assert their independence

under the leadership of the faki IsmaGIl cAbd al-Nabl.

There

is today also a small group of Masallt Baqqara in Dar Iiabbanlya
in southern Dar Fur.

(22)

Tam.
To the north and north-west of Dar
Masallt there is an area of considerable tribal confusion,
which can be roughly divided into Dar Tama in the west and
Dar Qimr in the east.

Unlike Dar Masallt, which was always

recognised as being part of the Keira sultanate, Dar Tarn,
probably because of it3 more westerly position, was a constant
source of dispute between Wadai and Dar Fur and was more often
in the hands of the former than the latter.

(21)

(23)

Hachtlgal, ialiara und 3udan. 315 and M 9 » 3.Q .A. Intel.,

1/19/93 3.307 H.A, llaciiiciiuai, Beport on Dar Masallt 1913.
(22)

On the Masallt, see MacMichael, History. 1, 35-3, giving

a list of Masallt groups I B. Davies, The Cartel's Bac.it. London
1 9 5 7 , iMf-72 and S.H.B.. VII, 192L-, U-9-62 and H.G. Balfour

Paul, Blackwood's Magazine. CCLXXXI, 1957, U05-20,

On the

Maba and Masallt in Quid, soe A.M.D. Lebeuf, Los Populations
du Tchad. Paris 1959, 75-83 and A. Le Bouvreur, laharlens et
Baheliana du Tchad. Paris 1962, 125-9 and 200-3.
>

(23)

t

i

4

see below, 2 3 8 -M).
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Like the Masallt, the Tama are
today Muslim but still retain many pre-l3lamic customs and
beliefs.

Together with the Erenga in southern Dar Tama (or

Dar Erenga) and the Mileri of Jabal Mun, in northern Dar Tama,
the Tama form a distinct language group of their own#

(2*0

The Tama, or perhaps more accurately their ruling clan, claim
to be related to the Daju of Dar Slla, in south eastern Wadai#
Today the Tama are well-known all over Dar Pur a3 skilled
potters*

(2 ?)

Qimr.
Dar Qimr lies to the east of Dar
Tama and if the latter was more or less in the Wadai sphere
of influence, the former was in that of Dar Fur*

The Qimr

ruling clan, the Miggi, claim to be of Jacaliyln origin, who
migrated to their present home from al-Matasaaa on the Nile*
Today the Qimr of both Chad and Dar Pur speak Arabic, but
originally appear to have spoken a dialect of the Tama
language group*

(2’>)

In fact the Abu Jokha Qimr are still said to

Tucker and Bryan, Non-Bantu Languages. 56*7 and

Linguistic Analyses. 206-13.

For Greenberg, tansm-ioa. 8 ?,

Tama 13 a branch of his Eastern Sudanic subgroup of his
Macro-Sudani c group.
(2?)

On the Tama, see MacMichael, History* i, 85? Hasan and

O'Fahey,

_SJ1JI** LI, 1970,

t52-61 5

Irkell, 3*&.d*,

xxxx, 1939 , 79-891 CA1I °AbdaIlah Abu Sinn, liudhaklra AbX
-Slim °an ttudlrlva Par Fur. Khartoum 1968 , 85 and In Chad,
Lebeuf, Leg. P.onulatlons. 77-8 and Le Bouvreur, Saharleno et
GahSliens. 1 5 2 -6 2 .
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speak Tama#

After their initial conquest, they played very

little part in the affairs of the Keira sultanate but were
heavily raided for slaves from both Wadai and Dar Pur#

(26)

Fur.
The Fur today number some 300,000
and live both on the slopes of Jabal Marra, ’which they regard
as their original homeland, and to the vest and south vest of
the mountain range#

Their language, vhich is tonal, presents

something of a problem, since it appears to be isolated from
the other languages of Dar Fur and indeed is isolated within
the general classification of African languages proposed by
Greenberg.

Greenberg has suggested that there is a distant

relationship between Fur, the central Saharan group, vhich
includes Kanuri, Kanembu, Teda, Daza, Zaghava and Bertl, and
the Maban group, including Maba, Masallt and Karanga.

If Fur

is, as has been suggested, distantly related to Masallt, it
could perhaps.imply that the Fur were much earlier migrants
from the vest#

(26)

(2 7 )

On the history of the Qirar, see belovf

also MacMichael, History 1 i,

112-3*

dee

Tucker and Bryan, Non-Bantu

I.?-;: us-os, 57? Abu Sinn, Muflhaklra. 70-1 and Le Kouvreur,
Jaharlens el Gah&Llens, 155-6.
(27)

Greenberg's suggestion can be found In G.P. Murdock,

Africa. Its Peoples and their Culture History, New York 1959,
1*ff see also, J. H. Greenberg, "The position of the languages
of the Sudan vith regard to the Greenberg classification of
African languages”, paper presented to the conference, "The
Sudan in Africa”, Khartoum 1963#

I owe the suggestion of a

Fur/Masallt relationship to Dr# R#C. Stevenson.
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The Pur live in villages, vhich
vary considerably in size, and are

JLly sedentary hoe

cultivators growing dukhn* dhurra and other crops although
they will if possible keep some animals*

Marl3 a (a beer made

from dukhn or dhurra. I Fur, klya), as a medium of exchange for
labour, plays an important part in their internal economy*
They are considered to be skilful and industrious cultivators* (28)
1

*

Several aspects of Fur social

structure raise considerable problems in Keira history which
cannot yet be solved*

Thus there is some suggestion that the

Fur originally had a sort of age-grade system that could be
mobilised fox- war*

These were the Jurenra* the young men who

had been circumcised but not yet married*

Kvery Fur locality

had an ornam: or war leader appointed by the elders, who in
time of war led the .iurenrau

In the Fur heartlands the 3 ystem

ixas disappeared but it lingers on in border areas of potential
tribal conflict e*g* the Fur/Masallt border along the Wadi
Asum.

(29)
Another considerable problem is the

significance of the territorial divisions and clan names, the

(23)

Barth, "Economic spheres", 1V9-71* on marXsai

see also

H*T. Pateroon, "Darfur agriculture" in J.D# Tothill ed.,
Apiculture in the Sudan. London 19^8, 351 -7^(29)

A.C. Beaton, 3.U.K.. XXIV, 19^1 > 181-8 and Haland,

personal communication*

details of which were collected by some of the nineteenth
century travellers.

Today they are but dimly remembered and

appear to have no practical significance.

A1-Tunis! recorded

that the Fur were divided into three main territorial
divisions, the tamurka, who lived west of Jabal Marra, the
kun.lara and the karakrit. who lived in and to the east of the
mountains.

(3 0 )

Nachtigal, sixty years later, mentioned

fifteen such named groups and said that he collected the
names of about forty in all.

(3 1 ) MacMichael considered

them to be local and totemistic, but Arkell maintains they
are functional, being groups of people who had specific
functions within the sultanate, such as the sambalanra. "the
people of the throwing knife" (Fur, sambal■> "throwing knife")
or followers of particular title-holding officials, such as
the baasinra^ "the people of the baasi".

(32)

But these

categories need not be mutually exclusive.
Such named groups had a function
under the sultanate and probably a very important one.
the evidence is too scanty even to speculate.

But

Related to

this problem is the existence of a group of titles, abbo
duKunna. abbo konvunra. abbo kuniara and others.

(30)

al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 1V3-1*, Darfour. 13^.

(31)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, ill, >+50.

.(32)

MacMichael, History, i,

9*+ and Arkell, 3.H.R.. XXXI1/1,

1951, 61.
(3 3 )

(33)

°n these titles, see glossary.

The30 appear to belong to the oldoot layer o£ titles 1* she
sultanate and one nay speculate that uhe sultan or & &
(Fur, Mfather ol obeisance”) was originally one such*

Hue it

is impossible to be certain vhother these titles a i -ojc iron
the heads oi‘ the aaned groups, u u . u u ^ konvmi^ and k-uniara%
or whether the croups arose iron the titles.

(3 ^)

The Pur today are Muslin, although
they still have many pre-Iilaale customs*

They practise a

system of bilateral desoent and there is no evidence to
suggest they vere ever natrilineal.

(3 5 )

(3 h)

Sec Appendix to this chapter,

(35)

dee MacMichael, History, i, 92$ Barth and H&land,

personal communication.

There is a considerable descriptive

literature On the Furf Boustead end Boa ton compiled systematic
notes on the Far of the Zelingei district for A Handbook of
Western Darfur District,

vhich appears neve? to

have been printedf see also A.C, Beaton and R.C* Cooice,

,

XXII/2, 1939, 186-2031 Beaton, s.H.R., XXIII, 1 ^0, 305-29,
s.W.R., XXIV, 195-1, 181-8 and 3.B.R.. XXIX, 1958, 1-39«
> MacMichael, History. 1 , 91-115 and 122-8.

Of the nine

teenth century travellers, although al-Tunis!, - Taslihldh
Darfour. elves much information about the people of Dar SUr
it is not alvays clear to vhich croup he la referring.

Joe

also Hachtigal, Sahara und 3udan. Ill, 550 - 1 and R.W.
Felkin, "Botes on the Fbr tribe”, rrfffllHl1llin
3 0 ,^7. .91 ffitoftBTft, XIII, 1385-5, 205-65.

*** 8 ° ^

D a m and Belgo.
The Daju arey as it verey one of the
three historic peoples of bar Fur and their historical role
will be considered in the next chapter.

Today peoples

speaking languages of the Oaju group are to be found spread
from bake Chad in the vest to Kordofan in the east and south
in the Bahr al-Ghazal; there are eight main groups going from
vest to easty Kongo (Chad), Dar Slla (Chad) 9 the only
surviving Daju state of any size, Daju hills (north east of
Nyala, Dar Fur)y Belgo (southern Dar Fur), vest Kordofan,
Jhatt (Kordofan), Liguri (Kordofan) and Ngulgule (Bahr
al-Ghazal),

(3 6 )

The Beigo, vho live to the south of the

Daju, are said to have come from the Bahr al-Ghazal,

(36)

(3 7 )

On the Daju language group, Tucker and Bryan, Non-Bantu

Languages. 59-61 and Linguistic Analyses. 231-^2.

The main

references on the daju are MacMichael, History. 1, 71-6| E.H.
Macintosh, -l.H.R., XIV/2, 1931» 171-5* 3. Hillelson, 3.H.R..
VIII, 1925, 59-71» K.D.D. Henderson, 3.H.R.. XV/1, 1932,
151-2| Abu 3Inn, Mudhaklra. 15-7* Lebeuf, Les Populations.
116-7 and Le Rouvreur, dahartens et 3aheliens. 120-30 and
199-209,

There is an important study of the Daju of Chad in

the Ft. Lamy Archives, Berre, Kasai sur les Dad.lo, vhich the
Centre National de la Hecherdne Gcientifique, Paris, hope to
publish| personal communication, Professor J, Tubiana,
(37)

On the Belgo, see KacKichael, History, i, 80-2 and

dlatln,

Fire and 3word. Mf.

Tunlur.
The Tunjur are the second historic
tribe of Dar Fur and like the Daju their historical position
vill be considered in the next chapter*

Today there are

comparatively few Tunjur in Dar Fur, since it would appear
that after their supersession by the Keira, most of them
moved across to Chad and northern Nigeria, where they are
today*

The Tunjur of Dar Fur are to be found either in the

aoz region south of al-Fashir or around Kutum, where they
have intermarried with the Zaghava.
keep cattle and camels*

They both cultivate and

Except for the so-called Tunjur/Fur

of Jabal Furnung who speak Fur, the Tunjur speak Arabic*
They claim descent from the BanI °Abbas, which may be a hint
of a connexion with the Jacaliyln of the Nile valley.
iff.ttrAEafrlc.

.S xA X& fr

(38)
(39)

There is some evidence that there
has been, over the last five or six hundred years at least,
a steady infiltration of nomads, speaking languages of the
Tubu group, from the Tibesti region of northern Chad into

(38)

The main references to the Tunjur arej MacMichael,

aisisaac, i, 66-71 and 122-31 Abu Sinn, Mudhakira. 13-20}
LebeuT, Les Populations. 35-7 and be Rouvreur, Sahax-iens ot
Saheliens. 10b-7,
(39)

See also below,

This heading is not strictly accurate in that the

Birged and Berti are today virtually entirely Arabic speaking.
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northern Dar Fur and Kordofan*

In Dar Fur, thi3 infiltration

may have occurred in two waves, the earlier now represented
by the Berti and the later
Guracan*

by the Zaghava, Bideyat and

0+0}

There are today few Bideyat in Dar
Fur* and those are mainly to be found north of Kutum and
KabkSblya*

In the nineteenth century there are records of

them raiding as far as east as the Kile valley*

It Is

interesting to note that less than a hundred years ago they
were still more or less pagan*

(**0)

CM)

This seems to be the main historical conclusion to be

drawn from the work of J. and H*J* Tubiana on the Zaghava of
Chad and the dudanf personal communication and see bibliography*
0f1)

dee MacMichael, history. 1 , 52*JH statin, Fire and dword.

11h and capt. Chalmel, "Botice sur les Bideyat", Bulletin do
dociete des Itecherckea Conxrolalses. XV, 1931» 33-91.

Shere

are some interesting references to the Bideyat and their preIslamic beliefs In he Moulteur ftarotlon. for 7, July 1375, 6 ,
August 1375, 26

August 1375* 12

September 1375 and 21

October 1375! they deal with the journeys to Dar Zaghava of
Colonel H«G* Prout, Hahmud SabrI and Ahmad Hamdl* I am
*
*
grateful to Sir Duncan Cuaming for these references* dee also
Abu Jim, M h a l i t e . 7^-5.

Guracan*
The Guracan live even further north
In Dar Fur than the BideySt although a few of them are to be
found anions the Zaghava, to vhom they are related.

They are

probably the only true desert nomads to be found in Dar Fftr* 0*2)

More Important In the history of
the Keira state than either the Bideyat or Guracan, although
related to them, are the Zaghava*

The Zaghava live north and

vest of Kutum and Kabkablya, although some groups are to be
found further south.
dukhn.

They keep camels and cattle and grow

Two important Zaghava groups are the Kaitinga, ^ust

north of Kutum, who may be partly of Fur origin and the
Zaghava Kobe, who formed the most important sultanate among
the Zaghava under the Keira, with vhom they intermarried.

(**3)

Hitttofo
To the east of the Zaghava are the
Meidob, who today inhabit the range of volcanic mountains
known as Jabal Meidob*

Both the Meidob and the Birged, who

live much further south, appear to be, at least partly, of

(1*2)

See MacMichael, History* i,

1 and M. Bouillez,

"Notes sur les populations goranes", L^thropolQKle* XXXV,
19131 399-M3.
(**3)

2he main references are MacMichael, fllstory. i, 5**-3|

J. ChapeUe, tfcm&a,Jfofcft M .A t o a *

1?57| M.J.Tubiana,

m fiarA p iJ m a , Paris 1965 (see
al30 bibliography)| Abu Sinn, Mudim1
.'-:r,i- 73

and Il.G.Balfour

Paul, "A prehistoric cult still practised in Darfur", Journal
faiUffftMlgrAgfti. iuaUla&a, uoowi, 1956, 77-36.
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Nubian origin* the Meidob language is undoubtedly related to
the Bunqulawl dialect of Nubian*

Meidob traditions speak of

them migrating from Dunqula on the Nile, possibly in the
fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, until they reached Jabal
Meidob*

The Meidob are divided into three groups, Urti, Torti

and dhelkota, each of whom have provided a dynasty

for Jabal

Meidob, which suggests a long period of occupation.

Chiefly

descent follows the matrilineal system.

nomadic, herding mainly sheep and goats*

They are semiThere is a small

group of Meidob in the Tagabo hills, living among the Berti. (¥*)

There are today two distinct groups
of Berti, one at what appears to be their original home, the

Tagabo hills, and another group who moved in recent times to
just south of Umm Keddada.They are today more sedentarised
than th© Meidob*

(Mf)

See

(k-5)

Tucker and Bi'yan, Non-Bantu Ban;:uai;ea* 77, and

Linguistic Analyses, 313-28, MacMichael, History. 1, 58-6L;
A.J, Arlcell, 3. N.H. XXVIII, 19^7, 127-3^1 2.3. Lampen, 3.N.H.,

XX, 1923, 55-62; M. Langley, "Pastoral Meidobia", Ihc
Geographical Ma,.azlne. 19^, 155-60 and Abu Sinn,
77-9.
(t>5)

', "*', ' fti„

iiiiiniM

Br. L* Holy has worked, as a social anthropologist,

among the Berti* see bibliography.

Holy also collected

linguistic material on the Berti language, which has been
published by Professor K. Petracek, see bibliography.

m -'

bO

Like the Meidob, the Birged used to
speak a language which appeal's to have belonged to the Nubian
group*

The Birged live to the north of the Daju and Beigo

and appear to be a people of very mixed origin.

0 *6 )

language has almost but not quite died out.

•

(**6 )

Their

A

See MacMichael, History, i, 77-30; Lebeuf, Jjsa

Populations. 116-7) He Rouvreur, Oaten-lens e.t Sahelians, 201-3;
Abu Sinn, Hudhakira. 75-6; Tucker and Bryan, flQfl-PfiAtM
., 77-3 and Lny uLstlc Analyses, 313-23; see above 25.

Population figures for tribes in Par Fur.

In the following table I have given
the population figures of the tribes discussed in chapter I
from Sudnn Cenma 1 ^ 6 . vol. H I , tnblo 6 .8 , ’
which see for

further details.

Masallt

13^,379

Tama

27,131

Qimr

35*182

Fur

303>173

Daju

V7,215

Beigo

1,617

Tun^ur

57,^02

Bideyat

8,361

Guracan

7,955

ZaghSva

96,211

Meidob

20,782

Berti

69,939

Birged

38,591

faate.

-teMafta>

Zayadlya

13,287

Northern Rizayqat

19,752

ArAkj^tUarBmlJk. -Erihqa*
Bant Halba

63,016

BanI Husayn

27,W8

Habbanlya

7 5 ,9 9 *+

Rizayqat

87,690

Tacalsha

31,170

h2
Arab Camel-ownln:: trills.
Although in northern Dar Fur today
the Arab canel nomads are a relatively small group, it seems
probable that they were present in much greater numbers from
at least the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries.
Nineteenth century sources and oral tradition refer to an Arab
camel nomad federation called Fazara who lived in northern
Dar Fur and Kordofan and of whom the most noted tribe was the
BanI Jarrar,

0*7)

Xusuf Fadl
Hasan
has suggested that the
•
•

name Fazara simply fell into disuse, but the tribes listed as
Fazara in the sources, sucii as the BanI Jarrar, Majanln, BanI
Amran and Hislrlya Zurq, no longer exist in Dar Fur in any
numbers and appear to have moved to
sometime in the nineteenth century,

Kordofan and further east
C*f3)

Zqyafera.
Today the

Zayadlya are the only

considerable Arab camel-owning tribe in Dar Fur, who once
formed part of the Fazara group or confederation.

('•*7)

They live

Some of the main referencesJ W.C. Browne, Travels In

Africa. E,:ypt and dyria. London 1795, 235J J.L. Burckhardt,
Travels in Hubla. London 1319, M M 1 Al-TunisT, Xashhldh, 139
and note, Jarfour. 1 2 9 , where "Farfirah" is a misprint Tor
Fazaraj P.H.3, d'Escayrac de Lauturo, Bulletin de la doeietc
de Ceotiraahie de Paris, k serie, tome 1, 36M*5| Nachtigal,
Jahara und Sudan, iil, 1*50-1 and MacMichael, history, i, 255.
(L3)

Yusuf Fadl Hasan, The Arabs and the Sudan. Edinburgh

1967, 166,

in northern Dar Fur between the Zaghava and the Meidob above
al-Fashir.

(^9)

The term, Northern Hizayqat, covers
various small groups of jamala nomads, who relate themselves
genealogically to the Hizayqat Baqqara of south-eastern Dar
Fur. They include groups such as the Nucayba, Mahuzald, cIrayqat
and Mahrlya that were once more numerous in Dar Fur.

(9'G)

JgAfcaa*
The Baqqara are the most important
group numerically of the Arab tribes of Dar Fur, but they
played a minor part in the history of the Koira iultanate,
into which they were never fully integrated until the middle
of the nineteenth century when they became a major factor in
the downfall of the Keira*

Baqqara Arabs are to be found on

the southern fringes of the savanna belt from Lake Chad to
the White Nile.

Their origins and subsequent history are a

major problem in the history of the eastern and central
dudanic regions*

The Dar Fur Baqqara appear to have links

with the Chad Baqqara rather than with their neighbours to
ilie east.

3ince their histoi*y appears to be marked by constant

migrations and reforming of tribal entities, it is probable

that their present tribal groupings in Dar Fur are quite
recent.

(>i-9) MacMichael, History, i, 262-3 and Abu Sinn, Mudhakira. 77.
(50)
77-3.

MacMichael, ;u,dtoy> J > 293-300 and Abu Sinn, Mudhakira.

Mf

The Baqqara way of life Bade then a
nuisance rather than a threat to the Keira sultanate* since
in vinter (October to January) they moved, as they 3 t H l do,
south to graase their aniiaals along the Bahr al-cArab outside
the effective control of the sultans, but in the reins they
came north into tho central regions and interractod with the
settled people, often causing trouble.
The main Baqqara tribes in Dar Ittr
are the BanI Halba, BanI Kusayn, Habbanlya, Riaayqat and
lacalsha.

(51)

(51)

Share As coasidoratde literature on the Buqqara, hut ao

purely historical study| see !• Gunnison, Ba-

tra Arabs *

Oxford 1 9 6 6 | with bibliography! MacHichad* Hlstoyy* 1 , 2 7 1 301 1 XhaolKld, S u l Jli.a-. 12-^1 Bebeul, lea r o » u l 3997» Ahu dim, Hufllialslra. 52-7» G.D. Baapeu,
1933 1 97-116 and F » Kartiue, "Basal sui I'hiatoiro du pay's

.mat", Bulletin do ia doclSte
V/2, 192**, 19-33.

Con-lolalsos.

V5
Appcndlxi

Named Groups and Descent amon;: the Pur.
,r

A note by G. K&land,
The problem of the named groups
among the Fur Is an intricate one.

and hov did they function?

Hoy were they recruited

Arc they unilineally recruited or

bilateral?
If you ask people about the
importance of the male and the female line, you will get a

strong emphasis on the male linef the bone from the father
and the flesh from the mother.

When you die it is the bones

that are left, while the flesh disappears.

Likewise in social

life, male relations constitute the permanent ones which
persist over time.

These Ideas are widespread in D~r Fur

and as far as I know they are a version of the Adam and Svc
story in the Qur°an.

Are these ideas then really an expression

of the ideas that lay behind Fur social organisation?

I do

not think so and give some factors that indicate a bilateral
*

organisation.
Local communities which are the
basic units in Fur society exhibit a characteristic variation

in terms of composition and this variation seems to follow a
specific development pattern.

Hew settlements are usually

established by a core of brothers! the composition of such
communities thus shows a clear patrilineal pattern.

When

their children grow up a change in the pattern emerges.

Rivalry with reference to influence between male parallel
cousins emerges and is excpx*c3sed in proverbs and is also

V6

shown by the fact that a high proportion of the male children
tend to leave the settlement. On the other hand a Pur vill
'r
try to build up a cluster of related people around himself by
encouraging his daughters1 husbands to settle uxorilocally.
Older communities tend therefore to exhibit a more bilateral
pattern.
The bilateral bias is also shown in
ideas about the inheritance of witchcraft powers, which may be
inherited through males and females,

Likewise leprosy can be

caught if a relative of a murdered nan eats together with the
murderer and in this case there is no distinction between
relation* on the male and female side.

Also bridewealth is

divided between the parents of the bride.
But the term* orri. "clan” would
appear to indicate a more permanent grouping as does the term,
orranr tobu, "head of an orri".

In the lowlands, yrri seems

to mean kinsmen in generalf in Jabal Marra, however, an orri
constitutes a landowning group, in other words a corporation,
and the grrang tobu is the head administering rights within
the corporation.

This group is recruited on the same

principles that I have described for the village community.
In fact very often the village consists of one such orri.
Mow people will also refer to terms
like da.adlrir.a, baasaar-a and B142&1L&. ^ e a asked about their
yrri. although all those who identify themselves by such a
term do not constitute a landowning group.

It is probable

*►7

therefore that there was a hierarchy of such groups.

As a

working hypothesis I will suggest that the terms baar-urii
etc*, referred to wider political groupings.

2 hese groups

are not mobilised today and iitfoixiants are not able to
specify their meaning in to m

of rights and duties.

I aa

fairly aert&ia that they did not cone about ncchcaaically
t h r o u ^ the operation of the principles of kinship*

X think

they wore created by influential parsons who used various
sources of authority to build up their position#

Support on

Uio basis of kinship loyalties is one such source, other
sources are economic resources, relation to the sultan and
Other people on a higher level*

Jueh amorphous groups tend

to emerge on various levels of Fur society right down to the
village level.
basis*
cation*

:3ono grow and beeooo significant on a regional

fne terns then servo as labels of political identifi

fftt,M
3

L m & m SOL
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Various scholars, notably Nachtigal
MacMichael and Arkell, have attempted to produce a coherent
account of early Dar Fur from the very scanty evidence
available,

(1 )
This is not the place to produce a

detailed critique of previous writings on early Dar Fur, but
it may be pointed out that they share various weaknesses*

In

gpMT&l there is over-much reliance on amateur and speculative
etymology, hypotheses based upon apparent similarities of
place arid tribal names, the assumption that the tribal unit
and name is constant in time and often in place and deductions
from brief visits to the as yet unexcavated ruins vhich are
to be found all over Dar Fur,

(1)

(2) But perhaps the two most

Nachtigal, Jahara mid. Sudani ill,

MacMichael,

history* i, 66-76 and Arkell, £ijb£«* XXXII/1 & 2, 1951» 3770 A 207-33, XXXIII/1 and 2, 1952, 129-55 & 2M**75*

Arkoll

later modified his ideas, see d.N.R.. XL, 1959? k k ~ f and
& J tiM S X X mP LJtk9 ,

second edition London 1961,

17^-7 A 211-5.
(2)

There are at least two hundred known sites in Dar Fur,

none of vhich have yet been excavated.

An example of the

sort of confusion that lias arisen is the "mosque” at ^Ayn
Farahf Arkell first identified it as a mosque, 3*H*d« * XXX,
1936, 301-11, then decided it wa 3 a church, Kush* VII, 1959>

**9

fundamental weaknesses of earlier writings are an excessively
diffusionist approach to state formation in the area and
certain racial assumptions which have led to an overestimate
of the importance of the nomad's, and in particular the Arab
nomad's, political and cultural role within the area.

Arkell

has in fact put forward various diffusionist theories, one
relating the origin of the states of this area to Meroe, an
other to Kanem/Bornu} the former has been discussed recently
by Shinnie and Trigger, the latter will be considered later. (3)
Previous writers appear to have
assumed, no doubt unconsciously, that the black Negroid
peoples of the Sudanic region were incapable of establishing
states or leaving behind such impressive material remains }
therefore the successive states of the Dar Fur region must
all owe their origin to immigrants.

These immigrants must,

of necessity, be from the "white" races and if not Arabs, at
the very least "Berbers", who can be accounted as "white".
00

And since today most Arabs and Berbers in the Sudanic

(2) contd., 115—9*

Neufville and Houghton, Kush. XIII, 19659

1 9 5 -20 **, are certain it is a mosque} it has not been

excavated yet.
(3)

See P.L. Shinnie, Meroe. London 1967* 165-9 and B.

Trigger, "The myth of Meroe and the African Iron Age",
African Historical Studies. 1969» 1* 23-50.
(**)

Thus, as one example from many, MacMichael, History, i,

91 , "Now the Fur of Gebel Marra and Si and the Fur of the
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region are nomads, the Sudanic states must ove their origin
to immigrant Arab or Berber nomad groups*

Because of these

assumptions9 most previous writers, with the notable exception
of Nachtigal, have confined their attention to the question
of where these immigrants came from and have written little
on the internal history of the states*
That immigrant groups were involved
in the growth of states in the region9 and more importantly
in the growth of the long distance caravan trade 9 which
provided perhaps the main impetus to state formation9 is
undeniable*

But it is much more likely that the immigrants9

usually Muslims from the settled communities of the western
oudanic region9 the Nile or North Africa, allied themselves
by intermarriage, to a local state-forming group already
expanding than that they provided the nucleus themselves. (5 )
The adoption of Arab/Muslim
genealogies and at a later stage of Islamic political and
judicial terminology by the local dynasties of the central
and eastern Sudanic region gives no reliable clue to the
origin of the states, which within this region exhibit at

0 0 contd*, west, in fact the Fur in general with the
exception of the Kungara branch, are socially, physically and
Intellectually inferior to the average of the tribes who are
their neighbours to the east and north*

But it is to the

Kungara whose virility has preserved to the race the predomi
nance which was gained some three centuries ago by their
ancestors, and this superiority of the Kungara is evidently
due to an Arab strain which they have acquired."
(5)

tfee Browne, Travels. 2 M .
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the most fundamental level, indigenous non-Islamic ritual and
political characteristics, particularly that complex of
beliefs and ritual associated with sacral kingship.

(6 )

Nomads in more recent times played
a very minor part in the history of the Sudanic states around
whose borders they lived, nor is there much evidence to
suggest they were more important in earlier times.

(7)

The

confusion over their role appears to have arisen out of the
racial identification, Arab/Berber nomad and "white11.

(8 )

The consensus of the oral historical
traditions of Dar Fur, as preserved in the nineteenth century
travellers1 accounts and later sources, is that there were in
Dar Fur three successive ruling dynasties, the Daju, Tunjur

(6 )

Vansina*s remarks that the central Sudanic states appear

not to have sacral kingship traits seems inaccurate, J.
Vansina, "A comparison of African kingdoms", Africa. XXXIlA,
1962, 321+-5.

See also H.S. O ’Fahey, "States and State

Formation in the Eastern Sudan", Afrlcaji, Studies .Semiiaqi 9 ,
mimeograph, Khartoum 1970.
(7)

An exception is the Baqqara upheaval in Dar Fur from

1870 to 1900, but the Baqqara themselves did not play a stateforming role.
(8 )

This is emphasised in A.M.D. Lebeuf, Les Principautes

Kotoko. Paris 1969? M

where she criticises the widely

accepted views of Urvoy on the origin of states in the central
Sudanic region; for Urvoy*s views, see Y. Urvoy, "Histoire de
1* empire du Bornou", Memoires de 1 *Inst itut Franca is d ’Afrique
Noire. VII, Dakar 19^9? 21 A .
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and Keira; also that the Daju had their main centre in the
south, the Tunjur in the north and the Keira expanded outwards
from the central mountain zone of Jabal Marra, and that with
each dynasty there are associated various "Culture Heroes”•
Gustav Nachtigal, who of the travellers who visited the
sultanate made the most exhaustive attempt to collect and
collate the early historical traditions of Dar Fur, and who
had access, as he describes, to documents going back to the
reign of the Keira Sultan, Muhammad Tayrab (1176/1762-3 1 2 0 0 /1 7 8 5 -6 ), summed up his conclusions in three points,

”1.

The Daju ruled Dar Fur for some centuries from

* the Marra mountains.

Their dominion passed

without violence into the hands of the Tunjur.
2.

In the course of time the Tunjur linked up with
the Fur section of the Keira, and from this
combination emerged the Keira dynasty which
eventually reigned in Dar Fur, seizing power by
violence from the hands of their relations, the
Tunjur.

3.

Islam first consolidated itself in Dar Fur under
the Keira rule, and chiefly in the time of
Sulayman Solongdungoo. around 1600 A.D” (9)

(9)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 360; throughout the

thesis I have used the translation of Nachtigal being prepared
for publication by Professor A.G.B. and Dr. H.J. Fisher,
which I have contributed notes. See also Arkell, S,N«R.«
XXXII/1, 1951, **5.

to
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A hundred years later, it is diffi
cult to add to or modify Nachtigal!s conclusions, since Dar
Fur has been one of the most neglected areas of Africa for
research by archaeologists, linguists and anthropologists.
(10)

For this reason I have, in the rest of thi3 chapter,

merely reviewed the oral traditions as they have come down to
us and attempted a reconstruction of the origin of the Keira
state*

In the absence of any archaeological excavation or

any information on the wider links of the Fur language, the
latter reconstruction must be largely speculative*
I'he 0 a.m.
Our knowledge of the origin and
history of the Daju is minimal.

As we have seen, peoples

who speak languages of the Daju language group are to be
found widely spread in the eastern and central Sudanic region.
The Daju share this characteristic of wide distribution with
the Baqqara, the Birged, who are to be found in Chad, Dir
Fur and Kordofan and the Tunjur, who are scattered in groups
from northern Nigeria to Dar Fur.

Groups claiming to be Daju

by genealogy are to be found interspersed among other tribes
in Dar Fur, such as the Genigergera of the Zaghawa of Dar

(10)

No archaeological excavation, of any size, has ever

been carried out in Dar Fur#

Only one of the twenty or more

languages spoken in Dar Fur* has a written grammar, namely Fur,
although in recent years work has begun on Zaghawa (J.
Tubiana), Berti (K. Petraeek), Fur (B. Jemudd) and Daju
(R* Theivall).

Galla and the Dajok of the Mileri of Jabal Mun in northern
Dar Ha sal It* as do the ruling dynasties of Zaghava Kobe and
Dar Tama. (11)
There has been a variety of theories
on the origin of the Daju, or at least their ruling group,
although there is little evidence that such a distinction is
valid*

Brovne was told that the Daju cane from the region of

Tunis in north Africa, although from other remarks of hi3 , he
may have confused the Baju with the Tunjur*

(12)

Nachtigal

regarded them as a non-Arab group who came from somewhere in
tho east*

(13)

Of more recent writers, MacHichael supports

an eastern origin, connecting them with the Funj, the
traditional founders of the Sinnar sultanate, while Arkall
identifies the Da^u with a group called Tajuva

j

or

Tajuviyln, mentioned in several medieval Arab geographers as
a branch of the Zaghava and vaguely located in the Sahara
between Kanem and Nubia, and suggests they were a Berber

(1 1 )

See above

26. $ on the Genigergex*a, personal communica

tion, Dr, A,J* ArkellJ Da^ok, Hasanuand-0 ‘Fahey,
1970, 1 5 2 -6 1 ,

, LI,

Zaghava Kobe, Tubiana, Dui\v.ivanac^% 28,

where °AbdullahI Boru founder of the Zaghawa Kobe sultanate
is described as the son of the Daju "Culture Hero", Ahmad alDaj? Tama, K.G.B. Balfour Paul, History .and AnticLuiU.es. of
Khartoum 1955, 9*
(12)

Browne, Travels■» 2 8 0 .

(13)

Nachtigal,

353.
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group#

(1*0

From the slight evidence ve have there does seem

to have been a drift of Daju groups from Kordofan going west
wards, although more recent linguistic evidence suggests that
within the more general movement there lias been a series of
complex migrations and counter-migrations giving rise to the
present language pattern#

(1 5 )
In all probability, the Daju are

part of a very ancient layer of the Judanicpeoples, with very
remote linlcs with the Nubians and Nuba,

(16)

It has been

implied that the Daju created a "highly-centralised slavebased autocracy" in Dar Fur.

(17)

But there are few impor

tant sites in Dar Fur ascribed to the Daju and the oral
traditions suggest rather that we are dealing with one or
more tribal states in southern Dar Fur and Kordofan, which
came into conflict with their Fur neighbours, a3 Is perhaps

(1 h)

MacMichael, History, i, 71-6, where most of the refe

rences to the Daju are assembled! Arkell,

» xxxi 1/1 ,

1951 > 62-70, where the Arab geographical references are given?
these references are very vague, as indeed was the use of such
terms as "Zaghawa" and "Zand" etc., in such sources and it
seems impossible either to confirm or deny the Daju/Tajuwa
identification,
(1?)

Personal communication, R. Thelwall, who also suggests

that Shatt is the most distantly related of the Da^u language
group.
(16)

Greenberg, Languages of Africa.

(17)

Balfour Paul, History .and Antiquities, 9-10.

fijjura 2.
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remembered in the figure of the Daju ruler, cTfiaar Kassifuroge,
"Eater of the Fur", and which were eventually incorporated
into the ICeira 3tate*

(18)

Under the Keira sultans, we hear

almost nothing of the Da^u of Dar Pur.

The oral traditions concerning the
Keira appear to regard 3ulayman Solon^dury.:oo as the first
truly historical sultan*

(19)

Before dulaymaii we are

presented with a confused welter of traditions revolving
around a series of “Culture Heroes", Kurooma, Kuuruu, Daall,
Shaw Dorshid and Alinad al~Macqur.

Behind all this confusion

it peidiaps possible to discern two strands of tradition! one
concerned with a Fur tribal kingdom expanding outwards from
central Jabai Marra, the other with one or more Islaaised
groups, such as the Tunjur*

But it is impossible, and it

would be futile to try, to harmonise into any historical
sequence these diverse traditions.

(2 0 )

(13)

Balfour Paul, History and Antiquities, 19-20.

(19)

Thus all the sultanic seals from Dar Pur I have seen

begin the genealogy with dulayman or Ahmad Bukr 5 see, for
example, It. JHuqayr, 1' 3 " 1

.

.-qadla ua’l-fradlth

wa-.1u..hrafjyatuhu. Cairo n.d. (1903) 3 vols., reprinted
Beirut 1967 in 1 vol. 5

throughout this thesis I have

used the Beirut reprint#
(20)

V. Paques, “Origine et caracteres du pouvoir royal au
Journal dc la Joeleti das Afrlcanlstfia. XQC71I/2,

1 9 6 7 , 133-21^, points out Hie i'oolislmess of trying to write
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The "Culture heroes" or "Wise
Strangers,f appear to play a dual role* they personify the
various ritually important aspects of the informant’s concep
tion of history and of his society and in several cases they
provide the link with the outside world, pre-eminently the
world of Islam, thus legitimising both the dynasty and, in a
sense, "history”.

For in the Dar Fur, and this concept is

common to classical Islam, "history" begins with Islam, or at
least "history" come3 to Dar Fur with Islam.

(21)

In the absence of archaeological or
linguistic evidence, which means v© lack both certain chrono
logy or reliable data on group relationshipst our sole source
from which to reconstruct the probable origin of the Keira
dynasty and state and their relationship with their predeces
sors, the Tunjur, is the oral historical traditions collected
in the last hundred years*

And since "myths of origin"

appear to serve non-historical purposes, they are not perhaps
very reliable guides*
\

With the destruction of the Keira
sultanate over fifty years ago and the widespread literacy

(2 0 ) contd., history from "myths of origin", which was a
fault common to the nineteenth century travellers; see also
Lebeuf, fa'itofiaaiUlSfifi.JfaiSlnift» f s *

french social anthropolo-

gists have emphasised the "mythic" character of "myths of
origin"; their English counterparts look for an historical
substrhtum.

The widespread similarities in such stories

perhaps makes the former approach preferable.
(21)

See, for example, the disappearance of the Fertit in

Hasan and 0'Fahey, d.fl.JU t LI, 1970, 152-61.
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in Dar Fur today, it is now very difficult to find "uncontami
nated" custodians of oral traditions about the sultanate, as
opposed to tribal or family traditions, (22)

The view of Dar

Fur history presented in Shuqayr and to a lesser extent in
MacMichael and Arkell, is now widely disseminated*

(23)

I have given below, in chronological
sequence, the main variants of the "traditions of origin”.
These vary widely in provenance and are obviously unequal in
value; nevertheless, despite defective sources, they illu
strate the increasing complexity and Iclamisation of the
traditional view of the origin of the Keira state.

(22)

(2h)

In the years following the occupation of Dar Fur'in 1916

disputes Concerning hawakir and chieftancies continually arose.
As is apparent from the files in al-Fashir, Condominium
officials in attempting to resolve these, developed a standard
view of Dar Fur history which was then "fed back" through
tribal meetings.

This process was accelerated by the wide

spread interest in local history shown by the Condominium
officials.
On one occasion when interviewing the maqdum Muhammad

(23)

al-Fadl cAbd al-Rahman Adam Rljll, he sent for his copy of
•

•

Shuqayr to clarify a point in his narrative to me.
(2*+)

I have summarised the longer versions, but in some

Instances, both in the summaries and in those passages directly
quoted I have given first the original spelling of names except
the most obvious ones, and then the standard form in brackets
where these can be identified.
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t.

BROWNE, a araftg, 280
”But as the people of the country
(i.e# Dar Fur) possess no written documents, X
found those of whom I inquired (3 ic#) often at
variance both with regard to the genealogy and
the succession of their monarchs.

In all

countries these are points of small import) but
especially in one of which so few particulars
are known to us#

It may be yet remarked, that

they commonly mention the reign of 3olyman
(oulayman Jolongdungoo). as the epoeha (sic#)
when Islamism began to prevail in the country#
Describing this iultan, at the same time, as of
the Dageou (Daju) race, which swayed the sceptre
long before that of Fur became powerful.
Circumstances have inclined me to believe, that
the reign of this prince must have been from
one hundred and thirty to one hundred and fifty
years ago#”
On what the natives relate of their
early history* little dependence can be placed*
but it seems that the Dageou race came originnally from the North, having been expelled from
that part of Africa, now, nominally at least,
under the dominion of Tunis#”
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2.

AL-TONISl, Tasy j t t t k , 33^, Parfour, 66-7.
"Several men, worthy of belief and
who knew well the genealogy of the Fur Sultans,
told me that Sultan Saloun (3olom:dunr.oo) > also
called Sulayman and the ancestor of the sultans
of Dar Fur, had a brother called Moucabba
(Musabbac).

(25)

They divided between them

selves the kingdom, that is to say, Dar Fur and
Kordofan, which had originally formed one
government,

Sulayman took Dar Fur and Musabbac ,

Kordofan, and they promised on oath never to
venture anything against each other.

This

state of peace lasted until the time of Sultan
Muhammad Tayrab."

3.

(26)

CADALV^NE AND BREUVERY, B'E.ypte et la luraulc, ii, 193-9.
"The oldest documents on the
history of Kordofan go back a little more than

(25)

Footnote in text, "Sultan Saloun, according to the

learned men of Dar Fur, reigned nearly two centuries ago.

He

was the founder of the present ruling family."
(26)

Al-TunisI was told, while in Wadai after his stay in

Dar Fur, by a sharlf Sumayh that Sulayman, Salih, the founder
of the Muslim Wadai dynasty, and Musabba0 , the founder of the
Musabbacat, were all brothers from the Arab tribe, Faaara,
and that Sulayman went to Dar Fur, where he ousted the Tunjurf
Ouadav« 7 3 *
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four centuries*

The country was then subject

for a long time to the princewho ruled Dar Fur,
and who belonged to a sect called Dagou (Daju).
(2 7 )

Tungur (Tunjur) and Kachifor were the

last two pagan rulers of that country and the
only ones whose names are remembered*

(28)

They ruled about the year 850 hiirl 0¥r6-7)*
At this time, Ahmed-el-Maagour (Ahmad alMacqur), an Arab of the Khoreisch (Quraysh),
and a descendant in the direct line of Abdallahebn-Abbas (cAbdallah b. cAbbas)

(29)

uncle of

the Prophet, succeeded at 1he head of a few
nomad tribes in invading Dar Fur and established
Islam there, having put the pagan chiefs to
flight.”

b.

D ’ESCAXRAC DE UUTUKE, Hemoirc* 79*
Soliman-Solon (Solon, in the Fur
language, nomad, Arab) (Sulayman Solo£g,dua&oo),

(27)

"Sect" as a translation of "secte" in the original French.

(28)

"Kachifor” is possibly cUmar Kassifuroge, see above 56#

(29)

Footnote in text, "It is from Fodel (Fadl), brother of

eAbdallah b. cAbbas, that the nomad tribes of Refaa (Rufaca),
Oulad-Fodel (Avlad Fadl), Kaouahles (Kawahla) and Guiaalin
(Jacaliyln), claim descent.”
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son of a loumourki (Tanurka) (30) and an Arab
girl of the Biderieh (Bidaynya) of Kordofan,
visited Egypt and did not return to Dar Fur
N

until he had become a Muslim*

He preached Islam

in Jabal Marra and after several conversions,
also converted rnallk Dukkume (Dokumi), chief of
the Toumourki, whom he circumcised with a razor
that he had brought from Cairo and which had to
do for several thousand people*

Sulayman was

proclaimed king and established hi3 capital at
Bir-Nabak (well3 of the lotus) (Blr Nabaq) his
reign, if one can call a very paternal exercise
of authority based upon opinion and not force a
reign, was very long and very prosperous.”

5.

BARTH,

.^.gAY&'lSS, ill, 5 2 3 .
MIn the chapter wherein we have
treated of the history of Bagirai (31) we have
seen that the tribe of the Tynjur (Tunjur)

......

founded a large empire, which, as it consisted
of an agglomeration of heterogeneous elements
loosely connected together, was overwhelmed and
torn to pieces in less than one hundred years

(3 0 )

Tunurka is the name of one of the three main territorial

divisions of Fur| see above 3 3 *
(31)

Barth, Travels and Discoveries, ill, ^ 9 -3 0 .
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after Its foundation.

The first part 'which

separated from .the body, comprises the eastern
regions| kuru (kuuruu), the third predecessor
,
l ■r »
of Sulayman, who vas the first Muslim king of
Dar Fur, vanquishing the TynJUT (Tunjur), and
vindicating the dominion of those quarters to
the tribe of the Fur."

5.

UACHTIGAL, Jahara uod Sudan. lit, 359-63.
The Dadscho (Daju) originally ruled
in Jabal Marra.

They were not Arab3 and were

peacefully superseded by the Tundscher (Tunjur)
vho claim to come from Tunis and to be linked
with Abu Zeid (Abu Zayd).

The ancestor of the

Tun^ur in Dar Fur is Ahmed el-Maqur (Ahmad alMacqur), whom the Kera (Keira) also claim as
their ancestor.
"At the time when Ahmad al-Ma°qur
\

came into the country, he had understood how to
establish himself in the favour of the then
ruler, whom tradition calls Kuroma (Kurooma),
but vho is not mentioned in any written list of
rulers*

Kurooma had married a daughter of the

Keira chief Fora (Fora), vho bore him a son
Schau Or 3au (Shaw).

Later he divorced this

wife, and when Ahmad al-Ma°qur became hi3
favourite, she had been given to him as a vifef

from this marriage Dali (Daali) was horn.

Some

however depart from this tradition so far as to
say that first Rifaa (Rufaca), the son of Ahmad
c
al~Ma qur, married the Keira chief's daughter,
#

• »

and from this marriage Shaw and Daali were horn.
But the two men cannot have had the same parents,
for in all lists of rulers Shaw concludes the
Tunjur rulers, and is also generally known in
popular tradition as the last king of the
Tunjur, while his halfhrother Daali, whose proper
name is Delil Bahar (Dolll Bahr), is always
recorded as the founder of the Keira dynasty.”
Shaw was a tyrannical ruler, who
used to compel his subjects to dig wells in
high rocky regions and to level the tops of
mountains, where he could build palaces.

The

notables of the country asked Daali to depose
3haw|

Shaw was defeated and fled the country.
Daali was the first great ruler

from the Keira| he lived at Jabal Name (Naai)
and Turi (Turra) in Jabal Marra.

"Three hours

to the east of Turra there stands a nabaa tree,
which is popularly known as numan fedda, (the
silver nabac), after a ring of the king1s which
was lost there.

From there king Daali divided

the kingdom into the provinces of Dar Daali
(east), Dar Uma (Dar Uuma) (south), Dar Dima
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(Oar Olima) (south-vast), Our al-Elh, or OarTokonyavi (Dar al-XakanyavI) (north) and Dar algharb (vest), and established the general prin
ciples vhick assured their revenues to the
officials of the adainlatratlou*

lie them pro

claimed the criminal lav, which In the course of
time vas vritto n down in the 30 -called Daali
book*

(3 2 )

The principles which guided him In

establishing theso lavs vere obviously not at
all baaed on Islam, bat rather ou the effort to
assure paver and on adequate income for the
ruler and his officials, and to establish
solidarity botveon them.

There is no death

penalty, no corporal punishment, no limitation
of personal freedom.

For the gravest offences,

as for trivial offences, ho proscribed fines in
the shape of payments of cattle or teqaqi
ftakakT) (strips of cotton), varying according
to the seriousness of the offence."
Daali reigned about the middle of
Hie fifteenth eeuwury and was followed by some

(32)

Despite Bftehtigol/s assertion, the kLtSfe-JDaall appears

either not to have existed in written form or not to have sur
vived into modern times#

Arkell found what purported to be

the KitSb Daali: Arkell Panora. file 17, anfl a brief descrip
tion In J.H.lu. XXXIII/1, 1952, 1'+5.
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ten kings, about whom little is known,
Kuru (Kuuruu), the father of
Sulayman probably did not reign.

Ho fought

unsuccessfully against Tin3am or Tun3aa, the
ancestor of the Musabbacat.

(3 3 )

Tunsam was

eventually driven from bar Fur by Sulayman who
succeeded Kuuruu.

7.

3LAIIH, fcus. „«>ft .iftimU 38-^2.
The original tribes of Dar Fur
were the Fur and the Daju, the latter ruling
the country from Jabal Marra,
%

The Tunjur Arabs migrated from
Tunis, through Bornu and Wadai to Dar Furf the
first to arrive being two brothers, cAlI and
Ahmad.

bill’s wife fell in love with Ahmad,

•

•

who refused her advances, so she accused her
brother-in-law of adultery with her.

cAlI

hamstringed his brother and left him to die;
hence his nickname, p cCL^.

(3 ^)

But later cAlI, repenting of what
he had done, sent t**o of his slaves Zayld and
Birged, the ancestors of the Birgcd and

(3 3 )

Tunsam was later arabicised to Tumsah, “crocodile”f see

MacMiehael, H ig.tary* ii, 15^-5*
(3^)

nacq.ur. from the Arabic, caoara.

/

, "to hamstring".
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Zayadlya, to help his brother.

They took Ahxnad

to Kor, a Daju king, “Where he recovered and
rapidly von the favour of the.kins* by initiating
various reforms|

"One of those, still quoted,

is the wonderful change he effected in the king’s
household*

It had been the custom for centuries

for any retainer to take his food at the time
it pleased him, quite regardless of the wants
of others.

It therefore frequently happened

that, "first come, first served", nothing re
mained for the later arrivals, vho, in their
anger, would fall on their comrades, and as
often as not blood would be shed.

Ahaad refor-

aed all this by establishing a fixed hour for
meals, at which all must be present, with the
happy result that peace and tranquillity pre
vailed".

Ahaad al-Macqur married Kor’s
♦

daughter and succeeded him as king.
"His great grandson was the
celebrated Sultan "Dali" whose mother belonged
to the Kelra_Fur tribe, and thus consanguinity
was established between the Blacks and the
Xunju? dynasty.

Dali was a very enlightened

ruler| he travelled a great deal, and collected
around him many men who could read and write |
>'•

he divided the country into provinces and
districts, and wrote the celebrated

Daali« or penal code."

kltab
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8.

SHUQAYR, Ta3;.-ikh al-Sudan. M+1-3-

(35)

It is believed in the Sudan that
the Fur are Df Arab origin and some Fur claim
cAbbasid descent.
They say that after the fall of
Baghdad in 823/1 *f21, the cAbbasid family
scattered (36).

Two brothers, cAlI and Ahmad
#

Sufyan went to Tunis.

°AlI’s wife fell in

love with Ahmad and when he would not give in
to her, accused him before her husband of
seducing her.

In rage °Ali hamstringed his

brother.
The slaves of Ahmad bore their
master from Tunis to Jabal Marra in Dar Fur.
The people of Jabal Marra were the Fur and
their king was Shaw Dorshld.

Alunad rose in the

favour of the king, who gave him his daughter
as wife? their son was Sulayman.

After the

deaths of Ahmad al-Macqur and Shaw Dorshld
' , A

•

Sulayman became the first ruler of Dar Fur of
Arab blood.

(35)

Shuqayr*s main informants were Slatin and Imam al-Tayyib

of Turra, see below 101.
(36)

Shuqayr gives A.D 1V21 as equivalent to A.H. 823;

actually 823 ran from 17.1.1^20 to 5.1.1^21.

But, in fact,

the extinction of the °Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad was in

656/1258.
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The people of Dar Pur state they

come from Tunis and arc descendants of Abu Zayd
al-Hilall.

9*

(3 7 )

AHMAD ADAM AL-KXITAN", Arkell Papers, file 13, f61io !f7*
It was in the time of Shav Dorshld
that Islam came to Dar PGr, but he was not a
Huclim and so was driven out by his brother,
Dol Buute, (buute, "short” , Fur), who became
sultan,

It was in Sol’s reign that some Sag-

hava found an Arab who had been hamstringed

with his camel and his slave, Kunjar, in the
region of the Wadi Howar and they took him to
the sultan,

This was Ahaad al-Maequr al-Lilall.

Ahmad al-ililall introduced the basmala before
eating.

Dol Buute gave Ahmau his daughter,

Keira, in marriage and they had .two sons,
Dulayman Dolo;y'duiiuQQ and cltour,

10.

cALl ISHSQA, Mudirlva. HP. 6 6 . K. 1/31, EL Faslier District,

Arari

from a note by P.C. Aglen,

22. 6. 19*+3«
“While on tbe subject of Pol on;:duii,>;oo , cAlI Ishaqu told me that when DalOfx::,
dufi :oo first cam© to Dhaw’s court he was, being

(3 7 )

Dee also vAuaiayi , ^a.'r^Ji iy._~pu&un* Mf2 - 3
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a Muslim, horrified that the people ate without
saying grace*
of food,

They used to eat vast quantities

doiongdunroo persuaded soa© soldiers

to say grace and a very small quantity of food
satisfied them.

When Shav asked why so little

had been eaten the soldiers said that owiiig to
the guest13 new beliefs they had been satisfied
vith less*

11*

So they all became Muslims.11

m s m r n IBRlHlM, a Keira, interviewed Zalingei, 27. ?. 1969*
*

a

Ahmad al-Ma' qui' came from north
*
Africaf he was an Arab. H© visited 3ha\| Dorshid.
The people were surprised at him since he had in
l

.i.

$ peiifMlflm a ,,ooa., tb§ (Jur0 an*

Me

nm

called

SolongdUft^oo % meaning an Arab*
The people told Shaw Dorshid that
Ahmad wrote and prayed.

When Ahmad found the

*

*

people eating he told them to say bascale

before doing so.

This they did and wore happy

and told Shaw Dorshid, who called Ahmad to him.
When Ahmad came to the king, he
was made chief of the kyrkua*

08)

After

awhile 3hav Dorshid began to find things
appearing magically in his store.
saw this he was very happy.

(38)

fcflrkwa. "spoaxmen11! see below 11+5-7*

When the king

,
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j?ho king Lad one sister$ her name
Keira.
was marrying his sister to Ahjaad# u llxey bad a
son, who was ^hfUyiaan Solo^yhy^oot

_>ossiile to comment
on some of the elements in the traditions given above before
considering Aykell’s two hypotheses of Christian Wubian or
Borau influence in the Dar Fur region and before attempting
to reconstruct tire probable origins of the Keira state#
11

ns as they have come

down to us appear to be a conflation of Fur tribal memories
and MIslamised!f "Wise Itrangeru traditions, represented
respectively by the figures of Daali and Kuui'mi and ahiaad
ai-Macqur«

Behind the shadowy figures of Kuuruu and Douii

there is uodoubtodly the reality of a Fur tribal kingdom
based on the central Jabal liarra region around lurra.

Ahd

from this kingdom come the most fundamental rituals, titles
and institutions of the later Keira state.

Little more can

be said about this kingdom until the sites of Jabal Marra
associated with Kuuruu and Daali are excavated. (39)

(39)

It is not too much to say that the "Wise Stran orn -

Ahmad al-Macqur - has driven out the Daali/Kuuruu tradition*
during my tripe to Dar Fur5 I heard very little about Daali.

I
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In the traditions there is considerable confusion between Keira and Tunjurf a confusion which
not even Nachtigal was able to disentangle#

The close link

between the two dynasties is constantly stressed#

0+0)

Indeed it may not be too fanciful to suggest that there is a
linguistic link between the names* Tuajur and Kunjara, the
latter the name of the division of the Fur from which the
Keira come, since in Fur T/K singular/plural forms are
common#

(Vl)
The story of the Muslim "Wise

otranger11 coming to a pagan kingdom, introducing Islam and
new patterns of behaviour, marrying the local ruler’s
daughter whose son founds a Muslim dynasty, is widespread in
the central and eastern *Sudan#

But behind the stories as we

have them today, there are probably two traditions, a Muslim
"Wise stranger" and a much older pagan "Wise stranger"#
Holt, in a recent article, has discussed this theme briefly,

0+0)

see versions 6, 3, 9* 11*

0+1)

see M.A# Bryan, "The T/K languages!

a new substratum",

Africa# JOIV1 , 1959> 1*21 and examples in Beaton, Fur
r,ramm&ri Miss Bryan's work on the T/K languages may well
throw considerable light on the early history of Bar Fur, see
"The examination of specific morphological features as a con
tribution towards the classification of the languages of the
eastern fragmentation belt", mimeograph London 1970#
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giving examples from the eastern Sudanic region*

(*t2)

He

draws three conclusions which may be summarised}
1*

They are all legends of cultural contact

between an ancient centre of civilisation
and barbarous peripheral regions.
2*

The emphasis on the Nile, or the Jacall

region, as a centre of civilisation may be
a folk-memory of cultural influence anterior
to the Islamisation of Upper Nubia*
3*

The assertion that a dynasty is derived

from the marriage of a king's daughter to a
stranger should, in the absence of suppor
ting evidence, be viewed as a folk-lore
theme rather than an historical fact*

Where

it occurs it is probably evidence of cultural
tj;

contact.

It may also be an aetiological

legend, explaining the anomalous persistence
mutterrecht (or related customs) in an
Islamised society*

Apart from the precisely delineated
"Wise dtranger" figure, discussed by Holt, we have examples
in the eastern and central Sudanic area of dynastic heroes,
sometimes describes as Muslim sometimes not, but often linked

(1*2)

P.M. Holt, J.A.H* * IV/1, 1963, 51-2, giving such

stories from the Funj, Dar Fur, Jabal Taqall and the Nab tab
(BanI cflmir).

7*f

to some well-known Islamic (or pre-Islamic) figure or family,
founding dynasties which rule states, whose actual Islamisation
is a much more recent phenomenon.
1•

Pome examples are 9

Kanemj Sayfuwa dynasty founded by Sayf b.

Phi Yazan from the Yaman.

Islam is estab

lished as the state cult much later.
2.

*

(lf3 )

Baqirmi| Baqirmi dynasty established by

Dokenge, also of YamanI descent, but the
Islamisation of the state associated with
t*16 iabani: Malo, five or six generations
later.
3#

(*40

Wadaif cAbd al-Karim or Salih overthrows
•

•

the pagan Tunjur dynasty and establishes a
Muslim dynasty, which claims cAbbasid descent. (**5)

(*f3)

Urvoy, Bornou. 21-7; 3ayf b. Dhl Yazan is a pre-Islamic

figure in YamanI tradition, see A. Guillaume, The Life of
Muhammad . London 195^» 30-3

and C.H. Becker, MZur Geschichte

des Ostlichen 3udanM, Per Islam. 1, 1910, 153-77.
(W)

P.H.S. d'Escayrac de Lauture, Memoire sur le Joudan.

Paris 1355-6 * 73 and Barth, Travels and Discoveries. Hi,

^31-^1 see also Paques, Journal de la Jociete des Afrlcanlstes.
XXXVI1/2, 1967, 133-21V.

(>*5) Al-TunisI, Quaday, 731 Barth, Travels and Qiscpveries,
iii, 528-99 de Lauture, Memoire. 77, where Palih is said to
marry the daughter of the Tunjur ruler 9 see also J. and M.J.
Tubiana, MUn document inedit sur les sultans du Waddai",
Cahlers d'etudes, africalnasXI, 1960, ^9-112.
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In these, and other examples, we
have a projection back into the past of a process of
genealogical legitimization, whereby a ruling group is
fitted into a genealogical framework which was originally
elaborated by Muslims from Arab tribal traditions and which
appear to have little to do with the actual Islamisation
of the people or state.

In some cases the dynastic hero

is presented as a Muslim, as in Wadai, in others the presentation
is extremely ambiguous.

(*+6)
It is not possible in the Dar Fur

traditions to separate out the historical from the ’’mythical11
statements.

At some point along the Fur tribal continuum,

the "Wise Stranger", Ahmad al-Macqur, appears.

His origin is

vague; commonly he is linked to Abu Zayd and the north African
Hilall tradition, but it is significant that in the earliest
mention of him - Cadalv&ne and Breuvery, 3> - he is described
as an cAbbasI, which probably implies a link with the
JacaliyTn, an arabised Nubian group, and the northern Nilotic
Sudan.

(^6)

(*+7)

The Abu Zayd link would seem a later sophistica-

See Tubiana, Survivances. 21 on cAbdullahi Boru, "a

l'inverse d'Abd al-Karlm (of Wadai), Boru n ’est jamais
pfesente' comme un convertisseur et un batisseur des mosquees.
On le voit au contraire composer avec les autochthones et
peut-etre meme abandonner partiellement sa religion pour
suivre la leur."

In the Kotoko states, the integration of the

indigenous and Islamic traditions is even less advanced than
in neighbouring states, see Lebeuf, PrinclD.aut.es Kotoko. 53-80.
(1+7)

See P.M. Holt, " D i a ^ a l i y y u n " , E.I.2 . II, 351-2.
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tion, although it no doubt reflects memories of Dar Fur's
links with the Maghrib,

(^8)
' T h e "Wise Stranger” introduces new

customs; those associated with eating are especially men
tioned,

Islam is not particularly associated with Ahmad al-

Macqur; the emphasis, as it were, is on his introducing new
and more sophisticated customs, reflecting perhaps the
impact of more "civilised” ways on an emerging but still
barbarous, from the point of view of the Islamic world,
people.

However, one can perhaps note an increasing Islami-

sation of the tradition of the reform of eating habits by
Ahmad al-Macqur in the sources 7? 10 and 11.

(k-9)~rln Dar Fur

Islamisation is more closely associated with the historical
sultan, Sulayman Solora-dungoo. and this accords with the
•

•

evidence that Islamisation, among the non-Arab peoples at
least, occurred essentially in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.
c Ahmad al-Ma qur marries the king's
daughter; their son or descendants found a new Muslim
dynasty.

In the institutions of the later sultanate, the

role of the Queen Mother, iiya baasi, and premier wife, iiya
kuuri. certainly reflect the existence of some sort of

(V8)

The Abu Zayd cycle of stories is widespread in the

Islamic world and in the Sudanic belt; on their variants in
Kordofan, see MacMichael, Northern and Central Kordofan, 2 3 1 - 1* .
(^9)

Compare this with the Funj traditions, Holt, J.A.H.,

IV/1 , 1963, 50,
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mutterrecht. though probably not, as MacMichael suggests, of
matrilineal descent.

(50)

The marriage appears in the tradi

tions as more of a “charter” binding together the old and the
new 5 hence the confusion as to whether there really was a
change of dynasty.

The Tuniur.t Bornu and the Rise of the, Keira.
It was probably during the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries that the Tunjur established some form
of trading empire in northern Dar Pur, which may well have
been contemporary with the Daju in the south.

Their empire

or trading network may have stretched quite far to the west,
since there are traditions of Tunjur rule in Wadai and Kanem.
(5 1 ) The size and wealth of this empire may be inferred from
the number of sites in nothern Dar Pur ascribed by tradition
to them, including the two large and important sites of Uri
and cAyn Farah.

(50)

(52)

MacMichael, History, i, 92$ descent through daughter's

son is not matrilineal descent.

Matrilineal descent, i.e.

descent through sister’s son, is mentioned in one version, 1 1 .
(51)

Barth, Travels and Discoveries, iii, 523-9$ H. Carbou,

La Region du Tchad et Quadal, 2 vols., Paris 1912, i, 7h and
H.R. Palmer, Sudanese Memoirs. 3 vols., Lagos 1928, (reprinted
London 1967 in 1 vol.), ii. 2R-7, quoting a late Wadai tradition.
(52)

Arkell, S.N.R.. XIX, 1936, 301-11 and XX, 1937, 91-105.

See also map in Balfour Paul, History and Antiquities, giving
the distribution of the main Daju, Tunjur and Keira sites.
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The traditions concerning the Tunjur
do not make it clear whether they were Muslim or not or indeed
where they came from.

It is possible that they were a Nubian

or Nubianised group and insofar as their period of dominance
in Dar Fur appears to have preceeded the coming of Islam,
they may well have originated in Christian Nubia.

There is,

at present, some;slight evidence of Christian Nubian influ
ence in Dar Fur and Chad} pieces of Christian Nubian type
pottery, roughly datable to between 750 to 1100 A.D., have
been found at °Ayn Farah.

(53)

Other pieces, dated to

between 1100 and 1350 A.D., have been found in northern Chad,
at Koro Toro in the Chad Bahr al-Ghazal and Tie in Kanem. (5*0
Certain groups in Dar Fur do have traditions of migration
from the northern Nilotic Sudan, such as the Birged in the
east and the Meidob in the north} the latter still speak a
Nubian language.

(53)

(55)

It was on the basis of this pottery that Arkell decided

that the “mosquen at cAyn Farah was a “church", see above 1+8-9
and

Arkell, Kush. XI, 1963? 320-1.

See also A.P.G. Michel-

more, S^Ji.R.. XV, 1932, 272 and C.G. Dupuis, S.N.R., XI1/1,
1929, 112-3.
(5*+)

*

Arkell, Kush. XI, 4^63, 315-9* an& A.D.H. Bivar and P.L.

Shinnie, “Old Kanuri capitals11, Journal of African History,
III/1, 1962, 1-10.

I am grateful to Professor Shinnie for

identifying the, periods of the pottery types.
(55)

On the connexion of Birged and Meidob with Nubian, see E.

Zylharz, “Die stellung der zwei nubischen dialekte, des
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To account for the collapse of the
Tunjur empire and to explain the early traditions and
institutions of the Keira state, Arkell has posited a period
of Bornu rule in Bar Fur. This he dates to the reign of the
great Bornu mai. Muhammad b. Idris Katakarmabe, 1526-15*+5,
and sees in Daali a memory of a slave governor of Kanem who
ruled in Dar Fur, Dala Af$u.

(J6)

The main weakness of

Arkell's hypothesis, as he admits, is Dar Fur preserves no
traditions of a period of Bornu rule.

However there are all

over Dar Fur old-established communities of immigrants from
Bornuf ManawashI is the best known one.

(57)

Also certain

ruling groups in Dar Fur trace their origin to a "Wise
3tranger" from Bornuf thus the mornlnra clan of the Fur,
from whom comes the title-holder, aba

claims descent

(55) contd., Meidobl und des Birgedl", Wiener Zeitschrift fUr
die Kunde des Horgenlandes. XXXV, 1928, ^67.

On the Meidob

and Birged traditions of origin, see MacMichael, History* i,
77-30 and 58-6^ and G.D. Lampen, 3.N.U.. XI, 1928, 55-62.

I

was told similar traditions by shartal Muhammad £dam Xacqub,
of Dar Birged (Ghor Abeshei, 26.6.1969) and by his brother,
Sabll £dam Xa°qub, (al-Fashir, 1.6*1970), who suggested they
referred to certain Birged clans only.
fiM? t # qI i aI ^

(56)

m

i v.

^ tv .

.

a-#*

Arkell, 3.M.K.. XXXIIX/1, 1952, 129-551 on Muhammad b.

Idris see Urvoy, Bornou. 73,

dates him 1529-151*1*,

lee

also Balfour Paul, History and Antiquities. 10-1^.
(57)

The Bornu community of ManavfashI has virtually dis

appeared because of migration to the growing commercial centre
of Nyala.

30

from Ahmad al-BurntLvT \ and the Agaba Aaghawa of Dar Tuar claim
descent from one Muhassaad al-BurnfivT, vho ease from Yeva in
nothern Higeria, while the old ruling clan of ManawSsht claim
a Haguai gayfuva origin*

(58)

h

c

labile some of Arkell1s comparisons
fbetween the institutions and titles of Kanem/Bornu and Dir
Fttr seem based on dubious etymology, enough can stand to
suggest that the institutions of the Keira state were in some
way influenced by those of Kanem/Borou| the use of such words
nayran for the royal women, fashir for the sultan* s en
closure, the fourfold provincial structure, red brick
building and the system of granting estates to title-holders,
all suggest a link between Dar Fur and Kanem/Bornu*

But such

evidences of apparent Bornu influence are to be found in
several central Jud&nic states, such as the Koioko states,
Baqirmi, Fezzan and Wadai, and until the history of the

(53)

On the mor£in,:a«

Beaton and Cook©, J.p. 1.« XXII/2,

1939 1 136-2031 I was told the sane story by the aba .dliaaiv..
gise Muhammad A tin, (Zaltngei, 27*5*1969)*

On the Agaba

A&ghSva, Jharlf Huhamaadayn Idam and Jalih cAbdallah Ahmad,
•

•

(Kutiaa, 25*6.1970) and aee below 11*k

*

*

On the Bornu of

Mamvasht, cAbdullahI b* Janus, (Kyala, 2*7*1969) und Fadl b.
Musa, (al-Fashir, 3*5*1970)*

Another interesting example is

th* Feroge Of the Bahr ul-dliazal, *,.8antandrea, A

Wltf

J&,

al

Bologna 196^1 162-9*
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entire region is better known , there is little that can be
said either way for Arkell‘s hypothesis*

(59)

Whether or not Bornu ruled in Dar
Fur, a Fur ruling group which probably owed something to the
imperial traditions of Kanem/Bornu and the Tunjur, to whan
they may have been related, did emerge in central Jabal Harra,
probably in the fifteenth century, if the names in the regnal
lists before Julayman Dolon^dmiffoo are Keira*
certain of the pre-3ulaymanic period.

We know nothing

The Kunjara division

of the Fur, to whom belonged the Keira, ho doubt gradually
/

united the Fur mountain clans until in the time of 3ulayman
they were able to move down to the plains and begin their
imperial career} the main impetus being perhaps their desire
to exploit the benefits and political advantages of long
distance trade*

(59)

See glossary for mavrara and fasfolr*

APPENDIX Rt

TftS RqgyiL W fftg .

In this appendix I have given most
of the regnal lists from Dar Fur.

Where they can be identi

fied I have standardised the spelling of the names.

The dates

are those given by the source, although in some cases I have
added the Christian dates to the hi.1rl ones.

a.

Brovne, Travels. 280.
Sulayman
«
•
*

about 16^5-1665
114

cTJmar
Ahmad Bukr
*
.
AbukirQasim

t

Muhammad Tayrab
cAbd al-Rahman

b.

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 73 and .Parlour. 55*
Sulayman

about 1550

#
#
Ahmad Bukr
#
cUmar, son
Abu^l-Qasim,

brother

Muhammad Tayrab, brother
cAbd al-Rahman, brother
Muhammad al-Fadl, son

\y

...

IL jL zs&
£H la Xuraui

Cadalvdna and Breuv&y,
Ahaad al-Kacqur
•
—
Bufi°a, hi* son

852/1 Mt3-9
377/1^72-3

Ai5t'U 14. dhav Dorshid, his son

897/1 !^91-2

brother

Ibrahim al-DalU, his

913/1507-3

Muhassan

brother

lie per*

This prince left two sonsf Bahr,

to come

chief of the dynasty of the

Sing pe

MusabbacStf 3abun, chief of the

oi^ndSi

dynasty of the Kunjara*

11 5--/I? 1-2

The division

Uaar

of Dar Fur Into five groat province*

Abu’l-^

vfoieh %ms established by this prince,

Tayrab,

still exists todayj Dar fcablr

ad,—ij& i d

al-Fashir, Dar al-TahanySwI, Dar

"Abe. al

Dllxaa, Dar Uvma and Dar Abbo Shayfch.

huh&aanik

Jlbun, his son

967/1559-60

Idris Ja°l, hi 3 son

937/1579-30

Kuuruu, his son

1000/1591-2

•

Nachtigal, gahara ,

Terrindea, his brother 1011/1602-3

The gf aealojy '<■*” ••'

dol Buute, his brother 1020/1611-2

sultan himself#

°Abd al-Bahiaan 3arraf, 1031/1621-2
his brother

<&X

rtua3nm, his brother

101V1653-**

Diatome, his son

1096/163*+-5

SulaytaSn dolon/tduiirQO, 1100/1 683-9
his nephew
Husa, his son

1113/1701-2

Muhaiaaad Bulat, his

1116/17<*~5

*

b .'Other

Restoration of Musa
Ahmad

Bukr, son of Musa

IsmacIl Abu Haranna, his

1119/1707-8
1128/1715-6

111+1/1728-9

brother
Muhammad Haranna, his nephew

115*+/17*+1-2

He persuaded his son, Musa, who had revolted,
to come to him under the pretext of discus
sing peace, but killed him with his own
hands.
cUmar

1159/171+6-7

Abu3l-Qaslm, . his uncle
Tayrab, his brother

1167/1753-4
1176/1762-3

al-Hajj Ishaq, his son

1200/1735-6

cAbd al-Rahman, his unale

12(4/1789-90

Muhammad al-Fadl, his son

121V 1 799-1800

This prince still rules today in Dar Fur.

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 360 and M+9
The genealogy of sultan Muhammad al-Fadl, written by the
sultan himself.

(Sahara und Sudan, iii, M+9)

Ahmad al-Macqur
N -c
Rufa a
al-Hajj

Ibrahlai DalU

Jacl Idris
Kuuruu
I
Sulayman Solongdungoo
Musa

I
Ahmad Bukr
c’l
Abd al-Rahman
i
Muhammad al-Fadl

Nachtigal, .Sahara und Sudan. H i , 36 O.
C m
Ahmad al-Ma q.ur

Shaw Dor chid
A
*
*
*

Daall

Dabun

•

Idris Jacl
Diatom

Darsud

Tinsam
actually reigned but
S la t iii,

Terendim
not necessarily in
Sol
Buute
*

this order

Saraf
Salih
•

•

y

Sikar

doubtful

Bahr
Bafchlt
Uuru
Tlr-Salam
Rum-sham
Nasr

It is improbable that

Sem-arim

they ruled

Sakersia
Kuuruu

j

Shuq&yr

Sulayman Solongdungoo

1596-1637

Mu3a, son

1637-1682

Ahmad Bukr, son

1682-1722

Muhammad Davra, son

1722-32

cUmar Lei, son

1732-39

Abu*l-Qaaim,

son of Ahmad

1739-52

Bukr
Muhammad Tayrab, brother

1752-85

cAbd al-Rahman, brother

1735-99

Muhammad al-Fadl, son
•
i
Muhammad al-Husayn, son

1799-1338

Ibrahim, son

1373-^

Slatin, Fire and Jvord. 37-^7.
Kor, a Da^u
Ahmad al-Macqur
son
son
Daali
Sulayman Solongdungoo
Musa
Ahmad Bukr
Muhammad Davra
cUmar Lei

Abu^LwiJasim-Muhammad Tayrab
cAbd al-Hahman

1338-73

37

Muhammad al-Fadl
•

#

Muhammad al-Husaya
•

*

Ibrahim Kwiko.
Tjjiii'*JT
f.

Jhuqayr,

T A C r T k h

al - h " r f i p .

'
1^ 5 .

Julayman I

3U3/1W>-5

°Uaar

335/1W30-1

cA bd|al-Hahman

397/1>+91-2

Mahmud
•
Muhammad Jul
•
•
JalTl

916/1510-11

Jharaf

967/1559-60

Ahaad
*
Idris

991/1533-^

Jalih
•
•
Mansur
•
Jhush

1013/160^5

Kasr
,§

1063/1657-3

Turn

1035/167^-5

Kuuruu

109^/1682-3

Julayaan II

1106/169^5

Musa

1126/171 ^ 5

Ahmad Bukr
•
Muhammad Davra
•
cUioar 11

1133/1725-6

Abu ^l-ijSsiia

1177/1763-^

Muhansaad

932/1525-6
957/1550-1

1001/1592-3
1035/1625-6
10^3/1633-9

Tayrab

1153/17^5-6
1175/1761-2

1131/1767-8

38

S«

1201/1786-7

Muhammad al-Fadl
«
•
Muhammad al-Husayn

1215/1300-1
125V1 8 3 8 -9

Ibrahim

1290/1373-^

Arkell Papers, file 13, gives several regnal lists from

Dar Fur#
1.

cAbd al-Hahman

I give below two representative versions#

Ahmad Xdam al-Klnanl, Arkell Papers, file 13

Shaw Dorshid
Sol Buute
Ahmad al-Macqur
Sulayman Solon^dungoo

cUmar
Musa
Muhammad Dawra
♦

Ahmad Bukr
#

Abu^^asim
Muhammad Tayrab
cAbd al-Rahman
Muhammad al-Fadl
•

•

Muhammad al-Husayn
•

•

Ibrahim
2.

Majdhub Malik, AyfctfLk
Ahmad al-TunjuravI
Ahmad al-Ma°qur
Rufa°a

13*

c
•»
Abd al-Rahman
•

Shaw Dorshid

Daali

.^ r

Idris Jacl

vas re yarded lj
state appears
moderately vat
supply of rock
the plains bei<

aaceept

nM&r L

captivity In W;

Idris Sabun
«
Bahr, jadd al-Musabbacat
Diram
Kasr Tuju
Turn al-Dln

Tirinam
cUmar Saraf
Sol Buute
*

Sulayman Solomtdun^oo
Muhammad fakl
Musa Bashar
Ahmad Bukr
v»ith oar
Muhammad Davra

■*?,a ••

;•r .v

«

Muhammad Saraf

cAbu^L*Qasim - DalTl
Muhammad Tayrab
cAbd al-Rahman al-Rashid
>
•
Muhammad al-Fadl
•

*

Muhammad al-Kusayn al-Mansur
•

*

Ibrahim QardI
Hasaballah

•
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From theveneration with which it

was regarded in later times, the cradle of the early Keira
state appears to have been the Turra region of Jabal Marraj a
moderately watered area of sparse farming3and with a good
supply of rock salt nearby and virtually inaccessible from
the plains below*

Here all the sultans of later times,

except °Umar Lei 1159/17^6-7 - 1167/1753-^tVho died in
captivity in Wadai and Ibrahim, who was killed at ManavashI
in 1291/187*+ were buried*

In this area too are various ruins

associated with the early sultans, including the residence of
P E?P Kl& A.
** %
%
*t%%
i
Sulayman Solom tdupgoo« Tom: Kiiloo, "house of intercourse
between young men and women".
•

V

(1)
•a

The whole Turra area
*•T*

was

m

\

and is still regarded with particular veneration by the Fur* (2)
■m /?>Al 7t

1x1 t*1® Turra region, probably

during the fifteenth century, there emerged a Fur kingdom
under a line of rulers from the Keira clan of the Kunjara
\
I
0/y
section of the Fur* Of the early history of jthis mountain ," /,
.
J
)
m j :
kingdom, apart from the traditions associated with Ahmad al-

(1)

MacMichael, 3.N.R.* IX/2, 1926, 75-7 and Arkell, 3A H **

XX/1, 1937 , 91-105*
(2)

D ’Escayrac de Lauture, Memo ire* 98 and personal observa

tion*
zaya&Tva

+r*ibas

• kawi*a,
places
♦ Tc.rj >L ....
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The Early Keira

Sultanate.

W. Mo 'o'!

Kobe

ZAVADIVA

ST

. Ara.pl

'

K aw ra.

\c\ l o o

Daa.II

PUNGORO

ZAYA&Tya

+ri ba.s

• kawro• Te.rj i I

places
-faslrxir*

^\*Aiaqarfo.
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Macqur, Daali and Kuuruu, we know little and will probably
never know much more.

But from the lists of names of rulers,

usually eight to ten, before Sulayman, we can estimate that
\

it existed at least a century before that ruler.

(3)

Despite our ignorance of this
early kingdom, it was obviously crucial in the development of
the Keira state.

Prom the pre-3ulaymanic period came the

earliest administrative structures of the state, which found
their most coherent expression in the Fur-speaking areas ;
the predominance of the Fur within the state and the position
of Jabal Marra as the geographical core of the sultanate.
For, however overlaid With Islamic influences and however
much the sultans recruited non-Fur into their administration,
the Keira state remained a Fur concern until the late nine
teenth century.
The Fur language was used at court
until the downfall of the sultanate in 1916, although Arabic
became the language of diplomacy and administration,

(3)

See appendix to chapter two.

(b )

We cannot be certain of

this, since the innert names in the regnal lists may be
memories of Tun^ur rulers, the change over from Tunjur to
Keira being the greatest point of confusion in the traditions.
(b )

Browne, Travels. 196* Ahmad Sain cAbd al-Hamid, (al-

Fashir, 7.5.1970) emphasised this, saying that his grandfather,
an amTn at the court of Muhammad al-Husayn, spoke Fur at
court, although as a Fulani, he spoke Fulani at home.
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Although the administration of the non-Fur areas of the
sultanate was constantly changing in form and personel, the
structure of administration in the Fur areas remained very
stable and largely escaped the introduction of new administra
tive titles of Islamic or Arabic origin*

(5)

A consequence

of this was that the British Condominium officials found the
Western Darfur District, the predominantly Fur area, markedly
easier to administer than the other parts of Dar Fur*

(6)

Equally the title-holding class
appears to have been throughout the history of the sultanate
predominantly Fur in composition*

(7)

Although this is,

given the fragmentary nature of our information on the ~titleholding system, difficult to prove statistically, the general
weight of evidence seems to show that, despite increased

(5)

Thus in Fur areas chiefly titles have tended to remain in

the same families throughout the history of the sultanate*
(6)

This theme runs through the Condominium administrative
ft m

,0

measures in Dar Fur.
(7)

In this thesis, I have used the phrase, "title-holder”,

for those officials, whether administrative or at court, who
held titles, hereditary or not, from the rank of shartai and
above.

This category includes all the titles marked as such

in the glossary*

9*+

recruitment of non-Fur in the later sultanate, and with the
exception of the slave titles, such as abbo shavkh daali, the
majority of the more important titles were held by Fur
families.

(3)

This is not to suggest that the Fur as a

tribe dominated the sultanate, except perhaps numerically, or
that there was a distinction between the Fur and the other
subject tribes of the sultanate or that there was any close
identity between the title-holding class and the mass of the
i

Fur peasanti’y.

If to Daali and Kuuruu is attri
buted the establishment of the laws and customs of the Keira
state, to Sulayman Solongdungoo is attributed the early phase
of expansion down from the mountains.

It is impossible to

give any firm dates for Sulayman, but the consensus of
tradition would place him in the second half of the seven
teenth century, probably between 1660 and 1630.

(3)

(9)

I include in Fur families, the several important

Musabbacat title-holding families, who are Fur by genealogy.
(9)

I list below the main variants| see also appendix to

chapter two.
1.

Browne, Travels. 280, says Sulayxaan lived som 130 to 150

years before his visit, which vould give a date of roughly
161*5 to 166?.
2.

Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'ifeypts .e.t La lurauie. ii, 198

give 1100/1688-9 - 1113/1701-2.
3.

Al-Tunis!) Tashfyldli. 33-^,

66-7, says oulaymln
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Although we possess no contemporary
references to Julayman, there are various apparent references
to Dar Fur at the end of the seventeenth century which
suggests that the Fur were already dominant and that it was
already known in Egypt as a centre of trade*
The first unconfirmed reference is
by Michael Johann Vansleb, a Bohemian Dominican, who visited

(9 ) contd*, lived some two hundred years before his visit.
k.

Hachtigal, Jahara und Judan. ill, 3 6 ?, gives 1 5 9 6 -1 6 3 7 .

but gives no evidence for his exact dates and without it,
they can be regarded as no more than informed guesses.

Since

Nachtigal ascribes a very long reign, 1637-1682, to Julayman’s
successor, Musa, who is otherwise a very shadowy figure, it
is probable that his dates for Julayman are too early.
5.

ihuqayr, la0r!kh al-3udan. ¥+6 , >+6 8 -9 , gives in his

regnal list two sultans called Julayman} Julayman I, 8*f8 /
1 W w ? - 380/1 !i-75-6 and Sulayman XI, 1106/169^5 - 1126/171^-5.
Jhuqayr, whose main informant was the Imam al-Tayyib of lurra,
argues against the view of Jlatin that Julayman I I !s father,
Kuuruu, was in fact Shaw Dorshid, i*e* that Julayman II is
Julayman Jolon^dungoo - Further be W e e n the two Julaymans,
Jhuqayr gives with dates, the names of fifteen rulers.

It

would thus seem that Tmmn al-Tayyib lias either added or in
vented two centuries of sultans to give the Keira dynasty
greater antiquity, probably in order to make the link with

.

the cAbbasids through Ahmad al-Macqur more plausible, or has
incorporated a Tunjur regnal list.
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Egypt twice in 166*+ and 1772 to 1773#

(10)

A more valuable

and certain reference is in the illstorla of Giacomo d ’Albano,
a contemporary account of the Franciscan missionary efforts
in SinnSr and Ethiopia#

D'Albano describes the beginning of

the journey of a group of Franciscans to Sinnar via the
darh al-arbacIn» the famous desert caravan route from Egypt
to Old Dongola and Dar FSrf in September 1693 the party of
missionaries started from al~V/ah, where,
"in questa valle s ’uniscono tutti
11 Giallabl che vanno al Ponente,
cioe nel Regno di Fur ed altre
provincie, come anche 11 Giallabl

(10)

On Vansleb’s alleged reference to Dar Fur, see Arkell,

* XXXII/11 52, quoting A# Petermann and B. Hassenstein,
"Innerafrika nach dem stande der geographischen kenntniss in
den Jahren 1361-1363, Petermanns Hltthellunr.eu, XI, 1363,
supplement, who say that the first mention of the Fur (Fohr)
is in Vansleb *s account of his visit to Egypt in 166^-, but
the work they refer to, J.M. Vansleb, KmY&Uj*.,J&Atefta
d ’Envpte. Paris 1677* is an account of his second visit to
Egypt in 1672-3 and appears to contain no reference to Dar
Fur#

His account of his first trip wa3 published as —

Itelazlone dello Jtato Presents dell.'S.a.-t.o, Paris 1671, and
JLater In .immliin r der Marwiu'dlrsten Heisen In dem Orient.
Jena 1792-1803, but I have been unable to trace either work#
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che vanno al Levante, cioe nel
regno di Fungi, Dongola, Sennar
ed Etioplai'. (11)
The Franciscan reference suggests that trade between Dar Fur
and Upper Egypt was already well established by 1698, although
we have no actual earlier references to Dar Fur.

(12)

All

that we can deduce is that by the end of the seventeenth
century Dar Fur was known to the outside world and traded

(11)

Giacomo d'Albano, Historla della Missione Francescana

in Alto-Egitto-Fungi-Etlopia. 1636-1720, ed. G. Giamberardini,
Cairo 1961, ^7«
(12)

An earlier reference may be, "Relatione della cose che

ha possuto veder frat’Arcangelo (Carradori) da Pistoia Minor
Osservante Missionario nell'Egitto dal 1630 fin’al 1638”, in
ed. G. Lumbroso, "Rittochi ed Aggiunte ai Descrittori italiani
dall'Egitto e di Alessandira”, Memorie della Reale Accademia
dei Lincei. classe scienze morali,

storiche e filologiche,

serie ka., X, parte 1a, 1892, 195-252,

where there is a

reference to trade from Jirja in Upper Egypt, ’’per andare per
li paesi de Negri dove si fanno schiavi l'un l ’altro per
andar nel paese detto l ’Vaa (al-Wah).”
Spaulding for this reference.

I am grateful to J.L.

Carradori lived for a number

of years in Upper Egypt and compiled an Italian-Nubian dic
tionary, see K.V. Zettersteen, "The oldest dictionary of the
Nubian language”, Monde Qrientale. I, 1980, 227-^0.

The

Fanciscan Archives at Giza, Cairo, no doubt contain much more
on Upper Egypt and the Sudan, dating back to the fourteenth
century.

I
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with Upper Egypt.

Dar Fur tradition appears to associate

this early expansion with Julayman uolonHduruioo.
Sulayman was undoubtedly an histori-,
cal figure, but Dar Pur tradition preserves little memory of
his acts beyond vague generalities.

At the end of ihe seven

teenth century, perhaps during Sulayman’s reign, we can
discern certain trends within the state.

Sulayman is described

as having introduced Islam as the state cult and this
tradition is associated with his description as part-Arab,
which may well have been the case.
determine what this statement means.

(13)

It Is difficult to

Pre-Islamic religious

traditions and beliefs continued to be expressed in the ritual
of the state throughout its history although the evidence
suggests that with the increasing Islamisation and sophisti
cation of the state some customs were allowed to die out.
Julayman is described as building
mosques for his subjects and in general encouraging Islamic
practices.

(1*0

He also possibly initiated or continued a

practice which has perhaps contributed more to the spread of

(13)

Joloni.duiy-oo . pi. Jolojaga means Arab in Fur* it may

have had the original meaning "redman,!.

dee d'Escayrac de

future, Memolre. 791 Nachtigal, Sahara und dudan. ill, 36?
and Jhuqayr ,
(11+)

al-Judan. W + .

Maclitieal, ^ h a r a iind J iid a n . H i ,

Xa^rlkh al-Jndan. W f .

36?

and ohuqayr,
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Islam in Dar Pur than any other, namely the custom whereby
the 3ultan would invite Muslim fuflar.5.g and culama3, usually
passing through the country on their way to or from the
pilgrimage (ha.1.1)« to settle in the sultanate and granting
them land, exempt from certain taxe3, on condition that they
teach religion*

This practice was widespread in the Judanic

states, examples of such grants coming from 3onghai, B o m u
and the Sinnar sultanate*

(15)

Such grants in Dar Fur

could be of a group of villages or the land of a tribal
section and were de facto hereditary, although the grantees
took care to get confirmation in writing from succeeding
sultans.

They were known as hawaklr in Arabic (singular,

hakurft) and £& to Pur (plural, rota) and were exempt from
all taxes save the customary Islamic ones.

(16)

Such hawaklr *

often of very considerable sise, were granted to fuaara

(15)

J.8« Xrininciham, A History of Islam In West Africa.

London 1962, 110, giving references for Songhai and Bornu,
“these (i.e. Muslim clerics in Bomu) were welcomed and many
were granted mahrams or "letters of hereditary privilege" in
recompense for services rendered.

They state that X and his

descendants are harlm. "set apart" or privileged" that is,
exempted from taxes, military services, hospitality charges
and the like."

Examples from the Sinnar sultanate can be

seen in Muhammad Ibrahim Abu dallm, i^L-Funi m cl-ax_di
Vfatha3 i.n

tamlTk. Khartoum 1967 and P.M. Holt,

., L. 1969,

2-1 if.
(16)

Hawaklr. granted to fuaara3 were known as hawaklr. al-lah.

and differed from other hawaklr in other respects.
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throughout the history of the Keira state and laid the
foundations of the wealth and political influence of such
families.

&must he realised that the granting of

to holy men was only part of the wider system of such grants
to court and administrative title-holders.
Although no letters of grant have
survived from Sulayaan, several iuoara3 families in Dar Fur
have traditions of such grants.

(17)

One such is the

Javamica fuoara0 family of Azagarfa, north of al-Fashir,
whose ancestor , Hamid h. cAbdullahI, came from the east and
was settled in Dar Fur by Dulayman.

Later they moved to

Azagarfa where sultan Muhammad al-Fadl, 1215/1800-1 - 1 2 5 V
1833-9» built them a mosque which still stands.

(13)

Hear

to Azagarfa, at Arari is another Jaw£mica fuoara3 family

who trace themselves back through twelve generations to one

(17)

The earliest letter concerning foawaklr I have seen came

from sultan

AhPl-Qasim, 1167/1753-^ - 1176/1761-2$ apart

from an example reproduced in al-Tunis!, Taphhldh. 63-9 >
jjarfour. 50-1, of such a grant to his father, no example of
an hakurat al-.1ah from DSr Fur has yet been published.

Of

the seventy or so documents I photographed in Dar Fur, twenty
refer to frawaklr al-iSh.
(13)

Mudlrlya. (open) UP. 66. b. 28, note by Keen, 17.11.1930.

The name, Jawami°a, derived from .1amica . "mosque", in this
case and in the following appears more descriptive than cenealogical} see MacMichael, Hothem and Central Kordofan. 76-8
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Ahmad, who it is said* vas givon land at Arari by Shaw
Dorshid, the grant later being confirmed by Julayman.

(19)

Another important Jawamica family
who came either in Suleyman1s time or that of his son, Musa,
are the Imams of Turra.

Their ancestor, Idris, was granted

land at Turra as Imam of the mosque there with responsibility
for the royal burial ground and the position and land has
been In the family ever since*

(20)

In some ways Suleyman*s reign must
have marked a series of upheavals within the Keira clan, for
from it dates the group called Musabbacat.

(21)

The term,

Musabbacat, appears to be descriptive rather than tribal,
denoting various Keira groups and their adherents who vere
forced out of the Keira state and who settled in eastern Dar

(19)

op* 6 6 * K* 1/31, Arari dimligiaj note, Aglen,

2 2 * 6 . 1 There are extensive ruins at Arari which suggests
it was an important place once.
(20)

MacMichael, History* i, 193.

The Imam al-Tayyib,

Shuqayr's informant, came from this familyj Sa9rlith al-Juailiu
*4-6 9 , with a photograph,
(21)

> 7 i the

MacMichael,

etymology of Musabbacat from

"morning, east”, vas

supported by informants in bar Fur*

For a general collection

of bar Fur Musabbacat traditions, see Adam al-Zayn, 41,-1urath
jy>-pi>achl JU-jagJiSlaA.

, Khartoum 1970.

Musabbacat are called musabamia or musaba*

In Fur the
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Pur and Kordofan.

Nachtigal's version of the tradition

describes how Xuncam b* Bahr,
a Keira, drove Kuuruu out of
*
Jabal Harr a• Julayman, the son of Kuuruu, was taken for
refuge to dar Masai It, the home of his mother’s people.

YJhen

he grew up he returned to Jabal Marra and drove out Tunsaar
who fled eastwards*

(22)

From that time on x*elations between

the Keira and the Kusabbacat, hostile and peaceful, run as a
constant theme through Dar Fur history and the close conne
xion between the two peoples was always recognised.

The

Husabba°at never forgot their “imperial pretensions'1 and in
the reign of Julayman1s son and successor, Musa, the
Musabbacawl Janqal b. Bahr attacked Bar Pur but was driven
out and took refuge in western Kordofan.

(23)

But not all the Musabba°at, despite
the apparent etymology of their name, vent east* many stayed
and the .
musaba or misabanra are to be found scattered amont:

(22)

Hachtigal, Sahara unu Budan. iii, 363-^1 Cadalveuo and

Breuvery, L 1&ypte et la luraule, ii, 201-2 give a slightly
different version.

Al-iunisI, lasiihldh, 83-*+, Parlour. 66-7

and Quadav. 7 3 , seems a later synthetic tradition.

B&iir

appears in virtually all the oral accounts as ladd al-Husabbacat.
“grandfather of tlie Musabbacat", while Tunsam was later
arabicised to Tumsah, "crocodile"f see MacMichael, Northern
and Central Kordofan.
(23)

-6a
5
nd ffiAfeflratit, 15**-5.

Hachtlgal, Bahara mid Budan, iii, 366 and Cadalvene and

Breuvery, L'Eeynte ot la Xurquie. ii, 2 0 2 .

For Janqal's later

career, see O'Fahey and Bpaulding, "Hashim and the Musabba°at."
Bulletin Of the School of Oriental and African Studies,
(forthcoming.)
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the Fur vest of Jabal Marra*

Musabbacat families have held

land in bar Kerne as chiefs for nine or ten generations,
while the family of Ahmad Tumbukei, who held the title abbo
labbay for most of the nineteenth century, were Musabbacat
and claimed descent from Xunsam b. Bahr*
*

(2*0

Sulayaan is described also as a
conqueror and soldier, but ve know next to nothing of the
nature and extent of his conquests*

(25)

Nachtigal records

that oulayman led thirty-three campaigns, that he conquered
some sections of the Masallt, as well as the Oro, Birged,
ZaghSwa, HararTt, Beigo and Tunjur*

He is said to have

extended the frontiers of the sultanate as far north as the
Bideyat*

(26)

Whatever the extent of his conquests

we may

perhaps speculate on his motive) a de3ire to increase his
catchment area for the trade items, pre-eminently slaves, he
could barter with the iallaba from Upper Egypt and the

(2V)

MudXriva* Western District Handbook) note on the dim-

ligia of Kebe (bar Kerne), Beaton, 7*3*1933» referring to the
ruling families uof the
(2 5 )

Kvia and.Kebe*

-ihuqayr, la3rlkli al-Judan. Wf-5, purports to give a

list of the tribes Julayman conquered and incorporated into
his state) the list is hopelessly anachronistic*
(26)

Hachtlgal, ifaiiara imd Judan. i n , 3 6 5 , who also records

the tradition that Julayman extended the boundaries of his
kingdom to the east as far as the Atbara river beyond the
Nile*

10W

Nilotic Judan for arms and armour, horses from Old Dongola
and fine cloth, with which to reward, arm and encourage his
followers and title-holders.

But again we have no firm

evidence.
Julayman was probably succeeded by
his son, Musa, the most shadowy of the post-dulaymanic
sultans*

The confusion of the regnal lists at this point

probably reflects a confused reign, while the lack of tradi
tions about Musa suggests a short one.

(27)

Nachtigal

records traditions of Musa fighting the Qimr unsuccessfully
and the Musabbacat successfully, the latter being defeated in
two battles at Tinna and Kolge near Jabal Marra*
buried at Xurra, as was his father.

Musa was

(23)

We have two tantalising references
from about this period which both suggest a measure of Pur
involvement with the Nilotic Judan.

It is recorded in the

yabaaat. the collection of biographies of holy men by Wad
uayfallah, that the noted fakl Muhammad aJL-Qaddal took refuge

(27)

Again we liave no contemporary references or documents}

Cadalvdne and Breuvery, L'Brypte et la luraule. 11, 198, 1113/
1701-2 - 1116/170^-51 although they cannot be substantiated
in any way, the dates in Cadalvene and Breuvery appear to me
the most likely| Nachtigal, Sahara und Judan, 111, 365, 16371682, vhlch seems too long, and ihuqayr, la°rlkh al-Judin.
M+5, 1126/171V-5 - 1138/1725-6, vhlch seems too late.
(23)

Nachtigal, Jahara und Judan. Ill, 265-6.
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with his pupil, Muhammad Jawdatallah in Kordofan during the
year called in Nilotic Sudanese tradition, umm hahm> a year
of famine, 1095/1683-4t

There he was entertained hy a certain

ruler, called in the |ahaaat malik Kuniara. who gave him fifty
camels*

But Muhammad al-Qaddal was Brought back to Umm Talha
*

*

•

by the Funj ruler, Unsa b. Nasir, 1092/1631 - 1103/1692, who
was unwilling for so reputed a holy man to live under the
rule of the malik. KunAara« who was in fact probably a
Musabba°awl leader in Kordofan.

(29)

In April 1706 another Franciscan
missionary, the Capuchin brother Giustino, was held up at Old
Dongola on his way to Sinnar by a civil war between two brothers
over the succession at Old Dongola.

One of the brothers had

brought, no doubt as mercenaries, a party of men from Dar Fur
to support him against his brother.

(29)

(30)

Ed. Ibrahim Jidayq, Wad Dayfallah, Kitak al-^baqat fl

Khusus al-awllya3 w»3l-gallhla ya’l ^ u U u 3 veA - s m ^ a r a 3
fl°l-i5dan. Khartoum 1929, 23 and MacMichael, aiaiSEX, ii, 2lf8*
(30)

D'Albano, historia. 120, "Ma perche in quelle parti vi

erano ribellioni d'un He nuovo, fra(te)llo del vecchio, il
q(ua)le con grandissima quantita di bar bar i era venuto da Fur
per deponere il fra(te)llo e farsi lui He, havendo questo
serrati li passi, non essendo possibile prosequire il suo
viaggio ne lui ne alcuno delli Giallabi tutti furono trattenuti in Dongola”.

■^rbari” could of course refer to Arabs

.

from northern Kordofan or the Bayuda, but ftFurlf seems an
unlikely description of that region so early.
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fiate.,and ttQ tixpaaaAflfl tf are
Ahmad Bukr b* Musa is the first
Keira sultan, whose reign can be roughly reconstructed and
with whom particular events and places are associated*

(31)

He was said to have been the youngest of Musa’s eight sons,
and, in fact, it was the eldest, Giggeri, who was first
installed as sultan*

But Giggeri, on the first day of his

reign, had an epileptic selsure, and since it was not possible
for one "possessed by the devil" to be sultan, he was re
placed by Ahmad Bukr*

(32)

tfe know nothing further on how

Ahmad Bukr became sultan*
Bukr's reign marked another stage
in the growth of Islamic influence in the Keira state| a

-

process which the sultan is described as actively encouraging,
by building mosques and Qur°anie schools and compelling his
subjects to observe the Islamic religious precepts*

(33)

The sultan, like Julayoan, further encouraged the spread of

(31)

All dates for Ahmad Bukr must remain guesses, since we

have neither documents nor contemporary references*

Cadal-

vene and Breuvery, L'Evntc at la 1'uroule. il, 198, give 1123/
1715-6 - 1 1 M / 1 728-9 * which seems the most likely*

Hachtigal,

.inhnT-n nnd .hidan. i n , 3 6 6 , glvo3 1682-1722 and Jhuqayr,
Ta~’rTkh ai-Jud=m. Mf6, 1133/1725-6 - 1158/17^5-6, vhlch seems
too late*

(32)

Hachtigal, Inhara nnri .Sudan. HI, 366.

(33)

Hachtigal, Sahara und Judan. H i , 367 and d'Eacayrac de

Lauture, Memo ire. 79*
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Islam by inviting fuaaraD and culama:> to visit and teach in
Dar Pur*

One such, probably in the time of Bukr, was Abu

Zayd al-3haykh cAbd al-Qadir, a pupil of al-Zayn b* al-shaykh
Sughayrun, who died in 1086/1675-6*

Abu Zayd travelled in

Dar Fur and Wadai, when Yacqub was sultan in the latter
country.

(31*)

It was perhaps one of these migrant scholars

who taught the sultan to write, since Ahmad Bukr Is described
as the first Keira sultan to be able to do so*

(35)

i

A process that was probably conti
nuous throughout the period of the Keira sultanate was the
migration of peoples from the western dudanic region and the
Nilotic dudan through and into Dar Fur*

This is largely

undocumented, but at certain times it was fostered by the
sultans for various reasons.

They may have been prompted by

a desire for checks over the title-holders and for military
support which did not have complicating tribal affiliations*
Undoubtedly religion was not the only motive for granting
hawaklr to holy men, such people newly established by the
sultan's favour, could provide a new local focus of loyalty,
breaking down the old clan and tribal loyalties*

Such a

process kept repeating Itself since the immigrants would

(3*0

Wad Bayfallah, ^abaaat* 18 and 3*+ and MacMichael,

History. II, 229 and 372.

Ya°qub is almost certainly sultan

YacqubcArus b. Kharut, a contemporary of Bukr*
(35)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Dudan. iii, 368.
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either assimilate their newly-acquired followers or identify
with them.

(36)

Bukr is said to have encouraged the iimai-

gration and settlement of groups from Bornu and Baqirmi as
well as from the Nile*

Thus ManavashI, as we have seen,

became an important centre for the Bornu people.

(37)

The centre of gravity of the
sultanate would still appear to be the Pur homeland, Jabal
Marra and the land immediately to the vest of the mountains.
(38)

Bukr’s main concerns appear to have been in that area

in that he campaigned against Dar Qimr and Wadai and his
fashirs were in the west.

(39)

They were successively at

Gurri in Dar Kerne immediately to the vest of Jabal Marra,
Murra in Dar Fia, further to the north, and perhaps as an
inaccessible refuge Jabal Abu cAsal in Jabal Marra itself.
There still stands at Jabal Abu cAsal a small rectangular

(36)

‘

An example of one aspect of this process is the gene

alogy written for Dr. Arkell by sftartai Mahdl SabTl Abu Kuduk
of the Berti, MI am shartai Mahdl Sabll Abu Kuduk, by origin
(nisbatl) an Arab from the Kinana, my tribe (qabllatl) is
Baqirmi and I and my people are now known as Berti11, Arkell
Paner.fi» file 16, folios 23-31.
(37)

dee above 79

(38)

Although today the majority of the Fur are to be found

on the Wadis Azum and Barei, there is considerable evidence
from place-names and genealogies that this is a comparatively
recent development! personal communication, Ilaland.
(39)

dee glossary.
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building of red brick, which is ascribed by local tradition
to Bukr#

(bO)

Early in Bukr's reign Dar Fur was
invaded by Wadai.

The origin and subsequent history of Wadai

are in some ways parallel to that of Dar Fur*

The Wadai

sultanate is said to have been founded by an Arab from the
east, most commonly called cAbd al-Karim b. Jamic. According
to Barth, cAbd al-Karim’s grandfather, Woda, was a Jacall,
who came from Shandl on the Nile in the days when the Tunjur
still ruled in Wadai.

(^1)

His grandson, who was governor

of certain provinces under the last Tunjur king, Da^ud, came
under the influence of a Fulani fuaaraD family who lived at
Bidder! near Massenya, the capital of the neighbouring sulta
nate to the south-west, Baqirmi.

After some years of reli

gious propaganda, cAbd al-Karim rose in revolt and led a
.jihad or holy war against the Tunjur, which was completely
successful.

He established a new dynasty with its capital at

Wara, which was moved in 1850 to Abeshe, much closer to Dar
Fur by the sultan Muhammad Salih al-Sharlf.
•
•
.

(^-2)

Al-TunisI, who spent a year in
Wadai after his long stay

OfO)

in Dar Fur, was told a slightly

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan. iii, 366 and Arkell, S-.N.H..

XX/1 , 1937, 103-4.
(VI)

Barth, Travels and Discoveries, iii, 528.

(^2)

On Wadai see Carbou, Betcion du Tchad. 105-272 and M.J.

Tubiana, "Un document inedit sur les sultans du Waddai11,
Cahiers d'etudes Africaines. XI, 1960, V-9-112.
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different story#

An cAbbasI refugee, named Salih, came from
•
•
Egypt via Sinnar and establishing himself in the Wadai area,

preached Islam to the pagans#

With the success of his religious

teaching, he turned from missionary to ruler#

As proof of this

cAbbasI claim, al-TunisI was shown the sultan's seal inscribed^
with the words, "Saltan Muhammad cAbd al-Karim, son of oultan
Salih
»
• al-cAbbasI.

(^3)
The chronology of early Wadai is as

confused as that of Dar Furj the date of °Abd al-Karim is
variously given.

Barth says he came to power in 1611,

Nachtigal that he ruled from 1635 to 1653, both of which
dates would make him roughly an earlier contemporary of
3ulayman.

(M+)
At the beginning of the eighteenth

century both Wadai and Dar Fur were vigorous expansionist;
states, but at least initially Dar Fur seems to have been the
senior state#

However the trend of the following half cen

tury was for Dar Fur to be pushed eastwards, there to compen
sate itself In Kordofan at the expense of the Funj, Ghudiyat
and Musabbacat, and Wadai to dispute with Dar Fur over the

(*+3)

Al-TunisI, Quaday« 70-1 ? on a Wadai sultanic document

dated 1319/1901-2 that! collected in Dar Fur, the sultan was
described as, "al-sultan Ahmad al-Ghazaii b# al-sultan
*
*
•
Muhammad cAlf b. al-sultan Muhammad Gharlf al-°AbbasI,!#
#

(Mt)

•

•

Barth, Travels and Discoveries, ill, 358 and Hachtieal,

Sahara und Sudan, 111, 271-2.
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border states I n the east* parts of Dar Qimr, bar Tana, the
begu state of bar blla and perhaps part of bar MasHlIt, and
in the vest to interior© In the affairs of baqinai*
At first tradition claims Wadai
continued to pay the tribute to the Keira sultans that had
been paid to the Tunjur, namely one beautiful virgin a year.
(^5)

Then, however, Xa°qub carua b* Kharut, the third sultan

after cAbd al-Karlm, refused to continue to pay the tribute
and invaded Bar Fur*

There is some doubt as to whether the

invasion took place in the reign of sultan Musa or Ahmad
Bukr*

Jbii'-l- F-k7

„

••

It seems probable that there were
two invasions by Xacqub cArus, the first in Musa’s reign,
when the Wadaians reached as far as Gerli, on the western
slopes of Jabal Marra, where the Keira i'K s h ir was at the time*
Dissension in the Wadai army put an end to the invasion and
Yacqub was forced to return to

his own country.

(k 6 )

The second invasion of ]&cqub
probably occurred in the early years of Bukr'a reign*
Yn°qub roached as far as KabkabTya, a point of considerable
strategic importance since it was situated near the western

(**5)

For the differing versions, see Barth, Travels and

Discoveries, ill, 3?3f Hachtigal,
and Carbou,
(**6)

jflriafi, ill* 367

lit 112*

Al-Tunis I, Ouaday. 33 and Barth, arftyglA

i i i , 529*

>
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Qud of the Kawra pass, the main route through Jabal Korea
frasa weew to oast*

Meanwhile hula*) who had retreated to

Jabal Abu c^3ol, brought in anas and firearms from Bgypt and
made an alliance with Baqirmi.

0+7)

After two years, ^ihmad

Bukr came down from the mountains and drove the Wadai army
out of KabkSblya and Bar Fur*

(VB)

Ahmad Bukr 1s successful war against
Wadai seems to have been followed by wider Keira penetration
westwards and northwards.

He conquered dir qimr, a small but

ancient state north of dir 14&3alXt and east of D or r
j£ma,
against which Musa Is said to have warred unsuccessfully*
The qimr ruling group, the Miggi, claim to be of JacalX
origin from al-Matama| their ancestor, Qiar H&saballah,
having led a group of Jacaliytn and A ra b s $ the latter from
the Korobat, Ja°ada, Uotlya and Tar ion, to the area and set
up at state around Jabal Koliat1 now in Bar Tama.

(b7 )

Machti&al, - W r v rl lmd

(**9)

The

iii, 3 6 7 * this appears to

be the first reference to the use of firearms in Bar Fur*

The

Wadai Chronicle of cUtiaaan b* FudI does not mention the cam
paigns of Xacqub describing only a successful invasion of Bar
Fur by Yacqub's successor, IQiarut Jaghlr| Tubiana, Callers
d J . C U k i A . , *1, 19^0, 72*
(V3)

The name Kahkablya is said to commemorate this victory,

since in Fur it means, "shields threw down", kgjjl kel,bia.
(^9)

Mudlrlva. BP* 1.1). 3*5*| note on Bar qimr by E.A.V* de

Condole| MacMichael, ji&rifltf, 12.1.5? V.thi k iiiZ A iX * typescript,
56-3 aiid history. I, 3b-J and Abu Jinn, S M M v U i b
gives a list of the Qiar sultans*

70-1, who
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Qiar rulers seems to have extended their power quite consider*
ably over the 2aghlva nomads to the north and east and the
Miliri of Jabal Hun to the south*

(JO)

Ahmad Bukr in a

series of campaigns in which his son, Muhammad Davra, is said
to have played a prominent part, finally conquered most of
Dar Jimr and Incorporated it into the Keira state, but under
Its own sultans, and it stayed In the empire, with various
Interruptions, until 1916*

(JO
The conquest of Dar Qimr was

probably of considerable strategic importance, in that it
opened the way to Keira penetration into DSr ZaghSwe#

We do

not know when the earliest contacts between Keira and 2agfc8\®
began, but we can speculate on the fomer's motives in
wishing to control or win over the latter#

The Za^hSva lay

icros3 the southern end of the dfty.b al-arba°*n from Egypt
and because of the harshness and poverty of their country
they were, as they still are, continually moving south in
soarch of better pasture and thus constantly causing trouble
with the settled people of central Dar Fur#

(J2)

There Is some evidence that the
Keira expansion northwards coincided with the coalescing of
the KaghSva into territorial and chiefly units*

(50)

Hachtigal,

The Keira

Jat& X U Sudan. ill, 3 6 7 and Hasan and

O'Fahev. 5.N.R.. I, 1970, 152-61.
(51)

0' dscayrac do Lauture, ilcnolre. 93 and al-TunlsI;

?adhfrldh. 136 and J&££au£, 127.
(52)

Brovme, Travels. 205 and al-TunisT, TaahfrTdh. 5h and

tiVl&W >

35.

m
)
moved north into this situation and attempted to turn it to
their advantage by marriage alliances and by supporting one
chiefly faction against anotherf they made no attempt to
administer Dar Saghlwa directly but ruled through a constantly
changing hierarchy of Zaghawa chiefs*

Thus it was probably

Ahmad Bukr who first gave the nuftas (the copper kettle-drum)
to the sixth chief of Daghlua Kobe, Ti b* Kw5re, instead of
the wooden drum, dinner* He also seems to have married into
the Saghava Kobe ruling clan, the A|y:u* since his son, 3Ultan
Muhanaaad Tayrab, was nephew to Kharut b* liilan, ninth Kobe
sultan.

(53)

Each year, after the rains, a caravan left

Dar Zaghawa Kobe for Dar Fur taking as tribute,.horses, cattle
and sheep| in return, the Keira sultan sent gifts of horses
and clothes*

(Jt-)

Bukr also made alliances with various

chiefs from the family of al-Eaji Muhammad al-Burnuvi, a
Bornu jg^&, who was the reputed ancestor of the awlad Jigayn,
avlaci Dawra nnd Agaba Jeghava.' He also confirmed the chieftancy of Dar Ualla on the Genigergera Kaghawa*

(53)
iii,

Tubi&aa, JurvivaneoL,, 26* Haohtiiol,

375 and

(55)

m i jutoli

file 21, note of a conversation

vitil mallk Muhanmadayii Adam Jebbi, 1*2*1937*
(5*0

Tubiana,

32*

(55)

On Muhammad al-BurnuvI, see above, 80.

Arkell Papers.*

file 21, MudTrTva. DP. 66, B. 6. vol.XX, Darfur province.
Tribal affairs* general, daghava* interviews, Dharif
liuhamadayn
Kdam and *
Dalii.i cAbdallfih
Ahmad,
Kutua June 1970*
*
•
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There was however some Zaghawa
resistance| Muhammad Facit of the awlad Muhammad al-BurnuwI
•

•

and the most influential chief of the time among the Zaghava
of Bar Galla, Tuar and Artag, rebelled against Bukr.

He was

eventually defeated and killed by Bukr's successor, sultan
Muhammad Dawra, who permanently weakened the Agaba Zaghawa,
to whom Muhammad Facit belonged, by cutting off Dar Beiri and
the Anka wells and giving them to the Kaltimra shartal3 of
Dar Beiri.

(56)

Another Zaghawa chief, Ubayd (or °Ubayd),

chose flight and led a section of the .awlad Dawra to Kajmar
in northern Kordofan, where their descendants still live. (57)
It was probably as a result of
Bukr’s expansion north that the title-holder, takanawl.
emerged as governor of most of northern Dar Fur and in parti
cular of the Zaghawa.

(53)

The origin of the title is very

obscure| it may be connected with the Daju, to^oinyi. a title

(56)

Arkell Papers, file 21, and coe figure 6.

(57)

Arkell Papers, file 21, and MacMichael, Northernand

Central Kordofan. 109-12.
(58)

The history of the title and its holders is very

obscure, probably because it was later superseded by a line
of powerful maadums in northern Dar Fur, and I was able to
discover little new in Dar Fur.

Al-Tunis! writes the title

as al-takanyawl. 3 I.did)> , but it appears in one of the
sultanic documents I collected as al-Takanawl.
which seems to be closer to the Fur, abbo tor^n.

^

I,
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associated with certain ritual experts, since to^on has a
similar meaning in Pur.

(59)

Equally it may be connected

with the Zaghawa Kobe title, takanvon. which is said to have
been given by the founder of the Zaghawa Kobe state,
cAbdullahI Boru, to the chief of the clan he dispossessed,
the Mira.

(60)
Ahmad Bukr is said to have quarrel

led with his takanavl, who at that time held a position at
court, and had him executed.

He then appointed one of the

dead man's sons as governor of the north with the same title}
the northern province became known as dar al-takanavl or dar
al-rlfr.

This tradition is perhaps an indication of the ad

hoc way the administrative system of the state grew in the
non-Fur areas.

(59)

The original takanavl is supposed to have

Arkell,

. XXXI1/1, 1952, 68-91 P.J. 3andison, Furtypescript, gives to-pin:;,

(pi. to«oini:a). "master of customs (aadiima)".
(60)

Tublaaa, Jurvivances. 32} since °AbdullahI Boru is

described as the son of Ahmad al-Daj, ancestor of the Da ju
iBranw

Xm

«

A X —

a

*

rulers, to>-yn and takanyon may be connected.

Al-TunisI,

Tashl-ildh. 182 and Darfour. 173, translates the title as "the
left arm (of the s u l t a n ) t h i s is not Fur, but it may be
that in this and other cases, al-TunisI's translations of
titles as meaning different parts of the sultan's body is a
metaphorical description of their relative importance.
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come from the powerful Pur section, called konvumra. various
members 3 of whom held a variety of titles at different times,
mallk al-nuhas. abbo symlne do.iala and abbo
fore and who in the nineteenth century provided several
maadums in southern Dar Fur. (61)

The takanavl or takanvavl

was also described as the ruler of :the Zaghawa,
zaghawa. and of the other northern ahartals.

ma l l k al-

(62)

Two other titles appear to date
from the time of Ahmad Bukr or before, aba uumanr. or uumy
and aba diimang.
<D

Aba m a m , was the title, hereditary in the

O *

baldanca or syminea Fur sections, of the governor of the
mainly Fur area south-east of Jabal Marra and of parts of
Jcd

Jabal Marra itself.
Si I

(61)

(63)

The aba uumanr. and his followers,

rA

Arkell Papers, file 21 and see glossary.. The konyuaga

live today between Fatabarnu and Kunna, north of al-Fashir*
(62)

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 1V3 and flaEftaft, 132.

(63)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Judan. iii, Vi8 and Beaton, 3.H.R..

XXIX/1, 19^8, 9, where he defines the title as "steward of
the mountain".

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 150-1, Barfour. 173.

translates the title as "the vertebrae bones of the sultan”
and MacMichael, History, i, 93 as ”left hand”f it means
neither in Fur, but Beaton, Mudlrlva. Western District Hand
book, suggests that uvuio means ”fontanelle”*

The last aba

uumanr:. Hasaballah b* dulayxnan, died at Jabal Kedingir in
1966, and I was able to collect little on the title or its
holders, although I suspect it had considerable ritual
importance*
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the uuaanr,.a» who were divided into several sections , usuallylived at Jabal Kedingir and in theory ruled parts of the lands
of the Rizayqat, Beigo, Daju and Birged.

(6*0

Although al-

TunisI implies it was an important title and says that the
aba uumaii£ commanded the rearguard of the army, the holders of
the title hardly appear at all in the history of the Keira
state*

(6?)
We know more about the

*

Beaton recorded the following tradition,
"In the days before the spread of
Islam among the Fur, one Ahmed the
Bornu came from the west and was de
tained in Darfur at the bidding of
the Sultan either on his way to or
his return from the pilgrimage*
The reasons for his detention are
twofold*

He was in possession of

rain powers which he brought with
him from the vest and was also
recognised as a learned and holy
man*

He was asked to stay in order

to teach the sons of the Sultan*
rw e a rk a

An

m.

t

to ld

LhA

g iv w

Their names are given as Kunjar and

(6lf)

MacMichael, Oarfur 1915, q.Kt

typescript, 71

and History. 1, 98, giving a list of the Fur sections under
the

(65)

n la

u rn n a n i / .

Al-TunisI, lashfrldh. 150-1, Parfffltf. 173-

’
. 'he

Abo

■,
Keir, from which are derived the

present titles of two of the most
Ahmad al—Burnu^I - sifter of Keir
important Fur clans, the Kunjara
and the Keira*

In the course of

time Ahmed married the sister of
Keir and years later Keir chanced •
one day to shave the head of their
son, Adim Morge.

He exclaimed as

he finished ”Lo, I have shaved the
■tv

head of the son of my si3ter, and
will make him head over twelve
shartais", whereupon he appointed
him Aba Dimanr with control over the

lowland Dars of the Fur*” (66)
Muhammad
moved to Zalingei
The aba dllmaniis appear to have played little part in the
wider history of the Keira state, ruling, as they still do, as
Fur chiefs over the predominantly Fur area south-vest of Jabal
aa Tni;ei since Ty?
Marra. Ry diima (Arabic, d5r dlaa) was divided into twelve
shartavat and the whole administrative system seems to have

(66)

Beaton and Cooke,

* XXII/2, 1939* 199-200 and

remarks on the etymology of the title.
story by the present

I was told the same

- ^ise Muhammad Atlm, who also

remembered part of his n^.sba« see belowoi 21.

T h e A b a D iim a n g a .

Ahmad al-BurnuwI = sister of Keir
•

I
Adim Morge

I
I
cIsa

aba diimang at Dug

i
i
i
Rashid

Tayrab

cAbd al-Rahman

at Kobara

Atim

at Kobara

Muhammad

moved to Zalingei in
1908

Sise

.

aba diimang

at

Zalingei since 1938.
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been remarkably stable In comparison with other parts of the
sultanate.

(67)
Nachtigal records two traditions of

the later years of Ahmad Bukr's reign#

(68)

Giggeri, Bukr’s

elder brother who had been passed over because he suffered
from epilepsy, seized power from his brother*

Bukr is said

to have withdrawn south to Kuli in ry dii^i. armed his slaves,
and returned to seize Jabal Abu cAsal fr<an4iis brother, whom
he killed#
Ahmad Bukr is said, like his son
Muhammad Tayrab, to have died on campaign against the
Musabba°at in Kordofan.

(69)

Another version has it that

the cause of the campaign was some abusive remarks made
about the sultan by Bad!, sultan of Sinnar#

In the course of

his advance, Bukr met the fak,
! « shavkh Khujall b# cAbd alAahman, who appears to have been a supporter of the Funj,
since he cursed the sultan, who as a result died.

(67)

(70)

Hachtigal, lahara und -ludan, iii, M 3 * Beaton and Cooke,

u.N.a.. XXII/2, 1939» 200, giving the names of the twelve
shartavat.

Beaton and Boustead collected detailed local his-

tories of the shartayat of r^ dllaa in Hudlrlya. Western
District Handbook,

dee also MacMichael, Darfur 1.915* U.K.

Iiihrarxi typescript, 70 and

i> 95-6, where he dis

cusses al-TunisI's various references to the title.
(63)
(69)

Hachtigal, Sahara und Judan, iii, 3 6 8 .
Hachtigal, Sahara und 3udan. iii, 368, vho say3that the

sultan died at Jabal Tika in western Kordofan.
(70)

251.

Wad Dayfallah, yatoaaat. 79 and MacMichael, liiai2£X> H .
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'Xhe ..'ulHd .^nad BuKr.
In one sense the subsequent, politi
cal history of the Keira state until the accession of sultan
°kbd al-Iiahoan in 120V1739-9G, can be viewed under the
§

aspect of the struggle of a corporate lineage organisation,
the aylad Ahmad Bukr, against those of their members, who as
sultana, wore acting against the interests of the lineage. (71)
Ahmad Bukr had many sons and from them came the various
i branches of the Keira royal clan and many of the leading Runjara families.

(7 2 )

xhus the reigns of the next four sultans

wore all marked by fighting between various contenders from
among the awlad Ahmad Bukr.

Unfortunately our information Is

too scanty to enable us to analyse the significance of these
conflicts.

We have no way of knowing from where the various

• contenders mobilised support or what was the nature of that _
support, except in the case of the Musabbacat, or why one
contender was successful and another not.

One generalisation

seeas possible! it was very hard to dislodge a sultan once he
was firmly in power, v

,

tlfiEUI 7VWS, .* At SI; 4

. —

.m■

(71)

»
«•
■■■■■■.......

»■.. ■'■■ ■

3ee cd. J. Goody, Gucceaslon to high Office. Canb.-ld;;o

1966, 1-56.
(72)

Browne, Travel3 . 276* al-SunlsI, TaahfrXdh. 73,
uB~»«i *.ti, 3 6 8 and -jlniQnyi,

55l S&chtlgilj vruui'...
Ta=>r?kh al-Judan. M*6.

»

I have not see

Of a

Keira or Kunjara family, except that of tho Musat>ba°at, that
reaches back to Julaymn or HSsa independently of .khmad Buki |
,;■>

r v

| T:"V a M

n££

"&*■ vy iIJ

<4 I

/'.nr f f 1 * >

*

£§' *

'H

1 4

-—- —

all pass through hid.

*
1

12*t

Al-TunisI records that vhen Ahmad
Bukr was on his deathbed, he made the assembled title-holders
svear an oath that they would ensure that the sultanate pass
to each

or his

as J&2JLX& 9

sons in turn#

(73)

Bukr seems to have nominated

(!•*• his appointed immediate successor), his

eldest son, Muhammad Davra* (7*0 Dawra is described in Pur
••
tradition as a vigorous but cruel ruler? cruel because of his
ruthless suppression
Ahmad Bukr* (75)
to seventy

of

Of

possible rivals from among the awlad

It is said that the sultan killed fifty

the sons

of

Ahmad Bukr upon his accession and

later had executed Yusuf al-Dallab b* Ahmad Bukr, who had
originally been imprisoned in Jabal Marra*

(76)

Eventually

his own son, Musa cAn$ar!b, led a revolt against his father*

(73) Al-TunisI, iasii^Lik. 73* *&££&U£* 55*
(7*0

Hachtigal, dahara und „ud,m. iii, 368) i&vra is a Fur

nickname imnlng ,,iron,,•
.-■ ahara

und ■ i i i d . n .

i i i ,

Various dates are given? Hachtigal,

370,

1 7 2 2 -1 7 3 2 )

ih u q a y r ,

T a > r lk h

ai-iudan. M+6, 1158/17^5-0 - 1170/1756-7 and (Malvene
and Breuvtfry, L ‘I:voie ot ia iui-aule. ii, 199, 1 1 5 V 1 7 M -2 1159/17*+6-7•

There are no contemporary references*

>1^1 T fn. see glossary*

On

A

(75) His treatment of the ar\:la,d Ahmad Bukr may explain why
neither Browne and al-Tunis! mention iiawra*

There is also the

unexplained and unsupported insertion by Cadalvene and
Breuvery* B'&ypte at la Turoule. ii, 199. of a long ralgn
of IsoacIl Abu Barrana, 11 *+1/1723-9 - 115*+/1T^l-2 before Davra.
(76)

Haclitieal, Baliara und Judan. ill, 369 and Shuqayr,

T,-iarTMi ni- i»dgn . Mf6. The practice of imprisoning Keira rivals
in Jabal Marra recalls a 3imilar custom in Ethiopia.
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t

It seems that Muhammad Davra had originally nominated Musa as
«
h i s khalifa, but then began to favour another son, the future
sultan cUmar Lei.

Musa revolted in support of his rights

in the succession and defeated his father at a battle fought
near Jabal Ghabajat, between Halluf and Jadld al-Gayl, just
north of al-Fashir. The sultan then resorted to negotiation
and| it would appear, treachery; he asked some of the
to mediate, including among others a fakl from Katsina

>
and

cAli b. Yusuf, the founder of a noted line of Fulani fuflara^
in Dar Fur.

(77)

This episode is important as it appears

to mark the first recorded intervention in politics of Muslim
holy men in Dar Fur. (78)

The fuaara* made the sultan swear

on the Qui° an that he would not harm his son, but at the
meeting Davra tricked and murdered Musa.

(79)

The migration of Muslim holy men
continued under Muhammad Dawra, both from the weet and the
.
east. A fakl from Katsina has already been mentioned and it
was in the reign of Muhammad Dawra that cAli b. Yusuf, a
Fulani from Baqirmi,

settled in Dar Fur and was given

havaklr in the region between Shawa and Tarni, south of
al-Fashir, and at Majalla on the western slopes of Jabal

Marr

1

— — — — ■ ■—

■

(77)

Nachtigal, Saharaund 3udan. iii, 369-70.

(78)

S e e

(79)

Nachtigal, Sahara

1

below for thesecond example, 170.
und .Sudan, iii, 370; Dawrais said

to have clubbed his son to death with a musket; the second
apparent reference to firearms in Dar Fur, see above 105*
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Marra, where the sultan had a fashlr and where cAlI b.
Yusuf died*

Another immigrant, but who came from the east,

from the Hijaz, was Muhammad b* Salih al-Kinani, who became
•

•

•

the imam of a mosque built by Muhammad Davra at Ter^il,
north-west of Nyala* (80)
Like his predecessors, Muhammad
Davra appears to have moved around his expanding state) he
is recorded as having fashirs at Komora, near Terj11 and at
Majalla, where he died of leprosy* (31)
Muhammad Davra was succeeded by
his son, cUmar, who was nicknamed Lei, which means in Fur
"donkey11! he was so-called because he was patient and
hardworking*

The traditions of the reign of cUmar Lei are

relatively rich and varied and enable us to look at the
period in some detail. (82)

(80)

The traditions relating to cUmar

I was able to collect considerable information on cAlI

b* Yusuf from his descendants, who today form an important
fuaara

clan around al-Fashirf interviews, Amin cAbd al-Hamid,

al-Fashir 7*5*1970| Mahmud TiJanI, al-Pashir 31*5*1970 and
Ahmad Sdam Abbo, Kattal 18.6*1970*

On al-Kinani, see Arkell

Papers« file 13, folio *+7, from information from Ahmad Idam
al-Kinani, a descendant of Muhammad b. 3alih al-Kinani* The
•

•

•

ruins of the mosque at Terjil can still be seen from the NyalaKas-balingei road*
(81)

Hachtigal, dahara und Sudan. iii, 370.

incorrectly on the 11250,000 map as Komara.
(82)

See below, 127.

Komora is marked
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Lei may be regarded as covering three topics| the continuing
struggle with the awlad Ahmad Bukr, which then began to involve
another group, the Musabbacat, and finally Wadai.
cUmar Lei was not a son of the great
sultan and the period of his accession was marked by bitter
conflicts, as recorded by Nachtigal and implied in the account
of Shuqayr.
,f He was the most Just of the Pur sultans.
He followed the Book and the Way
( al-kitab va’l-sunna ). After he had
been sultan for three days, he went
to the council ( khara.la ila maill3 ).
He wanted to abdicate in favour of one
of his uncles. He said that the
responsibility of being sultan was too
great for him.

His ministers refused,

so he told them to wait a week and then

(82) cUmar Lei is dated 1732-1739 by Hachtigal, Jahara und
Sudan, iii, 370, and 1170/1756-7 - 1177/1763->+ by Shuqayr,
Ta’rikh al-3udan. M+7.

Ibese dates are too early and late

respectively if the battle of Qihayf, which is dated to
either 1160/17^7-6 or 1165/1751-2, took place in his reign*
Cadalvene and Breuvery, fa1fi£XPl£..£.t

11 1 199> give

1159/17^-7 - 1167/1753-^* which seems the most probable.
It is noteworthy that all the sources agree on a reign of
about seven years.
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he would tell them his wishes.
3o he retired to his house for a week*
Then he went out to his ministers,
carrying in his hands horns, made
from wood, resembling those of goats
»

and cows*

lie then addressed his

followers and said that he wanted
peace to prevail and that no wrong
should exist until the goats of the
weakest woman were safe and their horns
could grow up until they were like
those horns brought by him*

Not long

after he received thirty complaints
against the naqdim3' shartals and
iundls. 3o he had fifteen executed at
the man's gate ( bab al-riial ) and
fifteen at the woman’s gate (bab
)•"
■■■■' ■"

- ' ■«

—

(83)

A summary of Ohuqayr, TairTkh

(83)

■■■■■- —

problems of interpretation*

......

1+1+6-7, which raises

The reference to the fcncles is, of

course, to the avlad Ahmad Bukr. The use of the word, mail Is.
is probably an anachronism - the use of the word, maqdum.
certainly i3 - and indeed the existence of a state council in
the early sultanate may be doubted*
On bab-al-rUSl and bib al-harlm. see glossary.
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From Shuqayr's account it is clear that cTJmar Lei had to
contend with considerable hostility from the awlad Ahmad
Bukr to his accession#

His- eventual successor, AbC^l-Qasim

b, Ahmad Bukr, was kept imprisoned in Jabal Marra, while,
most dangerous of all, the brothers Pelpelle b, Ahmad Bukr
and Sulayman al-Abyad b. Ahmad Bukr fled to Kordofan, where
•

•

they sought refuge with the Musabbacat sultan, cIsawi b.
Janqal, the son of the MusabbacawT who disputed the throne
of Dar Fur with Musa,

(8*0
The Musabbacat, unsuccessful in

maintaining themselves in Dar Fur, except for those groups
who had made their peace with the Keira, had infiltrated
into the Dar Fur/Kordofan borderlands, the area roughly
between Umm Kaddada and al-Nuhud, In this no-man's land the
ruling clan of the Musabbacat, the basna, gathered around
them adherents from both Dar Fur and Kordofan and began to
play an important role in the politics of the area.
It seems that cIsavI and Sulayman
al-Abyad joined forces to invade that part of central
4

Kordofan held by the Ghudiyat and the Funj, under the
governorship of the cAbdallabi cAbdallah Ras al-Tayr. At
the famous battle of Qihayf, in either 1160/17^7-8 or

,

116^/1751-2, cAbdallah Ras al-Tayr and the Ghudiyat leader
were defeated and killed.
al-Ubayyid.
t

(3^)

The victors then settled near

It may be that cIsawI had received Sulayman

See above, 101*,
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al-Abyad1s support In Kordofan In exchange for his help in
ousting cttaar Lei fro® the sultanate in Dir Fur# As a caaus
belli# cIsawT It said to have written to 3ultan cTtear
demanding, since the sultan was about to bestow his father's
wives and concubines on the leading notables in Dir Fur, that
he be given cUoarls own mother#

(8?)

The outraged Keira

sultan promptly Invaded Kordofan, causing clslwf to flee
towards Jinnar, but giving oulaym&n al-Abyad the chance to
enter Dir Fur*
In another version, cDmar Lei
learnt that cIsavI and Dulayman al-Abyad were planning to
invade bar Fur, and to forestall them, himself invaded
Kordofan#

However the Hu*cbbacat and Julaynan al-Abyad

were able to move into Dar Fur by another route#

There

cIsawI left Suleyman with most* of the army and returned to
Kordofan#

°Usaar Lei hurriedly returned and sent ahead

the aUtt.Alaaflh

Baraka, to attack 3ulayaan, while

he concentrated his forces at Jadld al-Sayl, ^ust north of
al-Fashir#

Baraka caught up u»th Dulayman at Barga, near

Jabal hayva, south of al-F5shir, but was defeated arid killed.
|f-i

U j L ©

Despite this victory, £ul*yxaan continued to move south

(35)

Bachttgai, Jahara und ^udan. Ill, 3 7 0 - 1 1 there is
r

)

’*

f

T

*• * A * W .

41

r<At-■>

V

♦

.

\

v ' w

'=>i

V

* *,

f

1 1 ..

1.

X’ i

*>

reference to a similar practice by the later Keira sultan,
vy **'J *■
//
cAbd al!» see al-IfSniil, Tashfrldh. 1 0 1 , Darfour. 35,

. *

r

'

and belov, 17^

IsSvT ’3 demand was pro

norally

outrageous, but it would also have load jyolltical implications#
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towards Dar Bireed, disheartened by the lack of support he
found in Bar Fur for his cause, to await reinforcements.
which had been promised him by sultan Jamicb* .Yacqub cArus
of Wadai,

However he was brought to battle at Xalamboa

in Dar Birged and there defeated and killed,

(36)

cUinar Lei is said to have decided ,
to Invade Wadai because of the help promised to Sulayman
al-Abyad by the Wadai sultan.
*

have campaigned in Wadai, (88)

(37) He may, however, already
Nachtigal records that KunT

b. Ahmad Bukr asked the sultan to release Abu*l-Qasim b,
•

.

Ahmad Bukr, who seems to have emerged in some style as the
leader of the awlad Ahmad Bukr, from Jabal Marra. cl3taar did so

(86)

Cadalvbne and Breuvery, V.gME.te.&1LJ&Jjarata? ii

20**-5 and Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 371.

Kalamboa

is marked on the 1 *250,000 map on the Nyala-ManavashTal-Fashir road,
(37)

Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'Unvote at. la Xurauie, ii,

206}

I cannot identify Jamic b. Yacqub cArus from any of

the published Wadai regnal lists, but it is probable that
the invasion occurred in the reign of SSlih Kharlf al-layman
,
*
Joda, who reigned about 17^7 to 1795$ see Nachtigal, Sahara
und Sudan, iii, 27^ and Tubiana, Cahlera d 1etudes africaines,
IX, U9-95*
(33)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 372$ I cannot identify

the phrase

do.ga banl. KunT>. Ahmad Bukr founded an

important family which provided several maqdums in southern
Dar Fur,

but warned that it would have disastrous consequences for
KunT and the awlad Ahmad Bukr,

cUmar advanced into Wadai,

but was defeated and captured, his army deserting him during
the battle,

(39)

(39)

Our sources give no explanation for the army's desertion,

but it may simply have been the final act in the conflict
between CUmar and the awlad Ahmad Bukr,

There could possibly

be a confusion between the end of cUmar and the end of his
successor, see below 137-8 .
Cadalvene and Breuv«ry, L'Ugypte et la luroiila. 11, 206-71
al-TunisI, Tashfyldh. 75* Parfour. 55 and Quaday. 33$
Nachtigal, nfohftga W &
Jvord. W2,

U i , 372 and Alatin,

Carbou, Region du Tchad, ii, 112, says that cUoar

Lei died in captivity in a village near HajTd Jumbo in Wadai,
cUmar Lei and IbrShTm are the only post-Sulaymanic sultans
not burled at Turra,
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SHE KIDDLE m i l

CONFLICT AMD EXPANSION

The. lievolt of the Title-holders,
The death or capture of cUoar Lei
in Wadai led to a confused period in m r Fur, but Abu^-Qasim b.
Ahmad Bukr, as the leading member of the awlad Ahmad Bukr,
quickly seized power as sultan*

(1)

It appears that the

Musabbacat under cTsavT b* Janqal tried to intervene in Dar
Fur once more, though whether on behalf of a Keira contender
or not is not stated*

cTsawt advanced into eastern Dar Fur

but was defeated by Abu>l-^asia at Rll, north east of Nyala*
He fled southwards to Dar Beigo, and from there with the
help of the Beigo sultan, he returned to Kordofan where,
according to one version, he was murdered by his uncle,
MustafS, who had assumed the leadership of the Husabba°at
in Kordofan in alliance with the Funj* (2)

(1) A1-Tunis!, Saal^Islii, 7*+, JEU-fou.-. 56.
vary|

Nachtigal,

The dates again

rfafl&a> H i t 372, 1739-521

Cadalvene and Breuvery, k ’jfjate fct.

lUrflttLSt il» 199,

1167/T753-* - 1176/1761-2, and Shuqayr, ZpAi&i,
1177/1763-^ - 1131/1767-3} this last date may be the moot
probable if the inference of James Bruce, from his diary in
Ainnar 1.3*1772, to the killing of a king in Dar Fur refers
to Abu^l-Qasimf A, Murray, Life and V.'rltinrs of Janos Bruce.
Edinburgh 1308, ^25*
(2)

Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'bnypte *t la Turaule. ii, 207,

say tlie battle was fought at "Bil", but this is almost
certainly a misprint for Rll*

13*f
The Fur had cone down from the
Urn.

mountains and begun a period of conquest under a. t e
wai’rior sultans.

of

In the course of thi3 spectacular expansion,

the tribal chiefs, ritual experts, clan and war leaders had
grown into a class of hereditary title-holders and the
stakes for which they contended became much greater than
before as land, women and booty came into their hands. (3)
But as the state grew, the interests of the sultans and his
original tribal supporters and their chiefs began insensibly
to diverge.

To reap the profits of empire, even to keep it

together, the sultan needed to concentrate more and more
power in h%s own hands, a process that could not fail to
bring clashes with the old-established title-holders. There
were various ways in which the sultan could strengthen his
position vis-a-vis the title-holders) he could use slave
troops and officials, who would be free of clan or tribal
loyalties and dependent upon the sultan alone for advancement!
he could exercise a tighter control over the trade of the
state and he could attempt to supplant tribal institutions
and values by Islamic ones.

(3)

On the war leaders, see above 3 2 . Apart from Hie ritual

experts and court officials, one can deduce that there was
originally a very powerful class of clan leaders from the
survival of such titles as abbo konyunga. foranr. aba, abbo
dufMisa and abbo kunlara, see glossary.

13 5

In particular, the use of slaves to
provide, in the first instance, a more efficient and reliable
OL
military force than tribal levies was^common phenomenon,
such as the Mamluks of Egypt or the kap? kullar?. ’’the slaves
wko

of the Porte” in the Ottoman empire,£often tended to acquire
administrative and bureaucratic functions, and even to become
the ruling elite*
Such a process of

alienation

between sultan and title-holders was not peculiar to Dar
Fur;

similar expedients were adopted by rulers throughout

the central and eastern Sudanic region.

The famous mai or

ruler of sixteenth century Bornu, Idris Alawma, 1580-1617*
attempted by appointing qadis to take control of the
i

administration of justice away from the tribal leaders;
indeed much of the history of Bornu is concerned with the
attempts of the mals to centralise their state at the expense
of the title-holders,

(b )

In Dar Fur’s imperial neighbour

to the east, Sinnar, the eighteenth century ruler, BadI IV
Abu Shulukh, (1138/172b - 1175/1762), is described in the
Funj Chronicle as seizing the lands of the old title-holders
and leaking extensive use of Nuba slave troops and of
mercenaries such as the Musabbacat followers of Khamls b. Janqal.
Badl’s innovations, in the context of a much weaker central
authority than Dar Fur, eventually led to a conservative
reaction by the title-holders under the leadership of Muhammad

(b )

Urvoy, Bornou, 80-8; the process is well described in R.

Cohen, ”The Dynamics of Feudalism in Bornu”, in ed. J. Butler,
Boston University Papers on Africa. II, Boston 1966, 87-105.

.
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Abu Likaylik. (5)
This process and the conflicts it
engendered are rarely overtly mentioned in Dar Fur sources 9
partly because of the strength of the sultanate as an
institution and partly because the sultans seem to have
struck a balance between reliance on slaves and on the
title-holders.

However before the long and stabilising,

#

....

.i .

> ,, . , ^ . r

.*

/

%

because successful, reign of Muhammad Tayrab b* Ahmad Bukr,
(1176/1762-3 - 1200/1785-6), under ^Umar Lei and more
especially Abu’l-Qasim, the power struggles of the awlad
Ahmad Bukr seem to have weakened the relations between
the sultan and the title-holders, whose positions were
hereditary.

This led to the common Judanic and Islamic

reaction and the sultan began to rely on others, particularly
slaves, for support.

The sultan in creating a new basis for

support would have to give his new supporters, the rewards,
land, titles and imported luxury goods, which have formerly
been the prerogatives of the title-holders.

With the

relative scarcity of such resources, the competition would
become the more intense between the sultan and his new
supporterscand the old class of title-holders.
dome such cycle seems to have
taken place slowly in eighteenth century Dar Fur, with the

(?)

ed. al-Shatir Busayll cAbd Al-Jalll, Makhftltat Katib

al-uhuna. Cairo 1963, 20-1 and P.M. Holt, A Modern History
of the >iudan. second edition London 1963 , 21-2
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conflict changing from a struggle within the Keira fanily as i
under c,Jaar I*el to a aore generalised conflict between the
sultan and the title-holders under Abu^-^asldl wte Is roe us .land
described by Kachtlgal,
:rt,

: j.a w ,

c
t

i

j

"He coaplotely alienated fro. hUaeelf ,\

caly Jt't.dt
o

P

fre® ***

the country, preferring

n

npon
and places of honour.*

«.h.. ^
(6)

He is also said to have m d e a Z&ghSwf, Bahr, his vazTr* and
to have valued his advice aore than that of the Pur notables. (7)
It m s against this background of
discontent that Abu^l-Qjasl® planned the time-honoured

Wadai.

expedient of a foreign war, Intending to Invade Wadai In
revenge for the defeat of cTBaar Lei.

But even his preparations

for war caused discontent, since he levied an additional tax
of one head of cattle per household throughout the state to
finance the war.

The sultan invaded Wadai, but at the crucial

battle further Insulted the Pur and their leaders, vhon he
probably had very good reason to distrust, by putting then
in the second rank behind the slaves and the vazlr Bohr1s men.
As soon as battle was Joined the. Pur promptly deserted the
sultan, shouting, it is said,

(6)

Kachtlgal, .Sahara und iudaa. Ill, 373

(7)

Bachtigal,

to

at du

I

U l i 373 and Carbou, a£r.lon
S
m
ia
L>u » 112.

On vazlr, see glossary.
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"Children of Furf take to flight, for only
flight can save us.

Desert Abu’l-Qasim*

Let the cows which he has taken from us and
the Zaghawl, Bahr, fight for him*" (8)
The sultan was wounded and left for dead on the battle-field,
the Fur only joining the fight when they saw the sacred drum,
al-mansura. in danger of being carried off by the Wadai army*
With Abu'l-Qasim removed from the
scene, the Fur leaders chose his brother, Muhammad Tayrab b*
Ahmad, as his successor*

But Abu’l-Qasim was not dead| he

had been found and nursed back to health by a member of the
Mahamld tribe, who as nomads wander between Dar Fur and Wadai*
When Abu^l-Qasim reappeared in Dar Fur, his brother wanted
immediately to abdicate, but the Fur title-holders opposed
this and the former sultan was put to death*

(9)

Nachtigal*s account of the strangling
of Abu^-Qasim by a man, called cAbd al-Qadir Wlr, using a

(8)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan* iii, 373*

Slatin, Fire

and Sword. V2, records, "Abu el Kasem showed a great inclination
to the Blacks and incurred, in consequence, the hostility of
his relations, who urged him to take the field against Wadai,
and, having advanced, suddenly deserted him with the army,
leaving the Blacks only".
(9)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 373-^.
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cloth, has something of a ritual flavour. (10)

The former

sultan’s sister, the iivp. baasi. hamgam Dead1 Juttera, was
also executed at the same time and her title given to a
sister of Huhaamad Tayrab, Korongo* What is curious and
tends to reinforce the atmosphere of ritual about the
episode is the fact that °Abd al-Qadir founded, after the
event, an important family which held the title of abbo
daadiruta. which carried vith it the Job of chief executioner
and command of a section of the sultan’s slave forces,

(10)

Ihis ritual atmosphere is perhaps further reinforced

by the remark in Murray,
binnar diary, 1.3.1772*

Bruce’s
MIt is at barfoor they put the

king to death, vith two razors, in a seshe, or handkerchief.
At Jennaar he is killed vith a sword, by one of his relations,
the Gindl, or common executioner of the town”.

Within the

context of Oar Fur as a typical iudanic ’’Divine Kingship”
state, if such a thing exist, ritual regicide is not
impossible, but it cannot be argued for on one dubious
example|

fusuf Fadl liasan, ”Al-qatl al-taqsi °<nd al«FunJn,
■ilwlAr^at al^mignTva. II/1 , 1970, 3 2 -^7 , perhaps

goes too far in accepting the Nachtigal reference as certain
proof of ritual regicide in Dar Fur.

the daadinga,

(11)

I he Marca,

When the title-holders deserted
Abu*l-Qaslm on the battle-field in Wadai, it seems to have
marked the high point of their resistance to the growing
power of the sultan.

Despite their successful opposition

to Abu’l-Qasim, the long and successful reign of his
successor saw the fruition of many of the trends they had
opposed in his predecessor and the emergence, under the
dominant personality of Tayrab, of the sultanate as the
strongest institution in the state* (12)J

It is interesting

to compare this growth in the position of the sultan in
Dar Fttr with his virtual disappearance as an effective force
in SinnSr*
It is difficult to determine and
to document the underlying causes of the growth of the
sultanfs power, but perhaps the matn factor was the gradual
change of the Keira state from a Pur tribal concern to a

(11) Machtigal, -iahara und indan, Iii, 37^ and interviews with
the present abbo daadlnga. malik iiihaymtallah Muhammad Mahmud,
al-Fashir 19.5.1970 and 7.6.1970.
(12)

It would be a mistake to underestimate the role of the

sultan!s personality in the political evolution of the
state |

the traditions of Dar Fur constantly emphasise how

terrified everyone was of Tayrab,

1VI

multi-tribal state under a supra-tribal ruling institution,
in which the Pur were no longer so important.

The growth of

the Keira state is reflected in the shift, beginning in the
campaigns of Muhammad Tayrab and culminating in the
establishment of al-F5shir by cAbd al-Rahman east of Jab^al
Marra in the non-Fur area.

Since most of the Fur lived west

of Jabal Marra, this move could not but weaken their links
with the sultan.
It was not so much that the power
of the Fur title-holders grew less.

Instead with the growing

maturity and complexity of the sultanate, they became only
one factor among several and thus more subservient to
the sultan#

Their military importance, based upon their

leadership of the tribal levies, was undermined^ by the growth
of slave troops dependent directly on the sultan.

(13)

And

increasing trade with the outside world probably brought
wealth to the sultan rather than to the title-holders, which
in turn enabled him to increase his military advantage, since
he could supply his followers more easily with horses, arms,
armour and later guns.

(1^)

(13)

See below l¥*-7»

(1*0

The Keira sultans exercised a very tight control over

the trade out of Dar Fur, see below 230 and Browne, Travels.
•a

•a

298-9 and 301.

1

J l!lc

On the growth of the sultans' powers, see M.M.

Horowitz, WA reconsideration of the 'Eastern S u d a n Gahiers
d*etudes africaines. VII/3* 1967> 39^-6, and O'Fahey, States
the

.Sriaft) Khartoum 1970, 6-10.

1V2

If the title-holders thought that
Muhammad Tayrab would he more pliable than his brother,
Abu 1-Qasim, they made a great miscalculation! he was
perhaps the most vigorous and able of the Keira sultans* (15)
The Fur title-holders had objected
to Abu^l-Qasim for, among other reasons, his favouring the
ZaghawT, the vazlr Bahr, but Tayrab made even greater use
of Zaghava in his administration*

Tayrab fs mother was from

the ruling Ang^ clan of Zaghava Kobe and when he became
sultan he began to appoint title-holders from that clan*
Ho made his maternal uncle, Kharut b# Kilan, sultan of
Zaghava Kobe, giving him the nuha^ as the symbol of his
authority* .Two of Kharut *3 sons were given titles; cUmar
was made or. -3 .•» tlua .* responsible for the security of the
sultan* s fa shir and the main intermediary between the sultan
and his subjects and Kaslb, abbo irllngo* whose honorary
task was to place the turban on the sultan during the
d
coronation ceremonies, but who also ruLejJ the Tunjur and

(15)

Dates for Tayrab again vary} Nachtigal, Sahara und Suiai..

Ill, 375, 1752-17851 dhuqayr, Ia>rlkh al-Sudan. M+9,
1131/1767-8 - 1202/173y-3» Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'&cypte
et la Turaule. 11, 199, 1176/1762-3 - 1200/1785-61 Browne,
Travels. 276, and al-TunisI,

MaM&i,

^

^

±S£££iiE.> 56

say he reigned for 32 or 33 years respectively.

We have

a contemporary reference to Tayrab In Murray, Life and Writings.
1+20, from Bruce's Sinnar diary, dated 20*7.1772.

Mima tribes.

(16) The favour shown to Zaghava by Tayrab is

probably a continuing reflection of their strategic position
at the southern end of the darb al-arba°in*

(17)

The growing strength of the sultan
vls-a-vls the title-holders can be illustrated in other vaysf
...

m

. a

j.

-

'■

_ _ _ _ _

/
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perhaps the most important being the creation of a standing
army, recruited mainly from slaves, dependent for their
food and arms upon the sultan alone.

As we have seen, the

early sultans probably campaigned with armies of tribal levies,
called out under the chiefs to fight for a limited season
after the rains (kharlf).

(13)

Al-TunisI records that

several title-holders had specific military functions! the
commanded the advance guard, the

the

rear, while the subordinate administrative title, dilmonn
(Arabic, dimli.1) seems originally to have boon a military
title#

(19)

The inadequacy of this system, from the point

of view of the sultan at least, was probably exposed in the
wars against Wadai and Abu>l-Qasim attempted to replace it
with a slave army, with fatal consequences to himself# (20)
If the title-holders had hoped by
deserting Abu^l-Qasim and replacing him by TayrSb to put an
end to a development that was so dangerous to their position,
1jIUfi

@ --,...'01 p .

•» ii

(16)

Hachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, ill, 330#

(17)

8ee above 113* .

(13)

dee above 32*

(19)

See glossary under the titles#

(20)

See above 136-7#

iMf

they made yet another miscalculation.

The practice of

importing and settling groups from outside the state to act
as a counter-weight to local potentially dissident groups
had been standard sultanic practice since the time of Ahmad
Bukr, but Tayrab continued it on an enlarged scale and
seemingly for a more definitely military purpose. (21)
Like his less successful near contemporary in Sinnar, Bad!
IV Abu Shulukh, he imported Nuba slaves and settled them
in communities in southern Dar Fur, particularly in Dar
Daju$ they were known in Dar Fur as the Turuj.

(22)

Other groups imported by Tayrab included the cAbidiya,
imported from Dar Fertit south of Dar Fur, and the daadintra.
from Dar Tama. (23).
Despite their obvious importance
in the history of the sultanate, we have very little

(21) See above, 107$

on this as a general Sudanic practice,

see A.G.B. and H.J. Fisher, slavery and Muslim Society in
Africa. London 1970, 127-37.
(22)

MacMichael, History, i, 89-90 and see below,

191. On

the term, Turuj, see R.C. Stevenson, Afrika und Ubersee. XL,
1956, 73-6^> used as the name of a dialect of the Tulishi
language group.

On the Turuj in Dar Fur among the D^ju,

Hudirlya. DP.66.B.31, (Open), Dago, and in Kordofan, 3.
Hill el son, S.N.R.. 192?, 59-71.
(23)

MacMichael, Darfur 1915.'U.K. Library, typescript, 62

and History, i, 89-90.

information on the organisation of these slave forces*

But

what fragmentary information we do have) suggests that they
were quite highly organised into groups or regiments, each
with a specific function.

The sultan's personal guard

consisted of the kygkwa and the kotliwio whose commanders,
who could bo either slaves or freemen, had the titles
reallk kyriaia and abbo to.tingo respectively.

(2b-)

2be

kotingo ware specifically the guards of the sultan’s
fashir, while the kyrkwa appear to have been armed pages
whose ranks were recruited from the younger slaves of the
sultan's household the .soalag. doaalu or soaing kwe. (Fur,
nchildren of the household”) or even from tribal

(2b-)

Kyrkwa. (sing. Kgrdunco). apparently froa the Fur,

kor. "spear” ,

"men”, but it is wortli noting that U.

Seetsen, "Worterverzoichnis aus der Spraehe der Neger von
Bar Pur” in J.3. Vater,
Leipzig 1816, gives "kriege" for kors they were known as
O^r In cAlI Dinar's time*

I could find no explanation

for Kotlnf.oi the Abbo Kotlin o under the Arabic title,
wazlr« was in fact much more Important as an administrative
official.

*
ib6

refugees.

(2?)

Browne perhaps describes one of these groups

at an audience given by Tayrab*s successor, sultan cAbd
Al-Rahman, at which he was present,
,fThe place he (i.e. the sultan) sat in was
spread with small Turkey carpets.

The

Meleks were seated at some distance on
the right and left, and behind them a line
of guards, with caps ornamented in front
with a small piece of copper and a black
ostrich feather.

Each bore a spear in his

hand, and a target of the hide of the
hippopotamus on the opposite arm.

Their

dress consisted only of a cotton shirt,
of the manufacture of the country, ** (26)

(2?)

On the korkwa, see al-Tunisi, Tashhidh. 169, Darfour.

161-2 and Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, *f29-33«
Lebeuf,

Princiuautes Kotoko. 189-200 describes

the complex hierarchy that existed among the household slaves,
the jai vanne. of the rulers of the Kotoko states; from the
rather confused remarks of Nachtigal, some such system may
have operated at the Keira court, although all memory of it
has gone. Abu Edam cAbdallahI, (interview, Nyala June 1969)»
who now desaribes himself as a Keira and whose grandfather was
a maadum. is the descendant of one HanafI, from the Berti
tribe, who killed a man from his own clan (Arabic, khashm
al-bavt) and fled to al-Fashir to take service in the korkwa
of sultan cAbd al-Rahman.
.
(26) Browne, Travels. 213.

1*4-7

From the ranks of the korkwa of the time of Tayrab came
several figures who became prominent in the politics of
early nineteenth century Dar Fur, including the maadflm
Musallim and the abbo shavkh daali. Muhammad Kurra. (27)
Another important division of the
sultan's slave army were the daadinga. who appear to have
been slave troops commanded by the abbo daadinga. The
daadinga and the kotingo seemed to have been grouped
together, since their commanders, whose ranks were equal,
were nicknamed "the twins", al-tavman. The daadinga. whose
main settlement from the time of Tayrab was on the hawaklr
of the abbo daadinga at Qoz Bayna, south of al-Fashir, were
themselves divided into the k’
dbi diko« "the Black Shields"
and k^bi fuka, the Bed Shields". (28)
There are references to other
military or qua si-military groups in the service'of the
sultans; these included the saarlnga. "the Swordsmen" (from
the Fur, saar"sword"), under the malik saaringa. the koriat

(27)

See below, 191.

(28)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan. iii, *4-29 and Majlis.

Fasher District, Tawila

Omodia, DP.FD.66.K.1*5, G.E. Moore,

note 13.2.1933; this is a very valuable note on the Keira
military system, and interview,-the abbo daadinga, malik
Rihaymtallah Muhammad, al-Fashir 7*6.1970.
•

MacMichael,

•

Darfur 191?. U.S. Library. 62, translates daadinga as "the
Executioners", which vas denied by the present abbo daadinga.

1MJ

or grooms of the sultan's horses under the malik korlat and
the aniianra (Fur, anda. "scout"), a body of professional

|

scouts*

(29)

But the military reality underlying the

nev strength of the sultan *s position was the maintenance
'
V " *
v ~ ■ '' '
:
I:\ '
hy the sultans of a body of heavy cavalry.
‘J

'

'

'

'

Until the coming of firejarms
on a large scale in the nineteenth century heavy cavalry
.
j
were the ultimate deterrent in the Sudanic region, hike
<

cannon in fifteenth century Europe, their existence was
not simply a military phenomenon, but also a cause of
•‘

V-;-r ’r

,

'

social change, economic cycles and shifts in the balance
of power within the states of the region.

The eastern

and central 3udanic states had an exemplar for the creation
and use of heavy cavalry in their main trading partner,,
3
4
Egypt, whose Mamluk cavalry were perhaps the most skilled

t ,

A

^

»

.

,

exponents of the technique in the world.

The Sudanic

states also perhaps adopted the conservatism of the MamlBks
towards firearms, although the Moroccan invasion of the

4

Songhai empire had shown that, at least within a Sudanic ,
context, firearms could overthrow empires, but not hold

(29)

Mailis* DP.PD.66.K.1.5, note, Moore, 13-2.1933*

/

1W9

them together*

(30)
Again we have relatively little

information on the heavy cavalry of Dar Fur, except that
they existed and were effective.
expensive} they

Their equipment was

wore padded armour (Sudanese Arabic, libis),

made by a particular Fur section, the kunrim-a. or less
commonly, chain mail (Arabic, dirac).

(31)

Chain mail

suits were particularly prized and there was an important

(30)

On the Mamluks, see D. Ayalon, Gunpowder and Firearms

in t-hft Mnmluk Klnndom. London 1956.

Much has been written

on the failure of Sudanic rulers, with the notable

exception

Idris Alawma of Bornu, to make use of firearms - for
example, Trimlngham, S

t

e

f

e

m

103,

but one wonders what practical use firearms would have been
to a Sudanic ruler, whose military campaigns were usually
against poorly-armed tribes and rarely
opponents.

against well-armed

A man on a horse is a much more effective agent

for controlling peasants and nomads than a man with a gun,
hence the rapid creation of Camel Corps and Sipahis by the
European colonial Powers in the area.
(31)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan. iii, W3 1+ and AjrKsAA-.faBSy.a.i

file 13, folios M3-50 notes from the abbo Jabbay Fadl. The
kuurliu-a today live around Kabkablya and Shoba, the latter
the fashlr of Tayrab, who settled them there} from notes
Vs j* *'!v-

'.0 :•

collected for me in the KabkaBIya region by Mustafa al-IIajj.
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luxury trade In them fro© Germany, where they were usually
made, via Egypt, to the rulers and tribal chiefs of the
Sudan*

(3 2 )

Their weapons included swords (Pur, saar)«

spears (Pur, kor * saabe), axes and maces (Arabic, dabbus)•
(33)

But perhaps the most important, and certainly the most

expensive, part of their equipment, were the horses#

These

were an especially large breed of horses, reared in the old
Dongola region, which formed a very Important and expensive
export to Dar F5r#

(31*)

We have no indication of the

numbers of such cavalry the sultans maintained, but it was
probably not large#

(35)
The wider implications of such

cavalry were considerable#

In the savanna and 3emi-desert

country of the eastern Sudanic region they were militarily

(32)

On the value of chain mail, see J# Bruce, Travels to

grUffAYfif-.ttfi

J IU $ i London 1790, 5 vols., XV,

^791 M* Parkyns, "The Kubbabish Arabs between Dongola and
Kordofan”, flftiaaal ,ft£Jto j&BfcL

XX,

1351, 25V*7 and P. Werne,

, London 18?2,

37 and 173.
(33)

Nachtigal, fttora

HI,

-3 and M L S i l

Panera* file 13, folios V8-50*
(3*0

Browne, R a v e l s . 223 and Nachtigal, Sahara und Judan.

ill,

b b 2 .Itseems that the Dongola breed degenerated in

Bar Pur conditions and this necessitated a constant import
of such horses, Mudlrlva* Nyala District Handbook*
(35) See below, 2 ^ 3 *
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very effective even in small numbers.

(3 6 )

They were too

expensive for the local chiefs and title-holders to be able
to maintain more than a handful and thus became a key element
in the process of centralisation carried out by the sultans,
leading to a partial Islamisation of the institutions of the
sultanate and to the rise of new titles and officials, such
the maqduGU amln and the abbo .jabbay.

(37)

The older titles,

aba uumang and takanawl ’sank into relative
obscurity, and the new titles, particularly mactdum. became
important as commissioners operating out of the capital on
specific missions and directly answerable to the sultan.
But this military revolution must
not be exaggerated! the Fur continued to play a leading part
in the campaigns of Tayrab and his successors.

They were

famous for their use of the throwing knife (Fur, sambal). a

(3 6 ) About 1206/1791-2 cAbd al-Kahman sent an expedition
to reconquer Kordofan with only two hundred of such cavalry;
see Cadalvene and Breuvery, L !Egynte et la Turauie. ii, 211,

(37)

»nirtT— - 1— r 1—

- .. *• <»•. *

See below 2^7-53 and glossary.

• .

•*

* **-« — - —■
■
.

Ir ijo V in w

.

m-ivi-1

^

Arkell Papers, file 13, folios 33-^3 note of conversation
(26.8.195*0 with oadl Idris, Fadl abbo iabbav. Hasan Sabll and
Muhammad al-Sinnarl, mentioning the role of the abbo jabbay
as commander of heavy cavalry.

When Tayrab invaded Kordofan

he left the abbo jabbay as wakll (Arabic, "deputy”) to his son
Ishaq, in Dar Fur,

.
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lethal

weapon In the hands of a skilled person.

(33) •

In the early years of his reign,
Tayrab had his main fashir at Shoba, near Kabkablya, on the
western side of Jabal Marra, where he built a splendid palace
and mosque and where he settled various Fur groups#

(39)

But in the middle years of his reign, Tayrab began a series
of campaigns east of Jabal Marra, where before the sultans
appear to have exercised only an informal influence*
Nachtigal records a tradition of
a rebellion by the Birged because they thought Tayrab was
selling as slaves to the iallaba the girls they sent him each
year to act as concubines or servants.

The Birged would be

unlikely to object to the sending of some of their daughters
as such, since one could well become the mother of the next
sultan, to the decided advantage of her family and tribe,
as we shall see in the case of Umm Buza, the Beigo and sultan
Muhammad al-Fadl.

In order to suppress the revolt, Tayrab

moved his fashir to Rll and left his son, Ishaq, whom he had
nominated as his khalifa, to rule the western part of the

(33)

See E.S. Thomas , "The African Throwing Knife1*, Journal

of the Royal Anthropological Institute. LV, 192 V, 1 2 9 -^ 5 and
D. Olderogge, **Survivals of the Throwing-knife in Darfur11,
Man. 193V 9 128, 106-7, with illustrations.
(39)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 375 and notes collected

on the traditions of the clans by Mustafa
There is
•. al-Hajj.
.
a plan of the fashir in Balfour Paul, History, and
Antiquities. 25.
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sultanate*

(kO)

The Birged had been organised Into
a series of petty chiefdoms, Musku, Adava, Doleaba and
Muhajirlya, but Tayrab as part of his eastern expansion
began to suppress these in favour of larger unlt3 under his
own nominees Instead of the original Birged chiefly families.
He is said to have given large tracts of Dar Birged as feawaklr
to a KinSnl Arab, Sulaymln b* Ahmad Jaffdal, who won the
sultan*s favour by his skill in the treatment of horses.
The following tradition was recorded from a descendant of
iulayman b. Ahmad,
“Sulayaan b. Ahmad Jaffdal was a Klnanl
Arab who came from 31nja in the Blue
Nile Province.

He came to Dar Fur in

the time of Muhammad Tayrab,

He went

to Shoba and was given the area around
Mar3hlng, between ManavashT and Jabal
Marra as an hakura. On one occasion he
was summoned by Tayrab to treat some sick
horses, since Sulayman was skilled in

i

in the treatment of horses, Tayrab was
so pleased that he said "I add to your
v~icura at Marshlng a place called Torba",

(ho)

Nachtigal,
-

und Judan. ill,

375.

This is a good example of the growing conflict between

tribal and sultanlc interests.

15^

Torba was Just north of Malumm.

When

Tayrab was preparing to attack Hashim
al-MusabbacawI, he gave Sulayman another
part of Dar Birged$
2.AGMAWA

in order to do so,

he dismissed the previous Birged shartai
of Shawnga, between Torba and Marshing.
AYAul j

v

a

Sulayman fought well and bravely in the
campaign in Kordofan#

returned from Kordofan, in the time of
fcawra
c
.
sultan Abd al-Rahman, other parts of Dar

>

.

SHSba

FU R

Later after he had

JY

.

r

—

,

.

*

_ v i

Birged were given to him - Jabal Adawa
|yXVVarrcv
m T-m a
and Kudmal and his southern boundary was
/
said to have stretched as far as the Bahr
fclRGEO
al- Arab#
- I

• J a d d Rot* 0.1-Vll

„

From that time on all the shartais of Dar
Birged Kajjar have come from the family of
•VkoW^boa

« ,

.
V-

U

l

Sulayman b# Ahmad#M

(Vl )

Tayrab further extended or
reinforced Keira authority over the Beigo and the Berti tribes#
A .RTU .
b•
(m-2) The Berti appear to have had a long tradition of
KixSmol , . . 'toums,
and chdftr%c&Jt»
_ ^ _
0*1)

Both Dr# Arkell and myself were able

to collect

considerable information on the Birged, see Arkell Papers#
file 22.

I interviewed shartai Muhammad Adam Yacqub (Ghor

Abeshei, 26.6.1969) and Sabll Adam Yacqub (al-Fashir, **.6.1970),
who made available to me his extensive notes on the history
and customs of the Birged.
0*2)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 375.
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Eastern Dar Fur.
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chieftanship, associated with the basanga clan, going back
to their ’’Culture Hero", al-Haj^ Muhammad Yambar. But this
early tradition of chieftanship seems to have declined with
the migration of successive Berti groups southwards from
the Tagabo hills into the lands south and east of al-Fashir*
(*+3)

Under Keira overlordship the present Berti shartayat

emerged*

Arkell recorded one example of this process f two

brothers, Muhammad Tamr and Hammad from Baqirmi, settled in
the Tagabo hills on their way back from the ^a.1i and began to
marry from Berti chiefly families, and from their descendants
come scane of the modern sharta^ families*

A son of Iiamoad,

Musa Warak was appointed nadl at H U by Tayrab and his
descendants became ca^Is throughout Dar Fur* (Mf) This appears
to be the first record we have of the appointment of aajlla
by a Keira sultan and we have little indication of how
effectively they functioned, but Tayrab*s successor, cAbd
al-Rahman, as part of his Islamic reforms or innovations,
appointed several more*

(**?}
It was from Rll that Tayrab set

out to bring the Rizayqat to heel in a series of campaigns,
but as the Keira army moved south, the Kia&yqat, highly
mobile in their way of life, withdrew further south into the
■

0+3)

«

II

II -

. . . I

■ l . l . l

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L. Holy, "Local communities among the Berti", Annals

ol- the Haorstek Museum. Prague, I, 1962, 37-52.
(1+1+) Arkell Panara.
(1+5)

I,

file 16, folios 2L-31,

Bee below 183-5 .
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land of the Dinka.

Tayrab had little success and such

campaigns were probably more costly than they were worth. 0f6)

She Invasion of Kordofan.
As we have seen, the Musabbacat
and their allies had won a notable victory over the FunJ
and their allies at Qihayf
in 1160/17“+7-8 or 1165/1751-2,
»
(1*7)

The shattered Funj forces were rallied by Muhammad

Abu Likaylik$

at first Abu Likaylik suffered defeat, but

he seems to have rallied the Fun;) sufficiently to have held
onto the eastern part of Kordofan.

(*f8)

Although, because

of internal developments in Sinnar, Abu Likaylik left Kordofan
in 1175/1761-2, the Funj probably continued to exercise an
informal hegemony at least in eastern and central Kordofan. 0*9)
c!sawT and the Musabbacat are
said to have retreated north westwards to their base in the

(*f6)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 376, and Slatin,

Fire and Sword, b6.
(M-7) See above 129*
(*f8)

On the career of Abu Likaylik, see Busayll (ed.)

Makbffiat Katib al-dhuna. 2b-6}

MacMichael, Hl^tpjar, ii,

366-7| A.E. Robinson, "Abu el Kaylik, the Kingmaker of the
Fung of Sennar", American Anthropologist, new series, XXXI,
1929, 232-6b and Holt, Modern History of the Sudan, 21-2.
Ot-9)

Busayll (ed.) Malditutat Katib al-3huna. 2b | MacMichael

History, il, 366 and Holt, Modern History of the Sudan, 26.
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area between Kaja and Katul, after their final defeat by the
Fun;).

(50)

It was probably about this time that some of the

Musabbacat of Kordofan made their peace with the Keira sultan
who gave them a

akura at Jugujugu, ju3t east of al-Fashir,

where they still live.

(51)

cIsawI is said to have died in

the Kaja/Katul region after about ten years and the mashrfliam
clan who were responsible for choosing the next Musabba^t
ruler, sent to Dar FSr for Hashim b* cIsawI to come to take

Awad Hamid Jabr al-Dar, Khartoum North,
♦ »
30*3*1969» from Musabbacat tradition told him by hi 3 father,
(50)

Inverview,

MacMichael*s informant.

But see above, 133 and Cadalvene
SssaxASt'f lit 203, who say

and Breuvery,

that °IsawT had been previously murdered by his uncle
Mustafa after his unsuccessful campaign against Abu'l-Qasim*
(51)

H udlxlm,

DP*66*K*1, (9)> Gedid el Soil Omodia, note

by C*G* Dupuis, 10*7*1928|

see also Sdam al-Zayn, Al-^urath

al-shacbl ll-qablla al-I-tus.-;bbacat, 2 0 - 5 . reproducing two,
sultanic letters relating to the hakSra at Jugujugu.
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4 *

his father’s place.

(52)

Hashim began what was to prove

one of the most remarkable careers of political intrigue
in the history of the Sudan by securing the Musabbacat base
in western Kordofan} thu3 he drove the Bidayrlya out of
Jabal Bishara Tayyib, while he opened wells at Sodirl in
the Kaja/Katul region.

(53)

Hashim was thus well placed to

exploit the confused situation in central and eastern Kordofah,
following the withdrawal of Abu Likaylik, and the tension

■ i . . —

.

,. . . . . .

.

in Dar Fur between the sultan and the title-holders.
.

. . .

IM

I—

—

(52) The above account comes from cAwad Hamid Jabr al-Dar,
. •

Khartoum North 30.8*1969* who also gave another interesting
tradition, namely that Hashim and Muhammad Tayrab were cousins,
since their mothers were sisters, daughters of the sultan
of the Mima, a small non-Arab tribe, who live around Wadaca,
south east of al-Fashir.

I also heard a similar tradition

from SabU Idam Yacqub, al-Fashir b * 6.1970.

This appears
r;

*

to contradict Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 375, that
Tayrab’s mother was a ZaghawT woman.

The tradition would

make better sense, in that chronologically Tayrab appears
to belong to an older generation than Hashim, if one of Tayrab’s
wives was a daughter of the Mima sultan, the sister of Hashim's
mother.

The Keira link, whatever its exact nature9 and a

period of residence.in Dar Fur, probably gave Hashim an
excellent understanding of the politics of the sultanate.
(53)

Shuqayr,

al-3udan. b50 and MacMichael, Northern
1 ^ -5 and 93.

and Central Kordofan,

t

\
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la 1772 he moved on central
Kordofan, probably with military help from Tayrab, The Funj
were too weak to resist and Hashim was able to occupy

(51*)

al-Ubayyid without resistance,

For the next eight

years, until 11 9^/1730, when he was driven back to the
Kaja/Katul region by the Funj vasir. Rajab b, Muhammad ,
♦

» '*

Hashim dominated central Kordofan, although it would probably
be too much to say that ho ruled it.

(5?)

Back in his base

at Kaja/Katul and excluded from central Kordofan, Hashim
began to involve himself in the politics of Dar Fur,
There is evidence that in Dar
Fur about this time, tension was growing between Tayrab

and

the title-holders, in particular tire awlad Ahmad Bukr,
layrab'a many sons, the avlad al-3ulfran. were accused of
mahing a nuisance of themselves and of exploiting the people. (56)

(5*0 Murray,
1.8,1772,

t

Bruce’a’
.Sianar diary

There can be little doubt that Bruce w*as referring

to Hashim’s invasion, although he mentions neither Hashim
nor the liusabbacat. Bruce says further that the Fur army
advanced from Rll, which suggests a large measure of Keira
involvement in the invasion* see also Cadalvene aind Breuvery,
L 1Emrpte et la 'Juroule. 11, 209.

;
•(

(55)

1
*

-

Busayll (ed.), ilakh^utat Ea.tlh al-3huna, 31 and Cadalvene

and Brcuvery, 1.1jgpte. et lail^iauilo., 11, 209.
(56)

Al-IunisI, Sashfrldh, TV,

£>

and Styjqayr*

Ta^rlkh al-Sudan. hV7-8.

1
‘

4
t

*

This may he a Reflection of attempts by Tayrab to restrict
the power of the avlad Ahmad Bukr in favour of his own sons,
a trend further strengthened when he made his son Ishaq
khalifa with his own shadow court.

(57)

It has been suggested that Tayrab
was prompted to Invade Kordofan as a convenient method of
removing from Dar Fur the awlad Ahmad Bukr and the titleholders opposed
his son*

to him and thus assuringthe succession of

(53)But the

iraaediate cause was probably the

trouble that Hashim was causing in eastern Dar Fur. Hashim
was probably continuing the poliey of his father and grand
father in involving himself in Dar Fur - he seems to have
been incapable of resisting a political intrigue - but he
may also have been worried by Tayrab*s conquests in eastern
Dar Fur, Probably about 1733 Hashim*s followers began to
raid into eastern Bar Fur, attacking Tayrab*s slaves, the
Turuj, and the Arab nomads in the area and on one occasion
reaching as far

as Rll. (59) Hashim is also said to have

raised a mercenary force of ten thousand men, recruited from

(57)

Al-TunisI, TaahftTdh. 75, j&EfaUC, 5 7 1 Shuqayr, W f l K h

al-judan.

and Nachtigal,

S ah a ra und 3 ik L m . I l l ,

375-6.

(53) Al-Tunlal, lashfrldh. 86, &UC&W, 68 and Holt,
M a d a m History of the Sudan. 26.

(59) Nachtigal,

S ah a ra und Sudan.

>50.

Hi, 376 and dhuqayr,
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Danaqla, ShalqTya, Kabablah and Risayqat, which included slaves*
(60)

Musabbacat tradition records two battles fought between

Hashim*s men and the Keira forces, in both of which the
Musabbacat were successful*

The most famous battle was one

fought at Jabal al-Killa, some twenty miles vest of the modernDar Fur/Kordofan boundary on the al~FSshir/al-Nuh5d road* (61)
After a half-hearted attempt to
reach a peaceful settlement, Tayrab collected an army and

.........................

marched on Kordofan*

j

(62)
The campaign of Tayrib was very

successful*

Hashim made no serious attempt to resist the

M r Fur host, but fled to his Shaiqiya allies in Old Dongola

(60) Al-TfinisX,
(61)

i&££&&* 67*

cAvad Hamid Jabr al-Dar, interview, Khartoum North

• *
30 .8 *1969, who gave the tradition that some three or five years

after the battle at Jabal al-IIilla, Tayrab gatherea a huge
army and marched on Kordofan) an army so huge that when it
camped it drank the vell3 dry. This refer presumably to
the invasion of 1200/1785-6, so we may date Hashim* s raids
into Dar Fur in the period, 1781-1785*
(62) For the preparations for the campaign and the order of
march, see Shuqayr,

Al -Turdsl,

laaIfoXflh* 86, toXfiMEt 69, quotes the letter, or more probably

an imaginative reconstruction, from Tayrab to Ilashim protesting
against the raids* An interesting point la TayrSb addresses
Hashim as YS i.bn c,-immT. "my cousin", see above, 159.
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where he continued to scheme for a Musabbacat empire in
Kordofan*

It is difficult to ascertain the extent of Tayrab*s

advance - he may

have reached as far as the Nile- but the

campaign was far

more than a mere

raid, since itmarked the

beginning of nearly forty years of Keira rule in Kordofan* (63)
However far the army may have reached, it would seem that
Tayrab soon faced disgruntled troops f the Fur elements in
the heterogenous army were anxious to return to their homes
after a year in Kordofanf while a conspiracy to assassinate
the sultan, led by the amln cAlI b* Barqu, a father-in-law
of the sultan, was discovered, only just in time, and CA11
executed*

(6*0

This conspiracy,

details, was probably

yet another

although we have no further
episode in theconflict

between Tayrab and the awlad Ahmad Bukr., But the sultan,
who was probably an elderly man, was growing ill and began
the long journey back to Bar Fur.

(63)

3huqayr, T^rTkh ni-flBdfa, ^51, who says Tayrab

fought the cAbdallab near Qmduraan, and Slatin, Fire
mLSsaacsli *+£*
(6*0

Al-TunlsI,
fllrdidAftt **51 •

38,

70, and Shuqayr,

She Succession Crtnl3 at. Bara.
Tayrab reached Bara on his way
home, but It was clear that he was a dying man and so the
army encamped there*

(65)

Realising his condition, Tayrab

wrote to his sonf Ishaq, telling him to come immediately to
Kordofan, leaving his own son, Khalil b* I3haq in charge
of Dar Fur* (66)
But the news that Tayrab was dying
began to be known in the camp and factions to support the
possible candidates were starting to form*

Muhammad Kurra,

an eunuch and thus able to visit the harlm, discussed the
situation with the llyai kuurl Klnana.

(67)

Klnana wanted

(65) Al-Tdni3l, Taahhidh* 33, Darfour, 70 and Nachtigal, Sahara
.mnd ftiirian, iii, 3 7 6 , but 31atin, Zlr.a. m l dWQfd, ^3, says that
Tayrab was poisoned at Oadurman by his wife, Khadlja, at the
suggestion of the title-holders.

The following description

Of the succession crisis at Bara, ndiich I have given at length
is based mainly on al-Tunisis’s vivid account#

A1-Tunis! could

well have derived seme of his information from eye witnesses,
such as Ibrahim b# Ramad or Muhamad Kurra*

Nachtigal' 3

account of the crisis is more confused, but does not substantially
disagree with that of al-Tunisis*
(66) Al~TunisI, lash^Idh, 93, Darfflur, 76 and Nachtigal, Miaxa
nruV,Sufiton, ill, 377-3.
(67) On Muhammad Kurra*s earlier career, 3ee below, 1 9 0 -2 . As
iiva^ kuurl* or premier wife, Klnana would probably have had
considerable politicdl influence! more if she, as would be
likely, came from a powerful tribal ruling family*

.
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her son, Habib b. Muhammad Tayrab, as sultan and asked for
Kurra’s help.

(68)

Kurra pointed out the problem of the

avlad Ahmad Bukr and seems to have Implied that cAbd al-Rahman
*

•

b. Ahmad Bukr was a more probable candidate.

(69)

Kurra

therefore suggested to Klnana that they throw the weight of
their support behind cAbd cl-Rahman in return for which
Abd al-Rahman would marry Kinana, who could thus continue
as llyajt kuuri and since cAbd al-Rahman had no children of
his own, Habib could be nominated as his successor or
m

ils * .

(7 0 )
In the crisis that followed

it appears that cAbd al-Rahman
had another attractive
.
qualification, besides being a son of the great sultan.
He was nicknamed, al-vatlm. "the orphan" - an allusion to
his penurious early life and to the fact that he had no
children! k© vas

effect something of a political nonentity. (71)

(68) Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 93> Darfour, 77.
(69)

Al-TunisI, Tashfrldh, 9*t, ll-canahu huva sahib al-dawla

bacd al-sultan TayrabI translated by Perron, Darfour. 77,
as "car a lui reviendra l 1empire apres le Sultan Tayrab".
This is no doubt a reference to the famous oath sworn by the
title-holders to Ahmad Bukr;
(70)

see above, 12W.

It seems that Habib had a party of supporters, Nachtigal

Sahara und Sudan, lii, 378.
(71) Al-Tunis!, Tashhldh, 9*+, Da.tfow, 77.
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Since much of the previous fifty
years of Dar Fur history had been concerned with fierce
fighting between different branches of the Keira family or
clan | the significance of a sultan having few or many sons
was considerable! since he and his sons, by virtue of the
sultan's growing monopoly on the sources of power9 would create
new family groups*

In competing for the very limited number

of positions of power and access to politically significant
resources such as land9 arms and horses, the new families
with the sultan to back them would tend to drive out into
the background the older families) thus it was in the interests
of the latter to curtail the growth of the former as much as
possible*

In a different context, a similar process appears

to have been going on under Muhammad Tayrab with the
supersession of the old ruling families, as among the Berti
and Birged, by the sultan's nominees*
Karra then approached cAbd al-Hahman
with the plan*

In return for Kurra and Kinana!s support, the

prospective sultan agreed to give the eunuch the title, abbo
shaykh daalie the most powerful slave t i U e in the hierarchy*
Meanwhile Tayrab, who was slowly
sinking, called together his aminse the leading title-holders)
they were cAlI b* Jami°, the patron or owner of Muhammad Kurra,
Hasaballah Jiran, a noted military leader, Ibrahim b* Hamad,
the abbo shaykh daall cAbdallih Juta and one unnaned
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amlru

(72) To each amfp. TayrSb gave a specific taskf to °AlT

b* Jami°,

to take the army back to D5r Fur and hand it over

to IshSq) Hasaballah to take charge of the camels and other
animals |

the ahtft.Jghftrtttl

to take charge of the royal

family and women and the unnamed amfn was given charge of
the weapons and dothe3*

(73)

The assembled aiaTns swore to

obey Tayrfb's last wishes and wept to see him dying*

The

scene was made more poignant since they a U 9 except for the
abto aharhh toaU> vere sons-in-law of the sultan*

Then

TayrSb, perhaps the greatest of the Keira sultans, died*
When Tayrab was dead, Kinana
gave Muhammad Kurra the dead sultan*s rosary, handkerchief,
seal and amulet to take to *Abd al-RahmSn as proof of the
sultan's death*

(72)

The sultan's body was then embalmed in

Al-TunisI, T^fihftTdh. 9 5 , Jarfour. 7 9 *

On UasaballSh

Jlrln, 300 Nachtigal, aihnwi und aidan. H i , 377,

IbrShI* b.

BaaSd mis a aanbttrof tbe Konvunga fur, soe abovo

3^1 ha

was said to hava been of illegitiaata birth, hence his
nicknrae,

"ashes", (interview, S a bU Sdain Xa°qub,

al-Faohlr W.6,1970).

Ha held the title, r ^ k ni-mi^'a.

"king of the drum" and was also abbo ayaim- docala and abbo
komruiiftat

see Sachtigal,

ill* 389* reading

abbo konvunga for K»Unfia>fl and 3huqayr,

VJ6*

111 aMfot

He was in all a very powerful man despite his illegitimate

birth, which carries no particular stigma in Fur society*
Nachtigal, *»hA«i »nd anbin. ill, V23 describes one "Oachutta"
as nbbn a W k h dftaH to sultan Abu’l-qasiB.

(73)

Al-TunisI, Taahtyfdh. 95, Darfour.

79,
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preparation for its journey back to Dar Fur, where it was to
be buried at the royal cemetery at Turra in Jabal Marra*

But

cAbd al-Rahman was obviously still very unsure of his position,
since he took Tayrab1s possessions to his elder brother, Rlz
b. Ahmad Bukr, who appears, at least nominally, to have been
head of the awlad Ahmad Bukr.

When Tayrab*s death was

announced, he went with his brothers, Rlfa and Tahir, to the
dead sultan's encampment. (7*+)
Now that the news of the death of
the sultan had leaked out and the decisive moment passed, the
amlns appear to have doubted that they could carry out Tayrab*s
wishes in face of opposition from the awlad Ahmad Bukr. But
cAlf b. Jamic decided to make the attempt and ordered Muhammad
•
Kurra to go to his son, Muhammad b* cAli Dokumi and tell him
to collect the army in front*of the sultan's encampment. (7 5 )
But now Muhammad Kurra was able to play his own game, since
he went and told Muhammad b. CA1 I that his father wanted him
to assemble the soldiers outside the encampment of the awlad
Ahmad Bukr.

(A)

Kurra then returned to the father and told him

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 96, Darfour. 8 3 ? but Nachtigal,

Sahara und Sudan, iii, 377, implies that only Tahir and
cAbd al-Rahman, of the awlad Ahmad Bukr, were in Kordofan,
•

•

but it seems unlikely that Tayrab would leave potential
enemies behind in Dar Fur.
(75)

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh, 96, Darfour. 835 : Nachtigal,

Sahara und Sudan, iii, 377 describes cAli b. Jamic as a
supporter of Ishaq.
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1

that his son had drawn the troops up outside the avlF.d Ahmad
Bukr camp*

To CA1I, of course, this seemed the final betrayal

by his son and he is said to have committed suicide by talcing
poison in disgust*

(76)

Following the disappearance froa

the scene of their strongest member, the other amins began
to lose heart and left the dead sultan’s encampment to rejoin
the various contingents they commanded*

The attempt to earry

out the wishes of Tayrab had failed and the contest now lay
among the awlad Ahmad Bukr*
The situation in the camp seems
now to have become very tense*
into three factions!

The army at Bara was divided

first, there were the soldiers who

were agitating for an end to the crisis and a speedy return
to Dar Fur and to their number probably belonged many of the
title-holders whose positions were in some sense in suspense
until a new sultan emerged.

On the other hand there were at

least two factions among the Keira, from one of which the new
sultan must come, the awlad Ahmad Bukr and their nephews,
the other avlad al-salafcln. namely the sons of Muhammad TayrSb,
cUmar Lei, Muhammad Davra and Abu>l-Qasim.

And In Dar Fur

there was Ishaq, who commanded a considerable following

(76)

But Nachtigal, Sahara und dudan. iii, 333. say3 that

°xUi b. Jamic , after resigning his position as vaslr. died
la the reign of cAbd al-Kahaanj however, J K t t H U t t U M a f t ’ 111»
39^i there la reference to another suicide by poison by
a title-holder who had failed politically.
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particularly among tho gaghawa through his Bother's membership
of a ZaghSva ruling family and vho would resist any nominee
put forward by tho army in Kordofan*
Thsr* now followed tho intervention
of tho £ttfift£&9 ond
mediators,

in their characteristic role of

(77) 3o b c of the title-holders 9 in order te solve

the deadlock) asked them to go to the ftwlad Ahmad Bukr and
ask them to choose (me of their number as the next sultan# (73)
The awlad Ahmad Bukr agreed and nominated Bis* since he was
apparently the eldest) but* for reasons not given by al-Tunist

(77 ) See aboveV1 25 fox an earlier cample of such an intervention*
(73) AI-Tunisi* Taahhldh, 9 3 1

refers back to the oath

»

to Ahmad Bukr* since os Perron* flaftfour. 3^* nicely translates
It the atiflfii Ahmad Bukr were "como etant m possession de
da 1 « w *&#".

3a# also 3buqa?r»

3* where tho crisis is somewhat telescoped| his account
of Tayrab greeting CA M al-Hahaaa from his dcath-bed as the
next sultan seems unlikely#

Jhugay? however* describes the

intervention of the

‘

W

comma

(ru*8 e

al-foysh) * and the title-holders (al-ac:/aii) * held a council
(mailla) * in the presence of the

at which the aaflSA

al-aalStln# which probably in this context included the
Ahmad Bukr* were made to swear on the Qur Sn to accept
peacefully whoever was chosen as sultan by the maills# here
the choice is said to be made by the nail is.#
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tb« avlad al-flala|In and the arny rejected hln.
Since Bis had boon rejected,
Tlhlr va3 nominated Instead, but ho too van rejected by
tbe

because he had too many chlldfenf he

\ms a threat to their future prospects*

(79)

Finally

the gylafl A h m d Bukr proposed ° A M al-*fcjtam who proved
to be acceptable | probably in the absence of any stronger
candidates*

Thus cAbd al-lMsaan von the nomination of M e
•e

title-holders and the army in Kordofan| he had still to
neutralise the threat of the avlad al-salatln and to bring
#

Dar Fur to hie allegiance.

(79)

t&ohtigal,

(30)

lit, J78f Tlhir is said

to have emphasised his own unsuitability, since he had so
many children and advised the choice of cAbd al-Rahaan
for tho opposite reason*
(00)

Al-TunisIf

90, m £ m .* 35.

dhuqayr,

?n?rTTrr n l-lM n - **53» «ay* that « n w #awi ai-uahrfa had
been chosen, he ess sailed to the nallla and told of their
decision.

The aallls then called each of the other

candidates in turn and told them of the ehoice.
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t

chapter V.

* '

From the various accounts of tho

succession crisis at Bara, particularly that of al-TunisI,
it appears that cAbd Al-Hahn5n, although one of the avlad
Ahmad Bukr, vas something of on outsider, and that it v&s
almost his lack of kin and supporters that facilitated
his succession to the sultanate*
During his early life, CA M
al-Hahman vas poor and unimportant and seems to have played
little part in Keira politics*
two incidents of his early lifej

Al-TunisI, however, mentions
once, when travelling

among the Berti tribe in north eastern Dar Fur, cAbd
al-Rahm5h vas generously entertained by one Muhammad Dardok,
•
•
who prophesied that his guest would one day be sultan* (1)
When this came about, Muhammad Dardok vas summoned and
*

#

given, in reward, the right to collect the grain tax (labbara)
s

from the MajanXn Araty on the Dar Fur/Kordofan border.

A

similar incident occurred in northern Dar Fur, when the
future sultan was hospitably received by one Jiddaw, son of

(1)

Muhammad DardSk vas an ancestor, four generations back,

of the well-known Condominium shartai of the Berti of
al-Tuwaysha, Daw al-Baytj

r

and interview, Ahmad £bbo, Kattil 13*6*1970*
r i

23» f* 51
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a former takanavli when cAbd al-Rahman became sultan, Jiddaw
was rewarded with the same title.

(2)

At the time of Tayrabfs*campaign
in Kordofan, cAbd al-Rahman was living as a fakl at the
village of Kerio, Just south of al-Fashir, with his friend
Malik b* °AlI al-FutuwI*

(3) It is said that he vas so

poor that he could afford only one vifef this vas the
celebrated Item Buza, a girl from the Beigo tribe in south
eastern Dar Fur and mother of the future sultan, Muhammad
al-Fadl*
*

ft) When it was known in Dar Fur that Tayrab vas

dying at Bara, Malik advised his ffciend to go and join his
brother in Kordofan*

(?)

(2)

Al-TunisI,

(3)

Al-TunisI,Tashftldh* 99-100,Darfour.

V m F?

99-100,

83-9
8 8 -9 1 , Nachtigal,

H i 9 373 and Shuqayr, Tft3fifth *ii frMto*

°Abd al-Rahman and Malik had grown up together! interview
Ahmad Adam Abbo, Kattal 13*6*1970*
ft)

Al-TunisI,

Umm Buza as a slave

99-100,

88-9* describes

girlf Abu KdamcAbdullahI, interview

Kyala 29*6*1970, said she vas the daughter of sultan Dos
of the Beigo, who is, however, not mentioned in the genealogy
of the Beigo sultans given in MacMichael, History* i, 31*
(?)

Nachtigal, Sahara und dudan* iii, 378 and Shuqayr,

17^

After his nomination as sultan,
cAbd al-Rahman received the allegiance of the avlad al-salatin
and of the title-holders and gave away to them as presents
the Treasury and women of his dead brother.

(6 )

Once he

had secured his position at Bara, the new sultan quickly
began

to march back to Dar Fur, travelling via al-Ubayyid,

where he left a governor for the newly acquired province,
and near the Nuba mountains, where he forcibly recruited
Nuba as slaves into his army.

(7)

While on his journey back to Dar
Fur, cAbd al-Rahman passed through the country of the
Rizayqat and Mislrlya Arabs* Their shaykhs agreed to supply

.

him with m e n to fight against Ishaq in return for whatever
cattle, camels and arms they could seize as booty.

(8 )

But cAbd al-Rahman was probably
*

still feeling very insecure and in an attempt to avoid war,

(6 )

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 101, Darfour. 89 and see above 1 3 0 .

(7)

Shuqayr, Ta^rlkh al-Sudan. ^53i calls the governor

maadumi but this usage may be anachronistic, since the
first maadums appear to come in the reign of sultan Muhammad
al-Fadl.
•»

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh, 103, Darfour, 91? the Arabic
•

has Jabal Turuj, the French "Tourou11; I cannot locate a
Nuba mountain of that name.
(8 )

On the Turuj, see above lMf.

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 103, Darfour, 91
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he wrote to Ishaq asking him to declare his allegiance to
the rightfully chosen sultan and promising in return to
confirm him as khalifa: Ishaq refused,

(9)

Reaching Dar

Pur the sultan met part of Ishaq's forces under the command
of the slave,al-HaMuftah, at Tabaldlya, north east of
Nyala.

In the battle that followed al-Rajj Muftah was
•

•

defeated, mainly, it is said, because of the ski .ful use
of the safarog or throwing stick by cAbd al-Rahman 's men, (10)
Despite the defeat of al-Ha^j
Muftah, Ishaq collected another army and met the sultan at
•

•

Taldawa, near Tayrab's old fa shir at Rll,

However during

the battle, Ishaq's main commander the abbo iabbay, Bahr
who had been appointed wakll or deputy to Ishaq by Tayrab
and who was by virtue of his position commander of the
advance guard and heavy cavalry, deserted to

(9)

Abd al-Rahman,

Al-Tunis!, Tashhidh, 104, Parfour,, 92-^3 •

(10) Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 373-9* where he is
called "Haj Muflih" and al-TunisI, Tashhidh, 10^-6, Parfour«
9 2 -3 , where he is given the title, dadax this probably does

not mean he was abbo daadinga, but simply a member of the
daadinga.

It is surprising that al-Tunist says they used

the safarog and not the sambal, the iron throwing knife, see
above 151-2,

This may be evidence that cAbd al-Rahman had

Fur support, since although the safarog is widely used in
Dar Fur, it is pre-eminently the weapon of the Fur,
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and Ishaq's men broke and fled,

(11)

After this second

defeat, Ishaq retreated northwards plundering and looting
as he vent and using the proceeds to pay for new supporters.
The sultan, seemingly reluctantly, sent an army after him
under the takanavl Tumsah, which was soundly beaten by
Ishaq on the Wadi Bowa, just north of Kutum.

(12)

Once more cAbd al-Rahman tried to
bring to an end his nephew's resistance, this time sending
another army north under his brother, the baa si Rifa.
Rlfa caught up with Ishaq in the Jabal cUtash region in
the dar of the BanI Husayn Arabs, to the vest of Kutum.
Ishaq, who appears to have been an excellent soldier, laid
an ambush in some low ground, promptly attacked Rlfa
and drew him into it; the sultan's brother was killed and

(11)

Al-TunisI, Tashhidh. 106-7, Parfour, 93-^> who says

his account comes from an eye witness.

Nachtigal, Sahara

und Sudan, iii, 379» records that cAbd al-Rahman knowing
that many of the title-holders around him secretly supported
Ishaq induced Bahr to persuade Ishaq to confiscate their
property in Dar Fur} this of course made them anxious to
see him as sultan.
(12) Al-TinisJ, Tashhidh. 107-8, Parfour. 96 and Nachtigal,
Sahara und Sudan, iii, 379» who says a fakl tried
unsuccessfully to mediate*
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his army destroyed*

(13)
Encouraged by his victory, Ishaq

moved south to attack cAbd al-Rahman, but when he sav the
size of his uncle’s forces he hurriedly retreated tovards
Dar Zaghawa, where he could hope to receive reinforcements
from his maternal uncle, who was probably malik Mukhtar
of the Dar Tuar Zaghawa or one of his sons*

(1*0 It was

probably this Zaghawa connexion of Ishaq’s and the memory
of Zaghawa dominance in the state under

Abu'l-Qasim and

Muhammad Tayrab that was responsible for the majority of
the Fur title-holders supporting cAbd al-Rahman* Nachtigal
also records the tradition that the Wadai sultan, Muhammad
*

'

TTC fTT

•

3allh b* Joda, sent an army to help Ishaq, who when he sav
its size, sent it back, preferring to keep the war a Keira
family affair*

(15)

CAbd al-Rahman, who had now taken the

(13) Nachtigal,

lilt 380, giving the places

as "Okasch" and wBani Hasen"*

There is an interesting example

of the difference in the versions of our two sources)
Nachtigal say3 the sultan sent his brother against Ishaq
because he secretly wanted him out of the way, al-TunisI
that the sultan was greatly disheartened by his brother’s death*

(1h)

109, fiatisait, 98 and M.J. Tubiana,

Al-TunisI,

personal communication*

According to a tradition collected

by Madame Tubiana, Mukhtar had accompanied Tayrab on campaign
in Kordofan*
(15) Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan. H i , 3301
is not mentioned elsewhere*

the episode
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field himself | was however able to Intercept his nephew
before he could receive the expected reinforcements from
Dar Zaghawa#

In the final battle, Ishaq was defeated and

wounded, dying a few days later#

Their leader dead, the

title-holders who had fought for Ishaq made their submission
to cAlxi al-Rahman wi*o pardoned them#

(16)

The tendencies towards centralisation
which had marked the reign of Muhammad Tayrab gained even
further ground in that of his successor.

But if Tayrab

had strengthened his position by conquest and administrative
measures, his successor made use of Islam as his vehicle
for consolidating and stabilising the position of the sultan
in a state grown rapidly larger and wealthier#
Despite the successful conclusion
of the civil war and the death of his rival, cAbd al-HahmSn1s
#

(16)

Al-TunisI, Tarihfltdh# 110-1, Parfour# 99-100* Sachtigal,

aiham WA a«ten> iii,380-1 and Shuqayr,
*+53*

The location of the final battle is doubtful*

al-Tffois! gives JarkS,

or "Guerkou", which the Cairo

edition editors identify as Jarkul, north east of al-FSshir,
near Mellit#

This would seem to be in the wrong direction

If Ishaq was retreating fro* the south to neet his uncle In
or near Dar Tuer* it could be Glrglra wells, roughly on
the DSr Tfi»/2aghawa border, or just north of Sh5ba.
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position in Oar Pur, in the early years of his reign at
least, does not appear to have been very secure*

He had

been chosen as sultan by the title-holders and supported
by the Fur for largely negative reasons, and probably did
not yet cocmnd a party of adherents of his own* cAbd
al-Rahnan had to build up a network of officials and
title-holders loyal to himself and to displace in the
process officials of the old regimeThus the new sultan made his
friend, Malik b. °AlT al-Fut3vT, vaslr and guardian of
all the Fulani in bar £Cr and gave him extensive hawaklr
around al-Fashir, particularly at Kerio. (17) toihaomd
■ '
*
*
b* cAlI JDokumi, son of Tayrab's waalr* °AlI b, Jamlc , was
also made a w b 3 &

(13) The

l&fcte

despite

his services to the sultan in the civil war, was later
dismissed, executed and replaced by the MusabbacavT, Ahmad
Tumbukel, who received the Tavfla district as an haktira- (19)
cAbd al-Rahman had to contend
*
with various conspiracies against him* It seems that early
on In his reign, the Uvaji kmn»i Klnana, who with Muhammad
Hurra had played 3000 part In ensuring °AbdaJrttohm5n'B

(17)

Interview, Ahmad Xdam Abbo, KattaL 13*6.1970,

(13)

Nachutlgal, Athflra iind 3ud.ir,. U l , 333*

(19)

Mailia. UP.Ffl.66.K.1,5. Faaher District. i'avila

Omodia, G«E* Moore, note 13*2*1933*

accession as sultan at Bara, began to plot to replace M

b

with her son, Habib b« Muhasnad Tayrab, because the sultan
had failed to carry out his promise to mice her son idiallfa,
She was able to gain the support of some of the title-holders,
but the scheme was betrayed and Kinana executed!
was imprisoned in Jabal Marra.

(20)

Habib

cAbd al-BahaSn also

had Ishaq's sister, Vim Buza, executed for her part in the
civil war and did away with various sons of Huhasmd XayrSb* (21)
It was a necessary part of the process of securing his
position*
Our sources are very Inadequate
on the internal reforms of the new sultan, although they
vero obviously of great Importance.

The new sultan who was

about sixty years of age when he became ruler had spent
most of his life as a

f&slt

not surprisingly his reign was

marked by a definite impetus towards the Islomisation of

(20)

Al-TSnisT, Tashfrldh. 122-?, Parfour. 11>»7.

(21)

Bachtlsal, flnhnwi imd ; M - m . ill, 332-3* the elocutions
.

of KinSha and Xkm BSsa are a further indication of the
important part played by the royal woman in Xelra dynastic
politics.

-4
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the institutions of the state*

(22)

°Abd al-BnhmSn seesL> to have
#
M U v i f l M y acted against the traditions and customs of
the Fur#

>9iile still in Sordofan he abolished the seclusion

ritual thereby the new sultan had to stay indoors for seven
dtys before he was brought out by the old vwaon, the
nahobafr (Fur | abanfla) to begin the long and complicated
e
accession ceremony* (23) One of the sultan's less
successful reforms was his attempt, in 1795* to prohibit
the drinking of m r l a a . which despite the Islamic ban against
intoxicants was and is widely drunk in D5r Jlir#

Despite

the prohibition*

continued to be drunk, even it was

(22)

ttnfl

Nachtigal, M W A

as sixty when he became sultan;

t H I * 385* gives his age
Browne, Travels. 212, who

met him* estimated him age as between fifty and fifty-five;
his father* Ahmad Bukr, oust have died at least forty years
before*

There is considerable agreement on the dates of

cAbd al-a-ihsnn's rot£n, Hachtical, f l B B B L J M L ' M M b ***#
385* 1786-17991
ni

Browns, Travels. 279* and Jhuqayr, T^rtkfr

1*52, date his accession to 1202/1737-8• Cadalvene

and Breuvery, fc»JaafrUtfU^

ii, 200, appear most

accurate when they say Tayrab died in 1200/1735~6* and was
rmcoeedod in Dar FSr by Ish&q, who after losing the civil
*■
*
war was succeeded by his uncle in 120M/1739-90; this latter
date would appear to be confirmed by Nachtigal, Sahara und
iuftaru iii,381, stating that the civil war lasted three years*
(23) Al-Tunisi, Taslihld);# 102-3, i>irfour» 39-90#
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said, in the sultan1s ... T m ,
,

|*

(21*)

Al~lSaisI refers in vague terms to

tho various reforms carried out by cAbd al-Rahman | ho cut
certain taxes, removed oppressive officials , established
security on the trade routes and generally increased the
prosperity of the country*

(2?)

Further to strengthen

his position and reward him for his help during the
succession crisis, the sultan gave Muhammad Kurra the rank
•• ~•
••
'
i
of
(26)
Browne, who was in Bar Fur during
the reign of cAbd al-Iiahman, testifies to the widespread
influence of the fuo1ar£? and culaiaa> . but his remarks
suggest that although the Muslim holy men as a class had
a considerable measure of esteem, they had in practice
little power*

(2*0

(27)

A remark of Browne in fact reveals

Browne, Travels. 291)

al-TuaisI, Taahfrldh. 103, Barfour.

115 and Felkin, Proceedings of the Koval Society of Edinburgh.
XIII v 138*1-5, 218f there is an amusing anecdote on this theme
In dhuqayr, Ta>rtkh ai.Sudan. ’
+ 73-U
(25)

Al-TuniaS, Taflhfrldh.103->». ftulP.W., 115-6#

(26)

Al-TunisI, lagjapsJJi, 105, ^ £ £ m a , 116 and Hachtlgal,

Sairara und Sudan, ill, 333.
(27) Browne, Travels. 276, "When manifest injustice appears
in his (i.e. the sultan's) decisions, the Fuhhara or
ecclosiasts, express their sentiments with some boldness,
but their opposition is without any appropriate object and
consequently its effects are inconsiderable* *
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an underlying truth about the position of the Keira sultans
until the death of cAlI Dinar in 1916) namely that there
were very few chocks on the sultan *z power if ho had the
personality and ability to manipulate the system around him,
“The monarch indeed can do nothing
contrary to the Koran, but he may do
more than the lav established therein
will authorise, and as there is no
council to control or even to assist
him, his power may well be termed
despotic.

/c
'

He speaks in public of the

soil as his personal property,

and of

the people as little else than

hie

slaves*H

-—

(20)

Thus although cAbd al-Rahman, like
his brother before him, appears to have appointed aa^lla, their
Judicialfunctions

seem to have been limited to advising the

sultan on the shnri0^* (29)

In fact throughout the history

of the sultanate, judicial authority m s kept firmly in the
* u

4

ft

«r

y

.

jk','

.

.

hands of the sultan^and the senior title-holders*

v,

,

*

f\

Q

Sorious

cases such as homicide, whether deliberate or accidental,
large-scale theft, intor-tribal disputes and occasionally
adultery were tried before the sultan or tho senior
administrative officials such as the aba d;Lljnanf:. aba uuimnn

(28)

Brows*» Travels. 276,

(29)

Brovno, Travels, 297.

18^
or later the mag gums* And they judged as much by customary
law as by sharica . (30) But it does seem that ^Abd al-Rahman
*7 '
•
had some sort of panel of judicial assessors from the fuaara^
to advise him, although it is not clear whether all the
members of the panel had the title qadl. The leading members
of the panel included the wazlr Malik b. cAiI al-FutuwI and
cIzz al-Dln b# cAbd al-Hamid, a member of the influential
Jawamica fuqara? family who held extensive hawaklr at Jadld
al-Sayl, just north of al-Fashir, and who was described by
al-TunisI as qadl to the sultan and head of all the aadls
in Dar Fur.

(30)

(31)

Other members of the panel were Muhammad

Mudlrlva. Western District Handbook;

Boustead and

Beaton collected detailed accounts of the judicial system
under the sultans for every shartayat in the areas formerly
ruled by thte aba diimang and the aba uumang.
(31)

Interviews, Ahmad Adam Abbo, Kattal 18.6.1970; Ahmad

Amin cAbd al-Hamid,
al-Fashir 7.5*1970; Mahmud
and Muhammad
■
•
.
TijanI cAbd al-Majld, al-Fashir M * 5.1970, all descendants
of Malik b. cAlI.

Al-TunisI, Tashhidh. 117, Parfour. 108;

Muhammad Iiayln TaqI al-Dln, a descendant of cIzz al-Dln,
interview al-Fashir 11*.6.1970, who also kindly allowed me
photograph three documents relating to the family hakura at

.

.

Jadld al-Sayl, two from sultan Muhammad al-Husayn and one
from cAlI Dinar; he also possesses a Qur>an written about
17^0 by cAbd al-Hamid, cIzz al-Dln's father.

to

13?

Dardok, from the Bertl tribe, shavlch Tahir Abu Janus, the
leading ffcl of the Bornu community of Manawashl, and another
unnamed qadl. But it seems that the final decision always
3

rested with the sultan although he would generally follow
their rulings on sharlca«

(3 2 )

cAbd al-HahmSn was noted for his
-

.

w

A l

generosity both to the fuaarapof Dar Fur and to learned
holy men from outside the sultanate*

As we have seen he

gave hawaklr to Malik b* cAli and other

members of his family)

he also gave an hakura at Simayn near Wada^a to the ffccT'
Muhammad from the Mima tribe, a cripple and a noted callm,
who taught the sultan's children*

(33)

Al-TunisI vividly

describes how his father obtained the sultan's favour| when
cUmar al-Tunis! first reached Dar Fur he stayed at the main
commercial centre of the sultanate, Kobbei with the f£kl

(32)

On Muhammad Dardok, see above,172 *

Jhaykh Tahir built

the mosque at Manawashl, where sultan Ibrahim was burled
after the battle there and where the shaykh is also burled)
interview, Fadl Musa, al-Fashir 3*5*1970*
(33)

Unfortunately the family papers of the descendants of

Malik b* cAlI had been destroyed by fire the year before I
first visited Dar Fur*

Interview, Idam Muhammad Muhamaaadayn,

al-Fashir 16*6*1970, a descendant of £ § & Muhammad, who
kindly allowed me to photograph the original letter from
cAbd al-Rahman to his ancestor*
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Hasan b* °Avwuda.

(3 *+)

There, at the Invitation of a group

of the local fuaara \ he taught part of the famous lawbook,
the Mukhtag^p of Khalil) soon his reputation for learning
reached Malik b. cAlI, who spoke of him to the sultan, who
sent for him*

He was very well received by the sultan who

gave him female slaves and assigned him a house with the
fi£kl Hur al-Ansar!, husband of the marram H&wva

cumar,a

scholarship was in great demand) he read the ^ahih of
al-Bukhar! with Hur al-Ansar!, feadlth with the sultan and
also taught various members of the family of Malik b* cAli* (35)
cbtaar al-Tunis! obviously made an excellent impression on
the sultan, since the latter granted him an hakura at Gerli,
on the western slopes of Jabal Marra, but the f&ki was not
happy with the area, since the Fur on the estate could not
speak Arabic and he could not speak Fur, so he was given
another site bounded by the villages of Jultu, al-Dabba

(3*0

Al-TunisI, Tash^tdii. 106, Parfour t 116)

the whole

passage gives a vivid indication of the state of Islamic
learning in QSr Fur at the time*

On the al-Tunis! family,

3 ee H*S* 0*Fahey, "Al-TunisIfs travels in Dar Fur”, Bulletin

.ft& S W t iQ

gX

University of Ibadan,

V/1&2,9^91 66*7^*

(35)

Al-Tunis!,

106-7,

f 116-7*
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an d

t e a B a^uda.

( 36)

Just as the earlier campaigns of
conquest of Sulayaan

dolonf'dun^oo and Ahmad Bukr
• *^^
•
had resulted in the sultans moving their fashirs
down to the lower westerns slopes of Jabal Marra, so
the campaigns of cDsaar Lei against the Husabbacat and
of Tayrab in eastern Dar Fur and then Kordofan had
taken the fashlrs east and north-east of the mountains*
This move took the sultan away from the Fur heartlands
which were to the west and south-west of the mountains ,
and if it did not directly weaken the link between
the sultans and the Fur, it made the former more open
to external influences, to traders and holy men from
Egypt and the western sudanic region and even to the
first European visitors and contacts*

It led to a

strengthening of the Islamic element in the state and
remotely involved Dai* Fur in the wider culture of the
northern Nilotic Sudan*
exaggerated!

This change 3hould not be

the Keira sultans remained Fur and Fur-

speaking, and the Kunjara Fur, at least, dominated the

(36)

Al-lunisI, jftShfrSflin 67-9, Jarfour. ‘+8-9I glvlna

the text of the letter of grant, which, comparing it
with others I have seen, seems quite authentic*

I

cannot locate the site of the second grant, but Jultu
might be Guido south of Gerli, but it is still a Fur
area*
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ruling hierarchy until the downfall of cAlt Dinar in
1916, but the move to the east does appear to mark
a definite change in the cultural and economic life
of the sultanate*

The older element re-emerged when

the Keira sultans took refuge in Jabal Marra among the
mountain Fur, the people least affected by Islamisation
or Arabisation within the state, after the invasion
of al-Zubayr Pasha in 13A t
®

1

This process of change within the

sultanate was consolidated when cAbd al-Rahman about
1206/1791-2 moved his fjashlr to rahad Tandalti, east of
Jabal Marra, on the borders of the savanna and the
semi-desert.

(37)
The Tandalti region was an important

one| it lay near the main west-east route as it came
out of the Kawra pass through Jabal Harra, just as
Kabkabiya

and 3h5ba ( the latter the S M iiH of Mdhaamad

Tayrab before he moved east to Rll ), lay near the
western end of the same pass.

It was near the comercial

centre of Kobbei, the Dar Fur terminus of the darb
al-ar_hacIni yet it was not too far north for the sultan,
his officials, servants and soldiers to be fed from
the rain agriculture of the area or from his hawal&r

(37) Al-IunisI, flajfojjjaflfe, 103.
above,
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11V and see

rahad. a shallow depression in which

rainwater collects.
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la Jabal Harra and DSr Fongoro.

(38)

Before cAbd al-Rahaan moved there,
Tandalti bad been the centre or capital for the northern
province, dar al-rlfr. and the hone of the takanawl. the
governor of the province*

With the move of the sultan

to Tandalti, which became known as al-Fashir, "the
Fashir", the takanawl moved to near Kutum.

(39)

After the defeat of Ishaq, cAbd
al-ftahxaan at first stayed vest of Jabal Harra with his
fashir at Gerli on the lover slopes of Jabal Harra,
sputh-vest of Kabk&blya.

(1*0)

Although al-Fashir vas

destined to be the Kelra capital until the end of the
sultanate and Is still the province capital, this does
not mean that the sultans spent all their time there f
eAbd al-Rahman appears to have continued to move from
cme centre to another within the sultanate,

Browne says

that while he va s in Bar Fur, between 1793 and 1796,
he sav the sultan first at al-Eajllj, then at Tina and

(33)

See Browne, Iravela. 301i the Fur shartavat in

Jabal Harra and Bar Fongoro were directly ruled by the
sultans through the ^iar.tal£ and an official, called
for|. (see elossary). They were known as ryta kuurlng.
“wells or estates of the sultan” and were obliged to
provide food for the court} Bar Fongoro in particular
supplied honey. Mudlrlva. Western district Handbook.
(39)

Arkell Papers, file 13, folio h7, Ahmad Sdam al-

KinanI and Mallls. DP.FD.66.K.15, Asagarfa oaodia, note,
Brodln, 22.2.1931.
0+0)

Arkall Papers, file 13, note, Ahmed Xdam al-Kinanl.

then at Tandalti* where he spent about a year* but both
& C al-HaJlfJ and Tina ar© near to al-Fashir*

0+1)

Kurra i MugftlJLia and Kfrrfl9fan>
It was probably about the same time
as he moved his fashir to Tandalti that °Abd al-Rahman
turned his attention to Kordofan*

When °Abd al-Rahman
•

had returned to DSr Fur to fight IshKq, he had left a
governor and a garrison at al-Ubayyid*

But as soon as

the sultan was out of the province* Hfshim b* cTs5wT
al-Musabba°avI returned* drove out cAbd al-Rahman1s
♦
governor and set himself up once more as ruler in central
Kordofan*

The Keira sultan* however* was determined to

hold on to Kordofan and to this end sent Muhammad Kurra
there with an army*
Muhammad Kurra, a figure of
comparable Importance In some ways to Mohammad Abu
Likaylik in 3innSr* was from 1200/1735-6 to his rebellion
and death in Rajab 1219/0ctober-Noveaaber 130*+* the
most powerful man in Bar Fur after the sultan*

(**1)

Browne* Travels* 239*

His

It seems that the sultans

kept a summer palace* fashir foye* "fashir on the mountain11
at Jabal Nyurnya in Jabal Marra, G.B* Messedaglia, "Le
Dar-For pendant la gestion du feu General Gordon Pasha"*
Bulletin do la dociate Khsdlvlale do Geor.rapklo. 111^1
May 1383, WJ.
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origins are disputed and he is variously described as
a slave or a freeman,

0*2)

As a young man he entered

the service of TayrSb in the hgrkwa.

(**3)

From the

to appears to have moved to the atpim: dogal^
pi^obably as an official rather than a simple page,

(M*)

Kurra was accused of interfering with one of fayrSb’s
many concubines and to avert the wrath of the sultan
and to demonstrate his loyalty and innocence he castrated
himself,

0*5)

Probably as a result of this episode

Kurra was given by the sultan to the waqftr cAlI b.
Jami°, vdio later made him mfilik or head of his household
soninfc dofgila,

(1*6)

Sometime alter, he was made
w

(V2)

« ,

Al-funisI, fashlildh, 63, darfour, 1*5 denies the

story then current that Kurra was b o m of a palace slave
and says he was b o m a freeman*

Al-TunisIfs information

V

is of particular value since he met Kurra,
un4

audnn.

Haehtigal,

iii, 383, says he was Tuajuri

Aim

Adam

cAbdullShI, interview Hyala 29*6*1970, called him a
farjavl (plural, Xuruj), see above 1kb .

neons

"taH" in Fur,
(1*3)
(¥*)

Al-TunisI,

79, i&agfflUEi <&*

On the kyrtoa and fiflto;

see above 1»+5and

glossary,
(1*5)

Al-funisI,

cAbdullahI, in

80 1 S a x £ fm l
963* Abu Kdam
nr Hyala 29*6,1970, claimed that

Kurra had fathered fifteen children before he castrated
himself | he also gavefofg as
(1*6)

the Fur for eunuch,

Al-TunisI,fashfrldh, 82, dorfour, 65*
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■anir

or "king of the royal grooms".

(47)

Kurra accompanied his master on
Tayrab*« campaign to Kordofan and after the death of
the sultan played an important part in the succession
crisis where he was instrumental in neutralising the
opposition of TayrSb's amlns to the candidature of
cAbd al-Rahman#

(W)

As a result of his activities 9

Kurra indirectly caused the death of his master and
earned the undying hatred of his son, Kuha»ad b. cAlI
Dokumi.

It seems that cAbd al-Rahman had premised Kurra

the title, abbo shavkh daall. In return for his support,
and after the civil war, the sultan kept his promise*
As abbo ahAvleh daall. Kurra ruled the eastern province
of the sultanate,

a S t-

or dar al-|al~h. now greatly

enlarged as a result of Tayrab's campaigns, and he
established himself at Abu al-Judul, south-east of
al-fSshir.

(49)
The position of Kordofan within the

administrative structure of the Keira state is not very
clear*

cAbd al-Rahman or Tayrab appear not to have

constituted Kordofan into a separate new province 9 but

(k7)

Al-Tunist, Taahfrldh# 33, Parfoure 66*

(W8)

Pee above 16^*9*

(*♦9)

Pee further, glossary! Abu al-Judul is marked

on the map as Uma Judul*

to have regarded it, at least theoretically as an
extension of dar aL-rih. and dar daali. which were in
some way regarded as extending now as far as the Nile.
Thus, and again in theory, the governors of the older
provinces were responsible for the new acquisition. (50 )
y

On the orders of the sultan, Kurra,
I

,—

y

2 / ‘6 •* - -/A

,r

probably in 1206 /1 7 9 1 -2 , marched east and met and
Kobe
defeated Hashim and the Musabba at at Umm Jinayhat near
D<Bara. Hashim, once more, fled to his ShalqTya friends
Qi mr

A A

on the Nile. 4 (51)

f W

(50) Mail is.. DP.FD.66.K.15 Azagarfa omodia, note Bredin,
hUdrfi)
fttrO-'T* 1
22.2.1931 and Majlis. DP.FD.66.K.I.12, Turra dimligia,

note, Lomax, 13• 1 •193l+9 "Previous to the days of sultan
Muhammad al-Fadl the whole of the western district (i.e.

.

■c

.

northern province) was divided into four large shartaiships; Kussa in the south, then Mala, Keila and Beira
in the north. These shartaiships each stretched as far
0 2 6ho^tay3>;
^
( t\
as Fasher, and, theoretically at least, as far east as
the Nile, in strips, one bordering on the other".
(51)

Al-Tunisi, Tashhidh. 128, Parfour. 120. and

Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'Egypte et la Turquie. ii, 211,
Dour t*
who say that Kurra was sent east with only two hundred
heavy cavalry, and Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 383,
who gives the place of the battle.
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After the defeat of Hashim, Kupra was joined by the malik
al-nuhas« Ibrahim b. Hamad, a distinguished Pur military
commander who had served In TayrSb's original Kordofan
campaign, and the two commanders attacked the BanI Jarrar
Arabs, vho were among Hashimfs staunchest supporters*

(52)

Ibrahim vas also abbo konvunga. and his appointment suggests
that the sultan vas using a leading member of the old
title-holding class to check any ambitions that Kurra may
have had.

Events were to prove it was a vise precaution. (53)
Kurra and Ibrahim seem to have

governed Kordofan successfully and proved able to reconcile
the interests of the Danaqla and Jacaliyln traders of Bara,
al-Ubayyid and elsewhere with those of the Keira state, so
that, later, the rule of Dar Fur in Kordofan vas favourably
remembered and contrasted with that of the Turco-Egyptians• (5*0
Despite the activities of Kurra
and Ibrahim, Hashim did not give up his attempts to seise
Kordofan from the Keira.

In the summer of 179^> Brovne saw

five provincial officials publicly executed in al-Fashir

(52)

Cadalv&ne and Breuvery, L'Egypte et la Turauie, ii, 211.

(53)

OnIbrahim b. Ramad, see above, 167.

(5*0

See, for example, C. Cuny, Journal de Voyage du

Docteur Ch. Cunv de Slout a el-Obeid. Paris 1358, 177;
I. Pallme, Travels In Kordofan. London I8¥f, 1>+, and G.N.
Lejean, "Le Haut-Nil et le Soudan", Revue de deux mondes.
1362, 85^82.
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for being In treasonable correspondence with Hashim*

(55)

In the following year, 17959 Hashim was still active in
Kordofan} Browne watched a parade that year of troops
in al-Fashir who were to be sent as reinforcements to
Kordofan* where, he says, over half the garrison had died
from smallpox*

During the parade, spoils, including

slaves and cattle, taken in the fighting against Hashim
were displayed* :(5 6 )
In 1796 Ibrahim b* Ramad was
recalled from Kordofan and replaced by Musallim*

(57)

Musallim like Muhammad Kurra was a slave eunuch and a man

(55)

Browne, Travels. 223}

when Browne arrived in Bar

Fur in 1793 h© applied for permission to continue his
journey through Kordofan to Ethiopia, but was told
there was fighting there, Travels« 1 9 9 *
(56)

Browne, Travels* 223*

(57)

Cadalvene and Breuvery,

ii, 2 1 2 *

-fit la .tfqule,
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of some ability*

(58)

The main reason for Musallim being

sent to Kordofan appears to be that Hashim had once more
entered

the province*

It is not clear how Musallim

Kurra divided the command in Kordofan between them*

and
Musallim

vas ordered to deal once and for all with Hashimy chasing
him, if necessary, all the way to Egypt*

Hashim and the

Musabbacat were once more defeated and driven out, and the
Musabbacat ceased to be a threat to the Keira position in
Kordofan until the death of cAbd al-Rahman*

(58)

(59)

Browne met him in al-Fashir in 1793 and gives an

unflattering description!

he later says that in 179*+

Musallim vas in southern Dar Fur, campaigning, but met him
again in al-Fashir in the following yearf
and 222*

Travels* 196, 203

He vas reported as a black eunuch by J*L* Burckhardt,

tsavfilg la

London 1819, **37 and by J|L* Holroyd,

"Notes on a journey to Kordofan in 1336-7",

ftf,

JtegftL.afiflmpfalsal ..aKrtSta, IX/2, 1 8 3 9 , 176*

Abu Idam

cAbdullahI, interview Hyala 29*6*1969, called him Musallim
b* ctfinar and said that like Muhammad Kurra he vas a Tarjavl*
G. Douin, m ateU fi ,0a

Cairo 19Mf, I, 56,

the statement that Musallim vas governor of Kordofan from
1803 only appears to be inaccurate*
1%

(59)

Cadalvene and Breuvery, ^'JSfiMfcfi.,

212*

HSshim spent the following years in the Geaira region,

f f . f r

involved in the confused politics of dinnKr*

,

,

U*
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Musallim may also have been sent
to keep an eye on Muhammad Kurra, who appears never to have
been entirely trusted by his sultan.

Sometime after 1796,

relations between cAbd al-Rahman and his abbo shavkh daali*
who was still in Kordofan, became strained.

(60) The tension

arose because Muhammad Kurra was accused of trying to make
himself independent of the sultan in Kordofan. (61) Kurra's
bid for independence, whatever its extent, illustrated the

. (60)

The date of the dispute is not clear\

Cadalvene and

Breuvery, L f£gypte et la Turauie. ii, 213, date the recall
of Kurra to 1799*

Al-TunisI, Tashhidh. 128, Parfour. 120-1,

says only that Kurra ruled In Kordofan for seven years before
he was recalled.

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 385,

gives no date for Kurra*s recall, but implies it occurred
three years, i.e. 1212/1797-8, before cAbd al-Rahman1s
death.
(61)

Al-Tunis!, Tashfrldh. 123, Parfour. 120-1 says Kurra was

innocent of the charge and that the sultan had been turned
against him by Kurra*s enemies at court.

Nachtigal, Sahara

und Sudan, iii, 3 8 3 , gives a much longer, but probably less
trustworthy, version; Kurra refused to return to Dar Fur several
times and built himself a fortress on the east bank of the
White Nile. cAbd al-Rahman then sent the ritkl Tahir to Slnnar
to ask the Funj Makk to attack Kurra's stronghold, which he
did.

But Kurra still refused to return to Par Fur.
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same dangers for the Keira stato as had Muhammad Abu Likaylik
for SlnnSr#

Kordofan vas too large a province and too

populous and prosperous to bo an Independent command from
tho point of view of either SlnnSr or Bffr F3r, since a
governor could use the province's resources to try and
create his own state or take over the home state#

(62)

Finally cAbd al-RahaSn sent the
waair Muhanaad b# °Alf Dokual, a bitter enemy of Kurra, to
bring the abbo 3haykh daali back#

Kurra made no

to resist and returned to D5r Fdr in disgrace#

attempt
(63) Back

in Dor $Hr Kurra was publicly disgraced, but not long
afterwards vas restored to favour#

While Kurra vas absent

from Kordofan, Muhamnd b# °A11 and Musallim continued to

(62)

On the role of Kordofan in Jinnar politics, soo 0#G#3#

Crawford, Ste

.Sgflflftgt

Giocestcr 19511 2 ^ 5 .

She career of Klshlm b# cl3avl neatly illustrates this point#
(63)

Al-2unisl, Taaii^Tdh. t23, Dorfour. 120*11

and Breuvery, U E & B f a & l f k

Cadalven©

Si U , 213, say that both

Musallim and Kurra were taken back to Dar Fur, but that the
forzacr vas able to d e a r himself and vas reinstated in Kordofan#
Nachtigal, Patera W A jMSklh ill, 3#*-5, records that Kurra's
commanders refused to fight for him against the sultan, saying,
"We are serving you loyally, but ve cannot fight against the
king, our masterf

his will is sacred for us"#
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rule the southern and northern parts of the province
respectively#

(6^f)
In 1215/1830-1 sultan °Abd ol-Rahaan

diod and vas succeeded try his fourteen year old son, Muhammad
al-Fadl , whose accession vas arranged by the now all powerful
Muhammad Kurra#

llSshim b. cIsawT, who had allied himself

to the Atfi Likaylik faction in 3iimar and who vas at the
time governing the southern FunJ area from Alays on the Vfhlte
Kile on their behalf f thought he saw one more opportunity
to seise control of Kordofan#

He sent his youngest, and

therefore presumably most expendable, son to Musallin, asking
him to petition the new sultan that he might be allowed to
end his days in peace in Kordofan*

(65)

Perhaps Hf shim vas

growing old and tired| perhaps it was a ruso§ given his
career« the latter seems more likely# .Muaallim and Muhammad
b* CA1X obviously thought it a ruse, since they rebuffed
Ha.fiiiiia and

preparations to attack him*

Haahim is said

to have made a last desperate appeal to all the supporters
of the Musebbac&t cause in Kordofan to rally to him* twelve
thousand answered the appeal, it is said, but in the final
battle in 1301 f he and his forces were routed by the Dor Fur
army#

It vas the end of the “imperial pretensions" of the

Musabbacat in Kordofan, and Keira rule in the province vas
not challenged again until the Turco-Egyptian invasion twenty

(6>0

Cadalvone and Breuvery, jCfiqgtta flklA 'ftt'flUlCi U # 213.

(65)

Cadalvono and Urouvory, L'Ef-vpto at

It.

^'urqulo, 11,

213.
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years later#

(66)

:Par Fur ami the outside world.

In some ways °Abd al-Rahman'e reign
marked the apogee of Kelra power and prestige*

It vas also

in his reign that D&r FOr began to be known to the outside
world*

Shuqayr records that cAbd al-Rahman wrote to the

Ottoman sultan, sending presents of ivory and ostrich
feathers, the latter a prised export from DSr F$r#

The

Ottoman sultan wrote back, thanking him for his gifts and
bestowing upon him the honorific, al-Rashld, "the Just",
which duly appeared upon the Dar Fur sultan’s seal#

(67)

The learned world in Europe also
began to hear something of Dar Furf

the African Association,

newly established in Britain to further exploration in Africa,
sent in 1788 the American John Ledyard to Cairo, whence he
was to begin the exploration of the Jahara.

Ledyard died in

Cairo after a few weeks, but not before he met Signor Hossetti,
Consul for Venice in Cairo, who had trading connexions with
Dar Fur, and saw slaves from Dar Fur for sale in the Cairo

(66)

Cadalvone and Breuvfo-y. L ’feypto ot la Tummls. ii, 213,

report that HS3hia was killed in the battle, but he was in
fact killed sometime before 131^ by Makk Hiar of Shancil,
while involved in another conspiracy, Borckhardt, Travels. 257*
(67)
21V*

SBuqayr, T!1>rT)fii ftl-irMfflr ^52-3 , and Brows*, ScaSfiia,
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market | about which he wrote back to the African
Association*

(68)
But it was the Englishman, W*G.

Browne, who was the first European to visit 5ar Fur and
return to write an acoouat of the country*

(69)

Although

Browne stayed in DSr Fur for nearly three years and was
clearly in many ways an observant traveller, his account
of his visit is rather disappointing, when compared to
those of the later visitors, a!<»Tf5nisI and Kachtigal.
When recording what he observed, particularly on the
commercial life of the sultanate, he is invaluable, but
the > atmosphere of xenophobia he encountered and the
difficulties he got himself into, made it difficult for
him to collect much historical or ethnographic material*
Brown left Egypt in April 1793
and travelled via dark al-arba.cIn to Dar Fur, which he

(68)

9,1 A£?.^» London 1965,

R* Hallett,

200-31 B. Hallett (ed.),

Reflate. .flfJ&Q., Alfrifi

1780-1331 * London 19^ , 58-9 and J. Leyden,
ol.filaffgYWlM cum ftarata.la A£rlrt> 2 vois.
Edinburgh 1317i X# 1?0|
from his letters*
(69)

the last two references quoting

On Rossetti, see below, 20*+*

1 have not treated Browne's visit in detail, sines much

of his material appears throughout the thesis*

See also

Hallett, Penetration of Africa. 276-36 and R.L. Hill, 4
Biographical Dictionary of the Sudan, second edition, London
1967, 38.
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reached In July*

He himself confesses that he would hare

preferred to have followed Bruce*s footsteps In Ethiopia
and that Dar Fur was very much a poor second choice* (70)
Nevertheless he stayed In Dar Fur for Just under three years,
finally leaving by caravan from Kobbei In Harch 1796*

Host

of his time was spent In Kobbei or al-Fashir, and in the
latter town he had several audiences with °Abd al-Eahmanj he
describes one such meeting,
"On another occasion, I contrived to gain
admittance to the interior court by a
bribe#

The Sultan was hearing a cause

of private nature, the proceedings on
which were only in the Furian language#
%

He was seated on a kind of chair,
which was covered with a Turkey
v

carpet,

and wore a red silk turban f his face was
then uncovered 1

The Imperial sword was

placed across his knees, and his hands
were engaged with a chaplet of red coral." (71)
The caravan with which Browne returned
to Cairo, took back to D^r F8r on its return Journey in
November 1796 another visitor to the sultanate, Ahmad A:;ha. (72)
Ahmad A ha was in origin one Giovanni Gaeta, one of three

(70)

Browne, Travels. 182#

(71)

Browne, Travels, 211.

(72)

Browne, Travels. 156-8

20*f

Greek brothers from the island of Xanthos, who had migrated
to Egypt to seek their fortune and, becoming Muslim, had
entered the service of Murad Bey as Mamluks#

(73) Giovanni

Gaeta, or as he was now known, Ahmad Agha. won favour with
his master through his skill in the casting of cannon#

(7*0

One day Ahmad Agha was approached
by the Venetian Consul, Signor Bossetti, about a project
involving Dar Fur#

Rossetti used to trade with the iallaba

who came from Dar Fur and in the first instance seems merely
to have been anxious to Increase his trade#

Sometime later

the -lallaba now back in Dar Fur told cAbd al-Rahman that
Rossetti had offered to supply him with cannon#

The sultan

appears to have been Interested in the offer, perhaps with
a view to using them in Kordofan, and in September 1796
the merchants returned to Cairo, saying that °Abd al-Rahman
wished some one to be sent to Dar Fur who could make cannon#
At Rossetti's prompting, Murad Bey agreed to let Ahmad Arlia
go to Dar Fur by the next caravan#

Auriant suggests that

Murad wanted Ahmad to spy out the land for a possible invasion

(73)

-

■■ ■
■
■■i■■■■ ■m

.

immmmmmummmmimmiit............................. ...—..........

The main source for this episode is A# Auriant,

"Histoire d'Ahmed Aga le Zantiote#
(1796-99) du Darfour",

Un pro jet de conquete

Bevue de 1 'histoire des colonies

frangalsea. XIV, 1926, 131-23^.

Auriant appears to have

made use of unpublished letters from Rossetti, but is not
very precise about his sources#
(7>+)

Browne, li&ESlat 81, 156-8,

■■."■■■
■

f
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attempt from Egypt#

(75)
In November 1796 Ahmad Agha left

with the caravan from Bulaq and travelled to Dar Fur along
the darb nl-&rbacIn« On his arrival in al-Fashir, he had
an audience with the sultan, by whom he vas veil received#
But he vas not allowed to return to Egypt, since °Abd alRahaan had doubts about his motives in coming, and indeed
he was kept a virtual prisoner In Dar Jtir for nearly two
years# Whether during this period he built cannon for the
sultan is not known#

(76)

But in 1798, Ahmad Agha vas

able to persuade the suspicious sultan to allow him to send
letters with his doctor ( hakim ), Sulayman, back to Egypt#
The situation in Egypt had, by now,
dramatically changed{ in July 1798 Bonaparte landed there#
There is evidence that Rossetti early on informed the
French about his schemes for Dar Fur, since he took the hakim
to see the French authorities, to whom Sulayman described

(7 5 )

Murad Bey al-Qazdughll and Ibrahim Bey ruled Egypt

more or less continuously from 173*+ until Bonaparte's
Invasion in 1798t see P.M. Holt, Egypt and the Fertile

<trS3£6Bti. .ISlfe&SS2 > London
(76)

1966 , 9 9 -1 0 0 .

The Keira sultans seem to have acquired some cannon

later from the French, since Douin,
Bgyptlen. I, 205* records that the Turco-Egyptlan forces
found on the Keira side,

after the battle of Bara, two

small cannons of French origin, inscribed "liberte" and
"egalite"#
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flSr Pur*

About this time a large caravan from DSr FSr vas

about to roach Egypt * carrying 12,000 slaves as veil as
iVory and gum, led by the idiablr. ( Arabic, caravan guide )
al-HaJj Muhammad b* Musa.

(7 7 ) The khablr wrote to General

Desaix, the French officer sent by Bonaparte to pursue the
Mamluks in Upper Egypt, asking for permission to enter the
country, since it vas only en route that he had learnt of
the French occupation of Egyptf tlxls vas readily granted* (78)
It seems that by now news of the
t* m m

invasion had readied Dar EHr, since another caravan was

approaching Egypt, led by the kliabir TSsuf al-Jallat I , who
vas carrying a letter from cAbd al-Haliaan to Bonaparte* (79)
In the letter, the sultan greeted with pleasure the French
defeat of the Mamluks, no doubt sincerely since the Dor Fur
traders had suffered from the outrageous customs duties of
the Mamluks, and mentioned Ahmad Agha, who, it seems with

(77)

Ihis is the caravan reported as approaching Egypt in

Courrler da l 1Egypta. XXII, 2 Hlvoae an Till, 22 Hocember
1798, "On rapporte quo cello caravane aiaaehe douse mill©
<4*

esolaves, ©lie est le plus nombreuse qui

solt venue

depuis loog-temps."

(73)

gftarato tfo

xnt, 2 hivSs© an w n , 22

December 1793*
(79)

Auriant, "Histoire d fAhmed Aga", 20?, who says that

fusuf vas one of the twenty four sons of the sultan, but
°Abd al-Rahman is described as having few children!
see below, 213 .
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a correct appreciation of the winning

3ide,

had told the

sultan that the French would be victorious and friendly, (80)
Bonaparte replied in two letters, dated 12 and 2*+ Messidor
an VIII ( 30 June and 12 July 1799 )t in one of which he
asked that the Keira sultan send him as many able-bodied
male slaves as possible, as recruits for an army Bonaparte
wished to raise#

(81)

It is not known whether the sultan

complied and Bonaparte seems not to have followed up his
contact, bat Instead immersed himself in preparations to
invade Syria#
But the French In Egypt continued
to maintain an interest in Bar Fur and Poussielgue, the
civilian A.drain3t?ateui— General. seemingly at the prompting
of Rossetti, wrote a memorandum to Bonaparte in Syria on
Dar FSr and its trade, mentioning also the alluvial gold
of Jabal Shaybun and Taqall in the tiuba mountains#

(82)

Further information on the Bar Fur trade was gathered by
some of the savants, who had accompanied Bonaparte, and
published la the great compendium, Description de L 1Egypte. (83)

(80)

A French translation of the letter is printed in Pieces
forcer*p orator A s l a - t o A f t J L l j t o a i f t p

d 1Orient, Paris 1300# It is also reproduced in Joaard 1s
preface to al-lunisl, Darfour, iii,
(81)

Al-Tunis!, jto.rfo.mi, iv-vi,

(82)

Auriant, "Histoire d'Ahmed Aga*, 205#

(83)

3ee further bibliography.
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Vivant Demon 9 the French artist who accompanied part of
Bonaparte*s forces to Upper Egypt, met at J’irja a Keira
prince, apparently a brother of cAbd al-Rahman, who was
returning from India and who was going to Join another
brother accompanying a caravan of 300 slaves from Sinnar
to Cairo,

Denon was told by the prince that there vas

trade between Dir Ffcr and Timbuktu,

(8*0

Meanwhile Ahmad Aizha« still in
Dar Fur, seems to have become involved in a conspiracy
against the sultan.
* executed,

(3»0

The plot failed and Ahmad Apha was

(3?)

V, Denon,

YflyaiMfi

to

M Spf-mpte-t

nfindant,

1309, 2 vox.,

1, 166-7,
(85)

Auriant, ^Histoire d*Ahmed Aga", 221-6, identifies

Ahmad Agha with Zawnna Kaahif in al-Tunis!, Tashhldh, 113-21,
Barfour. 113-8.

Al-Tunis! describes Zawana ( possibly a

corruption of Giovanni ) as a mamitfo of Murad or a kaahif
of Muhammad ftev al-Alfl, who fled to Bar Fur after the
French invasion of Egypt.
in a conspiracy

In DSr Fur he became involved

with al-Tayyib b, Mustafa, who had married

a daughter of sultan Muhammad Tayrab.

But the elaborate

plot was discovered and Havana executed.

i
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U 1 E R SULTANATE I I.

Hiihnnmnri .-g-Fadl and the Rebellion of Kurra.
Within the Keira sultanate , there
vas no precise or automatic rule of succession.

(1)

All

sons of previous sultans, the avlfa alrflftlfoln. vere more
or less eligible, depending upon their age, their resources
and on what support they could muster.

A reigning sultan

could try and perpetuate the rule in his own line by
appointing one of his sons as his successor, khalifa . but
with the exception of Muhammad Davra being succeeded by his
son, ^Umar Lei, this did not in any way guarantee that he

(1)

This is true of most ^udanio, indeed most African,

statesf

thus in Borau, "The basic criterion for succession

vas (and is) the kingly status of one's own father.

In

practice, the status of the mother's family and her personal
character also helped to determine the choice, but the good
opinion of the court vas absolutely necessary", R. Cohen,
"The Dynamics of Feudalism in Borau, in J. Butler (ed.),
Boston University Paaara on Africa. II, Boston 1966, 97
Thus in Ishaq's case, his mother's family appears to have
told against him.

Whether there vas a distinction between

sons of free mothers and of slave concubines is not known,
but 1 suspect there vas, in that the latter vere not eligible
to succeed.
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would

do

able to succeed, as the examples of Musa cAnqarIb

and Ishaq b* Muhammad Tayrab show*

(2)

But from the time

of °Abd al-Rahmln until the end of the sultanate In 1d7^i
the power of the sultanate was so concentrated In al-Fashir
that the old-style succession disputes were no longer possible f
and so we have simple father to son succession with the

(2)

Compare with the chlroma or khalifa in Borrmf "In

practice however, this designation (i*a* chlroma) never became
firmly entrenched as part of the proceedings» at least not
so firm as to stop competition for kingly office"*
"Dynamics of Feudalism"» 9?♦

Cohen#

Browne, Travels* 277 tries to

bring Dffr FIXr into line with European custom f "On the death
of the monarchy the title descends of right to the eldest

Of w

m

d

i

.

.. - u

«. tm tm

the minority of those heirs 9 to his brother* But under various
pretences this received rule of succession is frequently
infringed®"

V# Denonf Vo m ge a * ly 1671

Denon recorded the

following remarks on succession in Dar Fur from the Keira
prince ho met, "II nous dlt encore quo dans la faaille royale
la succession etoit elective, que c ’etoient les chefs
Bilitaires et civils qui choiasissQient. parmi lea. fils du roi
sort colui qu ’ils jugeoient le plus digne de lui succeder
au trdne, et qu'il n fy doit pas encore d'exemple que cela
edt produit la guerre civile*"
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actual accession controlled by the court officials*

This

change Is also perhaps a reflection of the sore stable and
loss warlike nature of the later Keira state*

(3)

But In

no case is the importance of Immediate and local power of
decision in al-Fa shir better illustrated than in the
events leading to the accession of Kuhanmiad al-Fadl .
#
•
b. °Abd al-Hahaan* The key figure in the comparatively
peaceful transfer of power from °Abd al-HahaSn to his son
vas the

(b )

feall Muhammad Kurra*

It seems that °Abd al-Ibdjman, towards
the end of his life, began to plan the transfer of power
to his son, Muhammad al-Fadl, with Kurra as the instrument
w

of his will*

•

(5)

*

Indeed to holp Kurra carry out his wishes,

the sultan is said to have had the fifth? jhfiYBl t o i l *3
mortal enemy, the vaslr Muhammad b* cAlI Dokumi, imprisoned

(3)

Brother to brother succossion ro-appeared among the

"dhadow** 3ultans in Jabal Marra, during the chaotic times
of the Turklva and the Hahdlva.
(k )

The main sources for the accession

are al-TunisI, TaahfrTdh.

129-31, 32*f, Darfour* 122-5, 3?0f al-T3nisI
young boy, in DSr FSr, only four years laterf
Jnhnivi unri M a n .

and Khuqayr, Ta
(5)

H i , 287-31 31atin, H J B

arrived, as a
Kachtigal,
^ 5

al-fluflan. ^5?.

Al-TfeiisI, Taahhldh* 128, Parfour«

Jahara und 3ndan. Ill, 38?,

121 and Hachtigal,

212
Muhammad al-Fadl was not cAbd al-Ratiman's
t
•
•
ho had three other sons and three daughters* (7)

in Jabal Marra*
only son|

(6)

.In t215/1300-1y as cAbd al-Rahman lay
•

•

dying he was approached by the wazlr* his friend Malik b*
cAlI al-FutuvI, and asked to nominate his successor*

But

the dying sultan refused to 3ay anything$ no doubt he had
already made his arrangements with Kurra*

(8)

When the

sultan had actually died, Kurra vent to Muhammad al-Fadlf
CtJl •
^
*
who as a boy of about fourteen was still Hiring ir the harlm.
and gave him the regalia of the dead sultan.

(91

The

young sultan was then brought out and shown to the titleholders within the grounds of the fa shirt all swore allegiance
to him, although the aged mallk al-nuhas. Ibrahim b. Hamad
is said to have disapproved of the choice*

This showing

of the new sultan appears to have been carefully stage-managed

(6)

Kachtlgal,

(7)

Al-TunisI,

Safari m & , ,iMaa»

lastigldll.

129,

flailaut.

385.
122 (printed 222), says

the sultan had only two sons, Muhammad Bukharl and Muhammad
•
•
al-Fadl. This corrected in Perron’s appendix on Muhammad Abu
Madyan b* °Abd al-Rahman, from information from Abu Madyan,
Darfour. 350 and translated in the Cairo Tashfeldh*
four sons are mentioned*

where

This is confirmed by Naohtigal,

Sahara und 3udan. ill, 337*
(3)

Al-TunisI,

129, j^CiSaUL. 122*

No reason is

given for cAbd al-Rahman's preference for Muhammad al-Fadl f
the influence of his mother, Uram Buza, may have played a part*
(9)

Al-Tunis! o, K a a M fitth 1-29,

122.
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by Kurra who is said to have won over important title-holders
by bribes of ten hayai -Ir„ five hundred dollars and twenty
horses vith arms and armour*

(10)

But the most formidable group
opposed to Kurra and Muhammad al-Fadl vere the awl ad alsalafrl .« At first they vere demoralised by Kurra*s prompt
action and retired from al-Fashir to their havakfr to plot
and plan. ' (11)

After scne delay, the avlad al-sal5tln came

together and led their supporter3 against al-Fashir.

In

all probability they vere not very well organised and led,,
since Kurra sent an army to meet them under the Keira,
Muhammad Daidan b* Binayya, who easily crushed them.

Sixty

of the captured princes were publicly executed at a spot
just outside al-Flshir called afterwards q5z al-slttljn*
2his blood-letting may be taken as the end of the old-style
opposition of the awlad al-salttTn»

the accession of

Muhammad al-Fadl was secured and the position of Kurra

(10)

123 and Bachtigal,

Al-TunisI, Saaii^iaii, 130,

Sahara und Sudan. H i , 387-8.

This is a good example of

the use for political ends of land, imported goods, and
currency.
(11)

Al-TunisI, SfrflhfrMi, 130 and

forfgig,

aad 350,

recounting a miracle by I'lalik b. °AlX by which the avlad
al-salafrln were struck blind.

215
seemed unassailable*

(12)
dhuqayr records a tradition of the

new sultan that Illustrates the advantages to be gained
from marrying into the Keira family)

one of the first

acts of Muhammad al-Fadl vas to free his mother's tribe*
•

*

'

the Beigo, from all obligation to provide slaves and indeed
forbade anyone to enslave them.

He also gave his maternal

uncle| Fazarlf extensive estates*

(13)

The years from 1215/1300-1 to
1219/180^5 saw the complete ascendancy of Kurra in Dar Fur*
The sultan vas too young to resist Kurra fs domination and
the opposition factions within the sultanate seemed to
have been coved during the period of accession, probably by
the executions on a5z al-sittln.

But gradually an opposition

group began to gather around the sultan, who increasingly
resented his slave's power, to use the latent strength of
the sultan's position to oust Kurra*

(12)

Meanwhile Kurra

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 130 and 321*, Darfour* 12** and 350,

and Hachtigal, Sahara

Sudan- ill, 3 8 8 .

Muhammad Daldan

seems to have been an important figure at this time) his
mother, Binayya, vas the new sultan's aunt) al-Tunis!,
Tashhldh. 70, 231+ and 2 3 6 , Darfour. 52, 233 and V 3 0 , note K.
Wnrht.<<;fliT .
‘tahnyn iinri .Man, i n , 3 8 8 , says he wa3 nicknamed
man .10 slddi. "the Black Buffalo", (panilfl, "buffalo", Pur
slddl. "black" Dar Pur Arabic)}

"buffalo" was a royal praise

name, see Browne, Travels. 213-»*,
(13) ohuqayr, TpjyTirti ni.aBagn. V55.
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continued to rule Dar Fur autocratically, sternly putting
down corruption|

Haahtigal records that he vas called jablr

al-dar* "Tyrant of the land" and obeisance was done to him
as If he vere the sultan*
"The people fell back at a distance from
his path, and squatted on one side,
brushing the ground with the palm of their
hands*"

(11*)

Hatters came to a head about Rajab
1219/0ctober-Novenber 180*+, when the b^ach between the
young sultan and his party and Kurra came out in the open* (1?)
Shuqayr again gives an anecdote on the origin of the breach;
on one occasion, when the sultan vas giving a banquet for
the title-holders, Kurra became very drunk and invited the
sultan with a pun, tafaffial ma°n5. to eat with him, a thing
unheard of for a Keira sultan to do; the enraged ruler then
and there beat Kurra*

(16)

Whatever the immediate cause

(1*0

Hachtigal, M a r a Vfflfl StftaB> H I , 383.

(15)

Al-TunlsI, Tashhldh. 69-72, 1

5

1

-W» the author,

aged about fourteen, arrived In Dar Fur In 1 2 1 3 / 1 3 0 3 and
met Kurra before his downfall.

Hachtigal,

iii, 388-9t has again a more sophisticated version; the old
sultan before he died gave one of his wives a letter to give
his son after three years, in which he advises him to get
rid of Kurra*
(16)

Ihuqayr, Ta>i-?kh al-3ud"n. V55.
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of the split, it may not be too wrong to suggest that the
opposition to Kurra came from the older established titleholders, since in the fighting that followed the leading
figures on the sultan's side vere the mallk al-nuhas.
Ibrahim b, Hamad and Muhammad Daldan b. Binayya.

Perhaps

there vas a reaction on the part of the more conservative
elements within the state against the never elements, such
as slaves1 in which case there would be a certain parallel
to the revolt of Abu Likaylik in SinnSr, except that in the
Dar Fur case, through the accident of the sultan's age,
the conservative elements were ranged on the sultan's 3ide.

I t was said that Kurra vas considering
replacing Muhammad al-Fadl with his own brother, baa si

cAvadallah.
.

(17)

I f th is tra d itio n is tru e ,w Kurra was

proposing a change of dynasty for the first and only time
in the history of the sultanate.

(13)

Open hostilities began with the two

(17)

Al-TunisI, Tashhldh. 69, flpj$ 2 2 R , 81, who says that fcaasi

could be applied by courtesy to any male relative of an
important title-holder, but informants vere adamant that
it vas confined to male relatives of the sultan.
(13)

Only al-TunisI mentions this and it seems very unlikely}

even Abu Likaylik at Sinnar made no attempt to supplant the
Funj dynasty and the Keira vere in a much stronger position
in Dar Fur} compare also al-lunisl's assertion that the
sultan had to come from Keira, Taahfrldh. 70, Darfour, 53.
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parties encamped on either side of the rahad in the centre
of al-Fa shir*

In order to force a decision, the sultan

then ordered his supporters to prevent the followers of
Kurra from obtaining water from the rahad,

(1 9 )

For three

days Kurra drew his water from Jadld al-Sayl, just north of
al-Fashir, but finally he was forced to withdraw towards
Jadld al-Sayl, only to find his way blocked by a contingent
of the sultan's forces under Muhammad Daldan.

In the battle

that followed, Muhammad Daldan was defeated and killed and
in a second battle the sultan's forces vere again defeated*
Alarmed the sultan himself fled to Jadld al-Sayl*

(20)

But Kurra's brother,
.... . cAvadallah,
•
had been killed in the fighting and his own position was
precarious*
proclaimed

In order to rally support to him, Kurra then
Tahir b. Ahmad Bukr as sultan.

(21)

Despite this move, which was probably designed to bring
to Kurra's side the old partisans of the awlad Ahmad Bukr,
during the night before the final battle many of Kurra's

(19)

Al-Tunis!, TashfrTdh. 70,

5*1 Hachtigal, dahara

und dudan. iii, 339 and ihuqayr,

^57.

(20)

Al-TdnisI, SagQt^fll, 70, PaftfeHr> 52

(21)

Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'&iypte ct la Turoule. ii, 21^1

It is probable that al-TunisI misunderstood °Avadallah1s part
in the rebellion* he may have been Kurra's commander with
the Keira baasl as the sultanlc candidate from the beginning*
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supporters deserted him, aided, It vas said, by a miracolous
beating of the sacred drum, alHaanjuru* during the night* (22)
The following day, in a desperate battle, Kurra and his adopted
son, dhaylfut, vere defeated and Killed, the victorious
commander on the sultan’s side being the Baqlrnavl, Ahmad
Jurab al-Ftl.

(23)

Tratenftefttaa. „an3L flamerae,

Ffru

Dar Pur at the end of the eighteenth
and at the beginning of the nineteenth century vas at the
centre

of an extensive trading network, from which the

sultans, in particular, profited greatly*

There vere tliree

main trade routes* the famous darb al-arbacln. "the forty
days road11 from Egypt to Dar Pur} from DSr Fur north
westwards to Tripoli via the Fezsan and from DSr Pur vest
to Wadai, Bornu and the western Su&anic belt

and eastwards

(22)

Hachtigal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, 389*

(23)

Al-Tunlol, Tadhfrldh. 71. PaS&ffi. 531 Baohtlgal,

Sahara und Sudan. Ill, 339* 3J.atln, f jx & s g & . £ x a £ & , ^5 and
Shuqayr, Ta>rlkh al-SudSn.

3-
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to Kordofan, 3innar, the Rod Sea and Arabia*

Of these

routes, the most important to the sultanate was the darb
al-£g.laCSaii The location of the darb al-arbacTn Is veil
known* when it was first used is less easy to determine*
It was certainly in use by the middle or late seventeenth
century#

(2*+)

The j&gfc

went roughly from

Asyut la Upper Egypt, where there vas a flourishing
community of merchants who drew their wealth from the Dar
Fur trade,

through the Khlrja and Salima oases to northern

Dar Fur, and to the sultanate’s main commercial centre,
Kobbei.

(25)

The great attraction of the darb al-arbacIn

was its security compared with the routes along the Nile*
for most of its length the route passed through uninhabitable
desert and whatever the discomforts, this xaade it virtually
immune from attacks from the Arab or Zaghava camel nomads* (26)

(2*0

See above 96-7.

(25) On

Asyut, see H. Dcheraln, Etudes sur 1'Afriouo. Paris

190*+, 65-73*

We possess several descriptions of the route*

Browne, £EaS£Sl&! 130-215j
mas.

P. Mengin, Histoire de l'R yute

Aa

Paris 1 3 2 3 , 2 2 3 -3 8 1

O m a n , Voyages, 1, 281, and al-TunisI, Tashhldh. ^8-5^,

Darfour. 28-35.
(26)

Browne, Travels, 252-3.

The sultans kept an official

and a garrison at SuwaynT, north of Kobbei, to protect the
caravansi Browne, Travels. 1 8 9 , and al-Tunis£, Tashhldh. 5^,
Darfour. 3 5 , who says that the official was, at the tine of
his arrival, al-malik Muhamad Sanjaq, aacld al-Zaahava.
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The main export along the darb
al-arbacIn from Dir Pur vas slaves, vho cane mainly, but
not exclusively, from the pagan tribes living to the south
of the sultanate, and vho were known collectively as Per tit.
But slaves were also taken from the tribes who lived
between Dir Pur and Wadai,

It is probable that many of the

slaves reached the merchants from the Baqqara and Fulani
cattle nomads of southern Dir Fur*

But probably the main

source of slaves were the organised raids, called saintlyar
that were sent by the sultans.

Although our information

on the salafrlya is scanty, such raids appear to have been
regularly sent and vere often led by senior title-holdersf
al-Tunis!

records that Muhammad Daldan asked Muhammad
•

*

al-Fadl for permission, which he was given, to go on a raid
to Dar Fertltf

(27)

he returned with immense booty,

(27)

On the sala^Iva ( Arabic, a broad-bladed spear used

by the Baqqara ), see Browne, Travels. 219 and 299* Al-TunisI,
Quaday. 231, records that the leaders of such expeditions
were called sultan al-nhazwat this an interesting example
of the Islamization of the slave raiding institution, since
ahazwa is a synonym of jihad* The Sinnar Sultanate possibly
had a similar official, the muoaddam al-salafrlvai Muhammad
Ibrahim Abu Dallm, Al-Kunj wa'l-ard.Khartoum 1967, 53.
Although muoaddam al-salafrlva may refer to a commander of
a corpseeof soldiers so armed, Spaulding suggests he vas
an official connected with slave raiding) personal communication.
On Muhammad Daldan, see al-lunlsl,
350 and if30.

236, Darfour.
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The slave raiding was on a large scale and the lallaba. in
their search for slaves and other goods, appear to have
penetrated immense distances south of Dar Fur.

The

historical traditions of several of the tribes that now
live in the Western Bahr al-Ghazal contain accounts of
#

migrations from southern Dar Fur as a result of slave
raiding by the Keira and Baqqara.

(28) And there are

indications that such expeditions may have reached as far
south as the Mbomu river, in the present Central African
Republic.
b#

* FakI MadanI, of the family of Malik

All, told al-TunisI of an expedition from Dar Fur that

tried to go as far south as possible.

They travelled for

six months until they came to a great stretch of water,
which they could not cross, but on the other side of which
they saw men dressed in red.

(28)

Fakl MadanI had once talked

Mengin, Hlatolre de l'jgyote. 22,b, gives a list of

tribes raided for slaves|

it includes the Runga, Shala,

Dango (Dongo), Feroge, Kara and Yulu, and several unidentified
groups.

G.F. Lyon| Travels In northern Africa. London 1321,

231, refers to slaves from Tama and Runga being exported
from Wadai to the Fezzan.

On the local traditions, see 3.

Santandrea, A Tribal History of the Western Bahr el Ghazal.
Vsrona 1965, 191» 232 and 2W0 and "A Rdogo-Klndred Group",
A n m ll Iflta re B fa a L i x x i* 1957* 115-90.
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to an old nan who bad reached this river or lake in the reign
of °ttaar Lei.

(29)

horn* oatrioh

> The captured slaves were then

collected together at one of the main commercial centres
in northern or western D5r Fur, Uri, duwayni, Kobbei or
Kabkabfya and then taken by caravan to Egypt*

It is

difficult to estimate the numbers of slaves exported!
Browne remarks that,
"a caravan of 2,000 camels and a
1,000 slaves vas considered rather
larger than normal*"

(30)

But French sources from the period of the occupation of
Egypt, deriving their information from Egyptian sources,
estimated that between 5 and 6,000 slaves came down the
flar.fa ai-ft£iiaC.ia each year.

(29)

(3 1 )

Al-TunisI, Ouadave 27*+~6| Browne, Travolta . X?,

describes a journey of forty days south lii search of slavos
and there is a similar Itinerary in H* Barth, "Account of
Two Expeditions in Central Africa by the Furanya", Journal
SssaA, fisaaatocai.,

xxxii, 1353* 1 2 0 -2 .

The extent of these Journeys is discussed in E* de Oampierre,
gfl,

Z v y z w c aaaflia ft*

Paris 1 9 6 7 ,

59-60*
(30)

Browne, Travels* 2^9*

(31)

The main French references are, P*J*G*(lrard), "De la

caravane de Darfour", and L* Frank, "Meiaoire stir le commerce

22*f

But slaves vere not the only Item
exported from Dar Fur*

Brovne lists ivory, gold, rhinoceros

horn, ostrich feathers, gum and copper. (32) Ivory vas an
important product from southern Dar Fur, where it vas
hunted by the Baqqara, and Bar Fur appears to have exported
much more than the neighbouring areas*

(33)

Copper came

from the famous mines at ilufrat al-Nuhas, again in southern
•
i
Bar Fur, where extensive workings from the days of the sultans
can still be seen*

(31) contd*

(3*0

The copper mines at Hufrat al-Huhas

des Negres au Kairo, et sur les maladies

auxquelles ils sont sujets en y arrivant", both appendices
in vol* ii of Denon, Voyages i M.J* Lapanouse, "Memoire sur
les caravanes qui arrivent du royaume de Darfur thM, Memo ires
sur l ffarpto. k vols*, Paris 1300, iv, 31-2 and le Comte
Estdve, "Memoires sur les FinancesM,

,

2 k vols*, Paris 1323, xii, 113-9 and \ k k * See also 3*J. Shaw,

9tfrBftB to tn t o .ttft Afift.flL.thft

ftq v ftk

Hass* 19tff, 136-3 and Q* Baer,

i n Jtfcg A f i l A fflfltaBT

Cambridge,

9S, Maflgfa Ssa&t Chicago 1969, 161-39*

(32)

Brovne,

(33)

A* Figari,

302-**.
p

ftAlMtRfilb

Lucca 186**, ¥*1-2, and J.W* von MUller, “Travels in Africa,

131+7*9 % ^ufaal q£ the

xx, 1351,

2 799 both give detailed figures on the quantities of ivory

exported in the mid-nineteenth century from Dar Fur and
Kordofan*
(3M

Brovne, Travels* 267, and ajkB,, XXIV, 1 9 M , 158.
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on at least one occasion served as the Siberia of Dar FSr|
a certain cAbd al-Karla who attempted to explore in Dar Fur,
apparently on behalf of the British Government, in the time
of Muhammad al-Fadl, was sent to the copper mines by the
sultan and was not released until much later*

(35)

The

merchants took back from Egypt various typos of cloth,
carpets, jewellery, weapons and armour, both for men and
horses*

(3 6 )

^ *

.

1

The other great axis of trade

through Bar Fur was the route west to east*

This was part

of the great ha.1.1 route from the western bilad al-sudan to
Mecca and Medina, which has probably been in use since
late medieval times*

Browne noticed that while pilgrims

from Dar Fur travelled to the Hijaz via Cairo along the darb
al-arhacIn. the pilgrims from the western hn~,i
travelled aoro3S Bar Fur and Kordofan on their way to

(35) 3' Boca/rac do Lauturo, Le Dese.-t et

3nnn.™. Paris

1853. ^27 and R.L. Hill, SaoalJA..fllS-iMaa» London 1959* 70.
(36) Browne, Travels, 3<*- and Pigari, Rtudii Scientlficl.
Wft-2* Girard, ”De la caravane de Darfour”, ccl, comments,

wLes diverges marchandises apportees de Darfour au Kairo sont
toutos payees en argent, dont lea neuf dixiemes reatent dons
cette ville pour le palement d'objets achotes en retourj le
surplus est convert! en piastres quo l'on emplole dans le
pays a falre des bracelets, et autres omemento de femme"•
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davakin and the Bed Sea} the latter route was cheaper although
acre dangerous#

(37 ) Morciianto from Dor Fur traded west

as far as Timbuktu and Baqirmi and uorehuntc from the west
traded and settled in Bax* X^ur and even further east#

(3d)

Along this route from the vest, as we have seen, com©

Influences and people from the western dudanlc region} by
the eighteenth century Pulaai groups had settled In Dar Fur,
around the southern slopes of Jabal Harra.

(37)

(39) The towns

Browne, Travels* 253# Volney not In Cairo some pilgrims

who had probably travelled via dar Fur, wJ,ai vu au Kalro
plualours nolrs arrives par cette caravan© (!•©• d^byasinie,
probably Dor Fur), qui vonaicnt du pays des Foulls (1*#*
Fulanl), au nord du Senegal, et dlsaiont avoir vu dcs Francs
dans leurs contr©eoM, C*F# d© Volney,
. E:::/ate.« Paris 1737* 2 vols*, 1, 133#

.ftk.fift
3o© also F# Hcnniker,

Iiondon 1323, 175*
(33)

On Timbuktu, see above

208#

Barth, while near

Baqinai, met some aausa going to Baqirmi to barter their
indigo-dyed shirts for asses from Dar Fur, and a caravan
of iallaba
from Himro In V&dal, taking copper from Hufrat
■
■#
al-Huhas to Kano, ?ravnls and Discoveries. H i , 339. For
references to merchants trading from vest to east, see L.H.A,
X.inant de Bellefonds, "Journal of a voyage on the Bahr-Ablad
or White Nile", Journal of the Royal Geographical iQCiatv..

II, 1332, 130 and M. Brun-Hollet, he n il Blanc et le Joudan.
Paris 1355, 131-3.
(39) HaoKiohael, History. 1, 33-h.
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of Kabkablya and Gerli bad large Fulaai quarters; the latter
town was at one time ruled by a Fulani fakl.

(l*Q)

But not

only Fulani came to Bar Furf there were, as there still are,
large comamnities ol immigrants from Bomu, Wadai and Baqirmi
all over Bar Fur*
There seems to have been some
trade between Bar Fur and Tunis and Tripoli, although it is
not so well documented as that along the darb nl-arbacIn.
but Petherlok mentions it in describing the attempts of
Muhammad Tayrab to equip his army,
•

i

■

f'

J-

|

i.

v.

*

•

i

"

"From Tunis, whither large caravans of
slaves and merchandise proceeded annually,
in which the Sultan himself condescended
to trade * by which means he obtained
luxuries in exchange for the rough produce
of his dominions *u

(M)

The caravan route went roughly from Dar Fur via al-Waytl,
Sarra and Kufra, across to the case3 of Jalo and thence to
Tripoli or Tunis*

Although the Dar Fur/Tunis and Tripoli

trade was never as Important to Dar Fur as the trade along
the darb al-arbac?n« there were communities of merchants
from the Maghrib settled in the sultanate, particularly at
ICobbei, while there appears to have been a community of

C’+O)

Brovne, Travels. ZkQ.

(If1)

J. Pettierick, Egypt, the

Edinburgh 1361, 266.

^

Central Africa.

i
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slaves in Tunis from Dar Fur*

(1+2)

The hulk of the slaves

taken to Cairo from Tunis and Tripoli, as one of the three
main slave caravan routes to Egypt - the other two being
from Dar Fur and Sinnar • came via the Fezzan from the
Bornu/Wadal region*
Each of the main trade routes
through Dar Fur had its own particular centre within the
sultanate - Kabkablya and Gerli in the west, Rll and ManawashI
in the south| 3uwaynl and Kobbel in the north and later
al-FSshlr in the east*

In the late seventeenth century

Url in northern DSr Fur appears to have been the main market
centref but by the time of Brown's visit it had been
superseded by Kobbei*

(**•2)

(1+3)

31atin described Kobbei as

On Kobbei, Browne, Travels. 2*+1; on slaves from Dar Fur

in Tunis, see

Mnharmnad b* cUthman al-Hashayshl, Voyage au

Pava de denoussla. trans. V* derres, Paris 1903* 227 and
L* Valensl, "Esclaves Chretiens et esclaves nolrs a Tunis au
XVIII® siecle", A m n l e a . XXII/6, 1967, 1267-88.

The MaghribI

influence m^y have been deeper than the evidence suggests!
Yusuf Fadl Hasan, "External Islamic influences and the progress
• *
of Islaaisation in the Eastern Sudan between the 1? & 18th*
centuries'1, paper presented to the "Sudan in Africa" Conference,
Khartoum February 1968, points out the MaghribI script, known
as warsh. was in use in Dar Fur, although Burckhardt, Travels

in Nubia, 1+81, places the watershed of the scripts further
west in "Dar daley" or Wadai*
(1+3)

ArkeH, d.N.fl*. XXXIII/2, 1952, 21+6-50*
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"The old trade capital of Darfur, vhich
was inhabited by Jaalin, whose fathers
and grandfathers migrating from the Hile
valley, had Intermarried with the local
people*M

(Mi*)

Though the change In sites say have been due to lack of water Kobbei itself dried up during the Hahdlya - it also probably
reflects a basic reorientation of Dar Stir's commercial
interests in the later Keira sultanate | Uri lies north-west
of Jabal Marra and is more accessible from Wadai and Boran,
while Kobbei lies to the east and is thus more open to the
Slle and the dart al-arhacIn.
Al-Tunisi describes the Internal
commercial life of the sultanate 9 vhich seems to have been
firmly based on a prosperous agriculture | corn and duirhr,
were grown on the slopes of Jabal Marra, where the existence
of extensive stone terracing attests to the high degree of
competence the Fur reached in agriculture*

Corn was also

grown by means of irrigation at the commercial centres of
Kobbei and Kabkablya | a fact that no doubt contributed to
their importance as markets*

Different markets specialised

In particular commodities! Qua was the main market for dukhn
- the Fur sold their c o m and bought dukhn - Numlel , the
market for onions and Gerli, near to Dir hewing, the main
rock salt producing area, for salt*

0*5)

(M+)

Slatln, flf.fi, and dfflrfl. 103

0 *5 )

Al-TunlsI, laah^Idh. 303-11* Oarfour. 313-21.
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^

\

The sultans were the leading merchants
in their state and that position strengthened their political
power*

0+6)

Slaves provided the sultans not only with soldiers

and officials, hut also with a commodity that could he traded
for arms y armour and luxury goods*

The luxury goods could he

used to reward subordinates and allies*

The trade appears

to have heen carefully organised | there were customs houses
established in the main centres t charging a tenth on all goods
imported and a fifth on slaves exported*

(*+7)

The mallk

al-.lallaba. the head of the foreign merchant community y was
responsible for deciding commercial disputes within the
business

community $ Browne y who got himself into a dispute 9

found that his case was tried first by a aa^I and then by
the mallk al-lallaba.
I I

l ll . w e i

0+6)

■■ ■ ■

■■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■ ■

■ ■■

(1*3)
■ ■

. . . . . . . I—

■

■ —

I—

■

■

■ !»

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H IN T I. ■

III .1 I. ■ ■

Browne y Travels. 301 y MThe king is chief merchant in

the countryy and not only dispatches with every caravan to
Egypt a great quantity of his own merchandisey but also
employs his slaves and dependents to trade with the goods
of Egypt y on his own account 9 in the countries adjacent to
Joudan*H
(i+7)

Browne9 Travels* 293*
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Thft.Loaa of Kordofan.
The first twenty years of Muhammad
al-Fadl’s long reign (1215/1300-1 - 125V1338-9) were perhaps
the most peaceful in the history of the sultanate, but
almost exactly halfway through his reign a new force appeared
in the Nilotic Sudan, which was eventually to bring about
the downfall of the sultanate*

If the m o d e m era in the

Nilotic Sudan can be said to have begun with the invasion
of Muhammad cAlI Pasha’s armies, so it did in Dar Pur both
<%

9

directly and indirectly*
In 1321, the armies of Muhammad
cAli Pasha, ruler of Egypt, entered Slnnar, capital of the
virtually defunct Funj empire, without resistance*

0*9)

Muhammad cAlT also intended to conquer Kordofan and Dar Pur
and to this end an army was sent to Kordofan under the Pasha’s
son-in-law, the Daftardar Muhammad Bey Khusraw to seize the
province and conquer the sultanate*

(1*9)

(5 0 )

On the background and course of the Turco-Egyptian

invasion of the dudan, see Holt,
35-^2 and Hill, Egypt in the _&idan* 8-18*
(50)

Hill,

in the

.Sudan. 12.

ThatDar Fur also and

not just Kordofan was the object of the Daftardar *a expedition
is made clear in cAbd al-Kahman al-Jabartl,
S l'lr lM k iM M a t f M W M l t e * * * * * *

.& & & & £ ,

(1879) i *+ vols*, iv,

313, who dates the departure of the Daftardar from Cairo to
17 Rajab 1136/20 April 1821,
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The Daftardar1s route into Kordofan
was the well-used trade route y vhich left the Nile at al-Dabta
and crossed the Bayuda desert to Jabal Haraza^and then to
Kajmar and finally to Bara and al-Ubayyld. (51) Muhammad
•
•
Bey Khusraw left al-Dabba in July 1821 to begin his march
across the desert.

The Keira governor in Kordofan was still

Musallim, who now governed the province on his own with the
title of tnaqdga.

(52)

Although Musallim was warned of the

impending invasion by jlallaha from Lover Nubia about a month
before, in Sha°ban 1236/Hay-June 1321, he seems not to have
appreciated the magnitude of the danger threatening him. (53)
Musallim seems to have made few preparations to meet the
invasion beyond informing the sultan and did nothing to
follow up the proposal of the shaykh of Jabal Haraza that
they should attempt to stop the Turco-Egyptian forces at
Jabal Haraza a3 they came out of the desert still weak from
crossing the BaySdaf

a very sensible suggestion that could

have anticipated Shaykan by sixty years.

(;&)

(51)

On this route, see B o m , Eentralkordofan. *+8-9.

(52)

It is not known when Musallim was given the title,

moduli, which appears to have been an innovation of Muhammad
al-Fadlfs reign| see glossary, and below 2^7-53
(53)

Cadalvfeno and Brouvery, L 'E a r o t c et 1; T u r a u le . 11, 21*+.

(5*+)

D'Escayrac de Bauture, Heholre. 30 and G.M. Bejean,

"Voyage au Haraza", K n n v ftlla g Annalea des Voyages. 1365,
300-13.
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If Musallim seems not to have taken
the threat seriously, neither did the sultan and indeed it
may have been that there was some coolness between tho
sultan and the maqdum* Burekhardt had been told some years
before that Musallim would like to have tried to make himself
independent in Kordofan#

(55)
Thus while the

vith an

army of some 3 * 0 0 0 men and a battery of thirteen cannon
advanced into Kordofan, the maqdum* wasting entirely his
strategic possibilities, sat waiting for him at al-Ubayyid# (5 6 )
Jpaftardar readied Jabal Ha rasa without difficulty and
by mid-August he was near Bara.

(57)

On 18 August 1321, Musallim moved
from al-Ubayyid to Bara to meet the invaders with an army
of about 0 ,0 0 0 infantry and 1 2 0 0 horsemen, including two
hundred mailed cavalry#

The next day, in a desperately

fought battle, the Dar Fur array, whose cavalry fought very
bravely, was crushed by musket and cannon firef
was killed and his heavy cavalry guard destroyed#

Musallim
In many

ways Bara was a foretaste of the theme of African wars in
the late nineteenth century#

(55)

It marked the end of the

Burekhardt, travels In Hubia. h82| Hachtlgal, dahara

und Aldan, ill, 3 9 0 , who says Musallim was Intriguing with
the sultan's brother, Muhammad Bukharl, and Shuqayr, Ta>rtich
al-dudan. k62»
(56)

Hill, Egypt In the dudan, 13.

(57)

H.l. Hill, S.H.iU. XXIX/1, 19>*8, 61.
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traditional predominance in the Sudanic region of heavy
cavalry,

(58)
Apart from Musallim, nearly thirty

Dar Fur notables, including the abbo daadinea Ibrahim
b. cAbd al-Qfdir Wtr, were killed as well as 700 of the
rank and file*

six notables and two thousand others were

captured for the loss of a hundred and fifty dead and three
hundred wounded.

(58)

(59)

As Hill| Egypt in the Sudan. 12, has pointed out, there

is no eye witness account of BSra, but Douln, Hlatolre du
fotttea

205, makes use of Turco-Egyptian archival

sources in Egypt and E. Driault, fra
fl?

Cairo 1927 , 231, quotes

from a letter from the French Consul in Egypt, Drovetti,
giving part of a dispatch from the Daftardar. dated Muharram
1236/October-November 1821 *
(59)

Driault, J & J s ffW & lS tn . &S.

2311 A* Holroyd,

"Notes of a Journey to Kordofan in 1836-7”, Journal of the
Royal Geographical Joclety, IX, 1939, 163-91 mentions a
certain sultan "Ibrahim Idwir", who was killed at BSra malik Rihaymtallah Muhammad, interview al~F5shir 19*5* 1970,
on the death of abbo daadlnaa at Bara.

Other accounts of

B&ra include G.M. Lejean, "Voyage au Kordofan", Tour du
Monde, VII, 1363, 26* d' Escayrac de Lauture, Le Desert et le
Soudan. ^39* Cadalvene and Breuvery, VEgyptg et la Turaule.
11, 218-9 and Potherick, Egypt, the Soudan and Central Africa.
273-*+-
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The defeat and death of Musallim and
the loss of Kordofan was a severe blow to the sultanate,
probably in the main for commercial reasons*

There is some

evidence that Muhammad al-Fadl did make saneeffort to regain
•

.

#

the lost province, while the daftardar* for his part, was
forced to postpone the invasion of Dar Fur because of the
belated resistance of the Sudanese to the main invasion force
under IsmacIl,
Cadalvene and Breuvery record that
Muhammad al-Fadl sent an expedition to recover Kordofan
under his nephew, the wazir Ahmad, together with the titleholders, the aha,
with one Sayyld Barnu*

aha uumana and takanawl together
The expedition reached as far as

Abu Arad, but was hurriedly recalled following, it seem3,
some plotting against the sultan*

(60)

In Shuqayr13 version

the sultan sent an army under one Abu al-Likaylik to Kordofan,
which was defeated by

the Turco-Egyptian forces and its

commander killed near dodirl*

(61)

The Keira sultanate had not simply
lost a province, it had also acquired an all-too-powerful
neighbour and from the time of Bara on, Dar Furfs relations
with its neighbour to the east were conditioned by that fact*
The sultans pursued an alternately defiant and circumspect
policy, but they could not deny the reality of their own
weakness*

(60)

Cadalvene and Breuvery, X,?E(ivpte et la Turaule. 11, 231.

(61)

dhuqayr, Ta^Ikh al-dudan. k 6 2 .
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After Bara, Muhammad al-Fadl
•
•
retaliated lay forbidding the merchants from Egypt who were
in the sultanate at the time of the Invasion from returning
home*

(62)

A sort of trade war followed between the sultan

and Muhammad cAlT Pasha with the former closing the darb
al-arba°ln and the latter making the exports of arms to Dar
Fdr a capital offence*

(63)

Thus by 1837* the Russian

Consul-General in Egypt reported home that caravans from
Bar FSr had almost stopped coming to Egypt, preferring to go
to the ports of the Barbary coast*

(6*0

It was from about

this time that Dar FQr acquired the reputation for being
inhospitable and inaccessible to visitors*
The sultan also had to contend with
a pretender, his brother Muhammad AbU Madyan, (65) Abu
Madyan fled from Dar Fur to Cairo, where he tried to persuade
Muhammad cAlt Pasha to back him in an attempt to gain the
sultanate.

Although Abu Madyan was supported by the Turco-

Egyptian governor at Khartoum, cAlI Khurshld Pasha, nothing
definite came of the plan*

The threat of Abu Madyan's claims

remained, but for the rest of his reign Muhammad al-Fadl was

(62)

Douln, Hlstolre du Soudan to-ptien. 301.

(63)

Hill,

(6 k )

R, Cattani, La Re:ine de Hohaned All d'aprfes los Archives

In

-Sudan. 3 0 ,

Russos an £gyptc. 2 vols., Cairo 1931, li, 338 and Hill, Etrypt
in the -Sudan. 30.
(6 ?)

Al-Xunial, a m n & d h .

j1
teVyn»a| nnr] .indnn. H i , 392,

flarfour. 370-9*+ and Haohtlgal,
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not seriously disturbed by his powerful neighbour.

Mnljjammnri al-Faft and Wadai.

Apart from the threat of intervention
in the civil war between cAbd al-Rahman and Ishaq, relations
between Dar Fur and Wadai since the time of TayrSb seem
to have been comparatively peaceful*

But Muhammad al-Fadl

was twice involved in Wadai during his reign, once over a
border dispute and again towards the end of his reign in
a Wadai succession dispute*

.. ,, ,

The border dispute concerned Dar
Tama*

Wadai was now ruled by the energetic sultant Muhammad

dabun, who came to power in Ha jab 1219/May-June 130*+.

(66)

*

Early in dabun's reign the Tama began to raid into Wadai* (67)
Since Dar Tama was regarded as tributary to the Keira sultans,
the Wadai sultan wrote to Muhammad al-Fadl complaining of
•

•

the behaviour of the Tama inalik. Ahmad*

dabun received a

conciliatory reply, but still considered that the Tama were
secretly being encouraged from al-Fashir, a suspicion which
seems to have been confirmed when some people from the

(66)

Al-TunisI, Ouaday« 73*

Barth,

ill, 530, gives the date as 1305*
(67)

Al-TunisI, Ouaday, 133$ al-TunisI's father, cIfoar, was

a close advisor of the Wadai sultan and involved in the
events that followed.
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Masallt subject to Wadai came to complain to him of further
TSma raids*

dabun nov sent not only a second letter of

complaint to the Keira sultan, but also an army to the
north-eastern borders of Wadai and ordered the governor
of Wadai*s eastern province, the caq?d al-pbah Jaballah,
to prepare for war*

This time Muhammad al-Fadl replied
•
*
that he was sending the amln Ahmad Jurab al-Fll al-BaqirmawI

to see and warn off malik Ahmad.

(68)

However the Tama continued their
raids and the infuriated Wadai sultan set out to invade the
offending state*

3abuh was joined on the expedition by

cUmar al-TunisI, who brought with him twenty-two musketeers
recruited from the Fezzan, Tripoli and Benghazi*

These

were able to give covering fire while the Wadai forces stormed
the mountain where malik Ahmad had his stronghold.

But the

malik had already fled to Dar Fur*

Muhammad al-Fadl
•
•
apparently considered invading Wadai but Sabun*s success
»
caused him to change his mind. Al-TunisI, however, records
that the Keira sultan, about this time, gave support to the

Wadai pretender, Asll, who moved into Wadai with his
encouragement*
dabun.

(69)

But Asll was captured and executed by
Later dabua sent a second expedition to Dar

Tama, which was again successful, although Ahmad appealed
again for help from Muhammad al-Fadl, who merely sent food*
It seems that 3abun had now determined to capture Dar Tama

(68)

Al-TunisI, Ouaday* 192.

(69)

Al-TunisI, Ouaday* 110*
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and hold it permanently and he vas probably emboldened to
this course by the inactivity of the Keira sultan on behalf
of his vassal*

Thus he led a third expedition, this time

on a much larger scale.

While Ahmad offered battle to the

main Wadai force, one of 3abun*s commanders vas able to
seize the Tima ruler’s mountain stronghold#

Finally Ahmad

submitted to Sabun on condition of paying annually a hundred
horses and a thousand slaves*

(7 0 )

Ahmad later asked the Wadai sultan
for a reduction in the number of slaves to be paid in
tribute, since his people had to go and hunt for them in
Dir Fertlt, vhich vas no longer easy because of Fur opposition*
The number vas accordingly reduced to a hundred#

Although,

after dabun’s departure, Ahmad vrote to Muhammad al-Fadl,
«
»
•
*
saying that he had only submitted to avoid further devastation
the vhole episode is symptomatic of the Keira sultanate’s
military weakness at the time.
This military weakness became the
more pronounced as the nineteenth century progressed.
cAbd al-Rahman had fought reluctantly in person in the civil
war with Ishaq, but neither Muhammad al-Fadl nor his
t
•
■0
successor, Muhammad al-Husayn, vent on campaign as sultans*
It is difficult to be precise about the causes, but the
centralisation of the state seems to have been achieved
at the cost of a loss of vigour at the centre*

The court

officials, the slaves and the adventurers appear to have

(70)

A l-T u n is I, Ouaday,* 199-206.
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been more Interested In trade than war and the sultans seem
to have adopted something of their timidity*

It wa 3 not

until it was too late that the last Keira sultan* IbrShfm
b. Muhammad al-Husayn, went to war in person*

(71)

Muhammad al-Fadl was to intervene
•
•
more effectively in the affairs of Wadai towards the end
of his reign*

Wadai* after the death of 3&bun in 1230/1815-6*

fell into a series of succession disputes and it was in one
of these that Muhammad al-Fadl was able to intervene* After
•
•
the death of the comparatively strong sultan, cAbd al-cAzTz*
about 1836,

he was succeeded by his infant son ltdam* but

by now the whole kingdom was in a state of confusion*
At this time there was living in
Dar Fur a claimant to the Wadai throne, a younger brother
of 3abun, Muhammad al-3harlf*
•

*

(72)

Muhammad al-Shar£f
*

had powerful supporters in Wadai and possibly useful connexions

(71)

This is of course a subjective Judgment, but both

Nachtlgal*3 informants and mine contrasted the vigour of the
eighteenth century sultans with their successors of the
nineteenth.

It would have been very difficult for a fourteen

year old boy to have succeeded to the throne in the previous
century*
(7 2 )

ohuqayr, Ta*rTkh al-3udan. >+61, who says he vas earning

his living as a hutcher at Jadld Has al-Fll and Nachtlgal,
Sahara nnti Sudant 1 1 1 , 3 9 3 , vho says he v/as a merchant In
southern Dar Fur.
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in Dar Fur, since his mother was probably a Fulani from
the sultanate.

(73)

Nachtlgal records that Muhammad al-Fadl
•
•
used the pretext afforded by Muhammad al-3harlf*s claims
to try and seize Wadai as a kingdom for his favourite
son, Muhammad al-Husayn* (7*+) Whatever the motive, an
*
•
expedition was sent under the wazlr °Abd al-3ld and the
malik koriat cAbd al-Fattah, and accompanied by Muhammad
al-Sharif and Muhammad al-Husayn* The D£r Fur forces routed
•
•
the partisans of sultan Xdam, but Muhammad al-Fadl*s plan
•

♦

miscarried, since Muhammad al-Sharlf, with the help of
his supporters In Wadai, took control for himself and
repudiated the agreement he had made to pay tribute to
Dar F3r and to acknowledge the suzerainty of Jfuhammad
al-Fadl.

(75)

The Dar Fur expedition returned home but

cAbd al-3ld, afraid of the consequences of his failure,
committed suicide*

(7 6 )

(73)

D'Eseayrac de Lauture. Memoire. 73*

(7*+)

Nachtlgal, Sahara and Sudan, ill, 393*

(75)

Al-TunisI, ftuadav« 2351 Nachtlgal,

m i

ill, 393 and Barth, Travels and Discoveries* u i f 5 3 3 ,
vho dates this episode to al-Tum al-Aval 1250/AugustSeptember 183^, which would mean that cAbd al-°Az!z died
before 1336*
(76)

Nachtlgal, Sahara und Sudan* ill, 393-^> who gives

another version of his death, MAccording to another account,
he died as a result of the ill-treatment to which the king
had him subjected, when at their meeting cAbd al-3ld did
not dismount from his horse at an appropriate distance*M
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fttojatac..YJJL
THE LATER SULIAHA1E. II.

The Triumph of al-ffaahlr.
The dominance of the sultan and his
slave officials in al-Fashir over the old title-holding
class and the awlad al-salafrln Is nowhere better Illustrated
than In the accession of Muhammad al-Husayn al-Mahdf b.
•

•

Muhammad al-Fadl. Just as Kurra had been able to put a
•
•
child on the throne in obedience to his master's wishes and
probably his own inclinations, so Muhammad al-Fadl'3 slave,
the amTn Edam Tarbush, vas able to put the sultan's favourite
son In the throne In defiance of the other awlad al-aalSfrln.
Whereas before some of the title-holders and awlad al-aalatlu
had actually gone to war against Kurra's candidate, now
mere possession of the palace seems to have secured the
accession of Muhammad al-Husayn*
By 1 2 5 V 1 633-9 Muhammad al-Fadl vas
—
* 1
»
•
dying, although the news was kept as secret as possible by
Adam Tarbttsh.
*

(1)

(1)

The dying sultan commissioned his slave

HachtlnaL. dahara und Judan. Ill, 393J +17 Is our main

source for the reign of Muhammad al-Husayn | much of his
information comes from eye-witnesses of the events he
describes#

The scope and accuracy of the information on

DSr Fdr that he was able to collect in the six months he
was in the sultanate is astonishing.

Whether the illsha*

al-Mahdi, has any significance is not known.

2Mf

\

and confidant to engineer the accession of the sultan’s
second eldest son, Muhammad al-Husayn, and although Adam
seems to have preferred the eldest son, Abu Baler, he
promised to carry out faithfully hie master’s wishes*

(2)

Meanwhile the wazlr cAbd al-Bart, who had replaced cAbd
al~3td, was plotting with a group of title-holders to put
either Sayf al-Dln or B5sh, both sons of Muhammad al-Fadl
by Ifinm Na)lm Kussa, on the throne, marry the mother and
thus ensure his own power in the land*

(3) But the

conspiracy was betrayed to the dying sultan by Adam Tarbush
and cAbd al-Barl banished from the capital*

Two days later

Muhammad al-Fadl died*
•
•

(2)

Nachtlgal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, 39>+.

Apart from the

title, amine which appearstto have been an honorific, Adam
Tarbush seems to have held no official position until after
the accession of the new sultan*
(3)

Nachtlgal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, 39^, lists cAbd

al-Blrl1s associates! the abbo daadinga IshSq b* BSsh,
the orreaedultthK Ahaad al-Dabl, Ahmed Votfa, the a ^ o
jabbay Muhammad Nur al-Dln, the baasi Nyombe b* Huh,
Mulxaznmad b* TayrSb, sfoartai of Dar Birged Kajjar, Muhammad
b* Hasan Abu Kablr, later taaqdum of dar al-rlh and the
•
•
malik al-koriat °Abd al-FattSh* What Nachtlgal*s account
does not make clear is themmeans whereby Adam Tarbush
succeeded in the face of what at first sight seems such
formidable opposition*

2^5
Edam Tarbush soems to have kept
a firm grip on affairs during the interregnum, despite an
attempt by Abu Bokr to rally his brothers and seise control
of the palace*

The old palace or fashlr» built ty cAbd

al-Kahmn on the north-west side of the raimd Tandalti, vas
a hive of buildings containing the dead sultan's regalia,
the sacred drums, the armoury and the treasury*

Possession

of the palace vas thus not only ritually but practically
decisive*

The ritual aspect is significant| despite

Ialomisation, the 3acred character of the sultan and the
importance of the royal regalia aeon to have been in no
way diminished*
But despite the dead sultan's
command, the choice of Muhammad al-llusayn seems to have been
w
•
•
something of an accident! Sdam Tarbush nearly gave in to the
pressure of the awifri ai-r.al5frTn to support Haslb allah,
(or perhaps more correctly Hasabaiiah), another son of
Muhammad al-Fadl, as candidate until he vas reminded by
•
•
the malik kyrkva Hamid that he, Sdam Tarbush had threatened
to kill Hasaballah's uncle*
Hasan
•

But it vas the fellow McidobI,

Abu Kablr, the father of one of the previous

conspirators, Muhammad b* Hasan, who urged Edam Tarbush
to install Muhammad al-Husayn*

3o the

Halama b* Malik

vas sent to bring Muhammad al-Husayn to the palace, where he
vas installed as sultan*

Haohtigal describes the final

scene,
"The same night, two dignitaries, the
Basi Omar and Hasan Abu Kebir, vere

despatched to rouse the most distinguished
officials and ©on from their sloop, and
to administer to them the oath of loyalty
which was to he taken on the Quran.

In

the early morning tho drums and the musket
shots of the troops vho had occupied
the palace sounded, and the Shei*if Brahim
went with the Melik Ahmed ibn-Dardok
to Abu Bekr, to inform him of Has in1s
installation, which he vas unwilling to
believe, although Uasln himself sent to
him*

Only when his mother, Kattuma, and

his sister, Zemzem, had convinced him
of the truth did he send his troops hone,
called his brother Hasin a perjurer, and
persisted in his surly, if not hostile,
mood*M
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Bachtigal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, 396 from the

translation of A.G.B. and H.J. Fisherj

Ahaad b. DardSli

was a member of the Berti shartal family of al-Tuvaysha,
see above 172*

Salama b* Malik, a son of cAbd a1-Rahman ’s

friend, later became a /waalr to the new sultan, who gave
him an haliura at Gurunbedi, near WacLa°a in B5r Mima*

Ke

later served as on official to the Turco-Egyptian regime
and was killed by bandits during the Mahdlyaj Ahmad Amin
cAbd al-Hamld, interview al-FSshir 7*5*1970*
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But nov the nev sultan had very nearly
heen Installed in the w o n u palace, since his instrJLlation
appears to have taken place in ton/: baasl ( Fur, "The Royal
House" ), a new palace huilt by Muhammad al-Fadl on the
■

southern side of Rahad Tan&altl*

“w

The same group of

conspirators who had attempted to put Sayf al-Din or B5sh
on the throne, tried again*

They proposed to seise the old

palace, where the royal regalia and drums wore, and set up
another sultan; evidently possession of the royal regalia
was crucial to the legitimacy of the sultanate*

The plot

was however betrayed to the sultan and the conspirators
punished*

(5)

Both Muhammad al-Fadl and hi3 son
*

»

further strengthened their position vis-a-vis the titleholding class*

It was probably in the middle years of

Muhammad al-Fadlfs reign that the new title emerged, maadum
( Arabic, plural magl&im )#

(5)

(6)

It has been suggested that

Hachtlgal, Sahara und Sudan, ill, 397.

the importance

of the drum3 coo above 138 and 213 and glossary.

Shuqayr,

Ta'rlkh al-Sudan. m-85, reproduces a seal of Muhammad al-Husayn
*

t

which says that he began his reign on Wednesday 12 Safar

125V, which appears to be 7 May 1838 - a Saturday.
(6) We have no precise date, but the title is not mentioned
by al-TSnisI and the first holder appears to have been Musallim
in Kordofan*

I have found no other reference to the form,

maadum outside Dar Fur at this period, although uaadua and
muaaddan were used interchangeably in the Mahdist state for
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the mApAfiTm were provincial governors who gradually superseded
in fact if not in nano the traditional rulers, the takanawl«
frfehtt, ,ateytlh

flfrft flifoTOfr and aha uuaang. a3 rulers

of the four quadrants into which the sultanate was divided,
,&.,.Ar4t o h ( west ), dar al-rlh ( north ), dar ,al-sabah
( east ) and dar. al-ffac£fi ( south ), hut the process seems
to have been more complex.

(7) In origin at least, the

maqadim were commissioners, who could be either slaves or
title-holders, sent out by the sultan for a specific purpose
and for a limited period*

Usually after completing their

missions they returned to their original positions.

(8)

A maoSum. while on service, seems
to have been regarded as the embodiment of the sultan fs
power) thus when °Abd al-cAz!z was sent south to fight the

(6) contd# officials subordinate to the umarS3t P*M* Holt,
London second edition, 1970,
10J-6*

The form, muaaddam. was used in several titles in

the Sinnlr sultanate) seo above 220 and Abu Salim, Al-Punj
va>l-ard, 52-3*
#
(7) Shuqayr, Ta>ril& al-Sudan. >+71? ArUell,

XXXIX1/1,

1952, 133 and Theobald, cAli Dinar. 210. The term, al-|acid.
must have been adopted from the Nile Valley, since it means
literally "upstream"*
(3)

Nachtlgal. Sahara und Sudan. Ill, h21.
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Rizayqat as maadum. Muhammad al-Husayn sent him, as Insignia
of his office, various ritual sultanic objects, a turban,
a royal spear, a royal chair, a Qur’an and a carpet, but
not a drum, and he vas honoured by the people as if he vere
the sultan himself*

(9)

A maadumfs powers vere considerable)

under certain circumstances he could impose the death penalty,
and his authority, in the area in vhich he vas, overrode that
of the local title-holders*

(10) The advantages of the nev

system to the sultans are obvious) not only vere the maaadlm
more dependent on the sultan than the territorially or
trlbally based title-holders, but they seem to have been
more useful in dealing with the increasingly grave threats
from the Arabs that lived north and south of the sultanate
that faced the sultans in the mid and late nineteenth century*
And it vas in the north and south that the maadum system

(9)

Hachtlgal,

w A .Smfon, ill, 399, and Shuqayr,

Ta >rlkti al-Sudan. »+71.
do)

Mudfrlva. Western District Handbook*

A brief historical

note on the forms of administration in western Darfur from
the time of sultan Mohammad Fadl till the present day,
(1938), Boustead, 16.2.1938 and Sudan Library. O.K.. (Bence
Pembroke), Darfur Province) Geographical and Tribal
Distribution on Reoccupation, 1916*

This last report

contains valuable Information on the judicial aspects of
the sultanic system of administration*
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became Institutionalised*

(11)

In northern Dor Fur or dSr al-rlft.
the takanawi does appear to have faded out and to have
been replaced by a new line of governors who held the title
maad&i dSr al-rfly.

The emergence of this position is

cottplicatedi but it appears that in the time of Muhammad
al-Fadl the title of abbo iringa* who traditionally
governed parts of north-eastern DSr Fur* was given to the
Meidobl. Hasan Abu Kabtr*
w •

(12)

It seems that in the

first instance it was the title9 abbo irinm which superseded

(11)

Teobald* cAlI Dlnlr« 210, implies that Ahmad Shatta

and cAbdull5hTRunga ( not Hanga ) were hereditary aaaSdla
and their offices died with them when they were killed
at ManavSsht in 18A *

But cAbdullShf Runga was a Dinka

slave and although he was appointed aaodSm In dar al-xtharbe
there is no record of any other appointment to that post
and as a slave 9 his position could hardly have been hereditaryv
and although Ahmad Shatta vas maodum dar al-gacId, no
other member of his lineage ever, held the title*
(12)

Eachtigal,

111 * 395* describes Hasan

-as In the service of the abbo irlnra. but maodum Xttsuf
Muhammad Sharif claimed his family held the title| Lav
Archives. U.K., HDD.SCR.66.E., letter from V.E.F, ltyre to
Governor/Darfur, containing a deposition by ySouf Muhammad
Sharif, and Hallla. FD.66.K.15 Azagarfa Omodla, note Bredin
22.2.1931.
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that of takanavT > since the maadum Musallim also held the
tltle| this may be a reflection of the relatively greater
Importance of the northern Dar i?13r/I5ordofan border region
as compared with north-western DSr Pur.

(13)

It was

possibly after Musallia’s death that Hasan Abu Kablr was
created first abbo Irlnr.u and given an
DSr Wanna, and later jaasSa.

(1h)

at Turra in

The raaflMB whose centre

was at Kobbeiy ruled over twelve ahartavnt and the position
became hereditary in the family of Hasan Abu Sabir.
In southern Dar Ffrr, or dar ol-gacid.
the rnaaclunks command did indeed become institutionalised as
the maadualvat dar al-sacld. but the area the command covered
was never clearly defined nor was the title ever hereditary,
until Condominium times, in one family.

(15)

Here the

rise of the maaduml^a appears to be associated with the
series of ineffectual campaigns against the Baqqara carried
out in the time of Muhammad al-Husayn.
dSr al-3&cId Included raJLUafe and

(16)

The paqdifrTvat

and vhea there

was a agagjm in the south the aba dlimanK and the flfra ’Wffinr

(13)

Arkell Papers. file 13, note of a conversation with

f£tl Ahmad Xdam al-XlnanT and see above, 192-3•
(11*)

D fEscayrac de Lauture, Memoirs« 95 And Mallla. FD.66.

K.15 Azagarfa Omodia, note Bredin 22.2.1931*
(15)

MudTrtva. Jftrala District Handbook, a list of the aaaldSa

of dSr al~^a°Id from m W m
(16)

Dee below, 262-7.

al-RahaEn ffdam RijSl.
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were subordinate to him*

Boustead collected some information

on his functions,
"A aagdum of the West lived in Darra (Dara)
and visited Western Darfur from time to
time, with a Jahadla (ilhadlra) of troops
to assist in border wars with Dar oullu
(Dar Slla?) and Dar Hasalit and to suppress
tribal troubles*

Annually about the time

of the 1st* Dahiya the oagdum would collect
all the shartais from Western Darfur and
take them into Fasher with him to meet
the Sultan at the tribal gathering*

At

the samo time, thieves and murderers were
token in by the magdum and the shartais
as well as a good deal of "Mai", fines
and dues"*

(17)

The sultanate under Muhammad al-Fadl
and his son was much more of a multi-tribal affair) several
leading officials of the state during this period were no
longer Fur.
■

Tf7 *

(17)

Edam Tarbush and his 3on, Bakhtt, were MeldobI,
•

MudS.nlya, Western District Handbook*

A brief historical

note on the forms of administration in western Darfur from
the time of Mohammed Fadl till the present day, (1933),
Boustead, 16*2*1933*

The jihadlya were a body of slaves axnaed

with muskets, see below

2571

the term, 4ihadjLya», was
c presumably borrowed from that used for Muhammad All's
conscript troops* Dahiya al-Ula is the local form for the „

month of Jumada al-Ula*
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as was Hasan Abu Kablr; the mao dura* °AbdullahT Runga, vho
served during the reign of Muhammad al-Husayn In western
*
•
Dar Fur, was a Dinka slave; the vazlr °Abd al-BSrf was
a Beigo# one of several of that tribe whom Muhammad alFadl elevated to high positions*

(18)

The system of maciAdim and the use
of slaves and non-Fur cut across the old system, but
perhaps the most radical departure from the administrative
3/stem of the past was in the geographical extension of
tk® hSkilf.a system# (19)

The principles upon which the

feakura system operated were complex and appear to have /
varied from one locality to another, but there were at
least two main types of hawakir#

The hakurat al-lah was

granted usually to fufla.r.S>% women of the royal family and
awlad al-3ala1j.In8 the ordinary frakura could be granted to
similar people, but normally went to title-holders and

(18)

See above 215} on cAbdullahI Runga, Sabll Adam Zacqub,

interview al-Fashir ^#6*1970 and on cAbd al-Barl, Hachtigal,

WA Swtot i U , 395*

The Beigo were the tribe of

Muhammad al-Fadl1s mother, Timm Buza, and were much favoured
by the sultan*
(19) X have not attempted in this thesis to describe in detail
the hakura system, since such an account must be based on the
documents photographed by Professor Tubiana (fifteen from Dor
in Dar Zaghlwa) and by myself (seventy from al-Fashir region)#
J»P* Fourcade, "Documents arabes lnteressant l'hlstoire du
Dar Fur", Dossiers de la R.C.P. n° V?. I, 1968, 35-53, has
made a preliminary assessment of the Dor letters.

25^

court officials.

Neither type of grant was usually hereditary,

although in some cases the sultan seems to have specified
that the grant was to pass to the heirs of the grantee* (20)
An essential difference between the
tt o varieties of v-atfoLr

that the ftakSrat al-.iah was

exempt from all taxes, including zakat and fi.tr* the basic
Muslim taxes paid at the end of Ramadan, and no state
officials could enter such an ha::.uia*

(21)

The ordinary

^akura was liable to both aakat and fitr * although the aid
or satylb al-fyakura could take all other payments customarily
paid to the sultan1s representatives, such as the sultan's
share of blood-money and taxes on crops*

(22)

She aid

could also in effect sub-let parts of his grant
to any one he wished on payment to him of certain duesf the

(20)

Thus in an hakurat al-Aah granted by Muhammad al-Husayn

in 1263/18**6-7 to al-RajJ Ahmad b* cIsa, who married the
sultan's daughter, marram Fatima Umm Idris, the sultan
*

specifies that the grant should pass to al-Hajj Ahmad's
•
*
descendants! the letter (hu.iiat hSkura) is reproduced in
Shuqayr, Ta^rlkh al-Sudan, b ? 6 *

But another from the same

sultan ends with the phrase, "unless afterwards another
sultan takes my place" implying the grant was not to be
regarded as hereditary! ArteHJBML^Jlf
(21)

16,

&M*

This is specifically stated in the two letters

referred to in note 20*
(22)

Malik RihayataHah Muhammad, interview al-Fashir

7*6.1970.
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sub-grantee was called aid al-fa’s ( Arabic, "master of
the axe" ) and when he relinquished his lease the land
reverted to the sTd al-halnira,
' 'M & M L

(2 3 )

1’he evidence on the evolution of

the hllmra system suggests that, apart from grants to
funarq?. which tended to remain in the same family particularly
when they related to the maintenance of a mosque, the earlier
sultans had kept a tight rein on the system and that hawalsir
were taken back upon the death or loss of favour of the
original grantee,

(2*0

Thus the amln Muhammad b* cAlI

Dokumi had originally been granted an ha.dara by uAbd al-Rahman,
which was later in 1221/1807-8, given by Muhammad al-Fadl
•

to the waslr Hamid.
•

(2?)

«

A grant from Muhammad al-Husayn
•

•

(23)

Ahmad and Hamid Xdam Abbo, interview l&ttal 19,6.1970

(2*0

There was in fact a third type of halcura grant, whereby

the sultan granted usufruct rights over a group of villages
to a fuoara* family for the maintenance of a mosque*

I was

able to collect documents and information on several of these
in the al-Fashir regions at al-Pirsh, where the fuaara5
family of Muhammad Haduj al-Kinant were granted an jhalcura
by TayrSb which they still hold ( hakura are still recognised
. as valid titles to land by the present Sudan Government ) \
documents and interview, cAbdullahI Jiddaw Muhammad, al-Fashir
13*5*1970, and at Jadld al-Sayl, 3©e above 18^-5*

In

these cases aakat and fifrr were paid to the sultan.
(2?)

Fourcade, Doaslers de la R.C.P. n° V>. I, 1963, >*3-5.
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in 1263/18U-6-7 to his son-in-law al-HaJJ Ahmad b* cIsa
records that the hakura had previously belonged to a malik
Kartakayla, then to a malik °AbdullahI Karoash. then to
the maadum cAbd al-cAzIz, and then to Umm Buza, the mother
of Muhammad al-Fadl9 before it was granted to al-HajJ Ahmad*
•

•

*

•

(26)
Hakura grants could be either of
a group of villages or rights over a tribal section9 nomad
or otherwise! cUmar al-TunisI was given an hakura of three
villages9 al-Hajj Ahmad's grant Included a section of the
Mahrlya nomads*

(27)
Muhammad al-Fadl and his son not
•

*

only granted hawaklr in greater numbers than before 9 they
also granted them in the Fur areas west of Jabal Marra,
which appears to have been an innovation*

There are few

records of hawaklr west of Jabal Marra before Muhammad alFadl but from his time on virtually every shartayajfc in ro
dlima was carved up into hawaklr*

Thust to give only two

examples 9 the shartaya DSr Myoma in ro diima was split up
by Muhammad al-Husayn into eleven hawaklr * which were
granted to various members of the Keira clan and to slaves
of the sultan! : Umm Haraz in Dar Kerne, which had originally
consisted of four small shartSySt * was reorganised by the
same sultan into an hakura which was granted to a mayram*

(26)

dhuqayr, Ta>rlkh al-oudan. 1*76.

(27)

Al-TunisI, Taahhidh f 67-9* Darfour, >*8-9 and see above

136-7}

and dhuqayr, 7 a

ai-3i~dAn. 1*7 3 .

2?7
Daw al-Na^tm, a granddaughter of Huhammad Tayrab*

(28)

Another source of strength to the
sultans, firearms, began to make an appearance in greater
numbers during this period, despite the ban on their
export to the sultanate imposed by Muhammad cAlI Pasha* (29)
Muhammad al-Fadl is said to have equipped his bodyguards
with firearms and to have had a few cannon*

(30)

Muhammad

al-Husayn seems to have attempted to organise bands of
slave troops with firearms, possibly in imitation of the
iihadlva slave troops of the Turco-Egyptians and the
baslngers of the slave traders of the Bahr al-Ghazal* (31)
But this military revolution had probably not gone far before
the end of the sultanate f cAbd al-Wahhab, an envoy of the
ruler of Egypt, Muhammad SacId Pasha, to the Dar Fur sultan,
•

(28)

•

Mudlrlva. Western District Handbook) note on Dar 3uro

(including Dar Myoma), Boustead (undated), and further notes
on the dlmligia of Qua Haraz (Kerne), Beaton 17.1.1933.
Boustead and Beaton were able to collect details of huvaUXr
for every ahartlvat in jg . cULIma.
(29)

Hill, Egypt In the 3udan. 30.

(30)

Mengin, Hlatolre de L'Egypte. 233* but Holroyd, iffltfflal.

... _

of the Royal Geographical Society. IX, 1339, 173, while in
Kordofan in 1337 was told that the army of Dar Fur had ho
firearms.
(31)

Hachtigal, Sahara nnd Snrian. ill, >K>3 and Sfauqayr,

la^rlkh al-Judan.
Hill,

bG $.On the J S M a k u n d jatiflgfi

jg x s i q
t
j he 3'ifinn. 1 3 8 and 1M).
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who visited the sultanate in 1362, reported hack that the
Keira army consisted of about 3,000 cavalry? of whom only
600 to a 1,000 wore heavily armed, and same 70,000 infantry,
who were badly armed and did not have firearms*

(32)

Bre r^vma arri ttitofefit
^

Baqqlm,* p m

the sultanate in the eighteenth

century appears to have had only marginal contact with the
Arab nomads north and south of the central some, but from
the time of TayrSb onwards, with the great expansion of
the state, Keira/Arab relations became increasingly important*
XayrSb campaigned ineffectually against the Rlsayqlt Baqqlra
and his successor, eAbd al-Ibihmun, had Mlslrlya allies In
his war against Ishaq*
•

(33)

It was in ° A M al-Rahc^n's
•

time that Browne reported that the Baqqara were supposed to
pay a tenth In tribute, which if it were paid regularly
would amount to *t,Q0G head of cattle*

But they had not paid

for two years and so an expedition was sent against them
which seiaod and brought back 12,000 head of cattle*

(32)

(3*0

£sH*2Ut XXIV, 19^1, 153, quoting from X* von Houglin,

"Borlchte und Arbeitea Uber don Agyptisekea Judau und die
lander veotlich und sudlich von Chartum11, PntartmuJ-a

M X W l m m x t 1863, 97-11^.

Th© figure of 70,000 presumably

refers to the number of tribal levies the sultan could in
theory call outf It can hardly refer to a standing army*
(33)

See above 1 A #

(3*0

Browne, Imcala, 300*

The numbers given seem excessive*
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But the reigns of Muhammad
al-Fadl
and his son saw an
•
•
almost continual series of campaigns against the Arab
camel-nomads of the north and the cattle-nomads of the
south*

In general the northern campaigns vere successful ,

the camel-nomads being either dispersed or incorporated
into the state» but the campaigns against the cattlenomads were not very effective and the continual conflict
with the Baqqlra i particularly the Rizayqat, was to be a
major factor in the downfall of the state*
It is difficult to be certain of the
reasons for these conflicts9 but in the north at leasty
the encroachment of the Sahara and the consequent drying
up of the wells may have forced the camel-nomads south and
into conflict with the settled peoples of the sultanate*
Pressure from the Zaghawa may have had the same effect* (35)
In the case of the southern nomads 9 encroachment on the
settled people may have been a factory but probably more
important was the sultan's desire to control the trade routest
used by the iallaba in increasing numbers throughout Muhammad
al-Husayn's reign, from the Bahr al-Ghazal region north•
•
wards through Par Baqqara, (36)

(35)

Some of the northern camel-nomads have traditions that

their original grazing grounds were around Wadi Sharangol,
about a hundred miles north of Kutum, an area which Is now
completely dry* Mudlrlya* DP.66*B*3, Northern Rizayqat, note
Dupuis 26*6*1925*
(36)

See below 263*
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. The main tribes in northern Dar Fur
at this period appear to have been the HahluaXd and MahrTya
in the north-west, the cIrayqit and Xhm JalOl in the centre
and the ZaySdtya in the east, bordering on Kordofan*
i

The

Fazara confederation, if it had existed, seems to have
drifted apart early on and by the nineteenth century was no
more than a memoryf it was possibly out of the debris of
the FazSra that new tribal groupings emerged such as the
ZaySdtya in Dar Fur and the Sabablsh in northern Kordofan* (37)
The Zayadlya, who lived further south than the other tribes,
seem always to have enjoyed good relations with the sultans,
and it was the °Irayqat, and to a lesser extent the MahaaTd,
who bore the brunt of the Keira onslaught.

But the Hahamld

were at least able to seek refuge in tfedal where the main
body of the tribe lived and where the tribe had a favoured
position within the sultanate*

(37)

See above, h2-3.

(33)

Al-TunisI, TashfrTdh. 139, Darfour.

129, gives as members of the Fazara group, the Mahnald,
Majinln, Ban! cAmran, Ban! Jarrar and MlsfrTya Zurq*
Burckhardt, teCtiU?..

I M & b W l , lists the HahSmTd,

cIrayqSt, Jilaydlt ( a small tribe still In northern DSr IHr ),
and TacSTsha as being in DSr FOr along with several
unidentified names.

On the KabSbtah, see T. A gad, 3.H.R..

XLVIX, 1966, 79-87.
(33)

ihidTrTva. DP.66.B.3, Northern Rieayqat, notes Dupuis

26*6.1929 and Charles 1SM5.

On the MahlmTd in Chad, see Le

Rouvreur, Saharions et Sahelians. 3M+-50.
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cAbd al-Rahman came Into conflict with
*

the camel-nomads $ Browne recorded that during his visit
(1793-1796) the MahrTya and the Mahamld fought between
themselves*

To punish them, the sultan sent a malik with

about sixty cavalry, who seized half the camels they could
find, and, "where they found five took three, as the fifth
could not be divided."

(39)

Hachtigal reported that

the °lrayqSt derided the rule of Muhammad al-Fadl because
he was still so young.

An expedition was sent north under

the baasl cUmar, who seized every fifth camel from the
tribe*

But the trouble continued and seven years later

a larger expedition was sent, which met with disaster.
Finally the wazlr cAbd al-Sld was sent north and he crushed
the cIrayqat, seven of whose chiefs were executed in alFSshir before the sultan.

It was the end of the °IrayqSt

as a distinct tribal entity in Dar Fur*

(M3)

The camel-

nomads were more vunerable to Keira reprisals than their
cousins in the south since they had nowhere to retreat
except the desert*

(39)

Browne, Travels. 300-1*

(M»

Naehtigal,

Fire and Sword, *+5-6.

a» H I * 3 9 0 -1 , and Slatln,
Slatin’s remark that the sultan

ordered the Mahrlya, Mahamld and Nucayba to move north
into the lands formerly occupied by the cIrayqat, seems to
be based on a misunderstanding! there are Mahamld, Mahrlya
and Nucayba sections among both the Baqqara and
Arabs of DSr Fur*

0
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In the south the BanI Kalha were the
particularobject

of Muhammad al-Fadl fs punitive measures*

Of all the Baqqara tribes, the BanI Halba have perhaps
\

*

the most intimate relationship with the settled people to
the north of them, in this case the Fur of the Wadi Azure,
where the BanI Halba spend most of the year ( September to

February ) before going south to the Bahr al-°Arab*

M

)

Again Nachtigal records that it was the wealth and independence
of the BanI Halba that the sultan objected to and they paid
a terrible price in the notorious "bloodbath of the BanI
Halba" which laid the tribe low for at least a generation. (**2)
It was, however, the RizayqSt and
their allies theHabbSnlya and Mac5llya
greatest resistance to the sultans*

who put up the

The Rizayqat dar in

south-eastern DSr Fur was poorly watered and not easily
accessible and the tribe’s nomadic cycle made them very
difficult to attack*

From March to June they graze their

cattle on the Bahr al~cArab and then in June begin to move
north into their own dar but often go as far as Dar Birged

0*1)

G# H&land, "Economic determinants in ethnic processes",

F. Barth (ed.)f
(*♦2)

Nachtigal,

FAX& J X & fofgrd* ^5*

, 58-73*
H i t 390, and Slatln,
The BanI Halba proved as much of a

problem to the Mahdists and to °AlI Dinar} Holt, Mohdist
State* second edition, 165 and Theobald, cAlI Dinar* 138-7.
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and al-Fashir, where they stay from about September to
January, when they begin to move south again*

(**3)

As

.

the most numerous of the Baqqara tribes, the Rizayqat were
a constant thorn in the side of the Ketra, but by the
1850s their homelands wore In the middle of a new trading
network*

In the 13*403 traders from Khartoum, both Sudanese

and European, had begun to penetrate through to the Bahr
«

al-Ghaztl, the traditional hunting ground for slave3 of
both the Baqqara and the sultans*

To the trading stations

set up by the Khartoum traders in the Bahr
*

flocked the .jailaba from the sultanate, hoping to take
advantage of the new commercial openings#

With the attempts

to abolish the slave trade in Egypt and the Turco-Egyptlan
Sudan by Muhammad SacTd Pasha from. 185** on, the clandestine
*

trade routes from the Bahr al-GhazSl to D5r Fur became very
#

important.

And many of these routes passed through territory

controlled by the Rizayqat#

(¥*}

But the Keira campaigns against
the Rizayqat began before the southern routes became so
important#

(*f3)

As part of his genex^al military activity against

Mudlrlr/a, Nyala District Handbook* note by Larapen

(undated) •
(¥*)

R. Gray, A,

London 1961,

58*69, who also quotes Nachtigal, 3ahara und ludan, ill, V57,
saying that there were about 5,000 Jallaba households in
the sultanate, most of whom came from Berber and Dongola*
See also Holt, Modern History of the Sudan. 62-*)-.

26*+

the Arab nomads, Muhammad al-Fadl appointed the abbo soming
dogala Sacid, maQdum and sent him against the Rizayqat*
3acId appears to have been comparatively successful and
vas able to capture the Rizayqat chief by a trick.

(*+5)

Muhammad al-Husayn is said to have
•

•

organised eighteen campaigns against the Rizayqat, none
of which were decisive*

The main result of the campaigns

was to create a state of chaos in southern Dar Fur which
was inimical to the interests of the slave traders of the
Bahr al-GhazIl*

It was one of these traders, al-Zubayr

Rahma, who eventually destroyed the sultanate*

(*+6)

The first campaign appears to have
been begun by the abbo aoming dogala cAbd al-cAzTz on his
own initiative, and its progress illustrated the difficulties
of fighting the Rizayqit*

At first the Dar Fur army was

able to seize considerable numbers of cattle, but as they
were returning north, they were ambushed by the Rizayqat and

0+5)

Nachtigal,

Sahara unri S u d a n .

Hi,

3,1.

What the

political organisation of the Rizayqit was at this time is
not known) it may be doubted that there was a strong centralised
chieftanship as later emerged under Madibbu b* cAlI and his
son, Musa*
(1+6)

I describe these campaigns at length both because of their

intrinsic interest and because they suggest that the Baqqara
upheaval during the Mahdlya ( 1332-1393 ) was due to factors
that first appeared some twenty years before*

On the Baqqara

in Dar Fur during the Mahdlya, see Slatin, Fire and Sword*
1*+3-70, 131-227 and 2*+*+-78.
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all the Dar Fur notables with the army, except for cA b d .
al-°AzIz, killed*

(h7)

The sultan was furious and cAbd

al«*cAztz was brought home in disgrace and condemned to
death | but he was able to postpone his fate by a judicious
bribe to the sultan| indeed the sultan made him maadun dar

0*8)
For three years °Abd al~cAz5s ruled
in peace as naadura from Dara, but then began a series of
campaigns against both the Rizayqat and Habbanlya#

The

HabbSnXya, since their territory was more accessible, were
successfully coerced but the Rizayqat were once more able
to escape towards the Bahr al-cArab*

Finally, cAbd al-c4zlz

was ordered by the sultan, who sent him a letter of commission
with a red seal and a red headcloth - both bad omens - to
try and crush the offending nomads once and for all, but in
a tremendous three day battle the MfldUBt* 3 army was destroyed

(»*7)

Haohtigal,

tfMtat U i , 398-9.

One of the

notables killed was the haaal Hyombe b# Nuh, see above 2M+.
It is probable that since both SacId and °Abd al-cAz!z are
described as abbo syaing dogala. they were members of the
lineage of IbrShla b, Ramad, since the title appears to have
been hereditary in that family*
(W)

See above 251 and Nachtigal, v>hn™

ill, 3 9 9 .
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and he himself killed.

(*+9)
Following the death of cAfcd al-0AsIz,

the sultan appointed Khalil b. °Abd al-3ld, a son of the
m d x ^
al»s;-vCIde

had failed In the Wadai expedition, laflgjfa flffy,
Khalil was joined by Hasan Abu KabTr, t\ ipc ■iu

alrflfoi and the ablx? shayjgh daall Rahma Gcmo, caqdfca
in dSr-Al-|abfi^e and all three set out In search of the
Rizayqit*

But the three m ad d im were no more successful

than cAbd al-cAsIz$ Hasan Abu Kablr1a 3on was killed in
an ambush and eventually/ the army had to retreat because
of lack of food*

(50)
In yet another series of campaigns

the rauslr Adam Tarbush was no more successful than his
predecessors, until he,

again like his predecessors,

attempted a major expedition south into the marshy lands
Just north of the Bahr al~°Arab*

(h,)

trapped in a mar3h,

Sachtleal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, UOO-1.

The seal oa

sultanio documents is customarily black, although on two
lottors from cAli Dinar that X photographed in al-Fashlr the
seal was red*
(50)

,w,„ ,,

^_

Kaohtlgal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, UOI-2, whosays the

leaders on the Rizayqat side were "Dschem al-Harro" from the
HabbSnlya and fakl Abu Bakr from the M&hfitld section of the
Rizayqatf it is worth noting that the MadibbS family come
from the Urn Dahf

khashm al-havt of the Mahrlya section

of the Rizayqatf JfccMiQhael, HJUttflKZt *> 2 9 0 -2 *
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Tarbush was killed along with fifty other notables*

(51)

After the death of Tarbuah there was
a peace of exhaustion*

The son of cAbd al-°AzIz, Ahmad
*

Shatta was appointed maadum in the south and is said to
have spent fifteen years building up a body of troops
equipped with firearms to use against the Rizayqat*

He

too fought a series of campaigns against the nomads, but
despite his firearms and even a cannon, was still not able
to achieve a decisive result, although he appears to have
had some success*

(52)
The significance of these long and

exhausting campaigns in the context of a prelude to the
invasion of al~Zubayr was that they revealed the Inadequacy
of Keira military organisation and Its inability to deal
with nomads*

The northern nomads, whether Arab or Zaghawa,

could either be won over or at least controlled, but the
Baqqara, because of their southern escape routes, could
neither be coerced nor cajoled*

It is possible to argue

that because of the importance of northern DSr Fur to the sultans,
a policy, including marriage alliances and military campaigns,

(51)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, ill, h02-3.

Brun-Rollet,

Le Nil Blanc. W5 and 129 also briefly describes these campaigns.
(52)

Nachtigal,

,3 ^ n, iii, *+03-if.

Ahmad Shatta

h*ld the title, malik naarlnm. before being appointed maadum
and after the death of the wazlr Khalil b. °Abd al-Sld he
was appointed vazlr in his place.
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to deal with the camel-nomads had been evolved in the time
Ahmad Bukr and Mohammad Tayrab.
•

•

Since there had been no

need* there had been no policy evolved for the Baqqara*
Before the rise of the Bahr al-Ghazal slave trade* this
inability to deal with the Baqqara did not matter, since
the commercial lifeline of the sultanate was in the north.
Indeed the sultans and the Baqqara probably complemented
each other, the former as middlemen the latter as suppliers
of slaves*

But the presence of the slave traders in the

Bahr al-Ghasal changed thisf the nomads were now a key
factor in the commercial prosperity of the state and were
still outside the control of the sultans.

The campaigns

had also obscured the significance of the rise to power
in the B$ar al-Ghasal of al-Zubayr Rahaa.

Muhammad al-Husayn continued the
policy of cautious defiance towards his Turco-Egyptian
neighbours that his father had practised.

The threat of

Abu Madyan continued into his reignf an expedition was in
fact prepared to put AbS Madyan on the throne in Dar Fur,
but the plan fell through when the Tureo-Egyptian Governor,
Ahmad Pasha Abu Widln, died in 18^3*

(53) But Muhammad

. ■ ■ ■!—

(53)

werne, African, frtotoiasa. 6 and r.l. Hill, fiaj&a

Frontiers of Islam. Oxford 1970, 173.

,
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°A1I Pasha, on the basis of a farman granted him by the
Ottoman sultan cAbd al-MajId (1339-1361) on 13 February
18*#1, still continued to regard DSr Fur as part of his
dominions#

(5*0

The same Ottoman sultan Is said to have

given i H a f c i to Muhammad al-Husayn supporting the
independence of DSr Fur#

(55)

Apart from the not very serious
throat of Abu Madyan, which completely disappeared upon
the death of Muhammad °Alf Pasha in 13*#9, relations between
the Turco-Egyptlaas and the Keira sultanate were peaceful#
Muhaiaaad al-Husayn and IMiamraad 3acId Panha, ruler of
#

*

*

Egypt from 135** to 1863# even forthnipt presents# the
latter sending a carriage and horses#

(56)

Muhaasaad SacT&

roceivod in Cairo an envoy from the sultan, the Tijani cal

(51*-) The text of the fanaan is given in J*C* Hurewits,
a^. A JSL$ Princeton 1956, 2

ftlPlmQXill

vole., i* 120} see alno Holt E.I.2 II, 123. T
(55)

Kachtigol, Sahara und

to a similar f a ™

Judan. Ill,

»i-87,

also refers

from sultan CA M al-cAzTz (1861-1376).

Keira/Tinrco-Bgyptlan relations are to be examined in a

forthcoming article In Afrtaan and Asian studies, (Prague)
by
(56)

L . Kropacek.

Shuqayr, Ta^Tith ai-sgdSn.

who gives an amusing

account of the sultan’s puzzlement with his present.

£70

Muhammad b* Mufchtar al-ShinqTtl#

(57)

Having a common

interest in quelling the nomads, the 3ultaa 'was equally
agreeable to the governor of Kordofan occupying the border
regions of Katul, K3|a and SSdirl in an effort to control
the KabStblsh, who had a long tradition of conflict with/
the tribes of northern Dar Fur# (53)
er this
a,
^.
In 1856 the sultan, despite the
efforts of holy men from all over the bilad al-3udSa* vent
blind and much of the administration of the state was
talren over by his sister, the liyajt Asmal Zamzam#
? 1

i'

(59)

*

Despite outwardly friendly relations

between the rulers of Dar Fur and Egypt, the former had
well-founded suspicions of the latter 1s intentions and
as a consequence a policy of sealing Dar Fur off from the
outside world was practised*

But Dar FGr*s "Iron Curtain"

need not bo exaggerated! after the conquest of Kordofan
Muhammad al-Fadl tried to prevent the Turco-Egyptians from
«

(57)

•

Hill, Egypt in the Sudan. 103.

Cuny, Journal de

Voyage. 173, met al-Shinqltl in Kordofan in 1358.

On

al-Shinqltl, see J.3. Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan, London
19^9* 2371 he is said to have initiated the sultan into the
Tijanlya tariqa*
(53)

Lejean, "Voyage au Kordofan", Sour du Monde. VII, 1363

2 9 , and H i U , Egypt in the Sudan, 103.

(59)

Hachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, >+07, and Shuqayr,

I'aJrlkh al-Sudan. W i - 5 .
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finding too much out about the sultanate and that meant
keeping out European would-be explorers.

(60)

During

Muhammad al-Husayn's reign, In 18M3 the German traveller
von MUller reached the Dar Fur/Kordofan border but was
disuaded by his guide from entering the sultanate.

(61)

But the Kelra reputation for inhospitability rests largely
on the episode of Charles Cuny.

Cuny, a French doctor

and a friend of Flaubert, attempted to reach Dar Fur from
Kordofan in 1858.

It seems certain that he reached al-Fashlr,

where he either died of natural causes or was murdered on
the orders of the saltan.

The former seems the more likely,

since when the Austrian Consul at Khartoum, Hatterer, wrote
to the sultan to ask permission for the explorers Munzinger
and Kinselbach to pass through Dar Fur on their way to
discover what had happened to Vogel, who had been murdered,
the sultan replied favourably.

He also agreed to a similar

request from the Petherlcks, although none of the explorers

(60)

See above 225 for the episode of °Abd al-Karfm.

De Lauture, Desert et le Soudan.

met In Cairo an

illiterate French soldier who vent to Dar Fur and offered
to make gunpowder for Muhammad al-Husayn, but the sultan
declined the offer and threw him out of the sultanate.
(61)

J.W. von Miiller, "Travels in Africa, I8*f7~9w»

Journal of the Royal Geographical Society. XX, 1351, 233.

t,
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took up the invitation*

(62)
The sultan's preoccupation with the

Rizayqat and the remote threat of the Turco-Egyptians seems
to have blinded him to the threat of the Bahr al-Ghazal
traders*

By the end of Muhammad al-Husayn's reign the
•

•

situation in the Bahr al-Ghazal had changed radically* In
*
1856 the Jacall trader, al-Zubayr Rahma, arrived in the
Bahr al-Ghazal*

A man of outstanding ability and great

ambition, he rapidly built up a trading empire, so that by
1865 he was virtual ruler of the Bahr al-GhazSl*
*

(63)

But as his empire grev he came into conflict with the
imperial ambitions of Ismactl Pasha, ruler of Egypt from
1863 until his deposition in 18791 the Turco-Bgyptian anti
slave trading measures and Ismactlfs own plans in the

(62)

On Cuny, see H* Hoy, Ia .JIs ,ftsr,PiLq\lg fit flaflntlflMfi

du Docteur Charles Cuny* Paris 1930, 1*+0-3, quoting from
a letter from the sultan, dated 7 Bhu^L-HiJ Ja/5*6*1862,
to Natterer, in which he says that Cuny died of illness
in al-F£shir five days after arriving, and inviting the
German travellers to pass through Dar F5r»
see Mr* and Mrs. J* Petherick,

On the Pethericks,

JlR

London 1869, 2 vols*, i, **0-31 the letter from the sultan
is reproduced as the frontispiece to vol* ii.
(63)

On al-Zubayr, see the autobiographical account in

.

Shuqayr, Ta^rlkh al-Gudan, 568-601, which formed the basis
of H.C* Jackson, Black Ivory* Khartoum 1913*
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southern Sudan blocked al-Zubayr 13 routes through the White
Nile.

Thus in 1866, anxious to secure the alternative

overland routes through Bar Fur, he made an agreement with
the Rizayqatf it was this

agreementthat eight years later

led to the downfall of the Keira state.

(6 *0

But before al-Zubayr could exploit
his possibilities to the north, he had to deal with a rival
to his position in the Bahr al-Ghazal#

This was Muhammad

al-BulallvI, who arrived in the Bahr al-Ghazal in 1369
with the backing of the Turco-Egyptians.

(65)

Muhammad

al-BulalawI was in origin a Bulala fakl from the lake Fitri
region in Chad who had spent some years at the court of
Muhammad al-Husayn, who had treated him well and granted him
an frakura.

But the fakl quarrelled with the vazTr Ahmad

iSiatta and despite the sultan*s support, left DSr Fur. He
••
apparently then went to the Turco-Egyptian authorities in
Kordofan
and AKhartoum
andV
«r.i
. ? ...
• - - i , .. ■.

pretendedthat he had a claim to

>t V J

Dar Fur and Wadal because of his royal Bulala blood. (6 6 )

(6*+)

Gray, History of the Southern Sudan. 69} It Is important

to note that al-Zubayr made the agreement with the Rizayqat
and not with the sultan.
(65)

Holt, Mahdlst State, first edition 1953, 26 gives his

atgjta as al-HllalT, but quotes from M.F, Shukry, The Khedive
Ismail and Slavery In the Sudan. Cairo 1938, 152, giving
It as "al-Bellali".
(66)

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, ill, >+09-10.

The Bulala,

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, ruled B u

m

. and

27^

He seems also to have claimed ownership of the copper mines
at Hufrat al-Nuhas* (67) Whatever the truth of these
*
•
claims, the governor in Khartoum, Jacfar Pasha, sent him
to try and oust al-Zubayr in the Bahr al-GhazSl.

Instead

Muhammad al-BulalavI was killed and his troops Joined
al-Zubayr.

(68)
But the sultanate was not only

threatened by al-Zubayrf the Khedive IsmacIl had included
Dar Fur in his imperial plans.

To this end he sent an army

officer, Muhammad Nadi Bey, to al-FSshlr ostensibly on a
diplomatic mission to the sultan, but in reality to spy
out the land for an invasion. (6 9 ) On his return Muhammad
*
»
N&dl Bey wrote a report on the practibility of an invasion,
but nothing was done for the moment and in fact IsaacIl
was to be forestalled by al-Zubayr.
By 1873 al-Zubayr*s agreement with
the Rizayqat had broken dovnf Nachtigal, who was in Dar Fur
the following year, records that Muhammad al-Husayn, Just
before his death, belatedly realising the danger from

(66) contd.

most of Wadal.

On the Bulala of lake Fitri,

see F. Hagenbucher, "Notes sur les Bilala du Fitri”,
Cahlers d'O.R.S.T.O.M.. s6rle sciences hnaalnes, V A , 1968,
39-76.
(67)

Gray, History of the Southern Gudan. 121.

(68)

Nachtigal, .Sahara und Sudan. Ill, V10 and Gray, History

of the Southern Sudan. 121.
•

(69)

Hill, Tjfnm*

SndA"- 13V.

\
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al-Zubayr Induced the Rizayqat to attack m e of his caravans
passing through their territory*

(70)

Al-Zubayr, in

retaliationf invaded Dar Rizayqat, and when, ironically y
zat&Q of the defeated Rizayqat sought refuge in the sultanate

he eontfLalned to the sultan as their suzerain of their
action*

(71)

But the sultan to whom al-Zubayr wrote on

1 Juiaada I 1290/27 June 1373 was no longer Huhammad alHucayn, but his son* IbrShlm#
The old sultan died some time in
the spring or early summer of 1373*

(72)

Before his deathf

Muhammad al-Husayn had arranged with his confidants y Bakhlt

(70)

Bachtlgal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, M 3 , and Shaqayr,

Ta>rTiai al-J&lan. J80.

(71)

Shuqayr, m ^ T v h ni-aBaSn. 580-1, giving tbo text of tha

letter} see also Jaclcson, Black Ivory. 56.
WA

Bachtlgal, JJabaia.

SlSOiktill* M V , comments, "He (I.e. al-Zubayr) had thuo

penetrated into the territory of Darfur itself y and if the
Rezeqat could scarcely be considered subjects of Darfury they
were so in name, since in the last years of King Basin's reign
they had been reduced by the cleverness and energy of the vizier
Ahmed dhottah to the condition of paying regular tribute* ”
(72) Bachtlgal, Sahara und Sudan. Ill, M 3 , says that Muhammad
al»Husayn's death was rapidly approaching in the spring of
1373*

He vas dead by June 1373* when al-Zubayr wrote to

Ibrahim#

But the new sultan did not writ© to the Khedive

IsmacIl announcing his father*® death until the following yearf
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b* JCdam Tarbush and Khayr Qartb, a Fertlt slave, that his
younger son should succeed him.

But even vith the threat

of al-Zubayr in the south hanging over the country, Ibrahim’s
accession was in danger of being disputed! a party, led by
the fakl Dardarl and the wazlr Ahmad Shatta, preferred
the eldest son, Abu'l-Bashar, vho was in fact married to
the wazlr1s dau^ther.

(73)

Arkell recorded an account of

what followed from a BaqiraawT slave eunuch, who had been
given as a present to Muhammad al-Husayn by the Wadai sultan,
"When sultan Hussein died, the umana
having often heard Hussein’s wishes, at once
appointed Ibrahim without informing anyone.
That was the day of Meiram Zahra's wedding
to Abdelgadir Dinga? son of Abu el Beshr or
Hussein by the daughter of Ahmed Shatta.
All Fasher was feasting and rejoicing.
Suddenly the nahas sounded! and it got
around that sultan Hussein was dead.
The umana sent for the wazlr and said,
who shall we make sultan?
the eldest son#

He said, Abukr,

They said, lift the curtain,

and then he saw Ibrahim already on the throne.

(72) contd#

on b Rsjab 129t/17 August 1 8 7 S J* Deny, Sommaire

des Archives Turoues au Caire. Cairo 1930, plate LIU.
(73)

Hachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, ill, M 2-3, and Shuqayr,

Ta^rikh wi

>+65-6, who gives a slightly different version.
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H© then craved forgiveness*
Then they sent for Melik Khamis el Burgawi
and the same thon happened*
The wazlr and melik Khamis were then kept
under restraint for 30 days*
The sultan Ibrahim held an ardai and after
that he allowed the wazlr and melik Khamis to
resume their ranks*"

(7*0

After the accession of Ibrahim, the
fflLSlP* as aaodum dar al-gacftl. was sent south to deal with
al-Zubayr*

Prom his base at Dara, he Joined forces with

the mallk al-nu^ias Sacd al-Nur, son of the famous IbrfhTm
b* Hamad*

Together, they attacked and defeated one of

al-Zubayr1s commanders in Dar Rizayqat, al-Nur Muhammad
cAnqara.

(75)

But while the wazTr* despite his victory,

felt it expedient to write a conciliatory letter to al-Zubayr,
the sultan from al-Fashir was writing warlike letters to the
Rizayqat and sending prominent men through the country on
propaganda missions*

(76)

Eventually the wazlr. urged on

by the new sultan and compelled by his own men, attacked

(7*+)

Arkell Papers, file 1**, folios fft~5» carda* a military

review*
*

(75)

Nachtlgal , Sahara und 3udan, 111, M V .

a

*'■

(76)

Nachtlgal, Sahara und Sudan, ill, M W - 5 and Shuqayr,

Ta’rlkh al-SudSn. 583-8, vho gives the ne*es of the holy
men*
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al-Zubayr near Shakka in January or February 187*+*

In the

battle that followed the wazlr and eight other leading notables
were killed, including the
cAbdullahI Runga.

(7 7 )

and the macidua

This battle sealed the fate of

the sultanate, despite a lull of a few months, since al-Zubayr
now began to bring up very considerable reinforcements from
the Bahr al-Gfaazal, until he had some 7,000 men with him. (73)
The Turco-Egyptlan authorities in
Khartoum had been following al-Zubayrfs progress anxiously
and now began to act to forestall him in Dar Fur.

In February

13 A the Khedive Ismac!l declared war on the sultan and
ordered the Governor-General, IsmacTl Ayyub Pasha to
concentrate his forces in western Kordofan to invade Dar
Fur.

(79)

But al-Zubayr was already on the move, having

defeated another force, and reached Dara, the capital of
the aaodumlyat dar al-gacId.
To Dara came the sultan Ibrahims
with his title-holders and what was left of his army.
After some waiting the Multan appears to have attempted
an attack on Dara, which failed*

The disheartened Dar Fur army

retreated back towards al-Fashir, but the retreat rapidly
turned into a routji.

(77)

Finally the sultan with only his

Nachtlgal, Sahara trnrt Sudan. ill>11+-5 and 31atin,

£iSS..a.aa..S8Pxa» 51*2.
(73)

Gray, History of. the Southern Sudan. 122.

(79)

Hill, Egypt in the Sudan. 137.
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title-holders and bodyguard made a stand at ManawSshl,
where on 23 October 1 8 /*+ he was defeated and killed*

On

the orders of al-Zubayr, IbrShlm was buried at the Bornu
mosque in ManawashI#

A week later al-Zubayr entered

al-FSshir where he was joined a few days afterward) by
Ismlcfl cAyy®b Pasha#

(80)

^Lr.iSfc■fttteLJhSL
Al-Zubayr had conquered Dar Fur for
P

*

*%m\i

himself and receiving no satisfaction from the GovernorGeneral, he went to Cairo to complain, only to be detained
there by the Khedive.

In Dar Fur IsmacIl Pasha divided

the new province into four districts roughly conforming
to the old fourfold division of the sultanate# (31)

The

Kelra Sultanate had apparently come to an end.
Apparently, because in fact from 187*+
until the restoration of the sultanate by cAll Dinar in
1893, Ddr Fur was anything but peaceful#

Some of the Kelra

family with the royal regalia had been taken to Cairo after
ManawashI, but others withdrew Into the mountains of Jabal
Marra#

(80)

(82)

Here a series of shadow sultans rose and fell,

Slatin, Fire and Sword, 53-5i gives a vivid description

of the end of Ibrahim.
(81)

Hill, Egypt In the Sudan, 1 3 8 .

(82)

Shuqayr, Ta M k h ai-3u4aru *+69*

Some of the spoils

from ManawashI are described in B#S# Thomas, "The ethnographical
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constantly thwarting the efforts of the European officials,
among others, of the Tureo*-Egyptian administration to
pacify the area*

Although the Turco-Egyptian regime

held the plains, the Pur tribal areas firmly adhered to
(3 3 )

the sultans*

The Pur 5 at least, were still
resisting in 1831 when the Mahdlst revolt broke out in
the Sudan.

Slatln had to contend with a series of local

revolts in support of the Mahdi and was finally forced to
surrender to the Mahdists in December 1383 when Dai- Fur
was cut out from all hope of relief by the disaster of
3hayk3ru

($0
But Mahdlst rule brought Dir Pur

little peace.

The first ZMahdist governor of M r Pur,

Muhammad Khalid, took his army east in 1336 as part of a

(82) contd.

collection of the Royal Geographical Society,

Cairo”, Bulletin de jr. Soclete Khedivlale de Geo■trahhie.

XII, 1923. 1-36 and 137-3?.
(83)

For a H a t of the shadow sultans, see P.M. Holt,

”Dar Fur"

II, 121-?.

Swo of the officials wrote accounts

for thl3 periodj SLatin, Fire and Sword. 5*1-121 and G.B.
Mossedaglia, Piarlo. Storico Militare delle Revolte al Sudan
da 1873 In Pol. Alexandria 1386.

C®*)

“Latin, Eire. and.-Sword. 1*4-3-273 and Holt, Mahdlst fltate

second edition, 72-*+.

A detailed account of the Mahdlst period

in Dar Fur can be found in Musa al-Mubarak, TaVfoh, jDfcr FBr
ftkrfflaaaL

Khartoum 1970.
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plot to overthrow the Mahdi'a successor, the Khalifa
°AbdullahI, leaving behind in his place, Yusuf, the son
of Sultan Ibrahim,

Yusuf proclaimed himself sultan but

vas killed two years later by the Khalifa's new governor,
cUthmSn Adam, who is still remembered in Dar Fur for his
ruthless pacification of the province.

But in the same

year a more serious revolt broke out in the western part
of Dar Fur under the fakl Abu Jumoayza from Bar Tama, who
claimed magical powers and who vas joined by the Keira
supporters.

(35)

Although the revolt was crushed the

Mahdists never fully regained control of D5r Fur, and in
1396 the last Mahdlst governor, Mahmud Ahmad, was recalled
with his army by tho Khalifa to help counter the advance
of the Anglo-Egyptian forces from the north.
After'the defeat of the Khalifa at
Kararl in September 1393, a Kelra claimant, cAlI Dinar b.
Zakarlya,

a

son of Sultan Muteand al-Fadl, hurriedly

returned with a group of Fur and other notables to Dar Fur
and declared himself sultan.

(36)

The newly-established

Condominium government in the Sudan had no immediate wish
to annexe Dar Fur and from 1393 to 1913, °AlI Dinar ruled
the sultanate, reviving the old administrative system with
certain modifications, driving back the Arab nomads who had
encroached on the settled land during the chaos of the

(85)

Holt,

Ateiflt second edition, 157-9*

(86)

See Theobald, cAlLffJ[fl£gA
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previous twenty years and becoming Increasingly nervous
of

the French Imperial advance from the vest*

His

relations with the Condominium government deteriorated,
mainly over the French issue, and in 1916* influenced by
the Pan-Islamic propaganda of the Turks and the Sanuslya
in Libya, he declared war on the British.

Dar Fur vas

invaded, cAlT Dinar’s army defeated at Birinjlya near
al-Fashir and he himself killed a few months later.
The history of DSr Fur under the
Condominium was relatively peaceful, apart from a serious
* rising in Byala in 1922 led by a Masillt fakl.

Dar Fur

continued to be isolated from the rest of the Sudan and
vas administered under a system of indirect rule through
the tribal chiefs*

Between 1939 and 1936, the British tried

in part to revive the rule of the Kelra in the Zallngei
region, roughly the old province of r^>

But the

second ciKur of Zalingei, Muhammad al-Fadl b. cAbd al-IIamld
b. ol-Sultln IbrShXa, was dismissed in 1936.
Since the independence of the Sudan
in 1956, Dar Fur is slowly being brought into the life of
the Sudan, a process aided by the opening of a railway
to Nyala in 1959 and the development of tobacco growing
around Jabal Karra*

Today the Fur remember little of their

sultanate, although some of the titles still survive.
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GLOSSARY

This glossary attempts to give brief
definitions of terms that appear In the thesis*

Aba Kuuri (Pur)

"Father of obeisance"$ the Fur term
for the Kelra Sultan*

Abbo (Fur)

A title of respect, used when
addressing an elder or notablef
commonly prefixed to another title*
In this glossary such titles are
listed under the second name*

Abbo Aari (Fur)

Aari| an archaic Fur word for
Sultan*

A Fur title-holder, vho took

the sultan's place In certain public
rituals*
Abo (Fur)

"Grandmother"} the title of the
Sultan's mother, a position of little
real power*

Abonga (Fur)

"Grandmothers"} widows and female
relations of the sultan, some of
whom had ritual functions*

Amin, pi# umanaJ (Ar )

A court title that could apparently
be held by either slaves or freemen}
it does not appear to have involved
specific functions*

cAqId (Ar*)

Not used as a title In Dar Fur, but
used by some Dar Fur tribes for the
*head of a hunting party*
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°AqId al-Oabah (Ar.)
*

•

,,cAqId of the EastM| the title of the
governor of the eastern province
of the Vfcdal Sultanate.

cArda (Ar#)

A military review held several times
a year before the sultan#

Awlad al-3alatln (Ar#)

"Children of the sultans" | a collective
term for the sons of previous and
reigning sultans#

Bab al-harlm (Ar#)

Orre bava (Fur), "the wjnena' door"|

0

the entrance of the faahir used by
women and close confidants of the
sultan.
Bab al-rijal (Ar#)

ftgAite (Fur)#"the mens' door"f the
public entrance to the fashlr.

Baasl# pi. Baaaimra (Fur)

A male member of the Kelra family#
who vas in some measure responsible
for the affairs of the family#

The

title became more loosely used and
gave rise to numerous groups called
teaaiagat
Baqqara (Ar#)

The Arab cattle-owning tribes of
southern Uadal, Dar Fur and Kordofan#

Bazinger (origin unknown)

31ave troops armed with firearms f the
troops of the slave traders of the
Bahr al—Ghazni#

Buraka (Ar#)

Armour made from quilted cotton for
horses#
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Abbo Daadlnga (Fur)

Arabioised as Badlnlavl. A court
title, originally co-equal vith the
abbo kotlngoi commanded the daadljjga
slave troops and administered the
area south-east of al-Fashir* The
title still survives*

Daftardar (Arablclsed
Turkish)

The title of a financial official in
Ottoman Egypt | the title of Muhammad
Bey Khusraw, who conquered Kordofan
in 1821*

Dar (Ar*)

"House" or "home"; a tribal homeland
or an administrative area*

Darrang tobu (Fur)

Mess president! responsible for the
men’s eating place in a Fur village*

Dhurra (Ar*)

Sorghum vulnaret millet.

Dlya (Ar*)

Payment made in compensation in cases
of accidental or voluntary homicide*
In the time of the sultanate, a
proportion was paid to the sultan*

Dllmong. pi* Dllmonga»
(Fur)
Arablclsed to Dimlij,
pi* DamaliJ

From the Fur, "metal bracelet"| a
subordinate official to a shartai
and probably in origin a military
leader*

Later it was loosely used

of a holder of an hakura or a person
responsible for certain local rituals*
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Diiaanff Aba (Fur)

Abbo Dtlma or P l m n l S v L "Father of
DiimaM) the hereditary title of the
Fur ruler of dar dlma or rfl dlimat
the predominantly Fur area south
west of Jabal Marra# comprising twelve
shartqyat. The title still survives.

Dingar (origin unknown)

A small wooden drum) the title of a
subordinate administrative official
in Dar MasaiIt.

Dirac (Ar#)

A coat of chain mail.

Abbo Dugunfta (Fur)

Fur title-holder) head of the dueunra
Fur yrrl.

Dukhn (Ar.)

Pennlaetum Tynholdcuml Bulrush Billet.

Dalitl, for zalal (Ar.)

Umbrella, part of the royal regalia,
carried over the sultan in public
processions.

El ini! vakil (Fur and Ar.)

Village head in Fur areas#

Fakl# anomalous pi. fuqara Sudanese Arabic form of faqih# a jurist)
h
a general term for Muslim holy men.
(classical Ar. fuqara*)
FSshir (origin unknown)

The area in front of the sultan fs
camp or palace# where he gave public
audience# and then by extension it
came to mean the sultan's court. Fa shir
vas used in Bornu# Baqlrai, Wadai
(where it also meant the sultan's
council)# Dar Fur and the Sinnar
Sultanate.
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FIrsha (Ar#)

HCarpetHt part of the royal regalia#
A subordinate chief among the Tamaf
Milei-i, Qimr and some Masallt groups#

Fitr (Ar#)

Alms or poll-tax given at the end
of Ramadan#

Folgoni (Fur) Arabicised

Retainers attached to the sultan*s*

pi# Falajna

court; often sent on official missions#

•

«

There were three court officials
known as auluk al-fala.1na.
Forara: Aba (Fur)

Fur title-holderI head of the Fur
fgranea and buldanAa orri. Ge vas
responsible for certain rituals and
for arranging the marriages of the
mavram#

Abbo Fore (Fur)

o t k a m i (origin unknown).

Fur title-

holder | but the significance of the
title is not clear# Apparently a
shadow king! ifc

said he was killed

if the sultan died in battle.

He '

was also steward of the sultan's
•states (fe5»:urat al-GuTpi. Ar. or
huuri) in Jabal Marra and Dar
Fongoro.
Girgit (fur)

"Barbed spear”; a subordinate chief
to the shartal in Jabal Si, and
similarly used in Dar Qimr#

The

gircit al-korlat. "tho Girgit of the
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grooms", vas one of the officials
in charge of the sultanfs horses#
Habobat (Ar#)

See a bon ;cu

Hakura, pl#havakTr (Ar.)
•
*

a*, pi.

(Far),

s t a t e s , either

consisting of villages or noxaad tribal
sections, vhich vere granted by
sultans to title-holders, members
of the royal lineage or frJds# They
vere exempt from most taxes, save the
normal Islamic ones, and vere usually
but not necessarily hereditary#
Customarily a sultan would confirm
a grant given by one of his
predecessors#

Host Arable documents

so fhr discovered in Dar Fur are
letters pertaining to such grants*
Ilya Baasl (Fur)

Ilya« "mother of one", baasl* "royal"?
One of the sultan’s full sisters, who
was responsible for the discipline
of the mayrasu The position could be
very powerful) the liva Daaal Zamaam
vas 3aid to have virtually ruled
Dar Fur when dultan Muhammad al-Husayn
•

•

vent blind#
Iiya Kuuri (Fur)

ll:/a. "mother of one", knurl
"obeisance"| the premier wife of the
sultan, who was responsible for the
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preparation of hi3 foodf it wag a
very influential position#
Abbo Irinka (Fur)

Jri* "up", (Fur)$ title-holder, who
*

ruled certain parts of northern Dar
Fur, in particular the Kaja people#
Abbo Xrlingo (Fur)

Title-holder, whose ceremonial
function was to place the turban on
the sultan during the accession
rituals and who was responsible for
the administration of the Tunjur,
Mima and some foreign communities •

Abbo Jabbay (Fur)

Atm>l JabbayIn (Ar.)j title-holder,
responsible for the collection of
the grain tax and its storage in
granaries.

In time of war, he vas

leader of the heavy cavalry and of
the advance guard of the army. He had
a series of officials throughout the
state subordinate to him? the r
iabbavin
(Ar#) or luban^a (Fur).
Jallabl, pl.Jallaba (Ar#)

A terra used in the Sudanic region
for merchants, usually from the Hilotie
Sudan, who vere particularly
associated with the slave trade.

J ihadlya (Ar#)

The term was originally used of the
conscript troops of Muhammad cAlf
#:

Pasha in Egyptf in Dar Fur it
referred to the slave troops, armed
/
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with muskets or rifles y recruited
by Sultan Muhammad al-IIusayn#
Jindt (classical Ar*

A subordinate chief among the Beigo

JundT)

tribe*

JuroflungQQ* pi*Jurenra

Fur youths who have been circumcised,

(Pur)

but not yet married? warriors*

Keira (Pur)

The name of the Fur royal family*

Khablr (Ar#)

A caravan leader or guide, particularly
associated vith the darb al«orhacIiu

Khalifa (Ar*)

"Successor11? a title given to a son
of the reigning sultan nominating
him as successor.

In fact, no khalifa

appears ever to have succeeded except
Muhammad Dawra*
Kharlf (Ar#)

Rainy season#

Kiisot pl.kiisonra (Pur)

"Drum", the Fur term for sfaagj&A#

Abbo Konvuram (Fur)

Head of the konyun.'ta division of
the Fur.

Abbo Kotimro (Pur)

a leading title-holderj head of the
kotin^o division of the sultan'3
guards, but more important wider
the Arabic title, m z l r * a3 a senior
administrative official*

Koriat (Fur)

Grooms responsible for the sultan*3
horses*

a title-

holder, head of the korla.t#
Koy (Fur)

Slave.

Kukur (Origin unknown)

a stool, made of wood or ivory,
which formed part of the Sultanic
ritual regalia*

Kunjar (Fur)

A stick shaped thus

T

I one of

the Sultanic ritual objects*
Abbo Kunjara (Fur)

Fur title-holder| head of the Kunjara
Fur, of whom the Keira family was
part#

KursI

(Ar*)

"Chair”f a subordinate official to
a shartai*

The term was also used

for the manager or steward of an
Iiakura on behalf of the owner of an
estate*

The tens, wakll* "deputy",

(Ar*) was sometimes used with the
latter meaning*
Llbis (Classical Ar*,

A quilted coat worn under chain

libs)

mail#

Malik al-ghazva (Ar*)

"King of the Raid"? title given to a
notable commissioned by the sultam
to raid for slaves in southern Dar
Fur*

The title may perhaps be

compared with the muaaddam al-salafrTya
in the Sinnar sultanate*
Malik al-Jallaba (Ar.)

"King of the Merchants”?

title of the

head of the foreign merchant community
in the sultanate*
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Malik al-nuhas (Ar.)

“King of the Copper kettle drum”f Fur
title held by the konyunga clan.
The title may be the Arabic
equivalent of the Fur title, abbo
sopfe;

Al-mansura (Ar*)

“The victoriousw| the title of the
male drum*

The ten dnaas formed

perhaps the most important part of
the sultanic regalia*
Maqdum, pl.maqadlm (Ar.)

A commissioner appointed to represent
the sultan in one of the provinces
or on a particular mission.

The

title was not usually hereditary,
although it became so in the family
of the abbo iringa Hasan in northern
Dar Fur.
Martsa (Ar.)

A beer made either from dukhn or
dhurra. which is widely drunk in
Dar Fur.

Mayram, Arablclsed pi.

A daughter or sister of a reigning

Mayarim (Kanuri?)

or previous sultan.

The husband of

a pavraia had few if any rights over
his wife.
Mllronft sagal (Fur) ,

,

Malik al-fradadld. "King of the
Blacksmiths”; was responsible for
providing the sultan with a supply
of hoes and iron weapons.

The
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blacksmith were and are a despised
caste in Dar Fur, as in many other
parts of the dodanic region*
Moge (Fur)

“Professional adulator" | it va3 the
responsibility of the
to announce the death of a sultan
and the accession of his successor.
H© also had certain ritual functions.

Qrnang (Fur)

In Fur areas a ©an chosen by the
elders of a locality to lead tho
-iurenga in war*

Orre ^ d ulung (Fur)

Orre,
"door", dulunr:,
“posts". A
*
■
senior tltlo-holder} ma.lordono of
i&e f5 shir and ruler of Dar Birged.
Every .steJjftiL also had his ogron,:dulun,<:.

Orrl (Fur)
I

Among the Jabal Harra Fur, a
landowning group.

Among the Fur

generally the tena appears to denote
the named groups into which they vere
divided, although the nature of these
groups is far from clear.
QadI (Ar.)

Ka^ln/ra (Fur) f a judge in Muslim lav.

Hahad (Ar.)

A shallow depression in which fc,
rainwater collects*

Ho, pi* rota (Fur)
#
*

"Wellw| used also for “faim” and
^kura.

t

29^

Ho kuurinn (For)

’•Well of tbe Sultan” , huliorat
al-dulfrans the area of Jabal Harra
and bar Fongoro , administered by
the abbo lyre* which was exclusively
the possession of the sultan and
which supplied his court with food*

3aar (Fur)

"Sword"! the malik m r i n m .

"King

of the Swordsmen” was a Fur military
title*
dambal (Fur)

“Throwing knife”.

Shartai, Arablclsed pi*

Probably from the Daju chorti. “drum14}

sharatl

in Fur areas, kllso* pi* kiisorata*
An administrative title, the
importance of which varied greatly
within the sultanate| it was less
important among the Fur, than in
eastern bar Fur* * The title was
usually but not necessarily hereditary.

Abbo Shaykh Daali (Fur
and Arabic)

The senior court slave title, which
could only be held by a eunuch. The
importance of the title declined
after the death of Muhammad Kurra*
*

The title also carried with it the
governorship of extensive lands east
and south of al-Fashir known as
ry daali (Fur) or dir dall (Ar*)
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Abbo doming Bogala (Fur)

"Lord of the children of the house" |
Fur title hereditary within the
konvunna elan; was responsible for
tfa. drums ( a. » « H k m.r.^an ) and
for the administration of the
domestics of the sultan’s court#

Taldclya, pl.takakl (Ar#)

Long narrow stripe of cotton widely
used as a medium of eaehange in Dar
Fur#

Takanavl, Arablclsed from

"visard* (Fur); Fur title,
originally of the chamberlain to
the sultan, and later of the governor
of northern Dor Fur. The importance
of the title declined with the rise
of the maod m s of northern Dar FSr.
nSv ai.tfiimnSwT was scmetiaos known
as dar al-rlfr.

Unmans Aba (Fur)

Or fiftbo uulu or

x m Lha v w X i

Fur title,

governor of the area south-east of
Jabal Marra#

With the rise of the

m i i d m title, it declined in
importance.
WaaXr, pl«wuz&r&' (Ar.)

Tire significance of this title is not
clear; it appears to have bean a court
title awarded to various confidants
of the sultan.

Apart from this

meaning, there appears to have been
one wazlr« who had the Fur title of
&k]& k&tintLQ.
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m u s m t f lu *

In this bibliography I have included
only those sources that are referred to directly in the thesis*
ARCHIVES*

a* Khartoum.
I.

The ;iu<ifln Government Archives (3.G.A.).

The Sudan Government Archives
contain very little material on the Keira Sultanate
before the Mahdiay although there is abundant material
on cAlI Dinar*3 relations vith the Condominium
Government*
II, The Sudan Library. Unlveralty of Khartoum (U.K.Library).
Apart from possessing a very fine
collection of printed works on the Sudan, the University
of Khartoum also has several valuable typescripts*
H*A* MacMichael, Notes on the Tribes of Darfur, Khartoum
1915.
* H

,f

P*J* Sandison
.-

m

, Report on Dar Masalit, Khartoum 1919.
, Fur/English, English/Fur Vocabulary,
Khartoum, no date*

(Bence Pembroke) Geographical and Tribal Distribution
in Darfur*
This vas probably, on internal evidence,
written in 1922 by Bence Pembroke and
includes a very valuable account of
the administrative system of the
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sultanate, both under cAlI Dinar and
the earlier sultans*

lit#

i^¥ ArffhivM,t,tfa;Lraralftr 91

JJdMLACfiMhY???,*
The Faculty of Lav Archives consist^
of a mass of uncatalogued legal reports*

Many of the

oases reported from Dar Fur contain information on
inter-tribal disputes, boundaries and chieftancy cases*
b* Par Fur*
!•

Al-Fashir Mudlrlya (Mudlrlya).
The main body of closed files In
total about 600 files and may be divided into two
categories\
(1)

DlR FOH PROVINCE. These number some 550 flies and
deal vlth general province affairs l*e*
administration, personnel, transport and roads,
water supplies etc*

They throw very considerable

light on the development of Native Administration
and Local Government in Dar Fur, but are only of
marginal interest for the pre-Condominium history
of Dar Fur* The Mudlrlya possesses a handwritten
list of these files*
(2)

AL-FlSHIR DISTRICT. These are about fifty in number,
but are uncatalogued and are in extremely poor
condition*

They deal with small local units and

contain much valuable information on the history
and administration of the al-Fashir region under
cAlI Dinar and before*
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A list of open files concerned with
the present day administration of Dar Fur Province is
kept in the Mudirlva. Of these files, which I was able
to read through the courtesy of the Governor, cUthman
Muhammad Husaym, some forty are concerned with tribal
affairs, each tribe having a separate file*

These tribal

files, particularly those relating to the Baqqara tribes,
contain much historical and ethnographic data*
11. Al-ESahlr Ma.llls (Majlis).
There are at the Majlis some ten
files of the al-Pashir District series, which have not
yet been moved to the Mudlrlya.
c.

London*
i.

Dr. A.J. Arkell1a Papers. Library, the School, of Oriental.imd
African Studies. University of London.
A catalogue of the papers of Dr*
A* J* Arkell has been prepared by Professor P«M* Holt*
These papers include Arabic documents, genealogies and
notes on tribes and tribal history*

Particularly valuable

are the records of conversations with old sen - old in
the 1930s - about the traditional administration of the
: A*. *

sultanate.

•v

Although Dr* Arkell made use of much of the

material he collected in his numerous articles, much of
<i

vi-ts*’
t, -

V"i.f

.A i m jiff.^

it, particularly that concerned with the later sultanate,
re: remains unpublished*
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ABABIC PRINTED BOOKS.

A M al-Hahman al-JabartT

cA:ia Jlb al-athar n^l-'IarSlln

m

Cairo n.d. (1379)

h vols.
Sdam al-Zayn

X**~AlAA'flrf^

~ii'h’
A Ti *

al-Musabbacat.
cAlI cAbdallah Abu Sinn

'AJ>7i

Khartoum 1970.

Mndhnklm Ta-^Ikhlva can Mudlrlya

Par Fur.

Khartoum 1963.

Katib al-Shuna

al-Phum. Ed.
Al-Shatir Busayll °Abd al-Jaltl.
•
<$
Cairo 1963*

Muhammad Ibrahim Abu SaXtm

Al-Punl w ^l-ard. Wnth.-i>in taml T>-

Khartoum 1967#
Muhammad b* Dayfallah
•

•

Eltab al-yabaoat fl Khugug al-avliyaJ
m*l-gallfrln ua^l-cul.am.~> «a->ishucara> f^i-3nd~n. Ed. Ibrahim
Sidayq.

Muhammad b*cUmar aX-TunisI

Cairo 13W/1930.

Tashfrldh al-adhhan bl-alrat bilad

al-cArab va >1-Judan.

Ed. IMatafa

Muhammad Mus°ad, Khalil Muhammad
*
•
cAsakir and Muhammad Mustafa Ziyada «
•
•*
Cairo 1965#
Ra°uitt Shuqayr

K^rlBh al-3ndan nl-nadlm ua^l-hadlth
wa-lushrafivatuhu.

Cairo no date

(1903)3 vols* in 1 f reprinted Beirut
1967*

In tills thesis I have used

the Beirut reprint which is differently
paginated from the original version*
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In this section I have listed all
the booksand articles

by travellers or geographical writers

written inthe nineteenth century referred to in the thesis.
G. d'Albano

Elstoria della Missions Franceacana
in Alto-Egltto-Fungl-Etlopla.
1686-1720.

Ed. G* Glamberardini.

Cairo 1961.
H* Barth

"Account of two expeditions in
central Africa by the Puranys",
Journal of the Royal Geos;raphlcal
Society. XXXII, 1853, 120-2.
Tmsla,

Discoveries In northern and

Central Africa. 5 vols. London 1357.
W.G. Browne

travels In Egypt. Syria and Africa.
London 17991 second edition, London
1306.

J. Bruce
ibaJSia*

5 vols. London 180^.

A. Brun-Rollet

I& l S IX

J.L. Burckhardt

TfflYAft. ,AB flWMft.

Jbfl.

Paris 1855.

London 1819.
2 vois.

E. de Cadalvone and
J. de Breuvery

Paris 1836.

A* Carradori

"Relatione della cose che ha
possuto veder frat1Arcangelo
(Carradori) da Pistoia Minor
Osservante Missionario nellfEgitto
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dal 1630 fin1al 1638* in (ed*) G.
Lumbroso, "Rittochi ed aggiunte
ai descrittori Italian! dall'Egitto
e dl Alessandria”, Mamorle dalla
Reale Acoademia del Llncel. elasse
seienze moral!, storiche e
filologiehe, serie *ta, X, parte 1a,
1892, 195-252.
Courrler de l'&nrpte.
C* Cuny

Journal de Voyage de Slout a El-Obeld.
Paris 1359.

V* Denon

Voyages dana la Basse et la IlautoBnypte pendant les Gammnnes do
Bonnarte.

P#H.S* d'Bseayrac de

London 1809.

"Notice sur le Kordofan", Bulletin

Lauture
Paris. V serie, I, 1351, 357-73.
Hemolre sur le Soudan. Paris 1355-6
Le Desert et la Soudan. Paris 1353.
*

Le Comte Esteve

t

I

d

f,Hemoires sur les Finances",
Description de l'Egypte.

2b

vols.

Paris 1823, XII, 118-9
R*W. Felkin

"Notes on the For tribe of Central
Africa", Proceedings of the Roval
Society of Edinburgh. XIII, 133^-5,
205-65.
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C*A* Figarl

3t«dll Scientific! aull'Egltto a
sue Adlacenze. ccnmre^a la poniaola
dell'Arabia Po-trana.

2 vols.

Lucca 186L— 5.
F* Henniker

Notes on Egypt. Mubla. the Oases.
Mount Slnal and Jerusalem. London

.

1823
T# von Heuglln

"Berichte und Arbeiten uber den
Sgyptischen 3udan und die lander
vestlich und sttdlich von Chartum" ,
Psternanag

1363,

97-111*.
A #T. Holroyd

"Notes on a Journey to Kordofan
In 1836-7", Journal of the Royal
Geographical Society. IX, 1339,
*

<■

163-91•
H« J* Lapanouse

"Memoires sur les earavanes qui .
arrlvent de Darfurth", Maaolres sur
l'Egypte.

vols. Paris 1800, 17,

81«2«
G.H. Lejean

"De Haut-Hil et le Soudan", Revue
de Geux Mondes. XXXV XI—VIII, 1862,
85**-82.
"Voyage au Haraza", Mouvelles Annales
49 8

J. Leyden

1365, 3 0 0 -1 3 .

jtUgfortaal. ,Agsp,mt,j^.jai«2axfflria8.
and Travels In Africa. 2 vols.
Edinburgh 1817.
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L*M»A« Linant de Bellefonds

"Journal of a voyage on the BohrAfciad or White Nile", Journal of

ttw ItayaA. lfta<?rjaB}iAffai JftaAato,»
II, 1332, 171-90.
G*F. Lyon

Sraysla ,1a Jtovttara Afrlo ft,
London 1321.

A,M# Mason

"Car For", Patermanns Mittheilungen.
1330 , 377-81.

F» Mengin

Histolre de L'&nmte. 2 vols.
Paris 1823.

G.B. Messedaglla
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Atfea

.gal*

Alexandria 1336.
"Le Dar-For pendant la gestion du
feu General Gordon Padia", Bulletin
de la Societe Khddlvlale de
Goonraphle. serie 3, I, 1888, M-61.
Muhammad b. cUthman
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al-Hashayshl

1903.
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Voyage au Darfour. Trans. Dr. Perron,
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Voyage au Ouaday. Trans.? Dr. Perron.
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"Extracts from notes taken during
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Leipzig 13391 reprinted Graz 1968.
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"The Kubbabish \rabs between Dongola
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Geographical Society. XX, 1351, 25^75*
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HA5HIH AND THE MUSABM*AT: KORDOFAN IN
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
/

Rex S. 0*Fahey and Jay L. Spaulding

The Musabba'at played an important
part in the history of the Kordofan/Dar Fur region in the late
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries* This article attempts to
define who they were and to examine the careers of three
generations of Musabba*at sultans, in particular that of the
grandson, their most famous sultan, Hashim b. *TsawI al-Musaba'awI. (1 )
\

Sources,
The sources for this study of the
Musabba*at are diverse and uneven in value; they may be divided into
two categories, written Arabic sources, originating within the
Sudan, and oral historical traditions* Of the former, the most
important are the collection of biographies of Muslim holy men
— Wad Dayfallah, Kitah al-tabaqat fl khusus al-awliya'wa’l-salihln
•

•

•

•

•

•

d) We are grateful to Professor P.M. Holt of the School of Oriental
and African Studies, University of London, for having read the
artiole in draft and making several valuable suggestions.

wa'l-'ulama* wa'l-sha'ara' fi’l-Sudan. ed. Ibrahim Sidayq, Cairo
1348/1950; the Funj Chronicle - Makhtutat Katib nl-Shuna. ed.
al-Shatir
Busayll
'Aod al-Jalil, (Cairo 1963) and tne collection
•
•
of land charters from the Funj Sultanate of Sinnor - Al-Fun.i wa*
1-ard. ed.
•

Muhammad
Ibrahim Abu Salim, Khartoum 1967.
•
Oral tradition on the Musabba'at

comes in part from the two works of Sir Harold MacMichael; H.A.
MacMichael, The Tribes of Nortnern and Central Kordofan. Cambridge
1912, and A History of the Arabs in tne Sudan. 2 vols., Cambridge
1922. MacMichael's information on the Musabba'at is derived
mainly from Hamid Jabr al-Dar, the last nominal Musabba'at sultan
in Kordofan and at one time a Mahdist amir. We have also made use
of information from interviews with 'Awad Hamid Jabr al-Dar, the
«•
son of HacMichael's informant, (O'Fahey, Khartoum North, August
1969) and Idam al-Zayn Muhammad, a Musabba'awl from Dar Fur
(Khartoum, February 1970) and other oral tradition sources collected
in Dar Fur, (O'Fahey, May to July 1969) and the northern Sudan,
(Spaulding, January to February 1970)
But perhaps the most important account
.of the Musabba'at in Kordofan, although whether it is oral or
written in origin is difficult to determine, is that to be found

in E. de Cadalvene and J. de Breuvery, L1Egypte et la Turauie.
Paris 1856, iif 197—214* Cadalvene and Breuvery say that their
account of Kordofan is based upon information given them by the
French Orientalist, Mathieu—Auguste Koenig, who is known to have
visited Kordofan and Sinnar during 1824 and 1825* (2) Koenig,

I

while he was in Kordofan seems to have either seen a manuscript
history of the province or, and this seems the less likely,
collected from some unnamed informant or informants, a remarkably
full and accurate account of the province, accurate especially
in its chronology. It is this account of Koenig, from Cadalvene
and Breuvery, which is our main source for the article.
The Musabba'at and the precursors of Hashim; Janqal b. Pahr and
/Isawl b. Janoal.
The Musabba'at today are an Arabicspeaking tribe, who are to be found in widely scattered communities
(2) See R.L.Hill, A biographical dictionary of the Sudan. 2nd.
edition, London 1997, 93 and 206 for brief notices on
three.
Koenig seems never to have written an account of his travels in the
Sudan, but letters from him wore puolished in the Bulletin de la
socioto de geographie de Paris. 1824, 335 and 81; 1825, 152, 158
and 370; 1826, 402 and 169. We are grateful to Mr. R.L.Hill for
these references.

throughout the Sudan. (3)

This article is not concerned with the

wider history of the rtusabba'at in the Sudan, but only with the
activities of the group, called Musabba'at, in Kordofan during
the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

To be more precise,

we are concerned only with the history of the ruling Musabba*at
clan or clans and their adherents.
The use of "tribal" names as if
they had a meaning constant through time and common to all those
who employed the j/erms has been a source of ambiguity in the
discussion of Sudanese history.

/ 1

In our chosen period of the

history of Kordofan, the name "Musabba'at" had three distinguishable
meanings.

First, the term referred to an agnatically related

group, originating in Dar Fur and linked to the Keira royal
dynasty there.

A second group included in the terra were the

supporters of the first, who probably came to relate themselves
putatively to the ruling clan.

(3)

Finally, the political supporters

There are Musabba'at villages or communities east and north of

' al-Fashir and near Nyala, in Dar Fur; at al-Nahud, Abu Zabad,
al-Ubayyid, Bara, al-Rahad and Dilling in Kordofan; several
villages near Sinnar and Sinja and also in the al-Qadarif/ICasala
region, ( 'Awed Hamid Jabr al-Dar, interview
30.8*1969 ).

Khartoum North,

Several of the Musabba'at communities in Dar Fur

are Fur^spcaking, ( ILdam al-Zayn Muhammad, intervic^ Khartoum
t2.2.1970 ).

of the first two groups, whatever their self-defined identity, ware
also known as Musabba'at, particularly to distant or poorly-informed
observers. (4 )
It is difficult to determine the
exact origins of the original Lusabba'at group or indeed to say much
about their early history. .Vhat does seem certain i3 that the
ruling clan ( Arabic, Khaehm al-Dayt ), who were called Basna and
from whom came the sultans, were related to the Keira dynasty, who
established a powerful sultanate in central and western Dar Fur
some time in the seventeenth century. The name, Basna, may be a
clue, in that it is perhaps related to the Fur word, J3aasi, which
appears in origin to have meant a male memoer of tne Keira clan,
and which later became a title given to the son3 and grandsons of
previous or living sultans, who were, ipso facto, eligible to
compete for the sultanate. (5 )
(4) Jame3 Bruce, the Scottish traveller, thus seems to have confused
the Musabba’at with the l'ur; the error may lie with his informants
in tho southern Gezira. See A. Murray, Life and Writings of Jamos
/J
Druee,(Edinburgh 1808), 425. It i3 notyfcorthy, however, that in some j t
of the Funj documents the title, Sultan l'ur al-Husabba'at. appears,
which suggests that the people of Sinnar were aware of the origin of
the Musabba'at sultans. See Ab^S^lim, al-Fun.j wa'I-ard, 60,63 and 6 6 .
(5) Tho word, Baasi, may appear elsewhere; the royal clan of the
Berti, a tribe living in north-eastern Dar Pur, is called Basanga;
see L. Holy, "Social consequences of dia .among the Berti". Africa.
XXXVII/4, 1967, 466-79. There are also among the l'ur themselves
several groups called Baasinga.

It is probable that during the
earliest phases of the expansion of the Keira sultanate in western
Dar l'ur, which are associated with the sultans Daali, Ahmad Kuuruu
and Sulayman Solongdungo, one or more groups from the Keira clan
were pushed out into the eastern Dar lur region; probably tney
were losing groups in the various succession struggles of the period.

(6 )

The movement of the Musabba'at from Dar l'ur was probably in no way
a mass tribal migration, but was rather the movement of small
groups of the Keira clan and their adherents, who could no loner

^j

maintain themselves within the sultanate, into the Dar 1’
ur/hordofan
border land3 . In this area, the Musabba'at gathered around them
(6 ) There are several variants of the genealogical link between the
Basna and the Keira; see Cadalvene and Breuve’ry, L* ;T/pte et la
Turquie, ii, 199; Muhammad b. 'Umar al-Tunisi, Tashhldh al-adhhan
bi-sirat
bilad a1-'Arab waM-Sudan, ed. Mustafa Muhammad Mus'ad,
1
Khalil Muhammad 'Asakir and Muhammad Mustafa Ziyada, (Cairo 1965),
•
•
••
83, and in the French translation by Dr. Perron, Voyage au Parfour.
(Paris 1845), 67; Muhammad b. 'Umar al-Tunisi (Mohammed el-Tounsy)
Vovago au Quaday. (Paris 1851 ), 73; U. Kachtigal, Sahara und Sudan,
3 vols., (I & II, Berlin 1879 & 1881, III, Leizig 1809), iii, 363-4
A
and MacMichael, Kordofan, 55-6 and History, ii, 154-5. See table I
for tho
0f the Musabba'at sultans recorded by MacMichael /n

r

-

—

j

- . - i -

'

fccrfealogy

from Hamid Jabr al-Dar*

*

•

•

further supporters and began to play a part in the politics of
the region. (7 )
The Musabba'at sultans, because of
their reputed or authentic genealogical link with the Keira and
because of the reputed link of the two clans, Keira and Basna,
with the previous ruling group in Dar Fur, the Tunjur, had
"imperial” pretensions. Before we look at briefly the careers
of the two earlier sultans, Janqal b. Bahr and 'Isawl b. Janqal,
and in more detail, that of Hashim b. 'Isawi, we can perhaps
consider what we may term the Musabba’at political strategy.
The Musabba'at sultans appear to nave had two strategies or
(7) It is very unlikely that the Keira exercised any control
east of Jabal Marra before the reign of 'Umar Lei (1159/1746-7
— 1167/1755-4 ), and it probable that a system of administration
was not established east of the mountains until well into the
reign of Muhammad Tayrab (1176/1762-5 — 1200/1785-6). Similarly
it is unlikely that the Sinnar sultanate's sphere of influence
in Kordofan, as exercised through their protege's, the Ghudiyat,
oxtonded west of al-Ubayyid, since its main interest was in the
slaving region of the Nuba mountains. This left an enormous
area for the Musabba'at to operate within.

policies, which they operated both simultaneously and consecutively
the first was simply to re-establish themselves in Dar Fur; in
other words, to supplant the Keira dynasty. This strategy was
further refined on at least one occasion to supporting one
Keira faction against another in Dar FUr.
The second strategy was to try and
create a L^sabba'at empire in Kordofan; this ambition led the
Musabba'at sultans, particularly Hashim b. 'Tsawl, into a close
involvement with the politics of the Sinnar sultanate and of the
riverain states of the northern Sudan.
The Musabba'at sultans failed in
both their strategies and failed on more than one occasion. Indeed
what is perhaps most remarkable was the persistence with which
the three generations of sultans used their limited resources
and political skill to try and fulfil their ambitions. Why
they failed is perhaps the most interesting question and in
attempting to answer it, we may perhaps derive some clues to
the success of the Keira in Dar Fur and the Funj on the Nile,
and to the conditions needed for success in state formation
in the eastern Sudanic region.
The first Musabba'at sultan
about whose career wcjknow a little is Janqal b. Bahr and we
can see in his career the unfolding of the twin strategies,

e

described above, and their failure. It appears that Janqal
made an attempt to oust the Keira sultan, Musa b. Sulayman
(1113 /1701-2 -

1128 /1715-6 ),

but was defeated in two battles and

driven out of Dar Fur. (8 ) Janqal mobbed back into the Kordofan/
Dar Fur border lands, where he probably continued to recruit
support from the tribes of the region. (9 )
After some years, Janqal advanced
on central Kordofan, meeting and killing on the way, the fakT.
Mukhtar b. Muhammad
Jawdatallah. (10) After his encounter with
•
(8 ) Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 366 and MacMichael,
Kordofan. 62. Nachtigal records the tradition that Janqal was
defeated by Musa in two battles fought at Tine and Kolgo, both
wost of Jabal Marra, which appears to confirm that the Keira had
little or no control east of the mountains at this time.
(9) •Awad
Jabr al-Dar, interview Khartoum North, 30.8.1969
• Hamid
•
giving the tradition that Janqal gave the nihas i.e. the copper
kettlo drums that were a symbol of authority, to many tribal
leaders in Kordofan; a clear sign of "imperial” pretensions.
(1 0 ) Wad Dayfallah, Kitab al-tabaqat. 164* where Janqal is said
.
•
to have advanced from al-Kab. Sidayq
locates al-Kab in western
•
Dar Fur. More probably al-Kab was a general name roforring to
the scries of hills just ea3t of the present Dar Fur/Kordofan
provincial boundary. Thus in an *AbdallabI waqfiya, dated 1149/
1736 there is reference to a region delimited by al-Kab in the
west, Sawokln in the east, Ethiopia in the south aad Aswan in
the north: see al-Khartum, December 1967* 58. ( we aro grateful
to rrofo33 or Holt for this reference). It is said that one of
these hill3 , Jabal Bishara Tayyib, was known originally as Kab
Balul; see MacMichael* Kordofan. 74-5 and 98, where Kab is
translated as "fort". See also Cadalvone and Breuvery, L*Egypte
et fa Turqulq, ii* 202.

^

ftiukhtar, Janqal with his allies, the Bidayrlya, advanced on
al-Ubayyid and attacked Dakin al-Punjawi, who appears to have
been, in some style, a governor for the Sinnar sultanate in the
central Kordofan region. Janqal was defeated and killed, his
head being sent to the Funj "akk in Sinnar. (11)
Janqal left many sons, at least two
of whom became prominent in Sudanese history. (12) One group of
Musabba'at under KhamXs b. Janqal seemed to have moved to Dar
Fur, where they probably bocame involved in the series of wars
between the Keira sultanate and Wadai, the neighbouring stateto
the west.

(1 3 ) Khamls and his supporters seem to have beenon

(11) Wad Dayfallah, Kitab al-tabao^t. 164 and Cadalvene and
Breuvery, L1 Hgypte et la Turquie. ii, 202; the latter source
dates Janqal*s death to 1603, but this seems far too early.
Mukhtar*s father, Iluhammad Jawdatallah, was the pupil of j/ lluhammad
al-Qaddal; during the year of famine, Umm Lahm, 1095/1603-4,
al-Qaddel sought refuge with his pupil in Kordofan, but was brought
back to Umm Talha
by the Funj ruler, Unsa b. lia•sir (1092/1681-2
•
•
- 1103 /1691-2 ), who was unwilling for so distinguished a holy
man to live under the rule of r.felik Kun.jara. which probably refers
to Janqal; see Wad Dayfallah, Kitab al-tabaqat. 23 and 45.
(12) Wad Dayfallah, Kitab al-tabanlt. 164, aay3 Janqal left about
•
•
fifty sons, yearly all of whom, except *IsawI, died fighting one
another.
(13) Jame3 Bruce, Travels to Discover the Sources of the Nile.
5 vol3 ., (London 1790), ii, 637> Bruce*s account of Kharai^, whom
he calls a ’’Prince of Dar Fowr”, is very muddled and the above is
only a possible interpretation.
•

~V

the losing side in some struggle in Dar Fur and as a result moved
or fled to the Sinnar sultanate to act as mercenary troops to
the Funj Kakk of the time, Bad! Abu Shulukh, (1136/1724 - 1175/
1762)* (14) Khamis and nis IJusabba'at cavalry rendered
valuable service to Sinnar during the war with the Negus Iyasu
II; they were largely repsonsible for the defeat of the Ethiopians
at the battle of *AjIb, near the River Dinder in Safar 1157/
March-April 1744. (15).
Meanwhile in the Dar Fur/Kordofan
bordor-lands, Janqal had been succeeded as sultan of the Musabba'at
there by his son, *TsawI, who was to prove as active as hi3
father and later his son in pursuing the traditional Musabba’at
policy, \7hat is interesting in 'Ysaw^s case is that he seems
to have joined forces with a Keira faction to take over central
Kordofan from Sinnar in order to use it as a base to intervene

(14) See Bruce, Travels, ii, 637. If Khamis left Dar Fur as a / h
result of the succession dispute following the death of sultan
Ahmad Bukr in 1141/1728-9, there may be confirmation of this
date in Abu Salim, al-Funj wa'l-ard. 138, where Khamis, described
as SuitIn Fur, appears as a witness on a document dated Rajab
1141/Fobruary-March 1729. Later members of Khamis's family
in Sinnar carried the title, Sultan Fur al-Mu3 abfca'ot: see the
discussion in Abu Salim, al-Funj wa>l-ard. 44-5.
(15) See Eusayll
(ed.), Makhtutat
Katib
al-Shuna. 21j MacMichael,
•
• •""
~ ~'''"' ”
History, ii, 365 and for the Ethiopian version, see I. Guihi
(ed.), Annalcs Re/mm Iya3U II ot Iyo'as. (Paris 1910), 114-5.

in Dar FUr on behalf of the faction.

Some of the Keira, notably Pelpelle
b, Ahmad Bukr and Sulayman al-Abyad b, Ahmad Bukr, left Dar
•

Fur and sought refuge with *TsawI

•

30011

•

after the accession of

•Umar Lol b. Muhammad Dawra (1159/1746-7 - 1167/1755-4). (16)
It seems that 'Isawi and the Awlad Ahmad Bukr joined forces to
invade central Kordofan, which was at that time held by the
Ghudiyat for the Sinnar sultanate under an ‘Abdullah! governor,
•Abdallah Ras al-Tayr. At the battle of Qihayf, ‘Abdallah Ras
•
*
al-Tayr and the Ghudiyat leader were defeated and killed. (17)
(16) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L»Eayute et la Turquie. ii, 202
and Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 570. Pelpelle and his
brother belonged to the Awlad Ahmad Bu^r, the numerous sons of }
the groat sultan Ahmad Bukr; the Awlad Ahmad Bukr played an
•
.
active part as a faction or series of factions in mid- and late
eighteenth century Dar Fur. The situation at the time of •Umar
Lol*8 accession in Dar Fur was very confused, but possibly the
fact of ‘Umar succeeding his father, Muhammad Dawra, was in some
sense an usurpation, therefore conversely the Awlad Ahmad f-ukr
might be regarded as the "legitimist" faction among the Keira.
(17) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L*Egyr>te et la Turouie.ii. 203,
who date the battle to 1751. Busayli (ed.), l.lakhtutat Katib
al-Shuna. 24, mentions neither '?sawT nor an ‘Abdallab! governor,
but says that the Musabba*at invaded-central Kordofan and there
were two battles, in which the Funj under the wazlr Wad Tuma
and accompanied by the ‘Abdallab! 1Abdallah, wero defeated,
although they were finally rallied by LIuhamraad ^bu Likaylik. J (\
For the 'Abdallab! version, seo A.E. Penn, "Traditional stories
Cjt the ‘Abdjjllab tribe", Sudan Rotes and Records, XVII, 1934, 6970
where the invasion is ascribed to a Fur sultan.

The victors then settled near al-Ubayyid. It 3 eeras 'Tsawl had
received the support of the Awlad Ahmad Bukr in exchange for
his help in ousting sultan ‘Umar Lol from his throne. Thus as
a casus belli. 'Tsawl is said to have written to 'Umar demanding
since the sultan was about to bestow his father's wives and
concubines on the leading notables in Dar Fur, that he be
given 'Umar's own raotner. (18) The outraged Keira sultan
promptly invaded Kordofan, forcing 'Tsawl to flee towards
Sinnar, but giving Sulayman al-Abyad the opportunity to enter
Dar Fur, only to be defeated by sultan 'Umar who quickly returned
from Kordofan. (19)
•Tsawl tried to intervene in

ft

Dar Fur once more, following the death in battle in Wadai in
1167/1753-4 of 'Umar Lei.

Out

of the usual confused interregnum,

there emerged a new strong sultan from among the Awlad Ahmad/
Bukr, Abu’l-Qasim (1167/1753-4 - 1176/1761-2) and it was he who
crushed 'Tsawl and his supporters. After his defeat 'Tsawl
fled to Dar Beigo and from there with the aid of the Beigo sultan
(18) Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 370-1; there is reference
to a similar practice by the later Keira sultan, 'Abd al-Rahman
al-Rashid (1200/1785-6 - 1215/1800-1); al-Tunisi, Tashhldh.
101
e
and Darfour, 89. 'Isawi's demand was probably morally outrageous,
but it may also have had political1implications.
(19) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'sWpte et la Turquie, ii, 204-5
and Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 371.*Their versions vary
slightly.
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he was able to return to Kordofan. (20)
The defeat of

'Tsawl

by Abu'l-Qasim

/j

marks the beginning of nearly a twenty year hiatus, bwteon 1753
and about 1770, in our knowledge of the Ku3 abba'at. It wa3
perhaps during thi3 period that some Musabba’at made their
peace with the Keira and returned to Dar Fur; thus Muhammadayn
b. *Isawi and a group of supporters returned to Dar Fur and
were given estates ( sing, hakura ) at Jugujugu in the al-Fashir
region by the successor of Abu'l-Qasim, J.i•uhamraad Tayrab b. Ah•raad
Bukr (1176/1762-3 - 1200/1785-6). (21).

The Career of Hashim b. 'TsawT.
It is said that after
1

'Tsawl*s

■

(20) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'Efcypte et la Turquie. ii, 207,
is the only source fpr this episode. They also say that 'Tsawl
was murdered by his uncle, Kustafa,
on his return to Kordofan.
••
Another tradition asserts that he died naturally in the Kaja/
Katul region; 'Awad H^mid Jabr al-Dar, interview Khartoum North / I
30.8.1969.
(21) Adam al-Zayn ?£uhamraad» interview Khartoum 12.2.1970 and
hi3 colloction of Jugujugu Uusabba'at tradition, al-Tirath
Ay-Sha'bi li-oabila al-Musabba'at. mimeograph, Khartoum 1970.
The exact date of lluhammadayn's return to Dar Fur is not
clear, but it was probably before Tayrab's invasion of Kordofan
in 1200/1785-5.
: i..

A

i

*
•

death, the elders of the Mashghara clan ( khashm al-bayt ), who
were by custom responsible for choosing which of the previous
sultan's sons should succeed, came together to choose the
next Musabba'at sultan. Keeping 'Isawi' 3 death a secret, they
sent for Ha3him, one of the dead sultan's many sons, who was
at that time studying religious subjects in Dar Fur. Ha3 him
hurriedly returned, was appointed sultan and the other sons of
'Isawi imprisoned. Hashim probably became sultan about 1770. (22)
From the very beginning of his
career, Hashim seems to have pursued the traditional Musabba'at
policy of trying to create in central Kordofan a Musabba'at
(22) 'Awad
Hamid Jabr al-Dar, interview Khartoum North 30.8.1969,
• •
who also gave the tradition that Hashim and Muhammad Tayrab were
cousins, since their mothers were sisters, daughters of the sultan
of the Mima, a small Arabised tribe, who live around V/ada'a, south
east of al-Faohir. A similar tradition was also recorded from
Sabll Adam Ya'qub, interview al-Fashir 4*6.1970. These traditions
appear to contradict Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 375, that
Tayrab's mother was the sister of the sultan of Zaghawa Kobe , in
north-western Dar Fur. The traditions would make better sense,
in that chronologically Tayrab appears to belong to an older
generation than Hashim, if we a33ume that one of Tayra^s wives
was a daughter of the Mima 3ultan, the sister of Hashim' 3 mother.
* Since we know Tayrab campaigned in eastern Dar Fur, a matrimonial
alliance with the Mama was very likely. The Keira link, whatever
its exact nature, and a period of residence in Dar Fur probably
gave Hashim an excellent understanding of the politics of the
sultanatej soe also n.^p.18 #
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empire. Ironically in view of the tremendous activity of his
on

career, he came close to achieving tnis early in=hx3 =varBer but
was never aferwards so successful, Hashim appears to have begun
his remarkable life of war and intrigue by securing hi3 home
base in the Dar Pur/Kordofan border lands.
His first move appears to have been
against the Bidayrlya of Jabal Bishara Tayyib under their chief,
Balul, By an act of treachery, he drove the Bidayrlya out and
further strengthened his hold on the area by opening wells, cut f t
through the rock, at Sodiri, north-west of Jabal Katul. (23)
liashim now had a secure and well-nigh inaccessible base in the
area bounded by Jabal Kaoa, Jabal Katul, Jabal Bishara Tayyib
and Sodiri, It is probable also that Hashim had an understanding
with Tayrab who was about this time consolidating Keira rule in
eastern Dar Fur among such tribes as theBerti, Birged and Beigo
and who had his fashir or capital at Rilin south-eastern Dar Fur. (24)
(23) See IJacMichael, Kordofan, 74-5 and98; although no date i3
given for the episode, it woul^ deem likely that Hashim occupied
Jabal Bishara Tayyib early in his career. On the importance of
the Kaja/Katul region, see M. Born, Zentralkordofan, (Marburg
19 ^6 ), 68 and 71*
(24) al-Tunisi, Tashhidh, 76-7 and Pgrfour. 50-9 and Nachtigal,
Sahara und Sudan, iii, 376,
*

/&

In 1772 Hashim moved east to
attack the Ghudiyat and he is said to have deieated them at a
battle fought near y|ulbas, some fifteen miles south of al-Ubayyid. (25)
The forces of the Sinnar sultanate in Kordofan unaer -Tuhannad
Abu Likaylik were too weak to stop him and Hashim was able to
occupy al-Ubayyid
without resistance, (26)
•
his victory over the Ghudiyat
and occupation of central Kordofoj, Hashim acquired the opportunity,
or perhaps the neccesity of participating in the internal
politics of the Sinnar sultanate. The provinces of the Sinnar
sultanate were governed by a group of tigntly interrelated
aristocratic families, through their professional armies and
civil

sorvice composed of slaves. In Eui-opean writings these

king3 have
they

often been identified by reference to the peoples

ruled; for example the *Adlanab and Hannikab dynasties

(25) *Awad Hamid Jabr al-Dar, interview Khartoum north, 30,8,1969.
• •
(26) Hurray, Bruce, 425, from Bruce*s diary in Sinnar, dated
1*0.1772. There can be little doubt that nruce was referring
to Hashim*s invasion, although he mentions neither Hashim
nor the Musabba’at. Bruce says that a Fur army advanced from
I?Il, which suggests a large measure of Keira involvement in
Hashim* 3 plans; this is confirmed by Cadalvene and Breuve"ry,
L’Rgypte et la Turquie. ii, 209.

r\

were often called "Ghaiqiya" king3 . (27) In reality these
dynasties were kings over the Shalqiya rather than of t^hm; the
local freemen did not participate in political life on the
state-wide level, and were excluded from marriage into the
ruling group. The family ties of the kings were ratner with
the ruling houses of the other provinces, where a similar set
o^f social and political conditions prevailed. The civil conflicts
in eighteenth century Sinnar were by no means tribal wars, but
rather dynastic disputes among interrelated royal lineages. (28)
In Hashim*s time, the situation
in the Kile valley invited intrigue. -The abortive revolt
against Makk Bad! Ill al-Ahmar in the early years of the
eighteenth century had never been totally suppressed; the relatives
of the defeated manjil. the *Abdallab! Muhammad
al-Simayh,
had
•
•
based themselves on Old Dongola and the Shalqiya country and
(27) For example, see J.L. lurckhardt, Travels in Nubia, (London
1819), 278 and F. Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe. au Flouve Blanc.
j> vols., (Paris 1826), ii, 25-4. After the fall of Sinnar, the
royal families of the *Adlanab and Hannikab came to adopt Shalqiya
ancestry; interviews, Muhammad *Uthman al-Hasan, shaylch *Assum,
•
•
30.12.1969 and al-Zayn Idris, ii.1.1970, of the 'Adlanab, and
al-Hojj Tajfe Hamad, 15.1.1970 and 'Uthman Sa^Id, Shaykh al-Masawi,
10.1.1970, of the Hannikab. For c<yrenience, this usage will be ^ n
retained in the present discussion.
(28) Mr. Spaulding describos aspects of the social and dynastic
history of the northern Funj kingdom in his doctoral dissertation,
Columbia University, 1970-71.

refused to be dislodged. (29) They hoped to recover the man.jiliklya
and repeatedly attacked Hal^rat al~Huluk, the 'Abdallab capital

^ a,

just north of modern Khartoum, as well as raiding caravans. (30)
I

At the time of Hashim's victory over the Ghudiyat, the nan.1il
Muhammad b. 'Ajib conceded to the traveller, James Bruce, that
the Rubatab country narked the effective northern limit of his
power. (31) In the southern part of the sultanate a new rift
opened between the family and supporters of !!uhammad Abu Likaylik
and the royal house of Sinnar, whose partizans may be termed
the "legitimists". Both factions sought allies among the middle
Nile provinces of the Ja'aliyin in Shandl and al-Matanma, the
-Mea?irfe-b of Berber and the 'Abdallab.
The 3a'dab state, which included
the Ja'aliyln of the west bank of the Nile, with its capital at
al-Mat^mma, was an early eighteenth century offspring of Shandl.

/<t

The origin of the state and its dynasty was clouded by murder
(29) The descent of the 'Adlanab kings from the family of
Muhammad al-Simayh is described in a document preserved by the
•
•
former nazir of the Shalqiya, al-Zayn Idris, which was copied by
Spaulding at Herawl, 11.1.1970.
(30) Cailliaud, Voyage, ii, 195* The 'Adlanab were later to
•receive the 'Abdallab heartlands as a reward for collaborating
with the invading Turco-Sgyptian forces.
(31) Murray, Bruce. 432. ^

jo

and its kings had e v e r y reason to support the Abu L.ikaylik
faction against the "legitimists'1, (32) The Awlad Nimr of
(32) The tradition recorded in Ka'ura Shuqayr, Ta'rikh al-3udan
_al-qadim wa*1-hadith wa-iughrafiyatuhu. (Cairo n.d, (1903) and
Beirut 1957, reprint, 3 vols. in 1), 425, deriving both the Sa'dab .t
_
_
\
A
and the Awlad Uimr from Idris III b, al-Fahl surely errs. When
Bruce visited Shandi in 1772, Idris III was still young and
probably under the regency of his mother; Zruce, Travels, iv, 526
and 529* In the same year malik Sa'd was campaigning in
Kordofan; see below 21. • In 1772 the people of Shandi were
terrified lest Abu Likaylik - and j/alik Sa'd — return from Kordofan
and devastate the province; Bruce, Travels, iv, 531. Obviously
both the Sa'dab and tneir conflict with Shandl were in existence
before Idris III b, al-Fahl reached maturity.
The difficulty can be resolved by reference to Cailliaud's
Ja'aliyin king-list, a confusing document which fails to distinguish
between the two dynasties; Cailliaud, Voyage, iii, 106-7. It suggests
that conflict broke out among the sons of an earlier malik. *Abd
al-Salam, after his death at the hands of the Funj. His successor
and son, al-Fahl , the only recorded malik of that name, who is
said to have ruled for fifteen years, wa3 assassinated by a second
brother, Diyab, so that a third, Idris II, could rule. After six
years Idris II was killed by the Kawahla on the Atbara and Diyab
succeeded, followed by four brothers. Meanwhile a son of al-Fahl
•
Idris III, is known to have been ruling Shandl under the tutelage
of hi3 mother; Bruce, Travels. iv,526 and 529, Therefore all
the brothers of al-Fahl must have ruled elsewhere, presumably at
al-Matarama. This would have been the origin of the 3a'dab state.
The noxt malik of al-rlatamma was the Sa'd mentioned above; he was
indeed the 30 n of Idris, but not Idris III b. al-Fahl, but of
* *
Idris II b. 'Abd al-Salan, the first to benefit from the murder
of the otiginal al-Fahl,

Shandif on the contrary, were consistently sympathetic to the
party of the ITakk of Sinnar. The Mirayfab of Berber were probably
the weakest of the middle Nile peoples and dissipated their
energies in wars with Shandi» the Shalqiya and the Rubatab.
That they were subject to the same partizan pressures as were
the Ja'aliyln became obvious when a succession dispute erupted
during the last years of the Sinna/ sultanate; one contender

/r

bore the name Abu Likaylik, while the other sought the assistance
of Shandi. (33) Continuous succession disputes among the
•Abdallab prevented the formation of permanent factions, but
the group furnished allies to both parties. The Shalqiya
rulers were at odds with the dynasties of Berber, Shandl and
the ’Abdallab, but maintained good relations with the Sa'dab
perhaps because they wanted to

U3e

al-Matamraa as an alternative

to the hostile commercial entrepot of Shandl ay£ross the river. (34)
Such wa3 the political situation within the Sinnar sultanate
when IIa3him first appeared.
(33) Muhammad Hijayba (Abu Likaylik faction) and Shaykh Rahma
•
•
•
("legitimist” faction”), interviews Berber 30.1.1970.
(34) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L’Nrarpte et la Turquie. ii, 256-7
and interview hurl 3.1.1970, Muhammad
Sulayman Hammadtu,
from
.
*
the leading fakl family of Nurl, who accurately described the
eighteenth century wars of the Shalqiya with Berber, Shandl and
the ’Abdallab but denied that^hostilities had ever taken place
with the Sa’dab because, he said, there were close family ties
between the two groups.

At the 3arao time as Hashim’ 3
victory over the Ghudiyat, there seems to have been a parallel
conflict in the northern Kordofan/Bayuda region, for a comment
of Jamos Bruce may be interpreted to mean that the Shalqiya
were involved in the afiairs of Kordofan a3 early as 1772. In
that year, Bruce learned in Halfayat al—LIululc, presumably from
an 1AbdnllabI informant hostile to the Shalqiya, that the
Fazara, the Banl Jarrar and the Kabablsh had, "expelled the
ancient Arabs of the Bahiouda, who pretend now only to be subjects
of Kordofan". (35) The outcome of Hashim's invasion of central
Kordofan was not yet known and Bruce’s informant wa3 probably
suggesting that the Shalqiya, who with reasonable certainty may
be identified as the "ancient Arabs", were in some way connected
with the Ghudiyat and the faction of AEu Likaylik. (36)
The military leaders in Sinnar did
not passively accept Hashim’s conquest. In 1186/1772-3, ITalik
Sa’d moved to al-Ubayyid, presumably to oppose Hashim. (37)
He seems not to have returned from Kordofan until 1199/1784-5
and undoubtedly spent his stay raiding and plotting against the
Musabba’at and their sultan. (38)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)

Bruco, Travels, iv, 515*
Bruco, Travels, iv, 531.
Euooyll
(ed.), Uakhtutat
Katib al-Shuna,
27.
•
"V '
t
Busavll (ed.). MakhtutatKatib al-Shuna, 32.
•

•

•

The next eight years, 1772 to 1780,
of Hashim1s career are obscure, although there is no reason to
suppose he relaxed his control over central Kordofan. he
probably did not control the land east of al-Ubayyid as far as
the Y/hite Nile, since, as we have 3 eeh, .'lalik Sa'd stayed on
somewhere in this region, holding it in the interest, probably
of the Abu Likaylik faction of Sinnar.
But in 1194/1780, the wazlr from
the Abu Likaylik family, Rajab b. Muhammad, mounted a concerted
attempt^ to retake central Kordofan and- drive out Hashim. The
Punj Chronicler states that he, "went to Kordofan, a3 had his
fathers before him, and busied himself with blockading the
mountains". (39) Rajah's activities around the Nuba mountains
become explicable if we assume he was slave-raiding to fill up
his regiments before attacking Hashim. The latter, however,
refused to fight and retreated north-westwards to Abu Sala'a,
probably on his way to his refuge in the Sodiri region. The
Musabba'at are said to have been so enraged by their sultan's
apparent cowardice, that they turned and fought Rajab under
Hashim's brother, 'Abdallah Dikso. They were defeated and
•Abdallah killed. Hashim continued his retreat back to the
security of the Kaja/Katul region; it was the first of his
strategic withdrawals and the end of what was to be the longest
period that he held central Kordofan. (40)
(39) Bucayli, (ed.). ?.?akhtutat Katib al-Shuna, 31*
.
' • «•
(40) Cadalveno and Rreuvely, L'Egypto et la Turquie, ii, 209.

Internal events in Sinnar rather
than any military activity by Hashim brought an end to the rule
of Rajab b. Muhammad in central Kordofan. No sooner had Rajab
left Sinnar in 1194/1780 than a revolt broke out under the
'Abdallab manjil, al-Amin. Rajab, still in Kordofan, dispatched
his brother Hasir, to restore order, but although Nasir wa3 able
•
.
to contain the revolt and to appoint a new 'Abdallab rnan.jil, he
could neither capture al-Amin nor even prevent him from so
devastating the trade centre of ArbajI in 1198/1783-4 that it
never recovered. (41) The revolt assumed more serious proportions
in 1199/1784-5, when Makk 'Adlan II of Sinnar assembled the Awlad
Nimr of Shandl, al-Amin of the 'Abdallab, and other "legitimists"
and imprisoned, enslaved and executed many of the leaders of the
Abu Likaylik faction. As a result of this, Rajab and Malik Sa'd
were forced to return to Sinnar in the following year, 1786. (42)
Once more there was a power vacuum in central Kordofan.
For the second time, and indeed for
the last time, Hashim and the T.fusabba'at moved from the Kaja/Katul
region and occupied al-Ubayyid. (43) This time, however, Hashim
was not destined to stay in central Kordofan for very long, since
the Keira sultanate of Dar Ihr began to look eastwards.
(41) Busayll (ed.), Hakhtutat Katib al-Shuna, 31.
•
• »
(42) Busayll (ed.), Mnkhtutat Katib al-SHuna, 32 and Cadalvene
* ^
* *
and Breuvery, L'Kgypte et la Turquie, ii, 210.
(43) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'LYypto et la Turquie, ii, 210.

In Dar Fur, by 1200/1785-6, Sultan
Muhammad Tayrab had good and various reasons fpr wanting to
incorporate Kordofan into his empire. First, he was anxious
to consolidate his position in eastern Dar Fur and round off and
secure his successful series of campaigns there. (44) To do thi3 ,
it would/ necessary to eliminate the Musabba'at base at Kaja/Katul
and, as we shall see, Hashira had given him reason to want this.
But there were also good reasons within the politics of Dar Fur
for Tayrab, old as he was, to go on campaign; tension had been
growing between the sultan on tne one hand and the Awlad Ahmad
Bukr on the other. Thus Tayrab may have been prompted to invade
Kordofan as a convenient method of removing from Bar Fur the
Awlad Ahmad Bukr and so ensure the smooth succosion of his son,
Ishaq. (45)
•

But the immediate cause of Tayrab*s
invasion was that Ha3him, from his Kaja/Katul base, was causing
trouble in Dar Fhr. What Hashim’s exact motives were is difficult
to determine; he was probably harking back to the old Musabba’at
policy practised by his grandfather and father, o^f involving

f-

themselves in Dar FUr politics perhaps in the long torm hope
of re-establishing themselves there. More practically, Hashim
was probably anxious to upset Tayrab*s programme of expansion
(44) Al-Tunisi, Tnshhidh. 76-7 and Darfour. 58-9 end Nachtigal,
Sahara und Sudan, iii, 575. Tayrab’s^are further discussed in ^ i
Mr. 0 *Fahey'sdoctoral dissertation on the growth o^ the Keira
sultanate, University of London 1971.
(45) Al-Tunisi, Tashhidh. 8 b and Darfour, 6 8 .

in eastern Dar Pur. Probably from about 1783, nashim*3 followers
began to raid into eastern Dar Fur; they attacked, at this time,
the Tung, a group of Nuba slave soldiers settled by Tayrab in
Dar Daju in south-eastern Dar Fur. They raided the Arab nomads
and reached, on one occasion, a3 far as Tayrab* 3 fashir at Ril
itself. (46) Musabba’at tradition records two battles fought
between Hashim*s men and the Pur, in both of which the former
wore successful. The mo3 t famous battle was one fought at
Jabal al-Hilla, some twenty miles west of the modern Dar Fur/
Kordofan boundary on the al-Pashir/al-Nahud road. (47)
As Hashim*s activities in eastern
Dar Fur grew, so did his wider ambitions and these latter
involved him indirectly with groups from the riverain Sudan.
He is said, at this time, to have raised a mercenary fonce of
ten thousand men, recruited from the Danaqla, Shalqiya, Kababish
and Rizayqat and which also included slave troops. (48) The
Kababish and Rizayqat were nomads who undoubtedly hoped to fare
better with Hashim than under the more powerful Keira sultanate.
The Danaqla were merchants, bat they travelled armed and had
* (46) Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 376 and Shuqayr, Ta'rlkh
al-Sudan, 450.
(47) •Awad Hamid Jabr al-Dar, interview Khartoum North 30.8.1969,
I•
*
gave the tradition that some three or five years after the battle
at Jabal al-Hilla, Tayrab gathered a huge army and marhcod on
Kordofan; an army so huge that when it camped it drank the wells
dry. This refers, no doubt, to the invasion of 1200/1705-6, so
we may date Ha3him*o forays to tho period 1780-1705.
(4 8 ) Al-Tunsr, Tanbhrdh. 84 and Pgrfour, 67.

considerable experience in swordplay, if not in organised warfare
They dominated the commerce of Kordofan, having founded the
entrepot of Para, and traded along the routes to Shandl or
al-j.Iatamma and to Egypt via their homeland. (50) The Shalqiya
were their overlords and also merchants in the^r own right; they
shared an interest in keeping Kgrdofan under friendly rule.
Hashim must have proved himself a congenial trading partner to
have won their allegiance since 1772. (5 1 )
But Hashim and his allies had
overreached themselves and Tayrab began to prepare to move on
Kordofan. After a half-hearted attempt to reach a peaceful
settlement, the Keira sultan collected an immense army and set
(49) Ih Old Dongola and Dar al-3halqlya, a sword was called a
"djellabe" and some forty years later, in a similar fashion to
Hashim, the Maqdum I.^usallim assembled the Danaqla merchants of
Bara to resist the Turco-Sgyptian invasion of Kordofan; Cadalvene
and Breuvery, L1Egypte et la Turquie. ii, 260 and220.
(50) See I Pallme, Travels in Kordofan, (London 1844), 13. The
exact date of the foundation of Bara is unknown, but it already
existed in 1200/1785-6 when Tayrab encamped and later died there.
(51) The prosperity of Khandaq and al-Dabba under Shalqiya
rule, as well as the flourishing market towns of the Shalqiya
•homeland contradict the "received tradition" that the Shalqiya
looked upon merchants as mere bearers of potential loot; see
U.A. Linant de Bellefonds, Journal d*un Voyage a Karodans les
g.nneeo 1021 et 1822. Jed.^ M. Shinnie, (Khartoum 1958), 30 and 73
and Cadalvene and Breuvery, L1Egypte et la Turquie, ii, 288-99.

j. ,

I

out to conquer Kordofan. (52) Hashim must have realised that he
had no serious hope of standing against the Dar Ftir host and
made another of his strategic witndrawals, but this time
eastwards; the Kaja/Katul region could no longer serve him a3
a base.
Instead he wont to the Dongola
region, probably to the .jazirat PasrT of the traditional account,
described as west of Dar al-Shalqiya. (53) At that time the
Dongola region from where the iiile turns north to the borders
of Dar al-ohaiqiya near Kurti, was ruled by the Hannikab section
of the Shalqiya. (54) It seems probable then that the Shaiql
malik, Sabll, with whom Hashim arranged’the political marriage
(52) For the preparations for the campaign and Tayrab*s order
of march, see Shuqayr, Ta^rlkh a1-Sudan. 449 -5 1 . The description
suggests that Tayrab had more in mind than a mere punitive raid.
Tayrab wrote to Hashim telling him to keep the peace; see
al-Tuni3l, Tanhhidh, 86 and Darfour, 6 9 , quoting the letter, or
more probably an imaginative reconstruction, in which Tayrab
addresses Hashim as "cousin”, ya ibn *amm!. see above n.22, p.15.
(53) Cadalvbne and Ereuv^ry, L'Egypte et la Turquie. ii, 211;
the traditional account is to be found in MacIIichael, Kordofan.
6 3 , note 3 ; the several traditions in L'acMichael relating to
Hashim* 3 career appear in short individual paragraphs. Their
sequence cannot be reconciled with what is known of Kashira's
caroer from other sources; we have thus regarded each paragraph
as a discrete and independent tradition, arranging them in an
o’
rdor which conforms to the outline established by documentary
sources.
(5 4 ) Cailliaud, Voyage, ii, 315-38.
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of hi3 daughter/, Sharlflya, belonged to the Hannikab. (5 5 )
The Hannikab kingdom lay near the terminiua of the Kordofan/
Dongola caravan route at al-Dabba and would have served Hashim
admirably as a listening post and a base for intrigue.
I

It is difficult to ascertain the

ft

extent of Tayrab's advance across Kordofan - he may have reached
the Nile at Omdurman, he cer^inly went further than Bara. (56) l / r t
But thi3 campaign was far more than a mere raid. Although
Hashim and hid supporters did not realise it then or later, it
was to lay the foundations for nearly forty years of Keira rule
in Kordofan. But the strength of the Keira grip on Kordofan was
not to become apparent for some years. Tayrab was forced by a
disgruntled army to retrace his stops homewards and was, moreover,
a dying man. The array reached Bara and there Tayrab died. (57)
The Dar Fur army at Bara, after
much confused wrangling, chose 'Abd al-Rahraan b. Ahmad Bukr as
sultan, whereupon the new sultan hurried back to Dar Fur to
assert his claims there against the Khalifa Ishaq
b. Muhammad
•
•
Tayrab, pausing only to leave a governor at al-Ubayyid and to
collect recruits by slave raiding in the Nuba mountains. (58)

(55) MaoKichaol, Kordofan,65 note 3.
(56) MacMichael, Kordofan,14-5.
(57) Al-Tunisi, Tashhidh, 08, and Darfour. 70; Shuqayr, Ta'rlkh
ai-Sudan. 451.
(50) Al-Tunisi, Tashhidh, 93-0 and Darfour, 76-85; Nachtigal,
Sflhra und Sudan, iii, 377-8 and Ghuqayr, Tn’rlkh al-Gudan, 453.

The civil war and various conspiracies in Bar Fur, from which
*Abd al-Rahman emerged victorious, were to keep the new sultan
busy for several years. (59)

This enable Hashim to re-enter

Kordofan and drive out the governor left behind by the Keira
sultan. (60)

His supporters appear to have included warriors

from the fani Jarrar and the Shalqiya. (61)
Hashim does not appear to have
realised how determined 'Abd al-Rahraan was to hold on to Kordofan.
Once he had consolidated his position in Bar Fur, the sultan
began to prepare an expedition to deal with Hashim.

An army

was sent, probably in 1206/1791-2, under the joint command of

(59)

Al-Tunisi, Tashhidh. 104-9 and Barfour. 90-100 and

Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, iii, 580-1.
(60)

\

/

^

Cadalvene and Breuvery, L*F^cypte et la Turquie. ii, 211

and al-Tun^I, Tashhidh. 128 and Dar four. 120.
(61)

// i b

The presence of the Shaiqiya with Hashim may bo argued from

the attempt of the ‘Abdallab manjil, during Hashim’s absence, to
reconquer

Old Dongola and Dar al-Shaiqiya din 1790, while the

homeland was denuded of warriors.

It was treachery within the

/

*

mon.111‘3 own forces, resulting in his assassination and a civil
war, rather thru the Shalqiya warriors, which brought about the
‘Abdallab

.

..

failure; see Busayll (ed.), Makhtutat Katib al-Suna.

57-8; MacIIichael, History, ii, 372 and A.E.D. Fenn, "Traditional
• stories of the *Abdullah Tribe", Sudan Notes and Records. XVII/1,

]r

the slave eunuch, Muhammad Kurra

and malik. Ibfahlra

b. Rammad. (62) /r

Kurra and Ibrahim ^. Rammad met and defeated nashim at Umm
Jinayhat near Bara. (63) Although Hashim was never to admit
it until the end of hid days, this arrival in Kordofan of Muhammad
Kurra, a man of outstanding ability, ended any chance3 he may
have had of establshing his own empire there. Kurra firmly
established Keira power in Kordofan and in 3 uch a way as to make
it acceptable to the trading communities there, so that they, in
the days of Turco-Egyptian rule, looked back favourably on the
rule of Dar Fur. (64)
After his defeat by Kurra, Hashim
appears to have returned

d Djfngola and resumed plotting and

Jo

waiting. (65) He contracted the marriage of a second daughter,
(62) The chronology of events in Dar Fur at this time is unclear;
a probable reconstruction is, 1787, death of T*^rab; 1787—8, return
of *Abd al-Rahman to Dar Fur; 1788-91, civil war and 1791, the
foundation of al-Fashir and the expedition to Kordofan. Al-Tunisi,
Tashhidh, 128 and Darfour. 120, mentions only Kurra as commander,
but Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'E/ypte et la Turquie. ii, 211
mention both, which seem3 the more probable in that Ibrahim, a
leading Fur notable, may have been sent to keep an eye on Kurra.
(63) Al-Tuni3l, Tashhidh, 123 and Darfour, 120; Cadalvene and
Brouvory, L1Egypte et la Turquie. 'ii, 211 and Nachtigal, Sahara
und Sudan, iii, 383(64) See the remarks in Pallrae, Travels, 11-6 and C. Cuny,
Jqurnal, do Voyage de Siout a El-Ooeid^ Paris 1858, W7.*
(65) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'K/tvpte et la Turquie, ii, 211.

Ja'allya, to the young Hannikab malik. Zubayr. (6 6 ) But Hashim
may have found the ShaiqXya les3 anxious to partcipate in Kordofan
adventures following the ‘Abdallab campaign of 1790 and in any
case they were not strong enough allies to guarantee success
against Kurra. Seeking to broaden his support among the riverai^n
states, Hashira moved to the Sa'dab capital, al—Matamma, and
"formed alliances with the Shalkla, Ca'alln and Danagla, and
at last decided to reconquer Kordofan". (67) The Sa'dab were
allies compatible with the ShaiqXya and from al-I'atamma, it may
have been easier to interest the Abu Likaylik faction in Sinnar
in Hashim*s various schemes.
From 1791 to 1800 at least, Kurra
seaaa to have had general oversight ofKordofanaffairs, although
he probably spent most of his time ineastern DarFUr. Kurra
established the Keira provincial capital at Bara and while
northern Kordofan was the general responsibility of T.Talik Ibrahim,
Kurra was responsible for the south. (6 8 ) The two commanders
joined forces to campaign against one group of Hashim*s supporters
still in Kordofan, the BanI Jarrar nomads, who were severely
mauled. (69)
Despite the activities of Kurra and
Ibrahim Hashim did not give up attempting to subvert Keira rule
(6 8 )
(67)
(6 8 )
(69)

MacMichaal, Kordofan. 63.
IlacMichael, Kordofan, 63.
Cadalvbne and Breuvery, L'Egypte et la Turquie, ii, 211.
Cadalvene and Breuvery, h'Hgypte et la Turquie, ii, 211.

in Kordofan, presumably from his new baso at al-Matamraa. In the
summer of 1794* tf.O. Browne, an iSnglish traveller who was in Bar
Fur from 1793 to 1796, saw fivo Keira provincial officials executed
in al-Fashir, because they had been in correspondence with Hashim. (70)
The following year, 1795, Hashim was still pressing Kurra hard;
Browne watched a parade of troop3 in al-Fashir who were to be sent
as reinforcements to Kordofan, where over half the Dar Fur
garrison had died from small-pox. Spoils taken in the fighting
against Hashim were displayed; eighty slaves and a quantity of
cattle. (71)
In 1796, Hashim moved back to Kordofan
and Malik Ibrahim recalled. (72) He was replaced by another slave
(7®) W.Cr. Browne, Travels in Africam Bpypt and Syria. (London 1799)* 219.
(71) Browne, Travels. 223.
(72) It is possible to follow Keira administrative changes in Kordofan,
from Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'Bgypte et la Turquie. ii, 211-4; in
1796, Ibrahim was recalled and replaced in northern Kordofan by
Kusallim. In 1799. the wazlr, Muhammad b, 'All Dokurai, was sent
to Kordofan to investigate and recall both Kurra and Musallim. A
little later Iiusallim returned, accompanied by a ?.?U3 aba'awI amir.
Tayma, porhaps to draw the Kordofan Musabba'at loyalties away from
llashira. About the same time Muhammad b. 'All Dokumi became
govornor of southern Kordofan, in replacement of Kurra, who had
cloorod his name and still kept the supreme administrative title,
Abbo Shaykh Daali. and with it, probably general overlord^hip of /s
Kordofan and eastern Dar Fur affairs. After 'Abd al-Rahm3 n*3 death
In 1215/1000-1, the situation remained the 3 araa until Kurra'3 own
death in rebellion in Rajab 1219/OctobeivNoveraber 1004. With the
recall of Muhammad b. 'All, Musallim wa3 left in sole charge.

eunuch, Musallim, who wa3 ordered to deal with Hashim once and
for all, chasing him to Egypt if necessary. Once more Hashim*s
return was brief; he was driven out by Musallim. (73)
Following his defeat by Musallim,
Hashim once more fled to Old Dongola, this time by way of Shandi,
Hashim's visit to Shandi was certain to arouse suspicions among
the Shalqiya and Sa'dab, enemies of the Awlad Himr and it was at
this point that they began to regard Hashim as unreliable, so that
within the year, 1211/1796-7, he had to leave Old Dongola, (74)
Summoning the defeated Ban! Jarrar from Kordofan, Hashim entered J J
the Gezira, or more likely the Jimi'ab country, oast of the Ilile
and a little to the north of Khartoum. (75) Hashim*s flirtation
with the Awlad Nimr had won him another "legitimsit" ally in the
Awlad al-Amin of the 'Abdallab, who rode with him, (76) Opposed
by the Jimi'ab, Hashim swore that he would kill at least a hundred
of them and after a fight which left only ninety-nine Jimi'ab
corp3 G3 on the battle-field, it is said he killed a dog to fulfil
his oath, (77)
&______________________________________________________________

(73) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L'iktynte et la Turquie, ii, 212.
(74) Busayll (ed,), Hakhtutat Katib al-Shuna, 39-40 and MacMichael,
,

• •

THrtory, ii, 289 and 415*
(75) Busayll (od.), Mnkhtutat Katib al-Shuna. 39-40.
•
•
•
_
(76) Busayll
fed.).
Hakhtutnt
Katib
al-Shuna,
40 , and above 24*
.
• •
(77) MacLIichael, Kordofan, 63.
§

The Abu Likaylik wazTr, Nasir, may
be excused for viewing this as an invasion; he asembled his
forces and rode out against Hashim, confronting him at Jlru,
north of Omdurraan. (78) But it proved possible to negotiate a
I

mutually satisfactory agreement; Hashim and the Awlad al-Amln
returned to Sinnar with Nasir, while the Pan! Jarrar, "went
back whence they came loiter Nasir had honoured them and given
them clothes". (79) It was probably at this tirr.e that Husallim
wrote to 'Abd al-Rahman complaining that Hashim had taken refuge
in Sinnar, ostensibly a ^iendly power. (80) ) J r
The nature of the agreement between
Hashim and the rulers of Sinnar was soon to be revealed, hashim
moved south and settled on the right bank of the White Nile,
probably in the capacity of a provincial governor lor Sinnar.
Koenig’s informant stated that Hashim was stealing cattle from
the Arabs. (81) In official terminology thi3 was called taxcollocting, and Hashim could not have done so for any substantial
period of time, 1797-1800, without the approval of Sinnar .
Equally the area around yflays was the time-honoured staging area
(78) MacMichael, History, ii, 415*
(79) Busayli (ed.), Finkhtutat Katib al-Shuna. 3f)-40 and
MacI.Iichael, History, 373-4* X
*
(80) Cadalveno and Breuvery, L1Egypte et la Turqule, Ii, 212.
(81) Cadalvene and Breuvery. L'Egypte et la Turauie. ii.

for campaigns into Kordofan from Ginnar and by establishing
Hashim in this area the rulers of Sinnar were both blessing his
efforts and using him to protect their western borders against a
possible incursion by Musallim. More substantial aid they were
not able to give,
Hashim, settled near Alays and ever
anxious to reassert himself in Kordofan, saw what proved an
illusory chance when in 1215/1600-1 Sultan *Abd al-Rahuan died,
to bo succeeded by his fourteen-year-old son, Muhammad al-Fadl.
•

e

Hashim seem3 to have thought that the Keira in Kordofan, made
uncertain by the situation at home, would let him into Kordofan
peacefully, since he sent his youngest son to Miuallim at Bara
to ask him to intervene with the new sultan on his behalf, to
let him settle in peace in Kordofan, Perhaps Iiashim was growing
old and tired. The real ruler in Dar FUr at this time was
Hashim*s old opponent, Kurra, but the governors of Kordofan,
Musallim and Muhammad b, 'Ali Dokumi, without consulting Dar Fur,
promptly rebuffed Hashim*s attempt to obtain a guarantee of
safety. (82)
Foiled in his peaceful attempt and
threatened by Musallim, Hashim is said to have made a last desperate
.V

9

(82) Cadalvene and Breuvery, I/LVypte et la Turquio. ii, 213;
it would of course be more characteristic for Hashim to want to
get into Kordofan to exploit the situation arising from the accession
of a child in Dar Fur.

appeal to all the supporters of the Musabba*at cej3 e in Kordofan
to join him. ‘
fwelve thousand, it is 3aid, did sc, but in the
final battle in 1801, he and h.i.3 supporters were routed by
I

Musallim. (83)
•

I

Koenig* 3 informant believed that
Ha3hirn wa3 killed in the battle. (84) But ‘!usabta*at tradition
assorts that he escaped to Jabal Hinayk and thenc ) to the hilly
Hassanlya country of the southern Bayuda. (85) 1ashira and his
*

.

followers maintained themselves there for several years, but
"ho was at last so hard pressed by the oheygya as to be obliged
to retire to Siiendy, and to put himself under the protection of
Nirar, the Wok of that place, by whom he was afterwards killed,
having engaged with the Mek*s brothers, in a conspiracy against
him”.(09)
(83) Cadalvone and Breuvery, L*Bgypte et la ?urquie.ii, 213.
(84) Cadalvene and Breuvery, L*Egypte et la Turquie.ii, 213.
(85) MacMichael, Kordofan. 14 and 63.
(86) Burckhardt, Tpmels, 257. Iia3him must havn mot his death
before 1014 when Burckhardt visited ohandl. How ver Uusabba’at
tradition, in KacMichael, Kordofan. 63, asserts ;hat he diod in
al-Katomna; probably therefore the parties to hi last intrigue
woro the Sa*dab and their arch-rivals,the Awlad Himr, and its
object, control of Shandl. Acontemporary example of good relations
botwoon the Keira and the Shaiqiya dominated entrepot of al-Dabba
*
may bo found in a letter from Muhammad
al-Fadl
to
the
fakl
•
•
1 " r
Muhammad Abu Jibba, describing the sending of rich gift3 to the
mosque of the Dulayqab at al-Dabba; the letter is poorly reproduced
in Busayll, TTa'alim ta^Tkh wadi’l-Nll. (Cairo 1965), 261.

Table 1: The 'usabja*at Sultan3 of Kordofan,
l.luhammad Sabun Ja*al
Ahmad Kur (Kuuruu)
1

The Keira sultans
of Dar Fur

-I
Muhammad
Turasara (Turaoah)
•
•
i_
Idrid

I

3ahr,
• .jadd al-Fusabba'at
—

—

-

I

Janqal (Jongol)
Khamis
I

The Husabba^t
of Sinnar

•Isawi
_i

J~ --

Hashim

'Abd al-Muttalib

i

[mihammadayj

!

Ahmad
•i
Mhararaad
Jabr al-Dar

The Liusabba'at
of Umm Shidayra,
Dar Fur,

* 1

The Musabbr
of Jugujugi
Dar Fur,

Hamid
*I
•Awad (present generation)

The above genealogy is based on MacMichael, History, ii, 154-5,
from Hamid Jabr al-Dar and from information from Adam al-Zayn
Muhammad» interview Khartoum 12.2.1970, On the Musabba’at of
Sinnar, see Abu Salim, al-Funj
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